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Foreword 

Transmission systems are complex aggregates of electronic 
and mechanical gear. Their design, manufacture, application and 
operation involve the coordination of a wide range of scientific and 
engineering considerations by diverse groups of people. The greatest 
effectiveness in such an activity will be realized if the people in
volved have a commonly held understanding of underlying principles. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories has two graduate programs in 
communications technology: the Communication Development Training 
Program for new employees of the Laboratories; and the Operating 
Engineers Training Program for engineers from the Bell System 
Operating Companies. Each of these programs includes a course in 
transmission systems. While in their future careers these two 
groups will have different roles to play in dealing with transmission 
problems, we believe that much can be gained by presenting an inte
g~ated view of the subject. We hope this text and courses based on 
it will help to strengthen and unify the various transmission ac
tivities in the Bell System. 

M. B. MC DAVITT 
Director of 

Transmission Development 





Pref ace 

Objectives 
Transmission is the part of communications engineering con

cerned with transmitting messages between sources and receivers. The 
purpose of this text is to provide material on which communication 
engineers can base a clear philosophy of transmission systemso This will 
require ability to determine the basic factors in any problem; knowledge 
of and analytical facility with major concepts; and working familiarity 
with important methods, details, and vocabulary. 
Plan of Text 

Transmission, like other fields of engineering, is composed 
of a central core of method and specialized knowledge surrounded and 
supported by numerous related scientific and engineering disciplines. 
Electromagnetic theory, active and passive network theory, various branches 
of mathematics, and the physics of active devices are a few of the 
scientific fields that have a large bearing on transmission. Likewise, 
general methods of analyzing systems and the broad viewpoint supplied 
by information theory contribute to an understanding of transmission 
systems. Although this text will touch on many of these topics, the 
reader must go beyond it for detailed development of the parts these 
supporting fields play in particular transmission problems. 

Presenting a compact and coherent view of transmission re
quires integrating the parts of the subject, developing a balanced 
treatment of the important ideas and adapting them to the evolving 
problems of the communications industry, and establishing basic methods 
applicable to both old and new transmis3ion techniqueso We need precise 
information and vocabulary with which to think. At the same time we 
need to generalize and carry ideas from one part of the subject to 
others. The essence of the method employed in this text is to present 
selected information, vocabulary, and analysis covering the major 
problems and techniques of transmission. This material provides the 
base for delineating general principles and methods that have broad 
application. 

Much of the new thinking about transmission will have its roots 
in past accomplishments in the field. Furthermore, it is not practical 
to discuss new situations in terms of details that are still to be evolved. 
Thus, the material in this text is largely composed of techniques and 
methods that have been applied to existing transmission problems. It 
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is expected that a thorough grasp of this background will provide the 
basis for systematically considering the application of new technology 
to old and new problems. 

In making a broad assessment of a transmission problem it 
will be helpful if the parts played by the following factors are 
examined: 

1. The structure of the network in 
which the information bearing 
signals are to be transmitted. 

The importance of this factor can be illustrated by examining the re
quirements on a channel which must be switched automatically every few 
minutes to form a part of a new chain of channels and comparing them 
with the requirements on a channel permanently connecting two fixed 
points. 

2. The characteristics of the 
message to be transmitted. 

(As used here and at other points in the text "message" is defined as the 
original acoustic wave as spoken, a soene as viewed, or a written page) 
The structure of the message , and the reaction of the user of the 
message to distortion and interference added during transmission, form 
the basis for requirements imposed on transmission channels. 

J. The characteristics of the signal 
used to transmit the message. 

The signal into which a message is translated will have a form and 
sensitivity to interference and distortion which is different from the 
original message. Much of transmission technology deals with matching 
signal characteristics to physically realizable system techniques so as 
to achieve a desired quality of message transmission. 

4. The performance of the com
ponents of transmission 
systems. 

The performance that can be achieved, expressed in such terms as power 
capacity, noise, bandwidth, and stability is limited by both physical 
and practical considerations. In addition, a wide variety of adjust
ments can be made among performance factors and components of the 
system. These adjustments depend on our ability to evaluate the ways 
in which specific mechanisms - such as non-linearity in an AM system 
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amplifier, or imperfect equalization in an FM repeater - react on the 
signals in the system and ultimately on the message. 

The way in which these factors are handled in the text can 
be seen from the summary of chapters which follows this preface. The 
first chapter deals with the structure of the Bell System telephone 
and television networks and their impact on the performance required 
from specific links and components. The second chapter discusses the 
nature of the telephone message and the way in which requirements on 
telephone channels are derived. The third chapter deals with voice 
frequency transmission in terms of how the signal is derived, the per
formance of transmission facilities and the nature of degradations ex
perienced by the signalo 

The problems of transmitting many telephone messages on an 
amplitude modulated carrier signal are considered next. In Chapter 4 
the preparation of the signal is discussed. This is followed, in 
Chapter 5, by a summary of the principal problems encountered in AM 
systems. Chapters 6 to 15 give a much more comprehensive treatment of 
methods used in the design of AM carrier systems. These may be omitted 
by the reader who is not concerned with detailed design problems. 

Consideration of television transmission in Chapter 16 pro
vides an oportunity to examine an entirely different type of message 
and signal. Similarly, frequency modulated microwave radio systems 
and pulse modulated systems provide radically different ways of trans
mitting messages. The signal composition, performance characteristics, 
and signal degradation mechanisms of these methods of transmission are 
considered in Chapters 17-28. In the final chapter it is shown how 
communication theory relates message characteristics, signal charac
teristics and system performance. 

Transmission - An Evolving Field 
Transmission is not a static field. Prior to 1930, it was 

largely concerned with defining bandwidth, loss and interference ob
jectives for telephone and telegraph service and learning to meet them 
with an economical combination of transmitters, receivers, wire lines 
and amplifiers. In the following two and a half decades, the bulk of 
the advanced work in transmission involved designing, manufacturing, 
and operating carrier systems. The provision of large numbers of 
economical long and short haul channels, including both message and 
special service facilities, was the primary objective. From both 
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design and operating viewpoints, the transmission systems required to 
meet these objectives are well defined entities meeting specified re
quirements. As a result, the inter-relationships among these toll 
systems and the connecting local plant were treated as particular and 
in most instances, not controlling problems. 

The growing demand for high quality channels and the advent 
of new technology is rapidly leading to a new era of transmission. In 
the coming decade, this will be characterized by the application of new 
techniques to improve the quality and increase the quantity of both long 
distant and local facilities, by the increased complexity of plant used 
in making a call with an attendant large emphasis on engineering for 
maintenance, and by provision of new services. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 

VOLUME 1 

Chapter 1 

Transmission System Environment 

The composition of the Bell System plant is reviewed in 
terms of the types of transmission facilities used and the ways in 
which they are interconnected. 

Chapter 2 

Message Channel Objectives 

The Bell System objectives for loss, noise, crosstalk, and 
echo in message circuits are stated, and the statistical nature and 
subjective foundation of these objectives are discussed. 

Chapter 3 

Voice Frequency Transmission 

The voice frequency components of the telephone plant -
subsets, loops, vf trunks and repeaters - are describedo Voice fre
quency transmission characteristics, noise sources in the local plant, 
and crosstalk are discussedo 

Chapter 4 

Amplitude Modulation 

Amplitude modulation and demodulation are analyzed, and 
various forms of AM signals are discussedo Emphasis is placed on the 
preparation of telephone message signals for transmission over carrier 
systems. 

Chapter 5 

Introduction to AM Carrier Systems 

The building blocks of AM carrier systems are describad. 
The chapter summarizes many of the important problems encountered in 
the design and engineering of these systems and serves as an introduction 
to the material that follows in Chapters 6-150 
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Chapter 6 

System Layout Terminology 

This chapter collects important terminology used in 
Chapters 6 - 15 and introduces the reader to the problem of de
tailed system analysis. 

Chapter 7 

Random Noise 

Sources of random or thermal noise in AM systems are 
discussed; formulae for computing tube noise, and methods of 
estimating noise figure of repeaters and the addition of noise in 
a string of repeaters are given. 

Chapter 8 

Modulation Distortion 

Cross modulation between channels arising from non
linearity in an AM system is analyzed. The relation between the 
power series representation of the non-linear device, and the over
all intermodulation performance of an AM multi-repeatered system is 
developed. 

Chapter 9 

Load Capacity, Gains and Losses 

System load and overload are defined in terms of an 
equivalent single frequency sinusoid. Equality of repeater section 
transmission path loss and repeater gain is shown to be an important 
objective. 

Chapter 10 

System Layout and Analysis 

The material developed in Chapters 6 through 9 is used 
to illustrate the problems of setting repeater spacing, system 
levels, and analyzing system performanceo 
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Chapter 11 

Misalignment 

The problem of systematic misalignment - all repeaters 
slightly too high or all repeaters slightly too low in gain - is 
analyzed and the necessarily adverse effect on signal-to-noise 
ratio studied. 

Chapter 12 

Overload and Modulation Requirements 

S-3 

Methods of deriving overload and intermodulation require
ments for a system from a knowledge of the speech load are studied. 
It is shown that the peak value of the voltage wave corresponding 
to a telephone multiplex signal can be expressed in terms of a sine 
wave having the same peak voltage; this concept is also made use of 
in FM systems later. Methods of computing modulation noise developed 
here are similarly adaptable to FM system problems. 

Chapter 13 

Feedback Repeater Design 

The problems of working through a feedback repeater de
sign from its initial conceptiQn to its final form, and estimating 
the repea..ter performance throughout the design process, are dis
cussed as an example of the interdependence of device development 
objectives, circuit design and system performance. 

Chapter 14 

Regulation and Equalization 

Requirements on the transmission-frequency characteristic 
for telephone and television transmission are discussed, and methods 
for equalizing and regulating to meet these requirements are des
cri.bed. The frequently unexpected impact of the equalization plan 
on other aspects of system performance illustrates the complex 
nature of the system problemo 
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Chapter 15 

Shaped Levels. Feedback, Compandors, TASI 

The effect of shaped feedback and pre-emphasis of the 
telephone multiplex load on repeater noise, intermodulation, and 
overload is discussed. The problems and advantages of compandors 
are described. The principle of time-sharing of channels is 
introduced. 

' VOLUME 2 

Chapter 16 

Television Transmission 

The nature of the televisi.on signal, its ~ensitivity to 
interference, and the resulting requirements on transmission systems 
for this signal are discussed. 

Chapter 17 

Introduction to Microwave Systems 

The building blocks of a radio system are described. 
Some similarities and differences between radio and wire systems 
are discussed. 

Chapter 18 

Radio Propagation 

Antenna gain and path loss relations are analyzed. 
Characteristics 0£ typical antennas and the problems of fading 
and absorption are discussed. 

Chapter 19 

Properties of the Frequency Modulated Signal 

The spectrum of a carrier which is phase or frequency 
modulated by one or more sinusoidal signals is derived. The 
spectrum resulting from angle modulation by a band of random noise 
representing a telephone multiplex signal is given. 
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Chapter 20 

Random Noise in FM and PM Systems 

The method of analyzing the noise performance of an FM 
or PM system is given. The noise advantage of FM over AM systems 
is derived, and shown to be an example of the principle of trading 
bandwidth for signal-to-noise ratio. 

Chapter 21 

Use of the Fourier Transform for 
Transmission System Analysis 

The Fourier Transform is reviewed at this point to 
serve as a tool for analyzing subsequent FM and PCM material. 

Chapter 22 

Effect of Transmission Deviations in 
PM and FM Systems 

The methods of analyzing the effects of transmission 
deviations in an FM or PM system are presented. 

Chapter 23 

Frequency Allocation 

The factors effecting choice of baseband width and the 
mechanisms of interchannel interference are discussed. Frequency 
allocations of present radio systems are illustrated. 

Chapter 24 

Illustrative Radio Systems Design Problem 

The material in the previous chapters is summarized by 

applying it to the analysis of a short haul 100 channel system. 

S-5 
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Chapter 25 

The Philosophy of Pulse Code Modulation Systems 

A general introduction is given to the principles of 
message sampling, quantizing, coding, decoding, and reconstruction. 
Time division multiplex and the trading of bandwidth for signal-to
noise ratio are examined for a PCM system, and the results are re
lated to previous discussion of AM and FM systems. 

Chapter 26 

Preparation and Processing of Signals in PCM 

The spectrum of a sampled message is examined to intro
duce the problem of filter requirements. This is followed by a 
description of the terminal equipment and a discussion of estimated 
noise performance of a 24 channel system. 

Chapter 27 

Pulse Transmission and Reshaping 

High-end shaping and transmission deviations are analyzed 
in terms of error rate. Methods of compensating for the effects of 
low frequency suppression in transmission systems are discussed. 

Chapter 28 

Regeneration and Retiming 

Ideal vs. partial regeneration and retiming are studied 
in terms of the system error rate.. The advantages of a regenerative 
system over a conventional AM or FM system are discussed. 

Chapter 29 

Signal Processing 

The nature of speech is discussed, and methods whrch have 
been devised to extract and transmit only the information content of 
the message are examined. 



Introduction 

Chapter 1 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 

In providing the telephone service which permits people to talk 
together at a distance, the telephone system must supply the means and 
facilities for connecting together the particular telephone stations at the 
beginning of the call and disconnecting them when the call is completed. 
Both switching and transmission problems are involved. The switching 
problem is concerned with selecting and connecting together the customers 
and transmission path, and includes supplying and interpreting the control 
and supervisory signals needed to perform this operation. The transmission 
problem, which is the concern of this text, deals with the transmission 
of these control signals and the customer's message.~' 

A transmission system in its simplest form is a pair of wires con
necting two telephones. I•J.ore commonly, the term "transmission system" is 
used to denote a complex aggregate of electronic gear and the associated 
medium which together provide a multiplicity of channels over which a number 
of customer's messages and the associated signalling information can be 
transmitted. 

In general, a call between two points, in any but a purely local 
situation, will be handled by connecting a number of different. transmission 
systems in tandem to form an overall transmission facility between the two 
points. The way in which these systems are chosen and interconnected has a 
strong bearing on the characteristics required for each systerr.. Similarly, 
the way in which television and many other special service facilities are 
built up reacts on the performance required for each transmission system 
used to carry these types of services. This is so because each element 
which forms a link in the overall transmission facility between two points 
will add some degradation to a message. It follows that the relationship 
between performance and cost of a transmission system cannot be considered 
only in terms of the isolated system but must also be viewed with respect 
to the relation of the system to the building up of ·a complete facility. 
Thus, the solution of design, manufacturing, and operations problems for a 
specific system will more often than not require knowledge of other systems 
in the telephone plant, both existing and planned. 

*The term message as used in this chapter denotes any information a customer/ 
might want to get from one place to another, e.g., speech, TV, data, etco 

( 
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A Simplified Telephone System 

Figure 1-1 
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Figure 1-2 

Telephone Service - Connection Description 

1-3 

An example of the large variety of facilities that might be 
used in handling a telephone call is illustrated by Figure 19* A 
block schematic of a typical long connection is shown on Figure 2. A 
connection may involve voice frequency transmission between subsets 
through a single central office or a multiplicity of links including 
several offices, voice frequency paths and carrier systems. 

The subscriber's subset modulates a direct current (usually 
transmitted from the central office} with the acoustic speech message 
to be transmitted. The subset also demodulates the received signal 
and returns it to its acoustic fonn. In addition, it generates super
visory signals (on-hook and off-hook) and switching signals (dial 

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- -· -
*For latest tenninology and more detailed discussion see "Notes on 

Distance Dialing" AT and T circular tile. 

---
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pulses). There are a variety of subsets in use, each having somewhat 
different frequency response and transmitter and receiver efficiency. 
The importance of these factors is discussed in Chapter 2 while the 
characteristics of the subset are covered briefly in Chapter J. 

The subscriber's loop provides a two way path for the speech 
signals and the ringing, switching, and supervisory signals. Since the 
subset and subscriber's loops are permanently associated, their combined 
transmission properties can be adjusted to meet their share of the message 
channel objectives discussed in Chapter 2. For example, the greater ef
ficiency of the 500 type subset is used to permit increased loop loss due 
to longer distances or finer gauge wire. The performance and limitations 
of loops will be discussed in Chapter J. 

The small percentage of the time (of the order of 2%) that a sub
scriber's loop is used has led to the consideration of "line concentrators" 
for introduction between the subscribers and the central office. In 
effect, the concentrator is a partial central office, and the pair which 
connects it to the true central office, and which formerly was part of the 
loop plant, must now be thought of as a trunk. The essential difference 
between a loop and a trunk is that a loop is permanently associated with a 
particular subscriber and subset, whereas a trunk is a common usage 
connection. 

Trunks of various types are used to inter-connect central and 
toll offices. An inter-office trunk connects a local central office to 
another central office, a tandem trunk connects an end office to a tandem 
office, while a toll-connecting trunk connects a local office to the toll 
office.* In toll language, toll connecting trunks are also described as 
"terminating links". 

Up to the point where the signals are connected to inter-toll 
trunks in the toll office, the message and supervisory signals may be 
handled on a two-wire voice frequency basis (that is, the same pair of wires 
is used for both directions of transmission), by a rural carrier (used as a 
loop), or by short haul N carrier or, in the future, PCM (used as toll 
connecting trunks). At the toll office, after appropriate switching and 
routing, the signals are generally connected to the toll trunks by means of 
a four-wire terminating set, which splits apart the two directions of trans
mission so that the long haul transmission may be accomplished on a four
wire basis. (Some short intertoll trunks are handled by two-wire trans
mission.) Through these intertoll trunks, the signals are transmitted to 
remote toll switching centers (which in turn are connected by intertoll 

*In general, local offices connect to toll offices by direct trunks 
rather than by way of tandem offices. 
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trunks to other switching centers) and ultimately reach the recipient of 
the call through another four-wire terminating set and other local switch
ing equipment, toll connecting trunks and a final subscriber's loop. 

The types of facilities that might be involved in various con
nections can be seen by reference to Figure 1. The simplest connection 
would be a call between subsets 1 and 2, both working out of End Office 
l,* in which no trunks would be involved. An inter-office call between 
subsets l and 3 in City "A 11 would use two trunks, the connection being 
made via a tandem office. These trunks would normally be voice frequency 
circuits, possibly equipped with negative impedance repeaters; or a short 
haul carrier such as N, or, in the future, transmission might be via a 
pulse code modulation system. 

Next, consider a call between Subset 1 in City A and Subset 4 in 
City E. The path begins at a subscriber loop working into_ End Office lo 
From there it uses a voice frequency toll connecting trunk to the toll 
centero In the skeletonized system shown here, there are two paths to the 
toll center in City A (one through the tandem office). Between City A and 
City E there are a number of routes. If the two cities have a high 
community of interest, there would be direct trunks between them. Figure 1 
shows that in this case the two cities are linked by, for example, "N" 
Carrier. An alternate route which happens to employ 11K11 Carrier is also 
shown, via a primary center. Out of this Primary center (Class 3) there 
might be direct, high-usage trunks on "0" Carrier to City E. Alternatively, 
use would be made of "final" trunks to a Sectional center {Class 2) at 
City C, from which connection might be made to City E through another 
Sectional center and another Primary center. These latter trunks might 
be on an 13 coaxial system or a TD-2 microwave radio system. 
Toll Switching Plan 

The plan used to connect together toll offices has a large 
bearing on the performance required of both local and toll transmission 
systems. In early practice, toll circuits were operated manually by 
operators on a so-called "ring do'1m 11 basis. With such arrangements, the 
number of circuits that could be connected in tandem was severely limited, 
and comparatively limited use was made of alternate routing. Speed of 
service was comparatively slow and trunks were inefficiently used in many 
cases. 

The introduction of automatic switching of toll circuits permits 
calls to be switched so rapidly and cheaply that, by using alternate 
routes, circuits can be laid out and built up much more economically. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*End office is the designation given to the lowest rank office in the 
Toll Switching Plan, as discussed in the next sectiono 
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An example of the impact of toll dialing on the trun.k layout is shown on 
Figure Jo The upper diagram (a) shows the circuit groups which would be 
required to handle an assumed flow of traffic on a ring down manual basis0 

The lower diagram (b) shows the circuit groups that would be required for 
the same traffic using toll dialing. Direct connection between offices is 
provided where heavy traffic is expected (the "high usage" groups) but 
alternative "final" (or "last resort") routes are provided to handle over
flow traffic. In (a) there are 42 different circuit groups. In (b) there 
are 26 circuit groups which are larger and used on a more efficient basis. 

(a} RINGDOWN 
OPERATION 

(b} NATIONWIDE 
TOLL DIALING 

0 RlllONAL CENTIR 

8} PIUMARY OUTLIT 

0 TOLL CINTER 

......... ----... ~ ----- .......... -- .......... -- .......... 

a·~~~=L Q PRIMARY OUTLET - FINAL 8ROUPS 

85 

• 

A SECTIONAL Q TANDEM OUTLET 
~ CINTER e TOLL CENTIR •••• POHl8LI Hl8H UIAM 8110UPI 

Typical Intertoll Trunk Networks 

Figure 1-3 
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In the present toll switching plan there are five ranks or 
classes of switching centers. The highest rank is the Regional Center. 
The lowest rank, called the End Office, is the telephone exchange in which 
the subscriber's loops terminate. The chain of switching centers and an 
illustration of how a call might be routed is shown on Figure 4o The order 
of choice at each control center is indicated on the figure by the numbers 
in parentheses. !n the example there are ten possible routes for the call, 
only one of which requires the maximum of seven intermediate links.* Note 
that the first choice route involves two intermediate links. In many 
cases, a single link exists between the two toll centers which would be 
the first choice. 

The probability that a call will require more than N links in 
tandem to reach its destination decreases rapidly as N increases from 
2 to 7. First, a large majority of toll calls are between end offices 
associated with the same regional center. The final routes in these cases 

' 

NOTES: 

CLASS I 

CLASS 2 

' (I) ~ 
\ 
\ 
,PC-2 CLASS 3 
\ 
\ 
) 

CLASS 4 

E0-2 CLASS !: 

I. NUMBERS IN () INDICATE ORDER OF CHOICE OF 
ROUTE AT EACH CENTER. 

2. ARROWS FROM A CENTER INDICATE TRUNK GROUPS 
TO OTHER LOWER RANK CENTERS THAT HOME ON 
IT. (OMITTED IN RIGHT- HAND CHAIN) 

Illustration Of Choice Of Routes On Assumed Call 
Figure 1-4 

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
*In this discussion, the number of links refers to the number of toll 
trunks in tandem and does not include the two "terminating links" (toll 
connecting trunks) at the ends of the connection. 
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will not extend as far as the Regional Center, and may not involve even 
the next lower ranking centers in the chain. The maximum number of toll 
trunks in these connections is therefore less than seven. Secondly~ 

even a call between telephones associated with different regional centers 
is routed over the maximum of seven intermediate toll links only when all 
of the normally available high-usage trunk groups are busy. The proba
bility of this happening in the case illustrated in Figure 4 is only p5, 
where p is the probability that all trunks in any one high-usage group 
are busy. Thirdly, many calls do not originate all the way down the 
line since each class has all the duties (in its area) of all lower classes 
except 5. 

The following table makes these points more concrete. The 
middle column of this table shows, for the fictitious system of Figure 4, 
the probability that the completion of a toll call will require N or more 
links between toll centers, for values of N from 1 to 7. In computing 
these probabilities the idealized assumptions area that the chance that 
all trunks in any one high-usage group are simultaneously busy is Ool; 
that the solid line routes are always available; and that of the avail
able routes, we always select the one with the fewest links. The figures 
in Table 1 illustrate how increasingly unlikely are the connections re
quiring more and more links. These numbers are, of course, highly 
idealized and simplified. Actual figures from a Bell System survey made 
in 1946 and 1947 are shown in the last column of Table lo Note that at 
that time 80 percent of the calls were completed over only one inter
mediate link (which is not possible in the system shown in Figure 4, 
which does not show a direct trunk between toll centers) and that as 
many as 7 intermediate links were required in only 3 out of 100,000 
calls. 

Table 1-1 

Probability that N or more links will be required 
to complete a toll call. 

No. of Intermediate 
Links, N 

Exactly 1 
2 or more 
Exactly 2 
3 or more 
4 or more 
5 or·more 
6 or more 
Exactly 7 

Probability 
Fig. 1-3 . Bell System Data 

0 
1. 0 
0.9 
0.1 
0.1 
0.010,9 
0.001,09 
0.000,01 

0.8 
0.2 

0.03 
0.003 

0.000,03 
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It is apparent that the switching pattern that has been de
scribed imposes strict transmission requirements on the toll trunks. Up 
to seven toll trunks may be connected in tandem, and successive calls 
between the same two telephones may take different routes and encounter 
different numbers and kinds of circuits. The loss must not be excessive 
when calls are routed over the maximum number of links, and there should 
not be too great a variation in the transmission afforded over the dif
ferent possible routes that a call might take. Loss cannot be permitted 
to get too low either or echo, singing, crosstalk, and noise can cause 
excessive transmission impairment. Design and maintenance must both 
recognize that if unsatisfactory transmission should occur it will not 
be observed by an operator as in the past, and that the customer's attempt 
to call unsatisfactory transmission to an operator's attention will 
disconnect the circuit complained of. Identification of the source of 
trouble thereupon will be very difficult. 
Television Service 

Television transmission in the Bell System involves connecting 
together studios, the broadcaster's master control center, transmitters, 
and telephone company television operating centers within cities and then 
inter-connecting cities by means of nationwide television facilities. 
Figure 5 shows a typical intra-city layout for a large broadcaster. The 
local television links are usually A2 or A2A video systems. Two-way 
connections between the master control location and the studio are often 
required for programming purposes. For example, filmed material from the 

BROADCASTER'S 
RADIO 

TRANSMITTER 

A2A VIDEO 
SYSTEMS 

STUDIO ND.I 

STUDIO N0.2 

Intra-City Television Circuits 

Figure 1-5 

COAXIAL 
SYSTEMS 
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master control location may be sent to the studio, there to be combined 
with the live program and returned to the master control room over a 
second circuit. For local broadcast a third circuit to the radio trans
mitter is requiredo For network operation, connecting circuits are re
quired between the master control room and the telephone company's 
television operating center (TOC) where connection to the inter-city 
facility is made. 

Simpler layouts are found at cities where programs do not 
normally originate. Such cases require only video systems to carry the 
programs from the radio or coaxial system terminals to the broadcasting 
station, with means for selecting the program scheduled for broadcast. 

The inter-city channels may be either direct connections be
tween cities or round robin channels with cities fed by circuitous routes. 
These connecting facilities are formed and re-formed each day depending 
on the broadcaster's requirements. Thus, links must be connected in 
tandem in different ways on a day-to-day or hour-to-hour basis. It is, 
therefore, not usually practicable to line up or equalize on an overall 
basis. Instead, each link must be capable of a transmission quality such 
that when all the necessary links are connected in tandem, the signal trill 
h"ve a very small probability of being unduly degraded .. 
Carrier and Radio Transmission Syst;ems and Their Components 

The overall communication channel connecting together two mes
sage or television customers is seen to be composed of numerous links, 
each of which, in general, is itself a complete channel provided by a 
transmission system. The transmission system may be a pair of wires with 
or without amplifiers, or a carrier system providing anywhere from a few 
to many hundreds of telephone channels combined into a single "broadband 
channel", or it may be a video or carrier system providing a single 
television channel. 

While message systems are normally designed and operated to 
supply two-way communications, the fact that four wire transmission is 
used in most of the toll plant (and increasingly in the local plant) 
makes it possible to analyze such systems in terms of one-way trans
mission. Si~ilarly, television systems can be analyzed in terms of one
way transmission, even though network operations may at times require a 
return path over another one-way transmission system. 

The components of an AM or FM carrier transmission system to 
supply the one-way channels that form the links in the overall customer
to-customer telephone channels are shown on Figure 6. The incoming 
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signals are the voice frequency message signals from the four wire 
terminating set of Figure 2. The carrier terminals limit the frequency 
band and signal amplitude and translate the voice frequencies through 
one or more steps of modulation to the desired frequency in the broad
band channel. The carrier terminals typically include modulators, de
modulators, amplifiers, pads, and filters. Signal-to-noise penalties, 
unwanted modulation products, carrier frequency stability, and stability 
of gains and losses versus time are important factors in such terminals. 
From these terminals, the broadband channel may then be transmitted 
directly on to a wire line as in a.irrplitude modulated wire systems or it 
may frequency-modulate a microwave carrier for transmission on a radio 
system. The broadband signal is then transmitted through many more or 
less identical repeater sections composed of lossy wire or radio media 
and compensating repeaters. After the signals have passed through a 
number of repeater sections, a more complicated repeater is sometimes 
required in which the signal can be equalized, i.e., in which accumulated 
deviations from the desired transmission characteristic can be compensated 
for by adjustable networks. Finally, a point is reached where at least 
some of the circuits are to be dropped. At this point the signals must 
be demodulated back to voice frequency, making use first of an FM 
terminal if it is a radio system and in all cases by means of appropriate 
carrier terminals. 

If a television channel is being transmitted on an AM carrier 

syste~, the carrier terminal translates the video signal to the desired 
place in the spectrum and then basically the same microwave or coaxial 
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high frequency repeatered line may be used, except that now delay equal
izers must also be provided, to correct accumulated delay distortion due 
to line, repeaters and terminals. 

Just as the need to transmit TV set new requirements so the 
expected growth of data transmission as well as other projected new types 
of services will place new demands on the plant in terms of the signals 
it must be capable of transmitting and the connections it must be possible 
to set up. 

Impact of Links and Section rP,:ultiplicity 
In the preceding sections we have seen that customer-to

customer communications channels can involve a multiplicity of different 
links connected together in many ways. We have seen that local plant is 
basic to every connection; its efficiency and uniformity, with respect to 
loss, noise, and impedance (to mention but a few of the factors that must 
be considered) affects the entire system. It has also been pointed out 
that the longer transmission systems used to interconnect central and 
toll offices, link by link, will often include terminals and sections of 
line which in turn are composed of numerous more or less identical re
peater sections. 

This composition of the overall channel gives rise to two 
problems that have a major bearing on everything that is done in con
nection with transmission systems. In the first place, the accumulation 
of performance imperfections from a large number of links and sections 
leads to severe requirements on individual units and to great concern 
with the mechanisms. causing imperfections and the ways in which im
perfections accumulate. In the second place, the variable complement of 
links forming overall channels makes the problem of allocating tolerable 
imperfections among links on an economical basis quite complex. Deriving 
objectives for a channel of fixed length and composition is a problem in 
customer reactions and economics. However, when the channel objectives 
must be met for widely varying lengths of channels and composition of 
links, the problem of deriving objectives becomes an even more cornplex 
statistical study involving considerable knowledge of plant layout, 
operating procedures and the performance of other systems. This will be 
taken up in the next chapter. 



Chapter 2 

MESSAGE CHANNEL OBJECTIVES 

How well a customer can talk and hear over a channel, and his 
opinion of the grade of transmission, will depend on: 

a) Received speech power - which is a function of the 
efficiency of the transmitter and receiver and of the 
electrical loss between them, as well as the acoustical 
power of the talker. 

b) The bandwidth transmitted. 
c) The amount and character of the noise introducedo 
d) The cross-talk that he hears, expecially cross-talk which 

either is intelligible or seems nearly so. 
e) The magnitude and delay of the echo (of his own voice) 

that he hears. 
f) Most important, perhaps, the customer's expectations. 

The need for up-grading our objectives to keep pace 
with the customer's rising standards is an important 
aspect of our work. 

There are other important imperfections which should be con
sidered in a full study of message channel objectives. Tones of various 
frequencies and character, unintelligible crosstalk of varying degrees of 
likeness to speech, "clicks" and "bats", for example, also impair message 
transmissiono Similarly, telegraph, program, tele-photograph, and other 
special services such as data transmission place additional requirements 
on systems. Examples are limits on ''hits", or short duration inter
ruptions, and limits on delay distortiono 

A complete discussion of all these sources of impairment would 
be far too <ietaiJ:ed- for the purposes of this text. We shall limit our
selves to a discussion of items (a) to (f) above. These are among the 
most important for telephone message service, and a discussion of them 
will adequately illustrate the inter-relations which exist between the 
many types of impairments and their effects on transmission system 
design, operation and maintenance. 

Our discussion will necessarily involve a number of perhaps 
unfamiliar concepts, measurement techniques and units of measuremento 

2-1 
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It may be helpful to follow the rather diverse material to be covered 
if we begin with an outline: 

1- Signals and noise can be measured at various points in 
a telephone system. The answers will depend upon where 
in a circuit a measurement is made. The first concept 
to be discussed is the establishment of a reference point 
in the system to which all measurements can be tied. It 
is dealt with in the section on "Leveln (Page 2-3). 

2- Voltmeters and ammeters are useful in measuring simple 
sinusoidal signals. In the telephone system, however, 
we must measure complex signals and noiseso Simple instru
ments are inadequate, particularly since they do not take 
into account any of the subjective factors which determine 
the final evaluation of a telephone circuit. The special 
instruments and unique units of measurements in telephony 
are discussed in the sections on ttVolumen (Page 2-4, which 
deals with signal magnitudes) and "Noise Measurement n 
(Page 2-6). 

3- Some means for evaluating the overall performance of a 
telephone circuit is required. Two methods of rating 
are discussed - the Working Reference System, under 
"Effective Transmission Loss" (Page 2-11) and the Electro
acoustic Transmission Measuring System (Page 2-16). It 
is in the section on Effective Transmission Loss that such 
terms as Noise Transmission Impairment and Distortion 
Transmission Impairment are introduced and explained. At 
this point, we pause to take a look at the performance of 
present day circuits and the customer's opinion of themo 

4- Noise objectives are discussed next (Page 2-20), and it 
is pointed out that such requirements must be stated in 
statistical terms rather than as a single number (Page 2-23). 

5- A brief discussion of crosstalk objectives, in rather 
broad terms, rounds out this discussion of interferences 
(Page 2-25). (A more detailed section on crosstalk follows 
in the next chapter.) 

6- Next, we consider talker echo and singing (Page 2-26). 
We find to our sor.row that loss must be inserted in 
contemporary telephone circuits to make echoes tolerable 
and to prevent singing. 
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7- Finally (Page 2-34) we consider the objectives which 
have been set for future connections in terms of 
received volumes and customer satisfaction. 

2-J 

The student is now presumably prepared for the rather varied 
package of important ideas presented in the following pages of this 
chapter. 

Level 
In order to specify the amplitudes of signals or interference, 

it is convenient to define them at some reference point in the system. 
The amplitudes at any other physical location can then be related to this 
reference point if we know the loss or gain (in db) between them. In the 
local plant, for example, it is customary to make measurements at the 
jacks of the outgoing trunk test panel, or (if one does not wish to in
clude office effects) at the main frame. For a particular set of measure
ments, one of these points might be taken as a reference point, and 
signal or noise magnitudes at some other point in the plant predicted 
from a knowledge of the gains or losses involved. 

In toll telephone practice, it is customary to define the 
toll transmitting switchboard as the reference point or "zero trans
mission level" point. To put this in the form of a definition: 

The transmission level at any point in a transmission system 
is the ratio of the power of a test signal at that point to 
the test signal power applied at some point in the system 
chosen as a reference point. This ratio is expressed in 
decibels. In toll systems, the transmitting toll switch
board is usually taken as the zero level or reference point. 

Frequently the specification of transmission level is confused with some 
absolute measure of power at some point in a system. Let us make this 
perfectly clear. When we speak of a -9 db transmission level point 
(often abbreviated "the -9 level"), we simply mean that the signal power 
at such a point is 9 db below whatever signal power exists at the zero 
level point. The transmission level does not specify the absolute power 
in dbm* or in any other such power units. It is relative only. It 
should also be noted that although the reference power at the transmitting 
toll switchboard will be at an audio frequency, the corresponding signal 

power at any given point in a broad band carrier system may be at some 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* dbm = power in db relative to one milliwatt. 
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carrier frequency. We can, nevertheless, measure or compute this signal 
power and specify its transmission level in accordance with the definition 
we have quoted. The transmission level at some particular point in a 
carrier system will often be a function of the carrier frequency associated 
with a particular channel. 

Using this concept, the magnitude of a signal, a test tone, or 
an interference can be specified as having a given power at a designated 
level point. For example, in the past many long toll systems had 9 db 
loss from the transmitting to the receiving switchboard; in other words, 
the receiving switchboard was then commonly at a -9 db transmission levelo 
Since noise measurements on toll telephone systems were usually made at 
the receiving switchboard, noise objectives were frequently given in 
terms of allowable noise at a -9 db transmission level. Modern practice 
calls for keeping loss from transmitting to receiving terminals as low 
as possible, as part of a general effort to improve message channel 
quality. As a result, the level at receiving switchboard, which will 
vary from circuit to circuit, may run as high as -4 or -6 db. Because 
of this, requirements are most conveniently given in terms of the inter
ference which would be measured at zero level. If we know the trans
mission level at the receiving switchboard it is easy to translate this 
requirement into usable terms. If, say, some tone is found to be -20 dbm 
at zero level and we want to know what it would be at a receiving switch
board at -6 level, the answer is simply -20 -6 = -26 dbm. 

Volume 
A periodic current or voltage can be characterized by any of 

three related values: the rms, the peak or the averageo The choice 
depends upon the particular problem for which the information is required. 
It is more difficult to deal with complex, non-periodic functions like 
speech in simple numeric terms. The nature of the speech (or program) 
signal is such that the average, rms and peak values, and the ratio of 
one to the other, are all irregular functions of time, so that one 
number cannot easily specify any of them. Regardless of the difficulty 
of the problem, the magnitude of the telephone signal must be measured 
and characterized in some fashion which will be useful in designing and 
operating systems which involve electronic equipment and transmission 
media of various kinds. We must be able to adjust signal magnitudes to 
avoid overload and distortion and we must be able to measure gain and 
loss. If none of the simple characterizations is adequate, a new one 
must be invented. The characteristic used is called "volume" and is 
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expressed in VU (volume units). It is an empirical kind of measure 
evolved to meet a practical need and is not definable by any precise 
mathematical forrnulao The volume is simply the reading of an audio 
signal on a carefully specified volume indicator, called the VU-meter, 
when the meter is read in a carefully specified fashion. 

The development of the VU-meter was a joint project of the 
Bell System and the two large broadcasting networks. They decided that 
the principal functions required of such a measuring device were: 

1. Measuring signal magnitude in a manner which will 
enable us to avoid overload and distortion. 

2. Checking transmission gain and loss for the complex 
signal. 

3. Indicating the relative loudness with which the signal 
will be heard when converted to sound. 

Since one of the principle functions is the detection of 
overload conditions, one might suspect that a peak reading instru-
ment would be most desirable. A difficulty arises, however, when a 
peak reading instrument is used to compare signal magnitudes at various 
points in a long circuit. The effect on wave shape of large values 
of delay, where delay is a function of frequency, is drastic, par
ticularly on sharp peaks. Thus two readings taken at widely separated 
points might indicate a loss or gain in the circuit when in fact there 
was only phase shift. For this reason the VU-meter is an rms-reading 
instrument, in effect integrating the signal over a short period, 
but a period long enough so that circuit phase shift will have 
negligible effect on readings. At the time the VU-meter was proposed, 
severe subjective tests were made to assure that it was a good in
dicator of overload, despite its inability to follow the sharpest 
peaks. The fact that an rms-reading meter can be used satisfactorily 
is a function of the physiological and psychological factors involved 
in the ear's appreciation of distortion. Considerable distortion can 

apparently be tolerated if it occurs in rare, short peaks. 
While the rms meter used in the VU-meter is slower than a 

peak reading device, it doefl not read long term power. The meter 
follows a compl~x signal with a certain amount of sluggishness and, 
as the results of the overload detection test indicate, is a good 
indicator of the signal peaks which cause annoying overload. In 
actual use it is read with a special technique. One observes the 
peak swings of the meter, averaging the peaks mentally, ignoring oc
casional rare, high-valued peaks. The resulting "averaged" reading, 
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taken in this unique fashion is the "volume" of the audio signal being 
observed. The value of the VU-meter as an indicator of relative loudness 
in the eventual acoustic signal derives from the fact that there is a 
statistical relationship between peaks, integrated peaks and the longer 
term average power in speech and program material. As a matter of fact, 
either a peak reading or an rms reading meter would be satisfactory in 
this respect. It is true that this statistical relationship depends 
upon the type of materialo In practice, however, it is found that the 
VU-meter can be used equally well for all speech, whether male or female. 
There is some difference between music and speech in this respect, and 
so a different reading technique is used when using the VU-meter for 
measuring program material. 

For convenience, the meter scale is logarithmic, with a 
10 log scale. That is, readings bear the same relationship to one 
another as do decibels. The readings are ~ in decibels, however. 
They are in volume units -- VU's. This is a specially invented 
unit for a specially conceived concept, the invention having been 
made to meet a practical measurement problem. The VU can only be 
described as that unit of measurement read on a certain type of 
meter, built to special specifications and read in a specified 
manner. There is no other accurate way to describe it. It is true 
that the meter will give a reading if a continuous sinusoid is 
imposed upon it. It is also true that one can establish a cor
relation between the volume of a talker and his long term average 
power or his peak power. Such correlations are valuable, but the 
fact that they exist should not be allowed to confuse the real de
finition of volume and VU's. Putting it as simply as possible -- a 
-10 VU talker is one whose signal is read on a volume indicator (by 
someone who knows how) as -10 VU -- period! 

One final note. The VU-meter has a flat frequency re
sponse over the audible range and is not frequency weighted in any 
fashion. 
Noise Measurement 

The measurement of noise, like the measurement of volume, is 
an effort to characterize complex signal. The noise measurement is 
further complicated by our interest• not in the absolute magnitude of 
the noise, but rather in how much it annoys the subscriber. Consider 
what is required of a meter which will measure the subjective effects 
of noise: 
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l - The meter movement should have a time constant resembling 
that of the human ear. 

2 - The readings should take into consideration the fact 
that the interfering effect of noise will be a function 
of frequency spectrum as well as of magnitude. 

J - When different types of noise cause equal interference, 
as determined in subjective tests, use of the meter 
should give equal readings.* 

4 - When dissimilar noises are present simultaneously the 
meter should combine them to properly measure the 
overall interfering effect. 

5 - The units of measurement should be meaningful and 
convenient. 

2-7 

The 2B Noise Meter, the present standard noise measuring device 
in the Bell System, does not meet all these requirements ideally. The 
problems of meter movement design and meter reading technique are straight
forward and not unlike those of the VU-meter. The establishment of a 
relationship between a meter reading and a subj.ective effect however, is 
not so simple. The first task is to determine the effect of noise on 
articulation.** This can be done through extensive tests on human 
observers. Several questions need to be raised first, however. If we 
are designing the meter for use in the telephone plant, we must remember 
that, in general, the electro-acoustic transmission between any given 
measuring point and the subscriber's ear will be a function of frequency. 
Since we are interested in the effect on the subscriber, the meter must 
be designed to weight its measurements to take into account the frequency 
shaping of the external circuit. And if the meter is to be frequency 
weighted we must also decide where in the telephone plant we want to use 
it. We must also define the circuit external to the listener's ear, both 
for the purpose of designing the meter and for using it in the field. 

Further, it is known that the ear does not have equal sensi
tivity to sounds at all frequencies. It is also not necessarily true 
that noises of equal power but of different types will have equal 
interfering effects. In making our subjective tests, what kind of noise 
should we use? If we design a weighting network for use with a particular 

*Chapter J discusses some of the more common types of noise •. 
**Articulation tests do not give the complete answer, of course. Some 

types of noise, although annoying, do not affect intelligibility much. 
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external circuit using one kind of noise, will the measurement be meaning
full for other types of noise? 

The question of defining external circuits for the subjective 
tests in answered in terms of convenience of use of the meter. One 
convenient measurement is made across the receiver terminals in the sub
set. The frequency weighting associated with this measurement is desig
nated RECEIVER weighting and must, of course, be further associated with 
a particular design of receiver. The other convenient measurement is 
made across the line at a central office. That weighting is designated 
LINE weighting and presumes a specified subscriber loop, central office 
loss and a specified type of subset across the line, as well as the 
transmission from receiver to human braino The weighting networks, in 
other words, must take into account not only the subjective weighting of 
noise at different frequencies, but also the weighting associated with 
the transmission of the test circuit. Since the noise meter is tied by 
design to specified points in the plant it can only be used at those 
points - accross the receiver terminals or across the line at the re
ceiving central office. If it is used elsewhere, corrections, assuming 
they are known, will have to be madeo 

Once the "standard" test circuits are defined, the subjective 
tests themselves can be made. In practice what was done was to determine 
the interfering effects of single frequency test tones on speech. The 
resulting preliminary weighting was used to make measurements of other 
types and magnitudes of noise which were subjectively judged to be 
equally interferingo Ideally, the meter sl10uld yield equal answers. It 
did not, so the weighting curves were slightly modified to minimize the 
errors (and to take into account limitations in the design of physical 
weighting networks)o The actual LINE weightings are shown in Figure l.* 

___________________ ....; ----
*For the sake of the student who may be unfamiliar with the various 

code designation for telephone receivers and transmitters the three 
types discussed in this chapter are identified as follows: 

Designation Receiver Transmitter 
Subset TI:Qe of LINE Weighting T1:ee T1:ee 

500 TlU U-1 T-1 
302 Fl A HA-1 F-1 

Desk stand type 
used in Working 
Reference System 144 144 337 
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The 2B Noise Meter does not include LINE or RECEIVER weighting networks 
for the type 500 subseto The FlA and tentative TlU LINE weighting are 
sufficiently close, however, to permit LINE measurements on the type 500 
set with acceptable error. This is not true of the RECEIVER weightings, 
however, and the 2B noise meter cannot be used for measurements across 
the Ul receiver of the 500-type subset. 

Now, assuming that we have a meter which takes into consider
ation the electrical and acoustical transmission of the noise from the 
measuring point to the subscriber's ear as well as the psychological 
effects (frequency weighting and time constant), we can consider the 
problem of adding noises. At the time this measuring technique was de
veloped it was believed that interference effects added according to a 
power law (10 log). That is, it was thought that if two tones had equal 
interfering effect when applied individually, then the effect if both 
were present would be 3 db worse than for each separately. Recent 
research indicates that the combination of subjective factors in hearing 
may, in general, follow much more complex laws in which the addition law 
is a function of the relative frequencies and magnitudes of the signals 
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being combined. Nevertheless, the present meter assumes power addition. 
This will appear less distressing if it is kept in mind that system ob
jectives are set, not on the basis of arbitrary measurements with a noise 
meter, but in terms of subscriber reactions. 

Finally, we need to consider a rational unit of measurement. 
The meter reads noise on a decibel scale. Originally these readings were 
relative to a certain amount of circuit noise, designated "reference 
noise" and the units known as dbRN. This designation is no longer usedo* 
The new reference, when the meter is used with 144 weightings, is -90 dbm 
at 1000 cps. The unit has also acquired a new name, dba (decibels, 
adjusted), for reasons which we will now explain. 

With the introduction of the type 302 subset, it became 
r:ecessary to provide new weighting networks for the 2B Noise Meter. 
Figure 1 shows the relative shapes of the old and new weightings. Un
fortunately, a network design difficulty resulted in the FlA and HAl 
networks introducing 7 db of flat loss which has nothing to do with the 
interfering effects of noise. For this reason it is necessary, when 
using type 302 weightings, to correct the meter readings by +7 db before 
the actual measurement is known. Thus, a noise which should measure 
0 dba with FlA or HAl weighting will actually give a meter scale reading 
of -7 db. Adding the correction of +7 db gives the actual measurement of 
0 dba (db adjusted)o For all weightings, various other corrections can 
be made when the noise meter is to be used at points other than the 
receiving switchboard or the receiver terminals or across non-standard 
impedances. 

Because the HAl receiver 
type at 1000 cps, it takes -85 dbm 
subscriber the same annoyance which 
equipped with a 144-type receiver. 
1000 cps tone will give rise to a 0 
weighting. 

is 5 db less efficient than the 144 
of 1000 cps tone to cause the modern 
-90 dbm would have caused a subscriber 
Very properly, therefore, a -85 dbm 
dba noise reading with FlA or HAl 

It also happens, as a matter of fortuitous accident, that white 
noise - random. noise which is flat with frequency - applied at the re
ceiving switchboard across a 3000 cps band will give the same dba reading 
for either 144 or FlA LINE weighting. In other words, the effect of 
white noise at the receiving switchboard .is the same for both subsetso 
The student is free to satisfy himself that the arithmetical areas under 
the FlA and 144 weighting curves of Figure 1 are equal, which is what is 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*See Appendix I to this chapter. 

:.'; 
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implied above. The magic number to remember is that 0 dbm of white noise 
over a 3000 cps band will read +82 dba for either LINE weighting. 

The following table summarizes the important numbers to remember 
in association with the 2B Noise Meter: 

Weighting 

144 LINE 
or RCVR 

FlA LINE 
or RCVR 

144 LINE 

FlA LINE 

Noise 
Source 

1000 cps 
tone 

1000 cps 
tone 

White 
Noise (3kc) 

White 
Noise (3kc) 

Noise 
Power 
(dbm) 

-90 

-85 

0 

0 

Meter 
Reading 

(db) 

0 

-7 

+82 

+75 

Correction 
(db) 

0 

+7 

0 

+7 

Noise 
Measurement 

(dba) 

0 

0 

+82 

+82 

One precaution should be noted. The fact that -90 dbm of 
1000 cps tone gives rise to a 0 dba reading does not mean that O dba 
equals -90 dbmo The noise meter measures the interfering effect of 
noise, but it cannot tell the observer what kind of noise is causing 

the interference or how much of a particular kind of noise is 
present. 0 dba may equal -90 dbm or 1000 cps tone or it may equal 
-82 dbm of white noise in a 3000 band or it may equal a certain 
magnitude of tone at any given frequency, but the only thing these 
three noises will necessarily have in common is that they cause 
the same amount of interference.* 
Effective Transmission Loss 

With our definitions of level, volume and dba in mind, we 
can now begin to consider objectives for the first three of the im
portant categories of imperfections mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter -- the impairments caused by loss, noise, and bandwidth. re
strictions as measured on a subjective basis. We lump these together 
because of historical reasons -- they have, in the past, all been 
evaluated in terms of "effective transmission loss". 

"Effective transmission loss", often &bbreviated to "effec
tive loss", is a composite "figure of merit" for a telephone message 
channel, which is arrived at by lumping together the impairments 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
* See Appendix II at the end of this chapter. 
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caused by loss, noise, and bandwidth restriction.>:< Noise, for 
example, can be expressed in terms of loss by setting up two channels 
of good quality and then degrading both - adding a fixed amount of 
noise in one, and varying an attenuator in the other. We might find, 
for example, that the impairment caused by +31 dba of noise, 
measured across the subscriber's receiver, is (by his subjective 
judgment) equal to .the impairment caused by increasing the at
tenuation in the comparison circuit by 8 db. Similarly we might 
find that there was little to choose between limiting the band to 
2000 cycles or adding 6.5 db of loss. 

The evaluation of transmission impairments is another illus

tration of the sort of subjective testing which underlies almost all 
transmission objectives. It might be remarked, in passing, that getting 
the needed answers from a subjective test calls for great care in set
ting up the experiment. The values of NTI (Noise Transmission Impair
ment) obtained, for example, will be affected by room noise, circuit 
bandwidth, and a number of other factors. To ignore any important 
effect is, in essence, to ask the wrong question, and there are many 
examples of subjective tests which have done this. 

Figure 2 shows the Working Reference System (WRS) which 
has been used in the past for evaluating subjective transmission im
pairments. It consists of standard transmitting and receiving loops 
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Working Reference System for the Rating of Telephone Circuits 

Figure 2-2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Sidetone is also an important factor and will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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connected by a variable trunk that is distortionless except for a 3000 
cycle low pass filter. At the time it was specified it represented a 
circuit with characteristics and performance comparable to a good com
mercial circuit. It was arbitrarily defined as giving 18 db of effective 
loss in its normal configuration; this value is, in turn, related to 
evaluations obtained with a still earlier test circuit. To completely 
specify the circuit, room and line noise as well as circuit loss must be 
stated. 

In order to obtain a measure of the effect of noise on the 
quality of a circuit, a subjective test was carried out using two working 
reference circuits. An arbitrary amount of additional noise was introduced 
into one, and additional loss was then introduced into the other (while 
still maintaining the 17 dba at the receiver input of the latter, which 
corresponded to a good local circuit at the time), until the two circuits 
were judged to be of equal quality. The amount of added loss was the NTI 
(Noise Transmission Impainnent) corresponding to the noisier circuit and 
measured the amount that the increased noise was judged worse than 17 dba. 
The results obtained from a series of such tests are shown in Figure 3. 
Note that the results do BQ1 mean that 17 dba of noise into the receiver 
has no annoying effect. As a matter of fact, previous tests indicated that 
a circuit with negligible noise would have to be degraded by adding about 
3 db of loss to make it equal in quality to the 17 dba normal loss WRS 
circuit. 

Figure 4 gives the effect of limiting bandwidth, again in terms 
of tne added circuit loss (defined as "Distortion Transmission Impair
ment", or DTI} which would give the same transmission impairment. 
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While the values of NTI and DTI in the above diagrams are use
ful, caution must be exercised in applying and interpreting them. 

1. The addition of NTI, DTI and electrical loss as a means of 
finding an overall rating of a circuit is seldom valid. The 
direct addition of subjective effects may provide a 
rough means for comparing similar circuits under similar 
conditions where the fact that a distorted scale is being 
used is not of great importance. (The distorted scale 
arises from assuming that subjective factors can be added 
on a db-basis, whereas actually they cannot be so 
added. 

2o The method of obtaining NTI and DTI is to equate these 
impairments with changes in volume or magnitude of signal. 
This is valid only over a limited region. Once the volume 
has reached a reasonable magnitude there is no subjective 
advantage in increasing it further. For example, high 
volume corning over a 2 kc channel is not as pleasing to a 
subscriber as a good normal volume coming over a 4 kc channelo 

3. The NTI a~d DTI were determined on a circuit which is not 
representative of modern circuits and it does not follow 
that a given amount of noise will be equally disturbing on 
the old subset of the WRS and on a modern circuit using 
type 302 or type 500 subsetso 
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If the student has now concluded that the Working Reference System 
is not entirely satisfactory, he is correct. The subject is not merely of 
historical interest, however~ It provides a foundation for understanding 
the development of a new method of rating telephone circuits. 

The WRS was originally established to make possible 
evaluations of circuits similar to the standard one, with its 144 
receiver, 337 transmitter and three mile subscriber loops. When 
the type 302 subset appeared, an effort was made to evaluate its 
effective loss, substituting one mile subscriber loops for the 
three mile loops considered standard when the WRS was first 
evolved. When we measure the transmitting loop of this newer 
circuit we find its effective loss to be -11 db. Similarly, the 
effective loss of the newer receiving loop is measured to be 
-7 db.* 

Using these measurements of effective loss of the pre
scribed type 302 circuit, it is possible to derive a rule of thumb 
which will give a good estimate of the total effective loss of any 
type 302 circuit, provided the electrical loss between loops is 
known. The total effective loss of a circuit is, of course, defined 
by an entirely subjective measurement. In the absence of noise and 
bandwidth impairments it can be thought of as consisting of three 
factors: effective transmitting loop loss, effective receiving 

loop loss and the electrical loss of the trunk. In deriving our rule of 
thumb, the electrical loss is characterized by its value at 1000 cps 
rather than by its overall subjective effect. This makes it 
possible to combine an objective measurement of electrical loss with 
the known subjective effect of the subsets and standard loops. 
Writing this as an equation: 

Effective loss = effective transmitting loop loss 
+ effective receiving loop loss 
+ electrical loss of trunk at 1 kc 

For the values stated above for the 302 subset with standard loops, 
the resulting rule of thumb is that the effective loss equals the 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
>:'The minus value for effective loss need not be confusing. It arises from 
the assumption of an arbitrary standard for the reference circuito In 
the WRS, the transmitting loop has an effective loss of 7.5 db by defi
nition. The figure of -11 db for the type 302 subset and its loop simply 
says that it is 1$05 db better than the old circuit. Note that this 18.5 
db figure has nothing to do with the 1$ db of effective loss arbitrarily 
assigned to the WRS. The same can be said of the unfortunate coincidence 
whereby the sum of effective loop losses for the type 302 circuit happens 
to equal -18 db. These are unhappy tricks of nature, probably deliber
ately introduced to confuse the student. 
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1 kc electrical loss minus 18 db. The approximation is sometimes 
carried one step further and it is stated that the total effective loss 
of a circuit such as this is equal to the 1 kc electrical loss minus 
18 db plus the NTI and DTI. We have already suggested that this sort 
of addition has limited value. No similar conversion factor has been 
established for evaluating circuits using the type 500 subseto An 
entirely new test set for circuit evaluation is now being introduced in 
the Bell System. 
Electro-Acoustic Transmission Measuring System (EATMS) 

This new circuit evaluation test set is the EATMS. Our dis
cussion of the Working Reference System indicated the difficulties in
herent in the subjective evaluation of circuits as well as the obsolescence 
of the reference circuit. In recent years noise and dis~ortion impair
ments in the toll plant have been reduced to very low values. Marked 
progress has been made in the same direction in the local plant. Our 
principal interest now is in the impairment caused by transmission in
efficiency, which results in low received volumes. This amounts to saying 
that our attention is currently focused on the one impairment best suited 
to objective measurement. Why not eliminate the difficulties of subjective 
measurements, for this purpose at least, and develop a method of testing 
adapted only to the measurement of efficiency of instruments and of over
all connections? At the same time we can define the results in more 
reasonable units, eliminating measurements of negative "effective loss" 
for circuits which actually have appreciable real loss. 
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The EATMS is shown in simplified block diagram in Figure 5. 
The circuit which it tests consists of a transmitter and its associated 
subset circuitry, an electrical circuit consisting of loops, trunks or 
other sources of electrical loss, and a receiving subset circuit and 
receivero The test is made by feeding a known acoustic signal to the 
transmitter under test and measuring the acoustic output from the receiver. 

The input to the circuit under test is generated by an oscil
lator which sweeps through the telephone voice frequency range six times 
per second. The oscillator output is fed to a loudspeaker, which 
physically simulates the human mouth, through a weighting network which 
shapes the acoustic energy spectrum to match that of typical male 
English speech. The loudspeaker output is measured, in the absence of 
the circuit under test, with a pressure-sensitive microphone. This 
permits us to include the acoustic effect of the physical position of 
the transmitter. The signal passes through the electrical connection 
under test to the receiver, which is mounted in a cavity simulating 
the acoustic loading effect of the human ear. Also mounted in the 
cavity is a microphone which measures the acoustic output. 

The signals detected by the two microphones, one measuring 
acoustic input and the other the acoustic output are fed through a 
second weighting network which relates the output of the pressure
sensiti ve microphones to the loudness effect experienced by the human 
ear. The result is expressed in decibels, derived from taking 20 log 
of the ratio of the measured output and input pressures. 

Obviously, in a telephone circuit combining acoustic and 
electrical components, we can measure voltages as well as pressures. We 
can thus define gains and losses between acoustic input and electrical 
output or between electrical input and acoustic output, at intermediate 
points in the connection. To express such mixed measurements of gain 
and loss we must define a convenient unit. The unit chosen is expressed 
thus: 

volts •:c 
Transducer gain (in db) = 20 log millibars 

If we are consistent in using this definition throughout, it is possible 
to add the transducer gains and losses and the electrical losses in db 
and come up with the same answer that would obtain from an overall measure
ment. Again we are violating the purists' insistence upon the db as a 
unit for expressing power ratios, but 20 log of a ratio is a convenient 

~· One millibar = 103 dynes/ cm2 
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unit to use and the relationship between the numeric and the unit we want 
to use is identical with what is found in a db table based on current or 
voltage ratios. For our purpose it suffices to call the units "db". 

The purpose of the EATMS, then, is an objective measurement of 
that characteristic 0:£"" ~ telephone connection in which we are most inter
ested -- transmission efficiency. The set can be made portable, does not 
reouire subjective judgments and is therefore convenient for work in the 
field as well as in the laboratory. It falls short of the ideal in two 
respects, howevero 

First it is not a complete substitute for the WRS and in those 
cases where noise and bandwidth impairments cannot be neglected some sort 
of correction will have to be made. This will not commonly be the case, 
however. If, when transmission efficiency throughout the System has 
been improved, subscriber subjective standards rise and once more require 
an emphasis on rating noise and bandwidth impairments, it is probable 
that a new approach and a new technique will be required for evaluation. 
The fact that systems objectives are based on the subjective reactions of 
customers and that the customers' requirements change as circuit charac
teristics change is nothing new in the telephone business. 

The second shortcoming of the EATI~S may prove to be more 
serious; this is the fact that it does not "judge loudness 11 in quite the 
same way as the human ear. The basic problem here is the same one that 
we noted before in discussing the noise meter. For many circuits, the 
EATMS error is small, but in some cases may not be negligible. Current 
development work may result in modifying the detector characteristics to 
eliminate this difficulty, but at the moment a satisfactory solution has 
not yet been found. 
Customer Reaction to Received Volume 

Thus far we have discussed some of the methods for evaluating 
circuit performance, particularly with respect to loss, noise, and band
width. Let us now consider the objectives to which we should engineer. 

If, as the previous section suggests, noise and distortion im
pairment are held to negligible values, then a customer's evaluation of a 
connection will depend upon the received volume alone. Figure 6 shows the 
statistical relations between received volume and circuit quality based on 
the opinions of a large number of observers. To see the kind of infor
mation that can be obtained from this figure let us take a couple of 
examples. Suppose that the received volume into a certain 302 subset is 
-15 vu. From the curve can be read that 6% of the subscribers would judge 
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it to be too loud and 94% would judge it good. A received volume o~ 
-40 vu would be rated good by 4'Zfo (100 minus 58 who think it worse than 
good) and 6% would rate it poor or worse. The difference between 58% 
fair or worse and 6% poor or worse is 5zfo, those who would rate it fair. 

From these curves of observers' opinions of specific received 
volumes, an estimate may be obtained of subscribers' reactions to any 
distribution of actual received volumes that might be given to them. This 
is done by properly combining the opinion distributions with the received 
volume distribution. Such an estimate forms the basis for a business 
judgment on the grade of service that is to be supplied. A completely 
rational analysis of the problem would have to include data on the cost of 
providing the various distributions of received volumes, that is, grades 
of service, which are contemplated, as well as the dollar value of the 
customers' satisfaction or dissatisfaction as a result of this grade of 
service. Even the more tangible of these, the costs, are difficult to 
obtain, since performance-cost relations are continually changing as new 
developments come into the plant. As a practical matter the decision 
rests on a balance of these costs against what is judged to be the value 
of customers' reactions to the grade of service under consideration. 
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Estimates of subscribers' reaction to grades of service on toll connections 
in the present telephone plant, and in the presently projected future 
plant, will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
Noise Objectives 

Both the local and the toll plant will contribute to the noise 
heard by the subscriber on many of his calls. Local plant noise is a 
subject which calls for a more extended discussion than would be ap
propriate here, depending as it does on the type of office and line in
volved; it is considered in more detail in the chapter on voice frequency 
systems which follows. In general, however, it might be said that when 
possible, local noise is held to rather low values, of the order of 20 dba 
at the central office. This corresponds to the 12 dba at the sub
scriber's receiver and is well below the 17 dba value previously found 
satisfactory and assigned a value of 0 NTI.* These values should be 
considered as very tentative, however, since no national surveys have 
been made for many years, nor is there any agreed-on standard to which all 
operating companies conform. Instead, high noise situations, when observed, 
are dealt with on an individual basis. 

In the toll plant, noise is more subject to specification and 
control. From the beginning, it has been the practice to design broadband 
carrier systems so that the transmission impairment due to noise and band
width restrictions would be essentially negligible, and the loss as low as 
possible. There are sound economic reasons for so doing. To meet any 
particular objective for the effective transmission loss on toll calls, 
the permissible transmission impairments must be allocated partly to the 
local and partly to the long-distance plant. Meeting the resulting re
quirements will call for both initial investment and maintenance expense. 
It is obviously cheaper to purchase a db of performance, in terms of 
reduced transmission impairment, in the relatively few broadband systems 
than in all the millions of subsets and local circuits which they may, 
from time to time, be called upon to interconnect. 

Another reason for making the toll plant good should always be 
at the back of our minds. As,engineers, our essential job is planning 
for the future. While we cannot know what future requirements will be, 
a reasonable extrapolation from the past tells us (a) that telephone 
subscribers will become more, not less, critical, and (b) that new 
services and new types of signals will impose still more stringent 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Assuming no noise is picked up in the loop, noise at receiver will be 
8 db less thanat the office. This 8 db figure assumes 0.5 db office 
loss, 4.5 db loop loss, and 3 db loss in the subset circuitry. 
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requirements. The mere possibility of future needs may not always 
justify the expenditure of today's dollars, but one of our jobs, never
theless, is to take every opportunity of building flexibility into the 
plant. 

In discussing toll noise objectives, it is natural to begin with 
system design objectives. Good maintenance will be required if these 
values are to be actually realized in the field, but the best maintenance 
can hardly be expected to get better performance from a system than was 
designed into it. 

The fundamental design objective might be stated thus: the 
subscriber should, on the average, receive no more than +17 dba of noise 
at his receiver. It will be recalled that this corresponds to zero db NTI. 
Working back through the subset and loop to the receiving central office, 
and ignoring any other sources of noise, we find that 17 dba at the re

ceiver corresponds to about +26 dba at the local central officeo (This 
assumes a loop having about l db more than average loss; noise is more 
important when received volumes are low.) If all this noise comes from the 
toll circuits ~hrough a terminating link (toll connecting trunk} which has 
about 3 db loss, the noise at the receiving toll office must be 29 dba. 

As mentioned earlier, a common transmission level at receiving 
toll offices many years ago was -9 db. For many years, therefore, the 
design objective for transmission systems was stated as 29 dba (average 
noise power) at the -9 level point at the receiving toll office at the end 
of the longest circuit, which was taken as 4000 miles. If we postulate a 
fictitious zero level point for convenience of measurement or computation 
(at the receiving toll office) the corresponding value at such a point 
would be +38 dba.* 

Stated in these terms, this noise objective is mentioned at many 
points in this text, for the simple reason that it is still being used in 

*In specifying our objectives, we find it desirable to express them in 
terms of the measurements which would be made to determine whether or not 
a circuit was satisfactory. For this reason, noise requirements are 
given in terms of an absolute noise measurement, not in terms of signal
to-noise ratio. In some special systems like Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), 
noise performance is specified on a different basis. PCM is subject to 
a unique type of noise (quantizing noise) which is present only during 
signal bursts and which is a function of signal magnitude. Under such 
conditions, a system is engineered so that the noise objective for loud 
talkers is higher than that for quiet talkers. More will be said of 
this in the chapters on PCM which follow later in this text. 
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the design of long-haul transmission systems. It is, however, subject 
to re-evaluation, and will probably be revised in the near future. 

For example, one result of the current drive to reduce loss in 
loops and in toll connecting trunks which separate the customer from the 
receiving toll office will be an increase in the noise power actually 
delivered to the subscriber's ear, assuming toll system noise remains the 
same at the receiving toll office. The loss from receiving toll office 
to subscriber's receiver quoted above totals 12 db; if this is, on the 
average, reduced to about 10 db, then if noise at the receiver is not to 
exceed +17 dba, we can have not +29 dba but +27 dba at the receiving toll 
office. If, furthermore, receiving toll offices are not -9 db level 
points but -4 db level points on the average, then the "zero level point" 
noise can be only 4 db higher than +27 dba, or +31 dba. This would be 
7 db more stringent than the old requirement,*and would probably be too 
expensive to meet; a compromise solution might be an average of 34 dba 
at 0 TLP at the output of a 4000 mile toll circuit. This would, under 
the assumptions made above, be +20 dba at the subscriber's receiver, or 
about 1 db of NTI. Shorter lengths of long-haul transmission systems 
would give less noise than the relatively rare 4000 mile case taken as 
a reference in this discussion. 

A revision of design objectives for noise will, of course, have 
no effect on systems which are already in the field, which were designed 
to the 29 dba at -9 TLP value (or 38 dba at 0 TLP). In most cases, 
however, margins were designed into such systems to allow for aging, 
etc.- which means that performance somewhat better than +38 dba at 0 TLP 
can be obtained by better maintenance. 

The point being made here is that systems objectives are not 
static, that they are established in a certain transmission environment, 
and that they must be modified to remain useful in a constantly improving 
plant serving customers whose requirements are constantly growing more 
stringent. 

In modern carrier plant, with its channel spacing of 4 kc, DTI 
has been reduced to negligible values. After allowing for adequate 
filter guardbands, this channel spacing leaves a useful bandwidth ex
tending from 200 cps to 3200 cps. From Figure I+, it can be seen that 
there is not too much to be gained by extending this bandwidth appreciably. 

- - - -~ - - - -
*The increase in the number of 500 sets in use - with their increased 
sensitivity - will provide pressure to tighten the noise requirement 
even further. 
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Statistical Approach to Noise Objectives 
So far, in stating the 38 dba noise objective, no mention has 

been made of the percentage of the time a given channel should meet this 
objective, or the percentage of the channels that should meet it at a 
given time. Pretty obviously, all the channels in a large complex tele
phone plant will not have the same amount of interference all the time. 
For example, random noise in radio systems will have reasonably low 
values most of the time, but higher values during deep fades. Carrier 
systems with less than 100 channels will have high peaks of inter-channel 
modulation noise a small percentage of the time. These case have generally 
been handled by permitting the maximum noise from any one source to reach 
a value not exceeding 49 dba at the zero TL for not more than .01% of 
the time in any hour.* 

There is, however, no general agreement as to what constitutes 
an acceptable overall distribution of noise values with time or from 
circuit to circuit. One method of specifying an acceptable time distri
bution of noise which has been advanced results in Figure 7. 

This curve is based on the assumption that any time distribution 
of noise is acceptable provided the average zero TLP value (averaged on a 
power basis) does not exceed +JS dba and the 0.01% value dos not exceed 
+49 dba. It will be noted that in this plot another condition has been 
imposed, namely that no 4000 mile circuit should be quieter than 33 dba 
at 0 TL. This is desirable because noise helps to mask croe.stalk and 
because there is no advantage to reducing the noise below 33 dba at zero 
transmission level. Such distribution curves should be interpreted as 
expressing the chance that a subscriber may encounter the specified 
noise on a random call, and are thus distributions of both circuits and 
time. 

The distribution of noises from circuit to circuit is, however, 
more complex to consider than time distributions are, and no method has 
been evolved for stating noise objectives for large multi-channel systems 
to take advantage of the fact that a few noisy channels might be tolerated. 
In general, long-haul systems such as coaxial or TD-2 have been designed 
so that 100% of the channels should be 38 dba or less at 0 TLP after 
traversing 4000 miles of the system. On the other hand, some advantage 
of statistics is taken in engineering short systems. Objectives set in 
recent years for short-haul systems such as the N, O, and TJ have been 

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Another special case, mentioned earlier, is that of persistent single
frequency tones. A requirement of not more than 15 dba at the receiving 
toll office for a 4000 mile system has been used as a design objective 
for these contributors to the total noise. 
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on the basis that a 150-200 mile link would give +32 dba at zero TLP. 
A circuit which included four such links would give somewhat more than 
+38 dba at zero TLP.* In effect, this means that some long multi-link 
switched connections will fail to meet the 38 dba objective. This can 
be justified by the argument that the subscribers chance of encountering 
such a circuit is small, so that the net effect on grade of service in 
terms of transmission impairment of the entire plant will be small. 

--------- -----------------------
*Off hand, we might expect that if one link gives +32 dba, four would 

give +38 dba. Actually, somewhat more noise than this will be found at 
our fictitious zero level point because signal levels would be somewhat 
lower in each successive link, as indicated by the discussion of Via 
Net Loss in a later section. 
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It should be clear that the JS dba noise objective is not a 
rigidly established number that must be adhered to without question for 
all circuits at all times~ There are many instances in setting initial 
objectives on a system or in seeking a suitable compromise on some de
tailed design problem where some objective should be questioned and sub
jected to further study. However, any major compromise of this particular 
objective should be approached with great care and most likely be avoidedo 
Intelligible Crosstalk Objectives 

Crosstalk is a term widely used to describe unwanted coupling 
from one signal path onto anothero Crosstalk may be due to direct 
inductive or capacitive coupling between conductors, as discussed in the 
next chapter. It may also be caused by coupling between radio antennas, 
or by cross-modulation between channels and single-frequency signals 
(carriers or pilots) ih multi-channel carrier systems. Such cross-modu
lation may occur in any non-linear element, such as the repeater electron 
tubes or terminal modulators. In many instances, the resulting inter
ference in carrier systems will be unintelligible due to the interfering 
signal's having been inverted, displaced in frequency or otherwise dis
tortedo In these cases it is generally grouped with other noise-type 
interferences. 

When coupling paths give rise to intelligible (or nearly in
telligible) interference, it is necessary to design the cable, open wire 
line, antenna, repeater or modulator so that the probability that a 
customer will hear a "foreign" conversation will be less than a pre
scribed value. In normal practice, a one per cent chance is considered 
tolerable. This value is not based on customer perference testing, but 
on an arbitrary judgment. 

The probability of a listener's hearing a conversation from 
a disturbing channel depends on the distributions of a number of para
meters. The probability of someone listening on the disturbed channel, 
the probability of there being signals on the disturbing channel, the 
acuity of the listener, the magnitude of the signal on the disturbing 
channel, the magnitude of masking noise, and the loss in the coupling 
path between disturbed and disturbing channels all enter into the final 
"probability of intelligible crosstalk". 

In designing a transmission system, the problem usually is 
to adjust the coupling path loss so that the desired probability ob
jective is met. The other factors in the problem depend on the people 
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who use the channel, traffic patterns, and operating practices. In a 
study made some time ago, listener acuity, speech volumes, channel 
activities and other parameters were combined and the probability of 
intelligible crosstalk was derived in terms of masking noise, number of 
possible sources, and loss in the coupling path. The results of this 
study are given in the next chapter after further discussion of the cross
talk problem and the methods of measuring coupling paths. 
Echoes and Singing 

As we have noted, the effective transmission losses caused by 
noise and bandwidth limitations are currently held to sufficiently low 

·values so that electrical loss h~s become the most important source of 
the transmission impairment caused by local and toll trunks. Offhand, 
it would appear that the electrical loss could easily be made negligible 
in repeatered trunks, but, in fact, two factors inhibit uso These are 
the hazard of singing and the penalties associated with echo which are 
characteristic of the existing telephone plant.* 

Although these problems are particularly severe in repeatered 
two wire voice frequency transmission systems, as discussed in the next 
chapter, it is simpler to consider the four-wire toll case first. In 
four-wire toll systems, echoes and near-sing conditions arise because 
of impedance mismatches, particularly at the junction of the distant 
four-wire terminating set with the two-wire toll connecting trunk. The 
return loss** at this point is, on the average, only about 11 db over 
that portion of the voice frequency spectrum which is most important from 
the echo standpoint; i.e., 500 to 2500 cycles. (By expenditure of con
siderable effort, an average return loss of 14 db can be maintained but 
11 db is the more realistic value.) This impedance mismatch causes a 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Singing may also arise from other causes. We are concerned here only 
with the difficulties which result from insufficient loss in a circuit 
which can include excessive noise and crosstalk as well as echo and 
singing. 

**Return loss, in more familiar terms, is defined as, 

1 
20 log Reflection Coefficient 

in which 
Reflection Coefficient = 

at the point of impedance discontinuity. 

Reflected signal 
Incident signal 
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reflection, or echo, of a talker's voice to be returned to him on the 
channel to which he is listening. Figure 8 illustrates such an echo path. 
If the echo is not delayed (i.e., if the trunk is short enough) it is in
distinguishable from sidetone, and is not annoying. If, however, it is 
sufficiently delayed in making the round trip, it can be quite annoying 
to a talker and can interfere with his normal process of speech. 

At frequencies ~utside the 500 to 2500 cycle band, the balance 
of the four-wire set or hybrid may become much poorer than the 14 db 
figure quoted above, which can lead to a sing or near-sing condition, 
especially under special termination conditions - for example, when an 
operator's set is connected to the line. It is not sufficient to prevent 
si.nging itself - it is necessary, in a customer connection, to have 
enough margin to avoid the hollow or "rain-barrel" effect which is 
characteristic of circuits having the poor transient response associated 
with a near-sing condition. It is, therefore, necessary to provide some 
loss (of the order of 4 db, one way loss) even on short toll lines where 
delay is negligible and echo is unimportant. In general, on longer 
circuits, echo objectives rather than singing protection determine the 
required loss. 

TALKER 

TOLL CONN EC Tl NG 
TRUNK AND SUB
SCRIBERS LOOP 

--+ 
SPEECH 

ECHO 
<F== 

I 
I -1- IMPEDANCE 

MISMATCH I (MIRROR) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SUB 
SET 

TOLL CONNECTING 
TRUNK AND SUB
SCRIBERS LOOP 

N= COMPROMISE BALANCING 
NETWORK OF 4-WIRE SET 

Echo in a Toll Connection 

Figure 2-8 
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Echo Objectives 
The magnitude of the echo that a talker hears will depend on the 

"echo path loss", which is the sum of the return loss at the distant 
hybrid and the round-trip loss in the channels.* As mentioned above, 
however, the subscriber's tolerance of the echo depends not only on the 
echo magnitude, but also on the round-trip delay between echo and 
original signal. Inunediate echoes sound like sidetone, but long-delayed 
echoes can be very disturbing. If we cannot reduce the delay, and if we 
have gone as far as we economically can in improving return losses at the 
hybrids by impedance balancing, we have only one more way to make the echo 
tolerable - decrease the echo magnitude by increasing the electrical loss 
between the talker and the point where the mismatch occurs. 

The objective which has been selected is that the probability 
of a subscriber being dissatisfied with the echo performance of a 
circuit shall be held to 1% or less. The value of loss which must be 
inserted to meet this objective for an echo of given delay can be de
termined by taking into account the following facets of the situation: 

a) The average value and standard deviation of the subscribers' 
tolerance to echoes as a function of delay; 

b) The average return loss at four-wire sets where they terminate in 
toll connecting trunks, and the standard deviation of this 
distribution; 

c) The variations which toll trunks will exhibit from any nominal 
value of loss which we assign to them (to control echoes), the 
variations arising because maintenance is never perfect; 

Data on these three variables shows them to be very nearly 
"normal" or Gaussian distributions; combining them, we can compute the 
solid curve shown in Figure 9.** This gives the values of toll circuit 
loss,one-way, not round-trip, which would reduce to 1% the chance of a 
subscriber being annoyed by the echo performance of a one link circuit. 
(The toll circuit loss is called "Terminal Net Loss" - abbreviated TNL -
in this context. TNL will be defined more carefully later.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
* For the present we shall ignore the losses of the loop and toll 

connecting trunk at the talker's end of the connection. 

** The way in which the solid line is derived from data on subscriber 
tolerance, 4-wire set balances, and variations of trunk loss is a 
good illustration of the use of probability in setting telephone 
system requirements, and is therefore covered in some detail in an 
illustrative example appended to this chapter. 
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ROUND-TRIP DELAY IN MILLISECONDS 

Relation Between Terminal Net Loss and Echo Delay 

Figure 2-9 

Although the solid line of Figure 9 satisfies the echo require
ment for one link, it does not provide enough loss to protect against 
sings and near-sings, nor does it take into account the impact of 
multiplicity of links, which has two effects: 

d} It forces us to assign more loss to multi-link circuits than we 
would to a one link circuit of the same delay, in order to meet 
the 1% objective in the face of the increase in variability 
from nominal loss (see c above}. For example, the TNL for a 
two link circuit must be Oo4 db greater than for a one link 
circuit of the same delay; a three link circuit of the same 
delay would require 2 x 0.4 db more TNL than a one link circuito 

e) It calls for a method of administering the circuits which will 
permit us to switch in any number of links without building up 
excessive loss values, while still assuring that single link 
circuits will have the 4 db minimum loss dictated by singing 
considerationso 

At this point we ask the reader to take on faith the statement 
that we can meet these criteria by using the dashed line of Figure 9 for 
one way trunk loss in the single link case, instead of the solid curve. 
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This line starts at 4.4 db, is linear in db vs delay, and intersects the 
solid curve at 45 milliseconds delay; above this value of delay we lose 
interesto The reasons for choosing this dashed line will become clear 
as we go on with this discussion. 
Terminal and Via Net Loss 

One way in which circuit components have been arranged in the 
past to meet the above requirements is sho~m schematically on Figure 10. 

LOCAL 
OFFICE 

r-1 

TOLL TWO-WIRE TWO-WIRE TOLL 
OFFICE SWITCHING CENTER SWITCHING CENTER OFFICE 
r----, r---------, r--------, r----, 
I r-t-.-i~ -i-a--. I 

LOCAL 
OFFICE 

L_.J TOLL I I TOLL L-.J 
CONNL ___ _J L _________ J L ________ .J L---...JCONN 

TRUNK f.vNL1.j f.vNL~ f.vNLrl TRUNK 

LEGEND: 

--A,Jl.Jtv-- 2 d b PA D 

~ 2 db PAD, SWITCHED OUT OF CKT 

--c 4-WIRE SETS 

} CARRIER SYSTEM, ONE HUNDRED TO SEVERAL 
--- HUNDRED Ml LES LONG 

VN L VIA NET LOSS (ONE WAY LOSS BETWEEN TOLL SWITCHBOARDS) 

TNL TERMINAL NET LOSS (ONE WAY LOSS BETWEEN ORIGINATING AND 
RECEIVING TOLL SWITCHBOARDS 1 TNL= VNL+4) 

Via and Terminal Net Losses 

Figure 2-10 

Here a 2 db pad is associated with each four-wire set, to be left in 
circuit whenever it terminates in a toll connecting trunk, but switched 
out at intermediate offices. It is assumed, when we do this, that the 
only echoes of concern are those which occur at the final four-wire 
terminating set, which faces a two-wire toll connecting trunk in tandem 
with a subscriber loop. The validity of this assumption depends on the 
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hybrid balance which can be obtained at various points along the circuit. 
The impedance seen looking into the final four-wire set will depend on 
the particular trunk, loop, and subset involved. The balancing network 
of the hybrid must be a compromise choice, and hence the balance obtained 
on any individual connection is not very good. This produces the dominant 
echo. 

Echoes do arise at other points along the toll circuit where the 
four-wire toll circuit is brought down to two-wire for switching purposes. 
The reflection problem at such points, however, is much less severe be
cause the impedances of the following toll link are generally good and the 
office wiring can be carefully adjusted. The average return loss at two
wire switching points is about 27 db. This has a negligible effect when 
compared with the return loss average of 11 db at the final four-wire 
termination. At four-wire switching points, of course, echoes cannot 
occur, since the circuits provide no return path. At such offices, con
nection is made to a two-wire facility, such as a toll connecting trunk, 
by permanently associating the terminating set with the two-wire facility. 

Assuming that the echo at the final four-wire set is the only 
one we have to suppress, then~ the circuit of Figure 10 assures us the 
4 db minimum loss needed without piling up toll losses at the rate of 
4 db per link in multi-link connectionso Since at the final four-wire 
set the reflection really occurs at the connection to the toll con
necting trunk, the 2 db pad at that point reduces the echo by 4 db, just 
as the 2 db pad at the talker's end of the circuit does. 

In addition to the 2 db pad at each end of the over-all circuit, 
each one-way inter-toll trunk is adjusted to a value of Via Net Loss (VNL) 
which is a function of its delay. The total of the Via Net Losses of the 
links and the losses of the switching pads is then defined as the Terminal 
Net Loss (TNL); i.e., TNL = VNL's + 4 db. Like the loss of the pads, each 
db of VNL is worth 2 db in suppressing echoes - attenuating first the signal 
on its way to the "mirror", and then attenuating the echo on its return 
trip. 

If we now define the dashed line of Figure 9 as the required 
Terminal Net Loss for a one-link system, the relationships shown in 
Figure 11 can be drawn. The values of Via Net Loss that result assure a 

total circuit loss (VNL + 4 db) which equals or slightly exceeds the one
way loss needed to give a round-trip loss that meets the echo and singing 
objectives. The VNL curve includes the 0.4 db per link needed to 
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guard against the risk that circuit deviations from nominal may add up 
in such a direction (too little loss) as to result in too much echoo 
The fact that the loss-delay relationship is linear (and has a value of 
only 0.4 db at zero delay) permits us to increase or decrease the number 
of links in tandem up to 45 ms total delay, without exceeding by very 
much the TNL needed to make echoes tolerable. 

Where delays of more than 45 ms are encountered, echo sup
pressors are used. An echo suppressor is a voice-operated device which, 
while one subscriber is talking, inserts as much as 50 db loss in the 
opposite direction of transmission - the path over which the echo would 
return. Although they effectively suppress echoes, echo suppressors 
introduce their o~m transmission impairments by clipping the beginning 
and ends of words. Another more serious problem occurs on multi-link 
connections where two or more circuits equipped with echo suppressors 
are s~~tched together. It is possible for each subscriber to talk 
simultaneously and gain "control" over the echo suppressor nearest him. 
In this case both directions of transmission will have a high loss inserted 
in them, and a condition of "lock-out" is said to exist, in which neither 
subscriber can be heard by the other. Because of this possibility, echo 
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suppressors are used sparingly in the plant, and under the present toll 
switching plan, they are used only between Regional Centers, where the 
requirement that RC-RC trunks have via net losses of only 0.5 db can only 

be met by using them. 
VNLF - Via Net Loss Factor 

On Figure 11, the formula for VNL for one link is given as 
VNL = K • Delay + 0.4 db 

where K is a constant having a db/ms value. Since the delay of a trunk 
carried on a given type of facility (such as N carrier) is proportional 
to length, we can translate from a loss vs delay relationship into a loss 
vs length relationship for such a trunk if we know the speed of propa
gation over it. This gives us a db per mile number which is called the 

Via Net Loss Factor, or VNLF. Thus, we can write 
VNL = VNLF • Length + 0.4 db 

Various types of systems will have various VNLF's, depending on their 
speeds of propagation. The total VNL for a particular connection is the 
sum of the VNL's of the links that compose it. Note that this means an 
added 0.4 db for each additional link that appears in a connection of a 

given length. 
Thus, if we have a 500 mile link with a VNLF equal to 0.01 db 

per mile, the via net loss of the system can, in most cases,* be adjustedto 

VNL = 0.01 (500) + 0.4 
= 5.4 db. 

Two links extending the same distance would have VNL = 5.8 db. 

Via net loss factors for various types of circuits vary from Oo04 db/mile 
for two-wire voice frequency loaded cable circuits to 0.0014 db/mile or 
less for broadband carrier circuitsn Clearly if we want long low-loss 
trunks, carrier systems are to be preferred. 
Elimination of S-Pads 

In conclusion, just to bring the story up to date, it might be 
mentioned that in a recent effort to minimize high circuit losses** a 

change of practice in administering the so-called "Switch Pads" (2 db} has 
been instituted. This is called VNL operation. By associating the loss 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.. ~ Strictly speaking, the "Via Net Loss" is set by echo only, but 

operation at a higher value, called "Working Via Net Loss 11 may be 
necessary because of crosstalk, or to reduce noise at the receiving 
terminal. In similar fashion, a higher value can be assigned to 
systems which have impedance discontinuities (hence multiple echoes) 
along the line as well as at the terminating links. 

** As discussed in Chapter 3, the objective is that the loss of any toll 
connecting trunk should be from two to four db. 
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of the pads with the toll connecting trunks instead of with the four
wire sets, and using impedance-correcting reactive networks, if necessary, 
it is possible to omit the pads if the toll connecting trunk is lossy 
(more than 2 db) since: a) a talker's lossy toll connecting trunk at
tenuates the echo he hears and b), at the receiving end a lossy trunk 
tends to give a moderately good termination by masking the possibly poor 
impedance of the subscrirrer loop. On a call which involves two lossy 
toll connecting trunks, omitting the switching pads reduces the total 
effective loss by 4 db; for example, a 15 db effective loss can be 
reduced to 11 db. Putting this into effect involves re-wiring offices 
and also makes it necessary to add impedance correcting reactive networks 
(particularly in toll connecting trunks whose loss is marginally low) to 
guard against singing. When a toll connecting trunk has less than 2 db 
loss, the pads are retained and no impedance correcting network is used. 
Overall Grade of Service 

The loss associated with intertoll trunks in the plant will 
vary widely depending on the length and type of facility. In the present 
plant it is the terminal net loss which characterizes the loss of an 
inter-toll connection. In estimates for the future plant as based on the 
toll switching plan, the important loss is the via net loss. This is 
because VNL operation (described previously) which associates pad loss 
with terminating links rather than inter-toll trunks, is part of that 
plan. In the present plant, terminal net loss which may involve up to 
five links has an average value of 9 db and a standard deviation of 2 db. 

One estimate of the distribution of via net losses between toll 
centers of the future plant has an average value of 4 db and a standard 
deviation of l.J db. This takes into account data, like that given in 

Table I of Chapter 1, on the relative frequency of occurrence in a 
connection, of various numbers of links. These averages and standard 
deviations of inter-toll trunk losses, present and projected, are 
summarized in Table 1 below, along with similar parameters for talker 
volume into the inter-toll trunk at the first toll center (the usual 
point for volume measurements), and losses in the receiving terminating 
link and subscriber loop. 
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Table 1 

Present Future* 
Standard Standard 

Average Deviation Average Deviation 

Talker volume into -15vu 5.3 db -19 vu 4.8 db inter-toll trunk 

Loss of inter-toll 
trunks 9 db 2.0 db 4 db 1.3 db 

Loss of terminating 4 db 1.0 db 2.5 db o.s db link 

Loss of subscriber 
loop (including end 5 db 1.5 db 5 db 1.2 db 
office) 

Received volume -33 vu 6.o db -30.5 vu 5.2 db 

The average received volume is obtained by subtracting the 
average losses from the received volume into the inter-toll trunk, while 
the standard deviation of the received volume is obtained by adding the 
squares of component standard deviations and taking the square root of the 
sum. It should be pointed out that the values given for talker volume into 
the inter-toll trunk apply to toll connections only.. Volumes into trunks 
on local calls tend to be lower because talkers speak more quietly and, 
in the case of the present plant, battery supply current is lower than on 
toll calls. In the future plant the same (lower) battery supply current 
is expected to be used on both local and toll calls. Because of this 
lower battery current and because it is expected that subscribers will 
talk more quietly in the future, talker volumes into the inter-toll trunk 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*It should not come as a surprise that the set of numbers given here is but 

one estimate of the performance of future plant and fUture subscribers. 
Other estimators arrive at considerably different values. For example, 
one school of thought believes that talker volumes (at zero level) may 
well go back up rather than down, as is indicated in the table. Hence, 
in the design of systems, the load carrying capacity is usually de
termined on the basis of an average volume at zero level of -12.5. If 
the lower estimates then prove correct, it will be possible to trade 
some of this load carrying capacity for improved noise performance 
which might well be necessary at that time. If we used the lower 
values of volume the combined effect of having guessed too low on top 
of t.ighter noise requirements might well prove disastrous. 
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are expected to be sev.eral db lower than at present. Yet in spite of 
this, received volumes in the future plant are expected to be higher 
than at present, because of the lower trunk losses. 

The parameters for received volumes in Table 2 describe dis
tributions which may be assumed to approximate the normal law (measured 
volumes into inter-toll trunks are a very close approximation). These 
distributions of received volume for the present and future plant are 
shown on Figure 12. 

The observers' opinion data of Figure 6 may now be applied to 
determine customers' reaction to the grades of service represented by 
the two distributions on Figure 12. This is a problem in compound 
probabilities: the probability that a given value of VU will be con
sidered good ·(or fair, or poor) by observers, and the probability of 
occurrence of that value of VU in the distribution of received volumes. 
The compound probabilities must be summed up for all values of VU in 
the distribution of received volumes. This is a straightforward process 
for the present plant, but in the case of the future plant an adjust
ment must be made to allow for the effect of increasing the number of 
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500 sets in service from the present small number to about 75% of the 
total. Because of the greater receiving efficiency of 500 sets, a re
ceived volume 4 db lower in the future plant will produce the same sub
jective effect as a given received volume in the present plant. Therefore, 
for the future plant, the values in the abcissa of Figure 6 should be 
reduced by 4 db (e.g. -30 to -34). 

The results of combining the probability distributions, directly 
for the present plant and with the 4 db adjustment in the case of the 
future plant, are given in Table 2. This shows subscribers' reactions 
to the grade of service now provided on toll connections, as well as 
estimated reaction to the projected plant. 

Toll Calls Judged 

Too Loud 
Good 
Fair 
Poor or worse 

Table 2 

Present Plant 

0% 
78.6 
17.9 

Future Plant 

0.3% 
95.9 
306 
0.2 

To show how the numbers for Table 2 were obtained, we 1"1:ill calculate 
the percentage of calls judged "fair" in the present plant. Let 
x = the minimum received volume a particular subscriber will judge 
"good". Let y be the received volume observed on a particular 
connection with a given talker. From Figures 6 and 12 respectively 
we can obtain the fact that for x, the mean is -39 vu, er is about 
4.5 vu and for y, the mean is -33 vu, er = 6. Form the new variable 
z = y-xo This will also have a normal distribution with a mean equal 

to -33-(-39)= 6 vu and 

• 

By definition, a volume will be called too quiet if y-x is negative 
or, in other words, 

_L I 0 e fraction of calls judged too quiet == ---
er .,;2fi'. .DO 

( z-z) 2 

20' 2 
2 dz 
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From probability tables this is found to be 21.4%0 By following a 
similar procedure it is possible to calculate the percentage of calls 
judged lower than fair as 3.5%. Then the number of calls judged fair 
will be the difference between these two percentages or 21.4-3.5 = 1709%. 

Bibliographr A New Standard Volume Indicator and Reference Level -
H. A. Chinn, D. K. Gannett, R. M. Morris - BTL Mono
graph B-1201. 

2B Noise Measuring Set and Noise Measuring Set per 
D-157641 Bell System Practice, Section E40.459. 

Message Circuit Noise - Factors Involved 
of Magnitude and Evaluation of Effectso 
Practice - AB63o375. 

in Determination 
Bell System 

Transmission Rating System - Bell System Practice, 
Section 9$0.150.01, (A Discussion and Description 
of EATMS). 

A Forward Look in Transmission - A talk by Ho R. Huntley 
April 30, 1954. A.T. and T. Co. 
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Appendix on Noise Measurement 

I 

As this book goes to press, work is being completed on a .ill!!! 

noise meter. We will now have come full circle, for this meter reads 
noise in dbRN. It uses a frequency weighting which is a compromise be
tween FlA and TlU (it is appreciably flatter than FlA) and will read 0 db 
RN with -90 dbm input at 1000 cps. It is estimated that 0 dbm of white 
noise will read 88 dbRN. Since this is a new design, the 7 db correction 
which was necessitated by modification of the 2B meter will be done away 
with. The new meter will have many other advantages over the old, not 
the least of which is a great reduction in weight. 

II 

There are two schools of thought on the validity of adding 
dba of tone and noise. One school would agree to the procedure we have 
just gone through. The other, while agreeing that this would be the 
noise meter reading, would argue thus1 "Subjective tests have shown 
that tones which seem tolerable at first become very annoying if they 
persist in the background during a conversation of several minutes. 
Therefore a more stringent requirement should be used; tones which are 
present all the time should not exceed +24 dba at zero level, if they are 
to be consistent with a quality of transmission which tolerates thermal 
type noise of +38 dba at zero level. This being so, the addition of 
annoyances on a power basis is misleading." 
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Illustrative Example fl 
This problem illustrates how one point on a curve like the 

solid one of Figure 9 of Chapter 2 might be derived, and should also 
make clear the reason why 0.4 db is included in the expression for VNL. 
lo a) Two cities 1300 miles apart are connected by a 4-link 

K carrier system. Find the terminal net loss required so 
that only one percent of the subscribers using these circuits 
will find the echo unsatisfactory. Do this by combining dis
tribution curves, using the attached data (I, II, III, IV). 
Do not use Figure 2-9 of the notes, which is based on similar 
but superseded data. This problem calls for deriving a new 
Figure 2-9 or at least one point on it. Assume that toll con
necting trunk losses are to be neglected - i.'eo, taken as 
0 db. 

b) Same as above, but this time assume a 2-link connection, 
same total length. 

c) And for one link, still the same 1300 mile length? 

Reminders 
The standard deviation 110'" of the normal distribution obtained 

by adding rrn rr distributions is 

Cf=/ 0'12 + ()22 + f132 oo•CJn2 

where cr1 , cr 2 etc. are the standard deviations of the individual dis
tributions. 

For a normal distribution, the 1% point is 2.33cr away from ~he 
average or median value. 

with 
Data 

I. 

The methods used in Monograph 2184 are of' interest in connection 
this problem. 

The following table gives the loss in the echo path (round trip) re
just tolerable to the average observer. (The 

data was taken using representative subscriber loopso) The observa-
quired to make echo 

tions at each value of delay showed that subscribers formed a 
normal distribution with a standard deviation of 5 db. 

Round Trip DelayL ms 
0 

10 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 

100 

Table 1 
Required Loss, db 

-2 
7 

13o5 
16.0 
18.0 
21.5 
24.0 
35.0 
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II. The return losses at 4-wire sets when terminated in representative 
toll connecting trunks will form a normal distribution with an 
average value of 14 db and a standard deviation of 1 db. (This is 
believed to be an achievable objective even though it may not be 
true yet.) 

III. The maintenance of toll circuits may be expected to result in channel 
losses i·rhich form a normal distribution having correct average 
values of VNL (as yet unknown, and to be found) with a standard 
deviation (round trip) of 2 db. 

IV. The velocities of propagation, hence, the delay, in various carrier 
systems (including the effects of filters, etc., as well as the 
propagation medium) are shown in the following table. 

Table 2 
Velocity of 

Facility Pro12a7ati~ Delai 
(miles second) (milliseconds/mile) 

Open wire carrier 
lo-3 (J or 0) 117,500 8060 x 

Cable Carrier 
10-3 (K or N) 105,000 9.55 x 

Coaxial (Ll or 13) 133,000 7.55 x 10-3 

Radio (TD-2) 142,000 7.10 x lo-3 

Remarks 
Let us first recall some of the points discussed in Chapter 2. 

In the first place, terminal and via net losses are one-way losses be
tween corresponding points (e.g., switch boards, or toll connecting trunks 
themselves) in the various toll offices involved. Second, since switching 
pads are designed to have, as their image impedance, that value whi.ch 
would give a good hybrid balance, the use of switching pads moves the 
point at which echoes arise to the junction of pad and toll connecting 
trunk. Thus a two db switching pad first attenuates the signal, then the 
echo, and increases round trip echo path loss by four db. Recall that it 
is the fact that local plant impedances are not uniforrn,and cannot be 
matched by a single choice of hybrid balancing network, which causes re
flections. This also means that echoes at intermediate offices, where 
local plant is not involved, should be negligible. 

One assumption made in the following computations calls for 
comment. It is this: that the round-trip loss of a link (terminal and 
high frequency line equipment between two toll offices or switching centers) 
will vary around any assigned nominal v~lue by the same amount (cr=2 db) 
regardless of link length. This is not quite true; on the other hand, 
this sort of variation will not be a direct function of link length. It 
is made up of measuring errors, terminal variations, and high-£requency 
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line variations. Only the last is a function of length, and it might be 
argued that even this effect is modified by the possibility that 
maintenance practices may call for more frequent readjustment of the longer 
links. The assumption made, therefore, seems the most reasonable one to 
make in the absence of more data. 
Solution 

The round trip delay 
problem of distribution curves 

is 25 milliseconds, from IV. If the 

the average values 
would be merely: 

given in I, 
were not involved, and we could use merely 
II, and III, the answer to a, b and c 

From I: 
From II: 
Hence: 

Round trip loss required 
Return loss, 4-wire set 
Loss to be inserted, round trip, 

TNL, one way, 

16.o db 
14.0 db 

2.0 db 
1.0 db 

Using this value of TNL would not satisfy our objectives, of 
~ourse. Even if all four wire sets had exactly 14 db return loss, and 
trunks never varied from their nominal TNL's, only 50% of the subscribers 
would be satisfied. To satisfy 99% of them (still assuming 4-wire sets 
and trunks do not vary) we would have to increase the loss to get to the 
1% point on the distribution curve of Figure A, to give a round trip loss 
of 

2 TNL = 2.0 db + 2.JJcr = 1306 db 

which would make TNL = 6.8 db. 

% of Subscribers 
Satisfied by Abscissa 
Value of 2 TNL for 25 
ms Echo Delay 

99i 
i 
I 

5oj_ __ 
i 
l 

I 

2.33cr -
l~'--~~~~;~~~----, 

2.0 lJ.6 
2 TNL 

Figure A 

We still have not taken into account the fact that trunk losses 
and 4-wire set return losses will also vary. To some of' our readers, the 
correct method for doing this may be obvious; they will f'ind the follow
ing discussion boring, and are to be envied. Most of us have to take 
such questions in easy steps the first few times we meet them. 
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Let us consider for a moment how one might obtain the data on 
which Figure A is based. Figure B shows a possible experimental set up, 
in which we would vary the attenuator until each observer was satisfied. 
{The 14 db fixed pad represents the return loss of the 4-wire set.) 

14 db 
25 ms lossless fixed variable 

[~::; d~lay~n_e ___ ~~I _iiije 
---~ YSubscriber Loop Plus Observer Under 

Test (Qne of Many who form a Normal 
Distrih11tion having CJ = 5 db) 

Figure B 

but 
attenuator 

Suppose now that instead of an accurate attenuator, we have 
one with a loose knob or dial, so that when it actually has 4 db of loss, 
for example, it reads 3.7 or 4.3 or some other number exhibiting a random 
distribution around the correct value - a normal distribution with a 
standard deviation of 2 db, to be precise. Even a single consistent 
observer, repeatedly tested, would now yield a universe of values instead 
of a single number of db for just satisfactory echo. The curve cor
responding to Figure A would spread out. Assuming the attenuator errors 
to be random, with no systematic error (or bias) the 50% point would still 
be at 2.0 db. However, the readings vrnuld spread out more, and the re
sultant curve would have a standard deviation corresponding to the 
addition of the two distributions involved, which is 

C5 = ~5.02 + 2.02 

Similarly if we used a number of different 14 db pads, taken 
at random from a universe of 14 db average and 1 db standard deviation, 
our data would spread still more (same average, though) and would have a 
standard deviation of 
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Finally, if we use four attenuators like the one described* 
(each attenuator corresponding to a link in our four-link case), the 
standard deviation of the data would be 

= 6.5 db 

It is on this curve that we must find the 99% satisfied value. 
Recalling that the average has remained 2.0 db for 2 TNL, we see that 

2 TNL = 2.0 + 2.33 (6.5) db ~ 17.2 db 

A satisfactory value of TNL, then, is 806 db for the 4 link case. 

Similarly, for the two and one link cases we obtain 

TNL, two link case ~ 7.8 
TNL, one link case ; 7.4 

This 7o4 db value would be one point on a new solid line (using new 
data as given above) for Figure 2-9. 

We observe that although other factors in the problem remain 
the same, the required TNL goes up by about Oo4 db when we go from 1 
link to 2 links, and by another 0.8 db when we go from 2 to 4 links, 
because of the changes in a. Similar results would be obtained if we 
computed the required TNL for various numbers of links at other values 
of delay. We conclude, therefore, that the effect of the maintenanca 
variation is to increase the required TNL (or VNL) by about 0.4 db over 
the value necessary if the circuit loss never varied from its assigned 
value. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*We would be forced into reading negative losses on at least some of the 
attenuators if we kept adding these variable attenuators to the circuit. 
If you wish to avoid this, substitute an amplifier plus a larger at
tenuator for each variable attenuator. 



Chapter 3 

VOICE FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION 

The telephone instrument and its performance 
characteristics are described. This is followed by a 
discussion of the objectives for loops and trunks of the 
exchange area plant, and the interaction of signalling con
siderations on transmission problems. Voice frequency 
amplification methods used in both toll systems and the 
exchange area are reviewed. Sources of impairment in 
voice frequency circuits are described, with particular at
tention to noise and crosstalk. Throughout the chapter, 
consideration is given to the impact of recent develop
ments on the exchange area plant. 

Introduction 
The generation, transmission, and reception of voice frequency 

telephone signals are the oldest and most basic problems encountered in 
the practice of transmission. The evolution over many decades of 
methods and theory for solving these problems has given us a vast body 
of knowledge, covering in great detail many of the problems of any conse
quence. The objective of this chapter is to present a general picture of 
typical methods used, and of the basic problems encountered in handling 
voice freouency signals. 

To accomplish this purpose we will first describe the telephone 
instrument and its associated performance characteristics. Next, we will 
discuss the losses of loops and trunks, and the bearing they have on the 
composition of the exchange area plant. This will be followed by a 
review of voice frequency amplification methods as applied to the exchange 
area and to voice frequency toll circuits. Following this, the most im
portant types of interferences will be discussed. 

The performances and limitations of the elements of the voice 
frequency telephone plant are gaining a new importance that goes beyond 
the simple fact that they form a part of every telephone connection. New 
services such as data-phone, the need for improved transmission performanc~ 
the application of multiplex transmission to existing wires, and the impact 
of electronic switching will require increased understanding of the voice 
frequency plant. 

3-1 
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Telephone Set - Description 
The telephone set is composed of a transmitter, a receiver, 

and the associated circuitry for suppressing sidetone, connecting power, 
and signaling. In a modern telephone transmitter, granules of carbon 
are held between two electrodes - one, a cup holding the granules and 
the other a diaphram. The contact resistance between the granules is 
changed by sound pressure on the diaphram. The resulting resistance 
variation modulates a battery current flowing between the electrodes, 
thereby translating the acoustic message into an electrical signal. In 
the receiver, the varying component of this current passes through a 
winding on a permanent magnet. The alternate strengthening and weakening 
of the magnetic field causes a diaphram to vibrate, which generates 
sound waves corresponding to those of the talker. Cross sectional 
views of the Tl transmitter and Ul receiver used in the 500 type telephone 
set are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

The transmission circuit of the telephone set must electrically 
separate the transmitter and receiver to limit the amount of the talker's 

Cross Section of Tl Transmitter 

Figure 3-1 
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signal (sidetone) appearing in his own receiver, and to block the direct 
current in the transmitter from the receiver. Subjective tests have shown 
that some coupling must be allowed between the transmitter and receiver 
to provide a controlled amount of sidetone. However, too much sidetone 
will cause the talker to lower his voice, thereby reducing the volume 
which the listner receives. The standard common battery anti-sidetone 
circuit for accomplishing this purpose is shown in Figure J. The three
winding transformer and the network N form a hybrid which places the 
transmitter in conjugate with the receiver. Capacitor C prevents the 
direct current flowing in the transmitter from appearing in the receiver. 

Common-Battery Antisidetone Circuit 

Figure 3-3 

c 
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Figure 3-4 

The schematic circuit of the 500D type telephone set is shown 
on Figure 4. When the hand set is on its mounting, the "switchhook" 
contacts s1 and s2 are open and s3 is closed to protect the transmitter 
and receiver from ringing currents. Removal of the hand set allows 
direct current from the central office (or a local battery) to pass 
through the transmitter and removes the short from across the receiver. 
The dial contacts interrupt the battery current to form the dial pulses 
required to control the central office equipment. During dialing, con
tacts across the receiver are closed. 

The modern 500 type telephone set incorporates a number of 
characteristics and features that represent improvements over the earlier 
302 type set. The efficiency of the transmitter has been increased about 
3.5 db and the receiver efficiency about 5 db. The frequency responses 
of both the transmitter and receiver have been extended. Components added 
to the basic common-battery anti-sidetone circuit provide a dial pulse 
filter to suppress high frequency interferen.ce into radio. sets, a varistor 
(V3) to suppress clicks in the receiver, an improved balancing network 
(necessitated by the improved transmission characteristics of the 
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instruments), and an "equalizer", employing two additional varistors, to 
reduce transmitting and receiving sensitivity on short loops. 

This equalizer helps to solve an important transmission problem 
in telephone set design, namely the interdependence of the transmitting 
and receiving efficiencies and the wide range of allowable resistance in 
local loops. The high efficiency desired for the longest loops would 
p~ovide excess high frequency transmission on the short loops. The 
increased sensitivity of the 500 set makes possible increased loop length 
or the use of wire of reduced size and hence, higher resistanceo On low 
resistance loops, this sensitivity is detrimental and must be reduced. 
This is a function of varistors v1 and v2• On long loops, the direct 
current from the central office battery is low. The varistor impedances 
are therefore high, and maximum telephone set efficiency is obtained. On 
short loops, the high direct current results in low varistor impedances, 
which shunt the speech currents and reduce the set efficiency. As 
Figure 5 shows, the combined response of a receiver loop (#26 gauge) and 
station set with the equalizer is essentially constant for any loop length 
between 0 and 12,000 feet. For the transmitting case, the response does 
not vary appreciably for lengths between 4,000 and 10,000 feet with 
variations outside this range being substantially reduced over those which 
would occur without the varistors. The overall effect is to produce more 
nearly uniform volumes at the central office from transmitting loops, and 
more nearly uniform volumes at subscribers' receivers, or at least to make 
these volumes less dependent on loop length. 

Varistors v1 and v2 also serve an additional purpose. By a 
mechanism similar to the one described for the equalizing function, they 
compensate for differences in subscriber loop impedances which would other-
1'1ise tend to produce unbalance in the sidetone circuit. Prevention of 
significant unbalance is necessary because the greater efficiencies of 
the receiver and transmitter makes excessive sidetone more objectionable. 
Telephone Connection - Performance 

The quality of the transmission over a telephone connection will 
depend on the received volume, the relative magnitude of the transmission 
of different frequencies, and the interferences. In a typical local con
nection the ratio of the acoustic pressure at the transmitter input to 
the corresponding pressure at the receiver output will depend upon: 

1.· The translation of acoustic pressure into an open 
circuit voltage in series with the transmitter 
impeda_nce. 
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Figure 3-5 

2. The loss between this open circuit transmitter voltage 
and the voltage across the terminals of the subset, in
troduced by the circuit of the telephone set. 

J. The loss of each subscriber's loop, the central office 
equipment, and the local trunks. 

4. The loss between the terminals of the listener's set 
and the voltage appearing across the terminals of the 
receiver. 

5. The translation of this voltage, acting across the 
receiver impedance, to acoustic pressure at the re
ceiver output. 
Figure 6 shows the typical transmission vso frequency charac

teristics (normalized at 1000 cps) encountered as one progresses through 
such a conne~ion. 

The importance of speech volume and the losses in various 
parts of a telephone connection can be seen by examining the power level 
diagram for a typical telephone connection. Figure 7 shows the speech 
and noise power at various points in a local connection involving a trunk 
between two central offices. In this particular connection the listener 
has a signal-to-noise ratio of about 35 db. This is considered good. 
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Figure 3-7 

With a weak talker this ratio might drop to a low but still usable value 
of about 20 db. Additional losses in the trunks or loops could further 
reduce the received volume and, depending on the magnitude of room noise 
at the receiving end, might lead the listener to ask the talker to speak 
louder. 
Resistance Design of Loops 

An "exchange area" is the area served by a single central 
office. In a more general sense, we may speak of the "exchange area 
plant" as including the metropolitan area served by numerous central 
offices or a small city with a single telephone of:fice. In the exchange 
area, subscriber's loops connect each telephone with its central office 
and trunks inter-connect the of:fices~ A typical pattern of loops and 
inter-office trunks is shown on Figure 8. Before the advent of the 500 
set, with its improved effici~ncy and equalization provisions, engine
ering the local plant required selecting a1 transmission objective or 
standard which connections in a given area should meet. The problem 
then became one of determining the costs of different combinations of 
wire sizes and office locations required to meet these standards so that 
the most economic plant layout could be madee Both transmission and 
signaling had to be considered, and one or the other might govern. 
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Since the introduction of the 500 set, the selection of wire 
sizes for various loop lengths has been based purely on signaling 
criteria. Signaling performance is limited by the direct current re
sistance of the loop. In the older types of manual central offices, 
signaling restricts the resistance of the subscriber loop and telephone 
set to a maximum of 635 ohms. In the newer crossbar offices, this 
total resistance can be about 1500 ohms. Allowing 200 ohms for the 
set, the total pair resistance can be 1300 ohms. Of this, 1200 ohms 
is allowed for the pair at normal temperature and without loading, and 
100 ohms for temperature effects and loading coil resistance. It is 
now permissible to engineer local loop lengths and gauges right up to 
this 1200 ohm resistance limit, providing 500 sets are used on the 
longer loops (300 sets can still be used on the shorter loops) and 
provided that loading is used on the loops which exceed 18,000 feet in 
length to reduce the total attenuation and the attenuation distortion.* 
The resulting cable economies are considerable; before comparing the 
results of the two methods of design, however, it is desirable to review 
some definitions. 

In a given telephone connection there will be an effective 
transmitting loop loss T which is a function of the voice frequency loss 
of the loop, the direct current flo~ in the transmitter, and the telephone 
set characteristics. The actual value of T in db is a rating obtained by 
comparison of the loop and telephone set under consideration with the 
reference loop and set of the Working Reference System. Similarly, the 
effective receiving loop loss R will be a function of the loop loss and 
the telephone set characteristics. Its value in db is likewise found 
by comparison testing, using the Working Reference System. In general, 
the values of T and R are not equal; that is, the effective loss is 
different for the two directions of transmission. In order that only 
one effective loss value be assigned to a telephone set and its associated 

* The loss of a pair of wires below a prescribed frequency can be reduced, 
and the loss versus frequency characteristic made nearly flat, by in
serting inductance periodically. Loading arrangements are specified by 
a letter designating the distance between loading coils and a number 
indicating the inductance. Thus, H44 loading means 6000-foot spacing 
of 44 millihenry coils. H44-25 indicates the loading arrangement for 
the regular or "side" circuits and a phantom circuit: namely 44 milli
henrys on the side circuits and 25 millihenrys on the phantom, both 
spaced at 6000-foot intervals. 
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loop, to apply to both directions of transmission, it is common practice 
in computing the effective loss of a connection to use an average value 
of instrument and loop loss, namely T;R .>:• 

Under the old method of loop design, it might be decided that 
T;R in a given area was not to exceed -3 db. Such a decision would be 
made after weighing the overall grade of service which was to be rendered, 
the performance of trunks, and the costs involved. At the same time, 
local signaling considerations might impose a de resistance limit of, for 
example, 1200 ohms on the loops. The effect of these two requirements can 
be seen from Figure 9, which shows the effective loss vs length for various 

* The actual value will vary to some extent depending on the battery 
supply and consequent transmitter current, which is different in local 
and toll connections. On a local connection, the common battery at 
the central office is bridged across the line through a high ac im
pedance circuit to supply de to the subscriber. On a toll call, the 
battery power of each subscriber is supplied by inserting the battery 
at the electrical center of a repeat coil which is used to connect 
the subscriber loop to the toll trunk. This is done to provide a 
better impedance match to the toll trunk and to effectively reduce the 
noise and crosstalk introduced in the toll connection by the central 
office battery supply. The lower resistance of the toll battery 
causes more current to flow in the transmitter, thereby increasing the 
transmitter efficiency on toll calls. 
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cables. The crosses indicate the loop lengths whose resistances are 1200 
ohms. (Although loops are generally made up of a variety of wire gauges, 
for this illustration it is assumed that each loop is composed of a single 
gauge.) From Figure 9 and data on wire resistance, the limiting loop 
lengths and their resistances for effective loop losses of -3 db (ioeo, 
T;R) can be obtained. These are given in Table I. Obviously the -3 db 
loss requirement is governing. The corresponding loop lengths which 
would be obtained using resistance design, 500 sets, and loading above 
18,000 feet are also shown. 

Table I 

300 Set 
Transmission Design 

Maximum Total 

500 Set 
Resistance Design 

MaXimum Total 
Loop Length Resistance of Loop Length Resistance of 

Gauge 
26 
24 
22 
19 

in Feet Loop in Ohms 
10,500 875 
14,000 725 
17,000 550 
21,000 330 

in Feet Loop in Ohms 
14,400 1,200 
23,100 1,200 
37,000 1,200 
74,500 1,200 

It is apparent from this table that for loops longer than about 
10,000 feet there will be a considerable saving in cable cost by using 
the 500 set. Furthermore, when installed on this resistance design basis, 
the T~R effective loss rating of the 500 set and loop will generally 
fall between -4 and -2 db, regardless of the loop length. Therefore, in 
engineering the local plant, it is recommended, both from the economic 
and transmission standpoint, that any 300 set in the office area be 
kept within about 10,000 feet of the central office. The 500 type sets 
are then used on the longer loops. This plan leads to a more uniform 
grade of transmission in the local plant than was possible before the 
500 set was available. 
Trunks in the Exchange Plant 

In contrast to the loop plant, the layout of the trunk plant 
is governed dominantly by transmission objectives, although supervisory 
signaling considerations cannot be 
for supervisory signaling are, for 

Step-by-step 
Panel 
Crossbar 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

ignored. Permissible resistance values 
example: 

2000 ohms* 
1300 
3000 

- - - - - - - - - - --- - -
* New developments may push this to 5000 ohms in the future. 
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Transmission objectives for trunks between central offices 
{i.e., inter-office trunks) call for an average loss of about 4 db, with 
a worst value of 6 db, and a future target, someday, of nearly zero db. 
Frequency distortion {variation of attenuation with frequency) in the 
trunks is to be minimized. {In the present plant, many of these trunks 
still have losses of 8 to 10 db.} Meeting even the present objectives 
calls for loading all CO-CO trunks which are more than 6000 feet long and 
the installation of repeaters, when ne·cessaryo* To meet the future ob
jective, many of the shorter trunks will also have to be loaded, on a 
JOOO foot basis. This can be seen from the column in Table II, which 
shows the effective loss in db per mile of typical cable circuits. 

The corresponding objectives for CO to tandem office trunks 
(i.e., tandem trunks) are 2 to .3 db of loss, at the worst. Trunks be
tween tandem offices have a future objective of nearly zero db, which 
will call for 4-wire operation, repeatered lines, and careful balancing 
of 4-wire sets. 

For illustrative purposes, Table II tabulates the maximum 
length in miles for various cable facilities having an effective loss of 
6 db, and the corresponding resistanceo Clearly either loss or resis~ance 
may govern, depending on the type of office involved, but usually, unless 
repeaters are used, the transmission performance is the dominant con
sideration 

Table II 

DC Maximum Length Total 
Gauge Effective Resistance, in Miles for Resistance 
and Loss in Ohms per 6 db Effective of Trunk 

Loading dbLmi mile Loss in Ohms 

26 NL 3·; 404 1.7 775 
24 NL 2.· 273 2.1 590 
24 H 88 102 280 5.0 1400 
22 H 88 o.f! 178 7.5 13~0 
19 H 88 O.l+J 92 13.9 12 0 
19 B 88 0.35 99 17.1 1600 
19 B 135 0.27 105 22.2 2320 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the present design for toll 
connecting trunks calls for the elimination of the 2 db switching pads. 
This is done by associating a minimum loss of 2 db with the trunk, to 
"pad-out" the generally poor impedances of the local plant; and, when 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -
>:< A repeatered cable may not have to be loaded if the repeater gain

frequency characteristic .can be adjusted to compensate for the normal 
loss-frequency characteristic of the line. 
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necessary, by adding impedance correcting networks at the toll office to 
increase the return loss seen looking into- the trunk. The maximum loss or 
the toll connecting trunks, in the present plan, is to be 4 dbo These 
transmission objectives can be achieved by any one of the following means: 

1. If the normal loss of the trunk is 0 to 2 db, a 2 db pad 
is added to the trunk at the toll office.. This pad serves 
the same function as a 2 db switching pad. 

2. If the trunk has a normal loss of 2 to 4 db, it will adequately 
mask the impedance mismatches of the local plant. Its own im
pedance, however, may not be very good; in such cases it is 
necessary to add an impedance correcting network at the toll 
office, to increase the return loss looking into the trunko 

3. If the trunk loss exceeds 4 dbf one or more repeaters are 
added, and the trunk loss is adjusted to equal the quantity 
(VNL + 2) db.. Here, VNL represents the via net loss com
puted for the terminating link facility as if it were a 
toll trunk. For typical lengths of toll connecting trunks, 
the VNL will come out to be 1 db or less, so that the ad
dition of 2 db puts the trunk loss into the required 2 to 
4 db range. An impedance correcting network is added to 
the trunk at the toll office if necessaryo 
In addition to the above procedures, all toll connecting trunks 

having lengths greater than 6000 feet are loaded to minimize the attenu
ation distortion across the voice channel. 
Loss in an Exchange Area Telephone Connection 

The preceding discussion, which has been used to illustrate the 
composition of the exchange area plant, is all based on the use of ef
fective transmission loss. As discussed in Chapter 2, this concept in
cludes the effects of frequency distortion and interferenceso The true 
loss of power in a telephone circuit is, of course, a function of frequency 
and dependent on the actual impedances of the components of the circuit. 

Toll trunks are usually electrically long and designed to pro
vide good impedance matches at their terminals and at intermediate points. 
Furthermore, toll trunks generally introduce no appreciable frequency dis
tortion or noise. (We are ignoring EB banks, of course.} Thus,the at
tenuation of a toll trunk usually determines its contribution to the ef
fective loss of a circuit. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The toll connecting trunks entering four-wire switching centers will 
frequently fall in this category, since the four-wire set (approximately 
3.5 db loss) is considered part of such a trunk. 
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In the exchange plant, loops and trunks are normally electri
cally short and do not have particularly good impedance matches at 
junctions. Thus, the impedance looking into a particular point will 
depend on the impedance terminations at remote points. Likewise, the 
power loss will be a function of the attenuation of the components and the 
reflection gains and losses at the numerous junctions. 
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Figure 10 shows an exchange area connection with the 
1000 cycle impedance seen at each junction as computed from the equi
valent T network for each component. The attenuation of each component 
is also shown. It is apparent that the impedance requirement for maximum 
power transfer - namely equal resistances and equal reactances of op
posite signs - are approximately met at the junction between the trunk 
and central office. At the other junctions the situation becomes less 
ideal as we proceed towards the subscriber. A detailed computation 
shows the 1000 cps insertion loss between the telephone sets in this 
connection to be 21.1 db. The sum of the attenuations is 23.6 db. This 
illustrates the fact that multiple reflections between component parts 
of an exchange area circuit combine in such a way as to make the 
summation of individual attenuations an unreliable measure of total loss. 
For effective loss computations, this has led to the preparation and use 
of detailed charts which give the junction loss (which m~y be positive 
or negative) to be expected when various loop and trunk facilities are 
interconnected. Using these, the overall effective loss of a connection 
can be computed as the sum of the T;R values of the loo.ps involved, the 
effective loss of the trunk, and the two junction losses (which may turn 
out to be gains). 
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We see, then, that although detailed computations of the 
1000 cps insertion loss provide some useful information in.the design 
of exchange area systems, 1000 cps insertion loss.alone is a poor 
criterion to use in judging the performance of a telephone connection. 
Even the computation of the insertion loss at a number of frequencies in 
the transmission band will not provide a complete picture of the circuit 
quality, since no information is obtained about the circuit noise, 
crosstalk, distortion in the transmitter and receiver - to mention just 
a few of the factors which determine circuit quality. The engineer, 
therefore, generally falls back on the effective loss method of 
evaluating the exchange area plant. 

It is apparent from the discussion in the previous section 
that use of effective transmission loss is an engineering technique de
signed to fit all possible combinations of exchange area plant components, 
but with an accuracy which is only approximateo The technique is one 
which gives good results when applied to the sum total of plant, as in 
computing the plant performance, for example, to see if transmission 
standards for the area are being met. Some errors in the rating of 
individual circuit quality are to be expected, however. Furthermore, 
all of our "effective loss" values are comparisons to old instruments 
(circa 1928) which were limited bandwidth, high efficiency, instruments. 
This can lead to confused thinkingo For example, modern instruments 
might be rated as 18 db better than the old reference instruments for 
some particular loop length, .. but careful interpretation of this 18 db 
advantage is essential. It is largely a consequence of the use of anti-side
tone circuitry and wider bandwidth - but the increased bandwidth is an 
advantage only if the signal can be heard at satisfactory volume. One 
cannot argue, for example, that use of modern instruments should permit 
18 db higher trunk losses than old instruments did for the same grade 
of transmission, since under such conditions the received volume would 
be so low that the bandwidth advantage would be lost. It is evident 
that there is a great need for a method of actually measuring over-all 
circuit performance. The EATMS (Electro-Acoustic Transmission Measuring 
System} is a start towards such a measuring system.* 

- - - -
* See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the EATMS and its limitationso 
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E-Type R~peaters 
The preceding discussion has been based on achieving the 

tandem and toll trunk loss requirement by specifying wire size and loading 
arrangement. Until the advent of the E-type negative impedance repeater 
in 1948, voice frequency amplification was available only in the form of 
relatively expensive hybrid-type repeaters designed for voice frequency 
toll circuits. Besides being costly, these repeaters were not designed to 
transmit the de signaling used in the exchange area. For these reasons, 
the toll circuit type voice frequency repeaters have been used only in a 
relatively few special applications in the exchange area plant. The new 
E-type repeaters provide an economical means of reducing the loss of inter
office trunks and at the same time permit normal signaling to be used. 
~his permitR improved plant performance, reduction in wire sizes, and, in 

general, increases the flexibility in the layout of the exchange area 
trunks. 

A negative impedance repeater operates on the principle of 
inserting negative resistance (and, if desired, negative inductance or 
capacitance) in the line, thereby reducing the overall impedance and 
increasing the current in the line. This results in transmission gain 
in the same sense as that resulting from a repeater of the conventional 
type. In addition, repeaters of this type preserve the de continuit¥ 
of the circuit and are bilateral; ioe., provide amplification for both 
directions of transmission. They have the additional advantage that, 
in the event of a tube failure, transmission along the line is still 
possible, but at substantially higher loss, however. 

Three basic E-type ("E" for "Exchange Area") negative im
pedance repeaters have been developed; these are designated the El, E2, 
and EJ. The El and E2, which are electrically identical, insert series 
negative impedance in the line. A block schematic of this type of 
repeater is shown in Figure 11. The EJ is designed to bridge a shunt 
negative impedance across the line. The EJ alone has had virtually no 
application in the plant. It is widely used, however, in conjunction 
with either the El or E2 repeater to form a combined series-shunt 
negative impedance repeater. Repeaters of this type are designated 
the El3 or E23 and are electrically identical. Figure l~ shows the 
E2J type repeater, in block schematic formo 

The impedance inserted in the line is approximately pro
portional to, and the negative of, the impedance strapped in the ad
justable network associated with each type of repeatero As in any 
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repeatered circuit, the amount of negative impedance or "gain" inserted 
in the line is limited by considerations of such things as circuit 
singing (oscillation), noise, crosstalk into other systems, overload of 
the repeater, and echo loss requirements. In most inter-office trunks 
the necessity of preventing the repeater from singing is the gain con
trolling factor. The stability of the E-type repeater is dependent on 
the impedances connected to its terminals.* In a typical trunk instal
lation, the impedances seen by the repeater depend upon the impedances 
of the circuits connected to each end of the trunk. The impedances 
across the repeater terminals vary, therefore, as the trunk is switched 
from circuit to circuit, or is left, for example, with its ends un
terminated in the idle circuit condition. The repeater must be stable 
under all these conditions. Therefore, the worst trunk termination con
dition, for a particular type of repeater, will generally serve as the 

basis for setting the repeater gain. The El3 or E23 type repeater, as 

):c Basically, the series type repeaters are classified as open-circuit 
stable (short-circuit unstable) devices, while the shunt type are 
short-circuit stable (open-circuit unstable). The series-shunt type 
repeaters, therefore, can be either open- or short-circuit stable de
pending on whether the series or shunt element dominates. It follows, 
then that the repeater stability is dependent on the impedances con
nected to its terminals. However, this is just one illustration of the 
basic problem of repeater stability which exists in any repeatered 
transmission line, regardless of the type of repeater. A general dis
cussion of this fundamental problem is given in "Some Fundamental 
Properties of Transmission Systems" by F o B. Llewellyn, :whic;:h appeared 
in the March 1952 Proceedings of the I.R.E." (pages 271--83). 
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normally used, is less sensitive to the circuit impedances and, as a 
result, in a given trunk will usually provide higher gain. The maximum 
gain which these repeaters can insert in a line is 8 to 10 db. As a 
rule of thumb, it is generally possible to use E-type repeaters to re
duce the 1oss of a loaded trunk to about one-half its non-repeatered 
value, or the loss of a non-loaded trunk to about one-third of its non
repeatered value (where the losses are measured in db). Short trunks 
are usually operated with a single repeater placed &ither at or near 
the center of the trunk or at the terminal at either end. · E-type 
repeaters can be worked in tandem on longer trunks. In this case, the 
loss of the repeatered trunk will approach the optimum given in the 
rule of thumb ~reviously stated provided the trunk is uniform (i.e., one 
type of facility) and the repeaters are spaced the equivalent of about 
8 db of line loss apart. The strapping network in each type of repeater 
can be adjusted to provide either shaped or flat gain across the voice 
frequency band. This permits a repeater to be used to compensate for 
attenuation distortion in the line, as well a~ providing net gain. 
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One disadvantage of the El and E2 type repeaters is that the 
insertion of a series negative impedance in an otherwise uniform line 
(loaded or non-loaded) introduces an impedance discontinuity which will 
appear as an echo at the sending end. The magnitude of this echo will 
be proportional to the magnitude of the negative impedance, or the gain, 
inserted by the repeater. This echo will not be a serious problem on 
trunks used for short inter-office connections where the delay is small .. 
On toll connecM.ng trunks .used as part of a long toll circuit, however, 
the delays may be large. This frequently causes the echo requirement, 
rather than singing considerations, to limit the gain which can be 
inserted by the series-type repeaters in toll connecting trunkso This 
impedance discontinuity problem can be markedly reduced by using the 
El3 or E23 repeater on these trunks. By properly adjusting the E3 
portion of the repeater, the impedance looking into the composite 
repeater can be made to approximate the trunk impedance, and, there
fore, the echo which arises at the repeater is minimized. 

In the trunk plant 19, 22, and 24 gauge conductors are 
normally used. For short distances the differential in cost between 
trunks of different gauges is not large. However, as the trunk length 
increases, smaller gauge wire with a repeater wi 11 be IU'.)re economical 
than a larger gauge without a repeater. For example, a 10 mile trunk 
of 22 gauge wire with a repeater will be more economical than a 19 
gauge pair with no re:i:eater. In addition, these repeaters provide an 
economical means of improving the quality or grade of exchange area 
service. 
Voice Fr_§lquency Tol1_.§.I§tems 

Before the development of AM carrier systems, telephone com
munication over long distances was possible only through voice frequency 
toll circuits operating on either open wire or cable. Today VF toll 
circuits are restricted to lightly loaded or secondary type routes having 
lengths of a few hundred miles or less. Both loading coils and hybrid
type voice frequency repeaters* are used on these circuits t·o reduce the 
transmission loss. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* We are using the word "repeater" here and throughout the text to 

denote the aggregate of equipment required to provide gain in a trans
mission path. Some transmission engineers, and some Bell System 
Practices, in discussing voice frequency or AM carrier systems, prefer 
to use terms referring to the component parts of what we are calling a 
repeater - namely "line amplifier" and "line equipment"• In these 
cases, if the word "repeater" is used at all, it is generally used 
synonymously with "line amplifiern. 
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Except for negative impedance repeaters such as the E-types, 
conventional amplifiers are one-way devices. To obtain amplification for 
both directions of transmission, additional circuitry is required. This 
may be done on either a two-wire or four-wire basis, as shown in Figure 13; 
both methods are used in the voice frequency plant. From the diagram it 
is evident that in each configuration a high order of balance in the 
hybrids is required to attenuate energy circulating from a repeater output 
to its input, by way of the hybrids and the opposite direction of trans
mission path. Failure to provide adequate attenuation will result in 
"singing" or oscillation of the circuit. The balance of the hybrids is 
determined, of course, by the degree to which the impedance seen looking 
into each intermediate section of line and the toll connecting trunks 
matches the impedance of the balancing network N connected to the opposite 
arm. Balance must be maintained not only over the voice frequency band but 
out-of-band as well so as to keep the loss of the circuit greater than the 
gain at all frequencies. In order to ease the out-of-band balancing 
problem, a low-pass filter is normally used at the input to each repeater 
amplifier to provide high loss above the voice frequency transmission band. 
The net loss around a sing-path is generally referred to as the "singing 
margin". Voice frequency circuits are usually engineered to provide a 
minimum singing margin of 10 db under normal conditions (e.g., temperature). 
Variations in net loss due to temperature changes, battery voltage vari
ations, tube aging or other causes may result in the singing margin under 
less favorable conditions becoming as low as 4 db, which is about the 
minimum tolerable value. 
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The same paths which can give rise to singing also account 
for echo returned to the subscriber as he is talkingo Echo, as dis
cussed in Chapter 2, represents a distracting annoyance which in extreme 
cases can impair talking abilityc The velocity of propagation at voice 
frequency, particularly on loaded cable, is relatively slow compared to 
radio or carrier systems (14,000 miles per second on 19 gauge cable 
with HSS-50 loading, for example). Therefore, the maximum iength of a 
voice frequency toll circuit, and the net loss to which it must be ad
justed, are in some cases determined by echo requirements, as we shall 
seeo 

Figure 13 shows that in two-wire operation there are a multi
plicity of singing (or echo) paths for each repeatero A given repeater 
is subject to instability due to its own loop transmission, its own plus 
that of the adjacent repeater, and so on until the end of the systerno 
Thus, the tendency towards instability in two-wire systems increases as 
the length of the circuit and, therefore, the number of repeaters is in
creasedo As a result, singing and echo performance are the controlling 
factors in setting the repeater gains in most long two-wire voice fre
quency toll circuits. In order to achieve reasonably high gains in the 
repeaters, careful attention must be paid to the installation and 
maintenance of the circuit, particularly with regard to the balancing 
networks on each hybrid. This disadvantage in the two-wire method of 
operation is off-set, in many cases, by the saving in copper afforded 
by using only one pair of conductors between repeaters. 

Two-wire voice frequency toll systems are today operated on 
both open wire and cable. No loading is used on open wire, and the 
repeater spacing varies from up to 350 miles with 165-mil conductors 
to 150 miles for 104-mil conductors. The average length of these open 
wire systems is around 300 miles, with the maximum length systems ex
tending about 700 mileso For two-wire cable operation,. 19 gauge cable 
with H88-50 loading is standardo The higher attenuation of the cable 
as compared to open-wire necessitates a repeater spacing of about 50 
miles. The difficulty of maintaining stability as the number of re
peaters is increased limits the length of two-wire voice frequency 
cable circuits to 150 miles or less 

Four-wire operation is restricted to cable, where a relative 
abundance of conductors is available. Figure 13 shows that in four
wire operation the major singing path is that which extends around the 
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circuit, from one end to the other. This tends to make four-wire voice 
frequency systems more stable than two-wire. As a result, repeater 
gains in four-wire systems are limited more by modulation distortion*, 
echo, and crosstalk into other systems than by singing considerations. 
Four-wire circuits are generally operated on 19 gauge cable with H44-25 
loading, and may be used over distances of 300 to 500 miles. 

It will be recalled from the discussion of Chapter 2 that the 
performance to which a typical voice frequency toll circuit can be 
adjusted is neatly summarized by the "Via Net Loss Factor", abbreviated 
VNLF. The via net loss factor expresses, in db per mile, the minimum 
loss to which a system should be engineered; and takes into consider
ation the problems of noise, echo, singing, and crosstalk in a typical 
installation. The minimum via net loss for a system is found by multi
plying the VNLF by the system length and adding a factor of 0.4 db to 
allow for maintenance variation. Via net loss factors for the various 
types of voice frequency toll circuits we have been discribing are 
tabulated in Table III below. Factors for carrier systems are also 
shown for comparison purposes. 

Facilitr 

2-wire open wire 
(all wire sizes) 

2-wire 19-H-88-50 

4-wire 19-H-44-25 

Open wire carrier 
lall types) 

Type K or N carrier 
(cable) 

Table III 

VNLF 
db per mile 

0.01 

Oo03 

0.01 

0.0017 

0.0019 

It may not be possible to meet these minimum loss speci
fications in some installations, of course, particularly when adverse 
conditions lead to very poor echo performance. In general, however,-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Modulation distortion refers to the unwanted products formed by passing 

a signal through an amplifier, for example, which is never ideally 
linear. This subject is introduced in Chapter 4 and discnssed in more 
detail in ChaptersE and 12. 
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voice frequency toll circuits, of the type and average length discussed, 
will be engineered to have via net losses of 2 to 5 db. Obviously the 
use of carrier permits lower loss operation of trunks than VF does. 

A number of types of voice frequency repeaters have been de
veloped. Their characteristics are tabulated in Table IV below: 

Repeater 
Type 

22 

44 

Vl, VJ* 

Table IV 

Circuit 
Description 

One stage triode 
amplifier, no 
feedback 

Two stage triode 
amplifier, no 
feedback 

One stage pentode 
amplifier, with 
feedback 

Maximum 
1000 cps 
Gain-db 

19 

43 

35 

Application 

2-wire; open 
wire or cable 

4-wire; cable 
only 

2-wire; open 
wire or cable 

The general practice in laying out a voice frequency toll 
circuit (as in all types of toll circuits) is to locate repeaters at or 
near the toll terminals o~ each end of the system. Additional repeaters, 
as required to meet the overall loss objective for the system, and to 
control noise and crosstalk, are located at intermediate points along the 
line, the spacing between repeaters being dependent on the type of 
facility as indicated in the previous discussion. 

The amplifiers used in these repeaters have a gain-frequency 
characteristic which is essentially flat over the voice frequency band. 
Line loss, on the other hand, increases with frequency. Therefore, to 
reduce attenuation distortion, some equalization must be provided at each 
repeater to make the overall transmission through one section of line 
and a repeater flat (or as nearly flat as is practical) vs. frequency 
across the voice channel.** This is accomplished through the use 
of relatively simple adjustable networks ahead of the amplifier in each 
repeater. 

* The VJ is the miniaturized version of the Vl. 
** Delay distortion (ioeo, a phase characteristic which does not increase 

linearly with frequency} is not a problem in voice circuits. 
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Equalization compensates for the nominal characteristics of 
the line and repeater. In addition to equalization, regulation must 
also be provided to maintain the over-all circuit performance hour after 
hour as, for example, the line losses vary with temperature or moisture 
conditions. At voice frequencies, open-wire line loss variation is due 
principally to moisture changes at the insulators. The total variation, 
even on long circuits, is generally small, however. As an example, JOO 
miles of non-loaded 104-mil open wire is expected to show no more than 
~ 1.2 db variation in loss with typical changes in weather conditions. 
Therefore, two-wire voice frequency toll circuits operating on open-wire 
are regulated manually by changing the repeater gains, as dictated by 
periodic tests (sometimes as infrequently as twice a year) on the 1000 
cps loss. 

Variation in cable loss is due principally to temperature 
changes. For example, a change in temperature of~ 55°F is expected to 
cause ~ 25 db variation in the loss of 500 miles of 19 gauge aerial 
cable with H44 loading. Such large variations in loss require automatic, 
rather than manual, regulation. Automatic regulation is provided in 
both two- and four-wire voice frequency cable circuits by pilot-wire 
regulators.* A pilot wire consists of a pair of conductors in the 
same cable as the toll circuits which are to be regulated. The de 
resistance of this pair will, of course, vary with temperature just as 
the voice frequency attenuation of the cable does. The regulator is 
controlled by this de resistance, and consists of relay circuits which 
select gain adjusting networks in the repeaters to compensate for cable 
attenuation changes. In practice, long toll circuits are broken up 
into regulating sections about 100 or 150 miles long, so that every 
second or third repeater is regulated. (The intervening repeaters re
main at fixed gaino) At any such regulating point, a single pilot wire 
regulator can be used to control a number of voice frequency systems. 

Long four-wire voice frequency circuits in which echo require
ments are controlling can sometimes be operated at net losses lower than 
permitted by the echo limitation by equipping them with echo suppressorso 
As discussed in Chapter 2, however, echo suppressors introduce dif
ficulties of their own, and their use is usually restricted to RC-RC 
trunks. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* This is true in general. Some short two-wire cable circuits are 

manually regulated, however. 
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Interferences in Exchange Area Plant 
The importance of maintaining low losses in the telephone plant 

has been pointed out. To achieve satisfactory service, it is also im
portant to control and minimize interferences. In speaking of inter-
ferences, we include such items 
induction. Some interferences, 
arise within a message channel: 

as noise, crosstalk, and power line 
- for example, certain types of noise, -
others, such as crosstalk and power 

line induction, are due to external influences. The characteristics, 
effects, and control of each of these is a study in itself; we shall 
be able only to touch briefly a few of the high points in the space 
available to us. We shall first discuss the various types of noise, 
then the mechanisms by which interferences are induced in telephone 
circuits, and conclude with a discussion of crosstalko 
Noise 

Telephone intelligibility is affected by the total noise which 
reaches the listener's ears - particularly the ear to which the tele
phone receiver is applied. This total noise consists of room noise and 
circuit noise. Room noise on the listening subscriber's premises reaches 
his ear directly by leakage around the receiver cap and indirectly by 
way of the sidetone path through the transmitter and receiver of his sub
set. Room noise from the talking subscriber's premises also reaches the 
listener over the normal transmission path, and is assuming increasing 
importance. This is a result of two factors - first, circuit losses are 
being decreased; second, and more important, room noise has increased 

and its spectrum has shifted upwards in frequency in recent years, with 
increased use of such things as air-conditioners. This new spectrum, 
together with the improved low frequency response of the 302 and 500 type 
sets, has greatly increased the importance of room noise. 

Circuit noise varies greatly. Its sources are many; for 
example: 

Induced Power Hum - The inductive field of power 
lines may induce sizable signals in message circuits. It is the 
harmonics of the power frequency, particularly the third harmonic 
or 180 cps, which are of particular interest since they are fre
quencies at which the telephone set receiver is fairly sensitive. 
The use of balanced circuitry for voice frequency telephone 
connections, as discussed in a following section, is an im
portant first step in reducing all such induced effects. 
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The metallic sheaths of telephone cables provide some pro-
tection against power line induction, so that power line noise 
may be low in cable circuits. In the case of open wire lines, 
however, the only step that can be taken (in addition to balanc
ing and transpositions) is to provide physical separation between 
power and telephone lines by careful coordination of plant con
struction by the two industries. Where we have joint use of 
poles, or only roadway separation in rural areas, very high values 
of power line noise (45 dba) may be observed, however, and 
26-28 dba is common. 

Battery Noise - As batteries age, they develop re
sistance; associated with this is a ''burning" type noise. However, 
this noise is normally negligible compared to the noise from the 
battery charging machinery (either rectifiers or generators)o In 
addition, impulse-type noise from other circuits may be coupled 
to any particular circuit of interest by the common impedance 
formed by the battery and its filters. The resulting noise is 
predominantly low frequency in character. In crossbar and manual 
offices, large electrolytic capacitors are shunted across the 
batteries, giving very low noise values - from +2 dba maximum to 
-10 dba average. 

Contact Noise - This type of noise results when currents 
pass through contacts which have variable resistance. Sporadic in 
character, it is most pronounced in panel-type exchanges, and can 
be very annoying·. Improved maintenance of contacts is reducing 
its importance in the system as a whole. 

Impulse Noise - Like power line hum, this is a type of 
noise that is usually induced in a telephone connection. (Impulse 
noise can be coupled into a circuit through a common impedance, 
such as the battery filter.} Unlike power hum, the sources of 
impulse noise are generally within the telephone plant. Impulse 
noise consists of rather short spikes of energy, to which the ear 
is fairly tolerant. The spectrum of impulse noise is relatively 
constant with frequency. However, since the transmission level at 
repeater input is frequently much lower in a carrier system as 
compared to a voice frequency system (i.e., carrier system repeater 
gains are generally much higher than voice frequency repeater gains) 
impulse noise introduced at a low level point will normally cause 
more impairment in a carrier system. Impulse noise arises from dial 
pulsing and other switching circuit transients in dial-switched 
central offices through which the connection passes. One of the 
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ways of overriding it is to place repeaters somewhat closer to 
central offices than normal repeater spacing considerations 
would otherwise dictate, so that the signals will be at a 
sufficiently high level at the point of exposure to override 
the impulse noise. The exact characteristics of this type of 
noise are receiving increased attention lately, since data 
and PCM systems do not share the ear's tolerance to short 
bursts of energy. 

Static Noise - Open wire lines are subject to static 
noise whenever a thunderstorm occurs within a distance of many 
miles; static may be considerable even when no thunderstorm is 
evident in the region. Extensive studies of storm static and 
thunderstorm incidence (TSI) as a function of geography have 
been made, and the engineering of open wire systems in a par
ticular section takes the local TSI and local earth resistivity 
into account as important factors. A typical objective might be 
that static noise should not exceed 26 dba at zero level more 
than 1% of the time, which is 37 hours during the five month 
static season. Even under these circumstances, the nature of 
static incidence is such that for hours we might find noise 10 db 
higher than this value. The spectrum of static field intensity 
has its maximum value at 10 kc, and falls off, on the average, at 
6 db per octave, but it is still important at carrier frequencies, 
since the pair balance decreases with frequency. 

Thermal Noise - This is mentioned here merely for the 
sake of completeness; it is seldom important in voice frequency 
systems, though always present. It becomes extremely important 
in long carrier systems such as coaxial, submarine cable systems, 
and radio relay. 

The diagram in Figure 7 shows the levels of speech and noise for 
a typical telephone connectiono The circuit noise is somewhat less than 
average but is sufficient to be barely noticeable in the presence of 
average room noise. 
Induced Interferences - Mechanisms 

As the preceding discussion has indicated, a transmission path 
can never be entirely isolated from the external worldo It may parallel a 
power line, it usually lies in close proximity to other similar loops and 
trunks in cables or on pole lines, and it passes through central offices 
in which switching apparatus creates sizable transients. While not in• 
tended, coupling always exists to these sources of interference. In this 
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section we shall discuss some of the mechanisms involved in this 
coupling, and the methods which have been used to reduce it. 
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Although ground-return circuits were used originally in the 
telephone plant, these were soon given up in favor o.:' the "balanced" 
pair. The balanced pair has the advantage that interferences induced 
equally in both wires of the pair are balanced out. This is shown in 
Figure 14. Repeat coils are used at either end of the circuit. The 
signal voltage Es causes signal current Is, to flow. The current 
direction :in the two wires is opposite, and thus the signal passes 
through the B repeat coil to Zmb• An interference which is induced 
equally in each wire is indicated by the Ei generators. In this case 
the currents flow in the same direction along the pair and cancel in 
the repeat coil. The currents which flow in opposite directions in the 
wires of the pair are known as "metallic circuit currents". The 
currents which flow in the same direction along the pair are called 
"longitudinal currents". 

Induced interferences may reach the receiver and disturb 
transmission in two Nays. In one case the coupling between the source 
and one of the wires of the pair differs from the coupling between the 
source and the other wire, and in the other there is an unbalance with 
respect to ground within the pair. 

If the voltages induced in the two wires of the pair are not 
equal, then the interference will appear as both a longitudinal and a 
metallic circuit current. Consider the case shown in Figure 15 where 
it is assumed that unequal voltages are induced as a result of dif
ferences in exposure to the disturbing source. These voltages may be 
analyzed into a pair of voltages which would cause balanced longitudinal 
currents, plus a residual which would cause a metallic current. The 
circuit presents quite different impedances to these two types or 
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generators. In Figure 15, the total resulting current in the upper 
wire is shown as 10 units and that in the lower wire as 6 unitso As 
shovm by the solid and dashed arrows, these induced currents can be 
divided into metallic circuit currents of 2 units and longitudinal 
currents of 8 units. The 2 units of metallic circuit current will, of 
course, appear as an interference in Zmb•* 

In the second case, the voltages induced in the two wires are 
identical, but there is an unbalance in the pair. This unbalance may 
result from differences in the resistance of the two windings of the 
repeat coil or from a poor splice in one of the wires. The effect of 
this series unbalance can be seen by considering Figure 16. The im
pedance, Z, represents an added resistance in the upper wire. Because 
of this additional resistance the currents I 1 and I 2 will not be equal. 
The unequal currents may be analyzed as in Figure 15 to show that 
metallic circuit currents are produced. 

Consider now that the circuit of Figure 15 or 16 is one of 
two pairs being used to provide a phantom circuit. The message currents 
of the phantom circuit appear in either pair as longitudinal currents. 
It follows that the induced longitudinal currents in the two pairs must 
be equal in amplitude and phase if the phantom is to be free of induced 
interferenceo Phantom circuits are, therefore, particularly susceptible 
to this sort ·.of interference, since getting balance between two pairs 
is rnore difficult than for the two wires of a single pair. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*A 4 to 1 ratio of iongitudinal to metallic current represents a totally 
unsatisfactory circuit. Ratios of 500 to 1 or 1000 to 1 would be more 
representative of plant performance. 
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The coupling between a source of interference and the wires 
of a pair may be capacitive, inductive, conductive, or various combi
nations of these. Coupling to power lines is usually predominantly 
inductive, and would be of trivial importance if it were not for the 
great energy of the disturbing source. The coupling in cables and 
open wire lines which produces crosstalk at voice frequencies is pre
dominantly capacitive, although inductive coupling becomes important as 
we approach carrier frequencies.'!< 

It might be pointed out that raising the impedance level of 
a circuit (the impedance from each wire of. a pair to ground, say) will 
cause it to absorb more power from a source to which it is coupled by 
a very high impedance path (e.g., capacitive coupling). The source and 
coupling impedance act like a constant current generator. Loading 
causes such an increase in circuit impedance, so that the wider use of 
loading in the exchange area plant has the consequence of greater 
vulnerability to induced interferences - including crosstalk. 
Methods of Reducing Induced Interference 

The above brief discussion of mechanisms is sufficient to 
suggest hm1 induced interferences may be minimized. It is clearly 
advantageous to maintain balance within the pair itself - good splices 
will help to avoid the situation shown in Figure 160 Similarly, the 
apparatus to which the pair connects, such as repeat coils, should be 
well balanced; a common criterion is that the balance of such apparatus 
should be 10 db better than the best pair with which it will be usedo 
Another obvious method, to be used when practicable, is to reduce the 
coupling between line and source by adequate spacingo This is done in 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Another type of coupling, not germane to this discussion, will be 

considered when we come to carrier systems, - namely, ~ntermodulation, 
or unwanted modulation productso 
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the case of power line induction, as already mentioned; it is one of the 
reasons for keeping a reasonable spacing between pairs of open wire 
lines, thus reducing the crosstalk between them. 

In addition to maintaining balance within the pair itself, it 
is important, as the preceding discussion has shown, to expose each wire 
of the pair equally to the interfering source. 
is done by complicated transpositions systems. 

In open wire lines this 
Two ideas are involved 

here. In the first place, all the lines mttst be transposed relative to 
adjacent power lines; since long wave lengths are involved here, this can 
be accomplished by relatively infrequent transpositions. Secondly, how
ever, the various telephone lines must be transposed relative to each 
other; in this case, if carrier frequencies are involved, the wave lengths 
are shorter, and transpositions must be more closely spaced. (Transposing 
the lines relative to each other may, in some cases, degrade the balance 
relative t,o the power line, unfortunately.) By careful design it has been 

possible to arrive at transposition patterns which permit the use of 
open wire up to frequencies of the order of 140 kc with transpositions 
as far as two to four poles aparto In cables, the wires of a pair are 
twisted around each other, and the various pairs are further twisted 
relative to each other at various rates (i.e., various twist lengths), 
again in order to achieve as much balance and randomization of coupling 
paths as possible. 

In repeatered systems, a satisfactory over-all signal-to-noise 
ratio can be obtained by judiciously spacing repeaters so that signal 
levels never become so low as to be comparable to the induced noiseo 
(The same approach is used in systems where thermal, rather than induced, 
noise is controlling, as discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.) 
On the other hand, the signal levels must not be set so high as to make 
the repeatered circuit a source of excessive crosstalk. 

For the sake of completeness, although they are not economically 
applicable to voice frequency telephone circuits, two other methods 
might be mentioned. One is shielding, as exemplified by shielded video 
pairs and by coaxial.)'.< The other is "crosstalk balancing" - the de
liberate introduction of coupling paths between pairs of a cable, the 
magnitude and phase of the coupling being chosen to balance out the 
already existant unwanted coupling. The use of this method is pretty 
much confined to K carrier, which will be discussed in Chapter 5; 

* The use of two cables to carry the opposite directions of trans
mission in a section of 4-wire carrier, as in "K", might be con
sidered as an example of shielding, or of space diversity. 
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coupled inductances, and small capacities (40-200 mmf) are used to 
obtain this adjustable coupling. 
Crosstalk 

Crosstalk occurs when signals on one telephone circuit appear 
on another circuit as an interference. The circuit which is the source 
of the signals is known as the disturbing circuit, and that on which the 
signals are heard as the disturbed circuit. On voice frequency message 
circuits the crosstalk is inherently intelligibleo This is contrasted 
to a carrier system, for example, in which the crosstalk frequently 
consists of speech which has been inverted or otherwise shifted in fre
quency so as to be unintelligible. Intelligible crosstalk is particularly 
objectionable because of the real or fancied loss of secrecy which it 
implies. 

While all crosstalk to be considered here is caused by the 
sort of unwanted coupling that we have just been considering, the sub
ject is of such importance that we go on to further distinguish between 
various types of crosstalk paths. One such classification is illus
trated in Figure 17, which is mainly concerned with distinguishing 
between where the crosstalk is measured. It might be mentioned, however, 
that unless all the factors in the situation are known, including the 
geographical distribution of the coupling, the value of far-end cross
talk cannot be predicted from a knowledge of the near-end crosstalk 
even in a non-repeatered circuit. 

Crosstalk may also be classified according to whether or not 
a third circuit is involved in the coupling, and how, leading to the 
following four definitions: 
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Direct Crosstalk is the sunnnation of the crosstalk induced 
by the disturbing circuit directly in the 'disturbed circuit 
without involving any tertiary (i.e., third or intermediate) 
circuit. 
Indirect Crosstalk is the sum total of all the crosstalk 
which reaches the disturbed circuit by two paths in tandem, 
one from the disturbing circuit to tertiary circuits and 
the second from the tertiary circuits to the disturbed 
circuit. 
Transverse Crosstalk is the sum total of the direct and 
indirect crosstalk. It does not include that portion 
of the crosstalk which involves transmission in tertiary 
circuits. 

Interaction Crosstalk refers to all of the indirect cross
talk which involves tertiary transmission between trans
verse sections. It is thus the result of direct crosstalk 
from disturbing circuit to tertiary, which produces currents 
and voltages in the tertiary circuits; these, in turn, 
produce direct crosstalk into the disturbed circuit. 

Interaction crosstalk may be serious in repeatered circuits, 
as indicated in Figure 180 Circuits A and B represent two one-way 
circuits transmitting in the same direction; C is a circuit which is 
not repeatered at the points of interest to us here. The solid line 
connecting A and B indicates an interaction crosstalk path between the 
output of a repeater in A and the input of a repeater in B. This path 
involves the sum of (1) near-end crosstalk loss between A and C in 
the second repeater section and (2) the near-end crosstalk loss be
tween C and B in the first repeater section. The dotted line con
necting A and B indicates a similar path at the center of a repeater 
section; here the repeater gain would not be involved, so the dotted 
would be less serious than the solid line. The dashed line represents 
a path around a repeater itself by way of the tertiary circuit; if 
repeater gains are high enough (as in carrier systems) such a path may 
cause severe distortion of the repeater insertion gain characteristico 
Effects of Transmission Levels 

The crosstalk loss which would be measured between two circuits 
at their terminals due to a known crosstalk coupling in a particular 
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section of line or piece of apparatus, is, in general, a function of the 
relative transmission levels of the circuits at the point where the 
coupling exists and at the terminals where the measurements are madeo 
When the circuits contain gains (amplifiers or repeaters), as do many 
voice-frequency, carrier, and video circuits in exchange area and toll 
plant, the level differences between circuits, and hence the effects of 
level differences, may be greatly increasedo 

By way of example, consider the near-end and far-end crosstalk 
between the two circuits shown in Figure 19, which are typical of short 
2-wire voice frequency toll cable circuits. The symbols at A, B, and C 
are conventional representations of 2-way telephone repeaters which have 
gain for both directions of transmission. The transmission level 
diagrams show, for the two directions of transmission, the levels of the 
speech at each point in decibels above the level at the sending endo 
Since the circuits are assumed to be alike, the same level diagrams apply 
to both circuits. The gains or losses between any two points .are easily 
obtained from the level diagrams by subtracting the levels at the two 
point so 

Now assume that we are interested in the near-end crosstalk 
at the A terminals of the upper and lower circuits, due to the cross
talk path shown at B having a loss of 60 decibels. This crosstalk path 
might be a lumped coupling at the point indicated, or it might represent 
the near-end crosstalk measured at B on the section of line between B 
and C due to crosstalk coupling distributed along that section. 
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The crosstalk loss between the two circuits at A is evidently 
equal to the sum of the loss in the upper circuit from its terminal at 
A to the point of coupling, plus the 60 decibel loss between the 
circuits, plus the loss of the lower circuit from the coupling to its 
terminal at A. From the level diagrams there is evidently a gain of 3 
decibels (or a loss of -3 decibels) from A to the coupling, and a gain 
of 14-6 or $ decibels (or a loss of -8 decibels) on the lower circuit 
from the coupling to its A terminal. Therefore, the near-end crosstalk 
loss between the circuits at A is -3 + 60 -14 + 6 or 49 decibels. 
Evidently, a crosstalk loss of 60 decibels at B appears as a crosstalk 
loss of 49 decibels when measured from Ao The apparent gain of 11 

decibels is called the crosstalk· amplificationo If there is a known 
crosstalk loss between two circuits in a particular section or piece of 

equipment, its importance cannot be judged without knowing the cross
talk amplification. Different crosstalk couplings along a circuit must 
be reduced to a common base by correcting for the crosstalk amplification 
before they can be compared or combined. 

If we were to increase the gain of the terminal repeater of 
the disturbed circuit by six db, the output of this circuit would be 
a zero level point, and the near-end crosstalk loss would be 49 - 6 or 
43 db. This would be the eoual-level crosstalk loss; i.e., the coupling 
that would be measured between equal level points on the disturbing and 
disturbed circuits. 
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Coupling at various points in the circuits may be reduced to 
a common basis by computing the equal level crosstalk loss f'or each. 
For an exact computation of the total coupling between the two circuits, 
it would be necessary to have information on the phase relationships 
involved, but fortunately it turns out that this is not generally 
necessary in the practical case. Usually random addition can be assumed 

in finding the total rms value of coupling, and it can be taken as a good 
rule of thumb that, for toll cables at carrier frequencies, the 1% value 
of maximum coupling will be about 7 or $ db above the rms value. For 
voice frequency exchange area cable the 1% value of maximum coupling is 
about 12 db above the rms value • . 
Measurements and Units 

The magnitude of the crosstalk coupling between two circuits 
is fundamentally a matter of how well speech energy is transferred from 
one to the other; a single frequency measurement does not tell the story 
unless the coupling is flat vs frequency. This condition is often 
satisfied over the bandwidth of any particular channel in carrier 
circuits, but at voice frequencies, where capacitive coupling is usually 
the dominant mechanism, the coupling loss has an average slope of 6 db 
per octave. Furthermore, the discontinuities caused by splices and 
different gauges of wire cause the coupling loss to vary sharply around 
this average slope, the deviations being as great as 6-8 db. For the 
laboratory measurements made during investigations into basic require
ments, actual speech and listeners are used; the criterion of intel
ligibility is taken as the ability to understand four words during a 
seven second time interval. For field measurements of voice frequency 
circuits, thermal noise, shaped to have the same power spectrum as 
speech, is often used as the input to the disturbing circuit. The out
put of the disturbed circuit can then be measured using a 2B noise 
meter with FlA weighting. (A zero vu speech volume applied to a noise 
meter thus weighted gives a reading of about 82 dba.) For smooth 6 db 
per octave capacitive coupling, this method gives a reading which differs 
by 2.8 db from the 1000 cycle coupling, the 1000 cps coupling loss being 
greater than the noise coupling losso If the coupling loss had a smooth 
6 db per octave slope, 1000 cps measurements could be made and corrected. 
The noise measurement protects us against errors which would be involved 
in this slope assumption, and gives a single integrated value for the 
jagged curve of coupling loss vs frequency. 

A unit often used in crosstalk computations is the dbx - which 
was invented merely to permit coupling paths to be expressed in positive 
numbers. It is equal to the difference between 90 db loss and the 
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transmission of the coupling path: thus if the coupling between two 
circuits is -60 db, we express this fact by saying that the coupling is 
JO dbx. The smaller the number of dbx coupling between the circuits, 
the better. 
Performance vs Requirements 

When the coupling between circuits has been measured, or the 
expected coupling computed (sometimes from measurements on short 
sections of cable or short systems}, we have the problem of deciding 
whether or not it represents acceptable performance. This is an ex
tremely difficult question to answer. The economic penalties of too 
stringent a requirement are great; the service consequences of too 
lenient a requirement could be painful in terms of customer dissatis
faction. The discussion of objectives in Chapter 2 lists the complex 
factors involved in arriving at a relationship between the loss of the 
coupling path and the chance of intelligible crosstalko 

For trunks, at present, we use the curves of Figure 3 of 
BSP 61.010, given here as Figure 20.* Obviously there is considerable 
room for judgement even if we take this chart as gospel - for example, 
shall we insist on "good" performance, or be content with "fair", in 
a given instance? It has been stated that a 1% chance of intelligible 
crosstalk (1% index, on this chart} is a system objective, but this is 
not an ironclad ruleo 

If we look back of the chart, and ask how it was obtained, we 
find some experts who are critical of the mathematics used in combining 
all the probability functions involved, and others who question more 
fundamental assumptions. For example, should we predicate our require
ments on observers who are striving to hear the crosstalk, and have their 
receivers tightly sealed to their ears? They hardly represent normal 
subscribers - but it is such observers whose judgements form the basis 
of the values given on the chart. 

For the trunk plant, these matters are being re-examinedo 
When we consider the loop plant, we find the situation even less clear. 
One point should be stated categorically: the criteria for loops should 
be different than for trunks, and the chart of BSP 61.010 should not be 

>:<Before entering this chart, dbx should be corrected by -5 db to reflect 
changes in talker volume and a re-estimation of the masking effect of 
noise, according to a BSP a<ldendum of October 1953. Other corrections 
apply when either the disturbing or disturbed circuits are compandored; 
the effects of compandors are discussed in a subsequent chapter of this 
text. 
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used for the loop plant. A loop is permanently assigned to one sub
scriber, who may be a ver-1 loud talker; the trunk plant is used by many 
subscribers, and probability enters to protect us against bull talkers. 
The activity factors for the two types of plant are very different - 2!fo 
:for loops as compared to 17% for :four"":'wire toll trunks and as much as 70~~ 
:for t1"10-wire voice frequency inter-office trunks. Where JO dbx may be 
fairly satisfactory for a trunk, 15 dbx may be quite poor for loop. At 
the moment, there are, unfortunately, no good guides to the engineering 
of loops with respect to intelligible crosstalk. 
Effects of P.lant Developments 

Changes in the plant affect the crosstalk proqlem as they do 
all.our problems. Mention has been made, for example, of the fact that 
the increa.sed use of subscriber loop loading (increasing line impedances) 
has made the crosstalk problem more severe. The increased efficiency 
of the 500 set has had the same effect, since the listener has a more 
efficient receiver with which to hear the crosstalk, the disturbing 
talker a more efficient transmitter with which to put a high signal on 
the line. A si~ilar increano in the chance of intelligible crosstalk 
results from lower net loss operation of trunkso The reduction of 
noise - as a result of improved battery filtration and contact mainte
nance, to mention only two ways in which noise has been reduced -
is unfavorable, since it decreases the masking. It seems that every 
improvement we make in the plant makes the crosstalk problem toughero 

There are, however, some factors on the favorable side. The 
improvements in transmission result in some compensating lowering of 
volumes - people don't have to shout quite so often, andthey slowly 
find that out. The use of negative impedance repeaters lowers the line 
impedance, which is favorableo The use of 500 sets with their equalizers 
reduces the spread in volumes, which is favorable because it is the 
tails of the various probability distributions which are most important 
in the crosstalk problem. A similar effect in decreasing the standard 
deviation may be expected from the use of new low current subsets which 
are being developed for line concentrators and ESS. Line concentrators 
will ease the engineering of the loop plant, since they essentially 
turn loops into trunks, giving us some probability protection. 
Conclusion 

Two basic points should be apparent from this survey of 
typical methods and basic problems encountered in handling voice fre
quency signals. 
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1. The wire plant used for exchange area and short-haul 
toll transmission is composed of a vast variety of wire sizes, cable 
and open wire facilities, and repeater and loading arrangementso These 
facilities have grown up through the years based on engineering studies 
made to find the most economical solution to specific situations. 

2. The losse5, impedance discontinuities, and interferences 
have been engineered and adjusted to be more or less adequate for voice 
frequency transmission. 

During the coming years there will be increasing efforts made 
to adapt this extremely valuable plant to provide improved transmission 
and new types of service. The performance, variability and limitations 
of this existing plant will strongly affect the design and application 
of new systems such as PCM carrier, data transmission, and electronic 
switching. 





Chapter 4 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

An amplitude modulated signal can be obtained 
by passing both a carrier and the modulating signal through 
a non -liI1ear device. A number of forms of AM signals -
double sideband, single sideband, twin sideband, and vestigial 
sideband - have found application in various carrier systems. 

Non-linearity, which is capitalized on to form and 
detect the AM signal, also gives rise to unwanted products at 
the output of system repeaters, terminal amplifiers and other 
devices which are never ideally linear. These products con
stitute noise and crosstalk which add to the other noise sources 
in the system and degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. 

Introduction 
Modulation is defined as the process or the result of the 

process whereby some characteristic of one wave is varied in accordance 
with another wave.* As an illustration, consider a wave represented 
analytically by the expression 

e = A cos Q (t} (4-1} 

This expression will represent a modulated wave if, for example, either 
A or Q(t} is made to vary as a function of the modulating wave. Thus, 
in amplitude modulation (AM}, which is the oldest and perhaps most 
familiar form of modulation, the modulating wave is used to vary the 
amplitude coefficient A. The properties of the AM signal and its ap
plications are discussed in some detail in this chapter. Another form 
of modulation, known as angle modulation, occurs when the modulating 
wave is used to vary 9(t). Two important types of angle modulation are 
phase modulation (PM} and frequency modulation (FM}, and are discussed 
in Chapter 19. Both amplitude and angle modulation are widely used 
throughout the telephone plant in the various carrier and radio systems. 
It is expected that in the future a form of phase modulation known as 
pulse code modulation (PCM} will find increasing areas of application 

~~ "IRE Standards on Modulation Terms", Proc. IRE, May 1953, pages 
612-615. 
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in the plant.* This modulation scheme is described in Chapter 25. 
In general, the modulating wave may be either the electrical 

signal representing a message, such as a subscriber's conversation or 
a television picture, or it may be an information bearing signal obtained 
from a previous step of modulation. The wave which this signal modu
lates is often referred to as the carrier wave, or simply as the carrier. 

The inverse of modulation, known as demodulation, is defined 
as the process of recovering the modulating wave from a modulated 
carrier. It should be pointed out that in the broadest sense the term 
modulation can encompass the process of demodulation, and some modern 
texts often use the word modulation when referring to either operation.** 
However, for clarity it is convenient to retain the word demodulation. 

Modulation is useful when we want to translate an information 
bearing wave into a signal which is suitable for transmission over a 
particular medium. It will be demonstrated in this chapter that modu
lation occurs whenever a signal is sent through a circuit containing a 
non-linear element, such as an electron tube, varistor, or even an 
iron-cored inductance coil. In many cases, therefore, the modulation 
is unwanted, and considerable engineering effort is spent in suppressing 
it. In modulators and demodulators, however, the non-linearity is 
capitalized upon, and the modulation products are utilized. 
The Nature of the AM Signal 

As stated in the previous section, amplitude modulation is 
that process by which the amplitude of a carrier is made to vary as a 
function of a modulating wave. The discussion here will be restricted 
to the case of a sinusoidal-type carrier, which is in accord with 
normal carrier systems practice. Let this sinusoidal carrier be 
defined as 

in which Ac = amplitude of unmodulated carrier 
f c = wc/2n = carrier frequency 

(4-2) 

* In PCM, however, Equation 1 does not apply, and a more generalized 
expression is necessary. 

**Similarly, the word encoding, introduced in pulse systems, is basically 
synon~mous with modulation and has been used by some writers to include 
the p:.·ocess of decoding, which is synonymous with demodulation. 
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For simplicity of analysis we will first examine the case 
when the modulating wave is a single sinusoid, defined by 

in which A = modulating signal amplitude m 

f = w /2n = modulating signal frequency m m 

(4-3) 

It will now be demonstrated that if m(t) and C(t) are 
simultaneously applied to a non-linear device, amplitude modulation will 
occur. Let the characteristic of the device be described by the power 
series 

E = a + E + a E2 + a E3 + + a En. out o al in 2 in 3 in ••• n in (4-4) 

where, for any particular operating point on the characteristic, the 
coefficients a. are independent of the amplitude and frequency of E .• 

i in 
The power series characteristic is chosen because many 

non-linear devices closely follow such a law. In general, only the 
first few terms will be important, since the higher order terms will 
either be negligible or the resulting outputs can be eliminated. For 
purposes of this analysis it is assumed that terms higher than the 
third order are negligible. 

Let the input to the non-linear device be given by 

Ein = C(t) + m(t) (4-5) 

Substituting Equations 2 and 3 for C(t) and m(t) respectively gives 

Ein = Ac cos wet + Am cos wmt (4-6) 

Equation 4 then shows the output voltage to be 

Eout = a0 + a1 (Ac cos wet + Am cos wmt) 

+ a2 (A~ cos2 wet + A~ cos2 wmt 

+ 2AmAc cos wet cos wmt) 

+ a3 (A3 cos3 w t + A3 cos3 wmt c c m 

+ JA~ Am cos2 wet cos wmt 

(4-7) 



Carrier Input = C(t) • Ac cos mct 

Combined Inpµt = Ein = Ac cos mct + Am cos mmt 

2 3 Combined Output• Eout"' a 0 + a1 Ein + a2 Ein + a3 E1n 

= a 0 + a1 (A0 cos m0 t + Am cos mmt) 

Hodulating Signal = m(t) • Am cos mmt 

+ a2 (A 2 cos2 m t + A 2 cos2 m t + 2A A cos m t cos m t) c c m m ,m c c m 

+ ~ (Ac3 cos3 mct + Am3 cos3 mmt + 3 A0
2 ~ cos2 mct cos mmt + 3 A0 Am2 cos mct cos2 mmt) 

Term 

0 

l 

2 

3 

The table shows the various frequency components and their relative amplitudes. 

Zero Order (de) 

ao 

1/2 ~[Ac2 + l\n2] 

First Order Second Order Third Order 

al [Ac COB met + Am COB mmt] 

1/2 ~CA/ COB 2mct + ~2 COB 2mmt] 

+ a2 ~A0 [cos(m0 + Cl\n)t + cos (m0 - Cl\n)t] 

3/4 a3 AclA/ + 2~2 ] COB mct 1/4 a3{Ac3 cos 3Cllct + Am3 COB 3Cllmti 

+ 3/4 a3 ~l2A/+ Am2 l cos mmt +3/4 a3lA/Am[cos(2mc+Cl\n)t+cos(2m0 -G\n)t] 

+Ac~2 [cos(mc+2Cl\n)t + cos(mc-2Cl\n)]J 

Trigonometric identities used in the expansion of E0 : 

0082 X = 1/2 (1 + COB 2x) 
cos x cos y • 1/2 [cos (x+y) +cos (x-y)] 

oos3 x = 1/4 (cos 3x + 3 cos x) 

cos x cos2 y = 1/2 cos x {l + cos 2y) = 1/2 cos x + 1/4 [cos (x + 2Y) +cos (x - 2Y)l 

Output of Power -Series Law Modulator 

Figure 4-1 

.;
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If use is now made of some trigonometric identities (which are listed 
in Figure 1), Equation 7 can be expanded into a number of terms which 
can be collected and tabulated as shown in Figure 1. 

The tabblatfon in Figure 1 shows that the output of the non
linear device includes de and linear terms as well as terms involving 
the squares, cubes, and cross-products of the original signals. Out of 
this assortment, the terms which are of interest are those in which 
a), the coefficients are linearly related to the amplitude of the modu
lating function, and b), the frequency of the term is shifted with re
spect to the original frequency of the modulating signal. Two terms 
satisfy both of these requirements, one arising from the square factor 
in the power series and the other from the cube factor. These terms 
are 

f 2(t) = a2AmAc [cos (wc+wm) t + cos (wc-wm) t] 

= a2AmAc cos (wc+wm) t 

+ a 2A A m c cos (w -w )t c m (4-8) 

and f3(t) = 3/4 a3A2 A [cos c m (2wc+wm)t + cos (2wc-wm)t] 

= 3/4 a3A2 A cos (2wc+wm)t c m 

+ 3/4 a A2 A 3 c m cos (2wc-wm)t (4-9) 

In most modulator circuits a3 is generally very much smaller 
than a 2• In practice, then, the third order term is usually too small 
to be useful and is eliminated, along with the other unwanted frequency 
components (terms involving 2wc' 3wc, etc.), by filters at the output 
of the device. The term of primary interest is, therefore, f 2(t). 
Equation 8 shows that f 2(t) consists of two frequency components, one 
above the carrier frequency and the other below, as plotted in Figure 
2. Note that the carrier frequency component, a1Ac cos w0t, is also 
shown.* The two components of f 2(t) are commonly referred to as the 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* In this and the succeeding analysis the other term falling at we, 

namely 3/4 a3A [A2 + 2A2] cos w0t, is, for convenience, being c c m 
neglected. This is reasonable so long as a3 is small, which is 
generally the case. 
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Figure 4-2 

sidebands of the carrier, and the three components together represent 
a double sideband amplitude modulated signal. Analytically, this 
signal can be written as 

f(t} = a1 A0 cos wet + a 2 Am Ac cos (w0 +wm}t 

which, after some trigonometric manipulation, becomes 

2a 
f(t} = [l + a1

2 Am cos wmt] a1 A0 cos w0t 

where 
A 
m 

(4-10} 

(4-11} 

(4-12} 

Written in this form, it is perhaps more obvious that the 
carrier has, in fact, been amplitude modulated by the modulating signal 
as a result of passing both signals through the non-linear device. The 
factor ma is known as the "modulation index", "modulation factor", or 
"degree of modulation". The percentage modulation is given by 

Percentage modulation = 100 ma (4-13) 

A plot of Equation 11 is shown in Figure 3 along with a vector represent
ation showing how the sidebands combine with the carrier to give this re

sult. This vector representation is further discussed on Page 19-lBo 
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Waveform and Vector Representation 
of Double Sideband AM Signal 

Figure 4-3 

4-7 

It might be pointed out that these results could not have 
been obtained if all coefficients of Equation 4 except a 0 and a1 had 
been zero. Such a device is described as linear, and is not useful as 
a modulator. 

It was stated previously that filters are used to eliminate 
the other unwanted terms which arise as a result of the modulation 
process. 
terms of 
However, 
them may 
case the 
terms. 

If the carrier and modulating frequencies are properly chosen, 
the type 2w t, 3w t, 2w t and (2w + w )t are easily suppressed. c c m c - m 
terms of the form (w + 2w )t can be bothersome since some of 

c - m 
fall within the sideband frequency range of interest.* In this 
modulator must be designed to minimize the magnitude of these 

So far the analysis has dealt only with a single sinusoidal 
modulating function. What can be said about more complex functions? 
It is well known that any periodic function can be broken down into a 
series of sinusoidal components, using the Fourier Series analysis. 
By extending the method discussed above, it is not too difficult to see 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Suppose, for example, that wmin and wmax represent the lowest and 
highest frequencies, respectively, that the modulating signal can as
sume. The band of interest for the double sideband AM signal will, 
iherefor~, lie between wc ! wmax• Any modulating signal from wmin to 
- w will then give rise to an w + 2w component which falls within 2 max c - m 
the band of interest. After demodulation, this unwanted term will 
appear as a second harmonic of the wanted component. 
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Figure 4-4 

that the resulting pattern would be as sho'1m in Figure 4·* On the 
left the original periodic function is shown in terms of a number of its 
Fourier sinusoidal components. Each of these components is subjected 
to the same modulating operation that occurred for the single sinusoid 
case, and each is therefore shifted upward in frequency in a like 
manner. Thus, each sideband now consists of a number of sinusoids in
stead of just one. Note that the upper sideband, which consists of 
terms of the type (w +w ) is no more than the original modulating c m 
function shifted upward in frequency. The lower sideband, consisting 
of terms of the type (wc-wm) is, on the other hand, not only translated 
upward in frequency but also inverted. In other words, the lowest 
modulating frequencies always appear closest to the carrier frequency 
while the highest modulating frequencies are furthest from the carrier. 

Speech, however, is not a periodic function, so it cannot 
be broken down into a number of discrete sinusoids following the pattern 
of the Fourier Series. To deal with non-periodic time functions such as 
speech, the Fourier Integral and Fourier Transform must be introduced. 
A discussion of these functions can be found in a later section of the 
text.>:'* Suffice it to say that it can be shown that a non-periodic time 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Only the modulation products similar to (we ! wm) are shown; as before, 

we assume other products are eliminated by filters or by designing to 
make a3 negligibly small. 

•:'* Chapter 21. 
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function, such as a speech signal, can be equated to a frequency spectrum. 
What the Fourier Series does for a periodic function, the Fourier Trans
form does for a non-periodic function. The difference is that, whereas 
a periodic function can be portrayed as a discrete series of spikes in 
the frequency plane, the spectrum of a non-periodic function will be 
continuous; that is, its frequency components are separated by infinitely 
small increments of frequency. Using these more advanced methods, it can 
be shown that for the complex speech signal the result is as shown in 
Figure 5. Conventionally, a continuous spectrum is portrayed by drawing 
the envelope of its frequency components.** The original signal is so 
shown in the figure, at the left in its original voice frequency range 
and then at the right in the two sidebands. As before, the lower side
band is inverted. 

Forms of AM Signals 

LOWER 
SIDEBAND 

MODULATING ~ 
FUNCTION 
SPECTRUM 

FREQUENCY~~~~ 

CARRIER 

UPPER 
SIDEBAND 

Spectrum of A Carrier Modulated 
By A Speech Signal 

Figure 4-5 

Up to this point only the double sideband AM signal has been 
considered. It is evident that the bandwidth required to transmit such 
a signal is equal to twice the highest frequency component of the modu
lating signal. Since it is the variation in amplitude of the modulating 
function which contains the information, and since these variations ap-

"'"' It should always be remembered that a spectrum applies to a signal 
analyzed over some finite period of time and not at some instant. See 
the last section of Chapter 21 for further discussion of this point. 
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pear equally in each sideband, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
transmission of both sidebands is unnecessary and that the elimination 
of one would halve the required bandwidth. Furthermore, since there is 
no message information in the carrier, it too appears unnecessary in so 
far as the transmission of the original message information is con
cerned.* The primary virtue of double sideband AM is that it requires 
the least complicated terminal equipment. This is particularly true at 
the receiving terminal. However, the Bell System makes use of other 
forms of AM signals which are derived on the basis that the message in
formation resides in the sidebands. The important forms are single 
sideband with carrier, single· sideband with suppressed carrier, vestigial 
sideband, and twin sideband. 

In single sideband with carrier, a filter is used to suppress 
one sideband, so that the transmitted signal consists of the carrier and 
remaining sideband. This method permits increased utilization of the 
bandwidth of the transmission medium, and the presence of the carrier 
makes it possible to use relatively simple demodulators at the re
ceiving terminal.** 

There is an additional advantage to be gained if the carrier 
is also suppressed, thereby forming a single sideband suppressed carrier 
signal • .:0 :<>:c The carrier contains no message information, and its elimin
ation means that none of the power handling capacity of the transmission 
system need be used to transmit it. Putting it another way: if the 
carrier is suppressed, the useful signal power can be increased, thus 
giving a better signal-to-noise ratio.**** The suppression of the 
carrier makes it necessary, however, to reinsert carrier at the receiving 
terminal for demodulation of the signal. The reinserted carrier frequency 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* A carrier is necessary for demodulation and recovery of the message, 

however, as discussed in the next section. 
** Provided one is willing in these single sideband systems to tolerate 

what is known as quadrature distortion, as discussed in the next 
section. 

*** An easy way to amplitude modulate a signal is by means of the ring 
modulator discussed on Page 4-17. For more details see Monograph 
B-1140. 

**•!<* Here we assume that our problem is overload. Crosstalk into other 
systems might forbid our raising the power of the useful signal to 
override noise. 
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:v:ust '.:latch the original carrier frequency very closely in order to avoid 
a freauency shift in the demodulated signal. This is especially critical 
in progra~ and data transmission. 

The restrictions of practical filter design for carrier and side
band suppression produce problems when certain types of modulating signals 
are used. When the modulating function contains components at very low 
freouencies, it is not always possible to properly separate the desired 
sideband from the carrier and the other sideband. This is particularly 
true when the message is sensitive to changes in the phase relationships 
of the components of m(t) - that is, when it is sensitive to delay dis
tortion. In telephony this is not a problem because voice frequencies 
below 200 cycles per second are not transmitted and, besides, delay 
distortion does not noticeably impair the quality of speech transmission. 
Filters can be designed, therefore, which offer high attenuation to both 
the carrier and unwanted sideband without impairing the desired sideband. 
A TV video signal, however, contains important components down to de and 
is very sensitive to delay distortion as is also true for data transmission. 
No practical filter could include the low frequency components of an 
upper sideband of the modulated signal without also introducing intolerable 
delay distortion, unless it also includes some of the unwanted sideband 
and carrier. Since transrdssion by double sideband AM would be extremely 
wasteful of bandwidth, a method known as vcsti~ial sideband transmission 
is used to tran&it such a signal.* The form of this signal, as used in 
the L-3 coaxial system, is shown in Figure 6. A filter is used to suppress 
the lower sideband completely except for those frequencies that are within 
500 kc of the carrier. From 500 kc below the carrier to 500 kc above, the 
transmission characteristic of the filter is shaped so as to achieve a 
response which is symmetrical about the carrier within this band. Fre
quencies more than 500 kc above the carrier are transmitted unattenuated. 
The required terminal equipment .for this method of transmitting television 
is complex and expensive. 

One of the latest schemes introduced into the Bell System is 
twin sideband modulation. Simply stated, it involves associating two 

* The discussion of TV in this chapter is confined to coaxial cable 
practice and TV broadcasting. Amplitude modulation is not used .for 
TV transmission in such systems as A2A video or radio relay; the 
problems encountered in such systems are not considered in this 
chapter. 
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different sidebands with the same carrier. This means taking two dif
ferent double sideband signals having the same carrier frequency, ob
tained from a common source, selecting the lower sideband of one and the 
upper sideband of the other and then transmitting them together with 
their common carrier. The result is twin, rather than double, sideband 
modulation and is applicable to telephone transmission. At the re
ceiving end the two sidebands are separated so as to form two signals, 
each consisting of a carrier and a single sideband, which can then be 
demodulated. 
Demodulation 

The previous discussion has shown how the combination of a 
non-linear device and filter can be used to produce various forms of 
amplitude modulated signals. At the receiving terminal,means must be 
provided for recovering the original modulating function from these 
signals. This is the operation performed by the demodulator. An ex
amination of Figure 1 should make it evident that a non-linear device, 
in this case characterized by a power series input-output relation, will 
also act as a demodulator. For this application, the output filter on 
the device is designed to pass those components representing the original 
modulating function and reject the others. It is because a non-linear 
element serves both as a modulator and demodulator that the term modu
lation has sometimes been broadly used to encompass the process of de
modulation. In general, the operation of most demodulators is so highly 
non-linear that the power series model, so convenient to use in the 
study of modulation, is not satisfactory for most demodulator analysis. 
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Therefore, as will be seen in the following discussion, other ways of 
looking at the operation of a demodulator are generally used. 

One of the simplest demodulators is the envelope detector, 
commonly used to demodulate double sideband AM signals. In its basic form 
the envelope detector is a rectifier which consists of a diode in series 
with a parallel combination of load resistance R and capacitance C, as il
lustrated in Figure 7a. In the absence of the capacitor the diode acts as 
a si"ple rectifier, so that with a carrier input, for example, the diode 
will conduct during one-half the carrier cycle and become nonconducting 
during the other half. If the carrier is amplitude modulated, the voltage 
appearing across R then becomes a series of half-sinusoids (ideally), the 
amplitude of which vary slowly in accordance with the amplitude of the 
modulating signal.* When the capacitor is placed across R, it will 
charge up to anproximately the peak voltage during the conduction cycle 
and leak off into the load resistor during the nonconduction period. By 
properly selecting the RC time constant the voltage across the capacitor 
can be made to follow, to a good approximation, the envelope of the 
modulated wave. This is illustrated in Figure 7b. The capacitance 
serves the additional function of by-passing the carrier frequency and 
its harmonics, thereby eliminating their presence in the output. 

Eo 

Rg 

T 
R c 

(a) ENVELOPE DETECTOR 

WITH C 

TIME 

{b) OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

Basic Circuit and Output Waveform 
of Envelope Detector 

Figure 4-7 

Eo 

1 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -
* This assumes the carrier frequency is very much higher than the 

highest component of the modulating signal, which is a requirement 
for envelope detection. 
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One form of distortion in the envelope detector occurs when 
the RC time constant is too large, so that the capacitance does not 
discharge sufficiently during the troughs or minimum values of the modu
lated wave. High frequency detail in the modulating signal is then lost. 
Other distortion terms arise because of non-linearity in the diode con
duction characteristic. A number of means have been devised for elimin
ating these distortions. It can be easily demonstrated, for example, 
that the distortion increases as the modulation index increases, so that 
in combating distortion either: a), the index of modulation is kept low 
orb), additional carrier power is supplied at the receiving terminal to 
effectively produce a low index modulation signal at the detector input. 
This latter technique is often referred to as "enhanced carrier" operation, 
and the detector' is described simply as a diode detector or, sometimes, 
linear detector. 

The envelope detector can also be used to demodulate single 
sideband with carrier and vestigial sideband AM signals. The absence of 
one sideband, however, leads to a form of distortion known as quadrature 
distortion. Quadrature distortion is discussed in some detail in Chapter 
16 so that only a brief example of it will be given here. If, for 
example, the lower sideband is completely eliminated, Equation 10 becomes 

(4-14) 

which, after some trigonometric manipulation, can be written as 

a A 
f(t) = [l + ~lm cos wmt] a1Ac cos wet 

a 2A 
[ alm sin wmt] a1Ac sin wet 

ma 
- [~ sin w t] a1A sin w t 2 m c c (4-15) 

where ma is the modulation index, defined in Equation 12. The first 
term of Equation 15 has the same form as Equation 11 and represents a 
double sideband AM component of the signal. The second term is the 
auadrature component, which derives its name from the fact that it is 
90° out-of-phase with the first component. It constitutes a distortion 
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term which will appear in the output of the envelope detector. The 
magnitude of the quadrature distortion component at the output can be re
duced, however, by using a low index of modulation. In order to see 
this, let Vi(t) represent the envelope of Equation 15, given by the 
square root of the sum of the squares of the amplitudes of the cos wet 
and sin w t terms in 15. Thus, c 

The desired envelope is, of course, 
this term out of Equation 16 gives t ( ma ma 
Vi(t) = [l + 2 cos wmtJa1Ac l+( 2 

( l+ 

The term 
m 2 

( ....a sin w t )) 
( 2 m m 

(1 + 2a cos wmt ) 

[l + 

sin 
m 
...a 
2 

ma 
2 

wmt 

1 
2 

cos 

cos wmt 

(4-16) 

wmt] al Ac• Factoring 

(] 1 
2 

(4-1?} 

is the distortion component. This term can be reduced by making ma 
small, either by using a low index of modulation in the system or by 
effectively reducing the modulation index by supplying additional in
phase carrier•:< at the input to the envelope detectoro 

Since the ear is not sensitive to quadrature distortion in 
message circuits, an envelope detector can be used in a single sideband 
with carrier telephone system. Television signals, on the other hand, 
are very sensiti ye to quadrature distortion.>:<>:< Where economy is of 
prime importance, envelope detection is nevertheless used, as in home 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Any phase difference between the original and re-inserted carrier 

will produce additional quadrature distortion components at the 
output. 

>~>:< We have here another example of the fundamental thesis that a 
knowledge of the "structure and sensitivity of the message rr is 
essential to transmission engineering. Without experimental evidence, 
one could hardly assume that telephone is tolerant to quadrature 
distortion and television is not. 
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reception of broadcast TV. The amount of quadrature distortion in such 
TV transmission systems can be reduced by extending the vestigial band 
farther beyond the carrier, still making the sloped region symmetrical 
about the carrier frequency. Where the requirements on quadrature dis
tortion are tight, however, as in long coaxial systems with many 
terminals in tandem, a product-type detector can be used. This form of 
detector is also used in demodulating single sideband suppressed carrier 
signals. 

The product demodulator is illustrated in Figure 8, where 
fi(t) represents an input such as a single sideband suppressed carrier 
signal and C(t) is a carrier signal. Analytically, these signals can 
be expressed as 

(4-18) 

and 
(4-19) 

The output of the product demodulator is obtained by multiplying 
Equation 18 by 19; it is, therefore, 

which can be written as 

• C(t) 

Functional Diagram of Product Demodulator 

Figure 4-8 

(4-20) 

(4-21) 
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By using a filter on the output of the detector, the second term in 
Equation 21 can be eliminated and the first term, representing the 
original modulating function, is recovered.* 

l 
INPUT 

SIGNAL 

I 

-CARRIER--

Ring-Type Modulator Circuit 

Figure 4-9 

r 
OUTPUT 

I 

Probably the most common form of product detector is the 
bridge modulator, one form of which (often called the ring modulator) 
is shown in Figure 9. This circuit can be used both in the formation 
of a single sideband suppressed carrier signal and its demodulation. 
A relatively large carrier voltage is used to "switch" open and closed 
the diodes in the path of the input signal. When the circuit is used 
as a modulator, an analysis** of the output signal shows the useful 
output term to consist of the upper and lower sidebands on either side 
of the carrier frequency. The single sideband signal is then formed by 
using a filter to suppress the unwanted sideband. For demodulation of 
a single sideband input signal, the output filter selects the term formed 

- - - - - - - - - -
* The above analysis has assumed, of course, that the supplied 

carrier has exactly the same frequency and phase as the original 
carrier. This is difficult to achieve, and the result of a phase 
difference between the original and supplied carriers is to intro
duce quadrature distortion components. In telephony, where 
quadrature distortion is not a problem, satisfactory reproduction 
of the speech signal requires that the supplied carrier for a single 
link system (i.e., one pair of terminals) be only within about 20 
cps of the original carrier frequency. For the more general case, 
however, where the system is expected to operate in tandem with 
a number of other systems, the supplied carrier must be held within 
about 2 cps of the original. TV requirements are, of course, 
considerably tighter. These requirements and the methods used for 
meeting them are discussed in Chapter 16. 

** An analysis of this circuit can be found in Reference 4 listed 
at the end of this chapter. 
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by the difference between the carrier and sideband frequencies - in 
other words, the original modulating function. 
Purpose of Amplitude Modulation in Telephony 

The preceding discussion has shown how an information bearing 
signal can be translated, by the process of amplitude modulation, to 
a new position in the frequency spectrum. This is the primary ap
plication of amplitude modulation in the telephone system - to shift 
the frequency range occupied by a signal to make it more suitable for 
transmission over a particular medium. Television transmission in 
the 13 system serves as a good illustration of the application of this 
principle. The 13 system is not designed to transmit below 300 kco 
Since a television signal contains frequency components down to de, 
some translation of the signal must be made. In the system, therefore, 
the television signal is modulated with 4.139 me carrier and formed 
into a vestigial sideband signal which is then transmitted in the band 
extending from 500 kc below the carrier up to 8.5 me.* 

Amplitude modulation also makes it possible to translate a 
number of different signals, each originally occupying the same fre
quency range (e.g., voice channels), to new positions in the frequency 
spectrum so that all of them can be transmitted over the same medium 
without interfering with each other. This is the principle of fre
quency division multiplex, widely used in telephony. One example of 
a frequency division multiplex terminal is illustratea in Figure 10. 
Here each of twelve voice frequency channels is modulated by a carrier 
supply so as to form a "channel group" consisting of twelve single 
sideband suppressed carrier signals. The equipment which performs 
this frequency multiplexing operation on the voice channels is 
generally called the "channel bank" equipmento 

It would seem logical, of course, to translate the voice
frequency signal directly to its assigned channel on the line by means 
of a single step of modulation. However, two factors generally make 
this unfeasible. The first of these is the need to economize on the 
number of different channel oscillators and filters required, par
ticularly in systems handling a very large number of channels. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
* This particular choice of frequency allocation is influenced by 

many factors whioh are beyond the scope of this chapter. 
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Equally important in any size system is the problem of designing the 
channel filters used after the channel modulators. In many cases the 
frequency range for optimum design of these filters is not coincident 
with the frequency range which is most suited for transmission of the 
channels on the line. Therefore, at least two or more steps of modu
lation are generally required to translate the voice frequency signals 
to the proper transmission frequency. The usual practice is to make 
this translation by using "group" modulators and carrier supplies to 
amplitude modulate the channel group to the line frequency. For the 
case illustrated in Figure 10, a single step of group modulation 
is used. 

The type A channel banks are the basic building blocks in most 

carrier systems. 
is allocated to a 
a 48 kc bandwidth 

In these units each of twelve voice frequency circuits 
4 kc channel in the group, and the entire group occupies 
extending from 60 to 108 kc. This 12 channel group 

is basic in the Bell System and provides a common base for the ready 
interconnection of unlike systems. In the J and K systems a single step 
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of group modulation then translates this group of channels to the line 
transmission frequency. Systems of larger capacity, such as the L, are 
built up by applying the principle of group modulation a number of times 
to form large arrays of channels. First, the outputs of a number of 
channel banks are stacked up to form an "intermediate" size group; then 
these groups are stacked up to form still larger groups, and so on. 
Certain of these larger groups have been given special names. For example, 
an array of 60 channels (5 channel groups) is called a supergroup. Ten 
supergroups (600 channels or 50 channel groups) is a mastergroup. Figure 
11 illustrates the formation of the basic L system supergroup~ and 
Figure 12 shows how these supergroups are used in the LJ terminals to 
form an array of 1860 telephone channels. 

Single sideband suppressed carrier transmission is by far the 
best method of transmission in long-haul multi-channel carrier 
systems, both from the economic and performance standpoints. There 
are a number of reasons for this. A single sideband occupies the same 
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bandwidth as the original voice-frequency signal. With modern filters 
it is possible to stack the single sideband signals on a spacing as 
low as 4 kc and still provide a useful bandwidth which is somewhat 
wider than 3 kc. Therefore, single sideband transmission achieves 
maximum utilization of the available bandwidth. 

Another factor favoring this form of transmission is that 
it, of all forms of AM transmission, requires the least power handling 
capacity of the repeaters, since the carriers are not transmitted. In 
a large system carrying a thousand or more channels this may lower the 
power handling requirement by 40 db or moreo 

Another advantage of suppressing the carrier is that the un
wanted intermodulation products* produced in the system tend to be 
noise-like in character. If carriers are transmitted, many of the 

* The problem of modulation distortion is introduced in the next 
section of this chapter and is discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 
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intermodulation products will be either tones or intelligible crosstalk, 
and the resulting interference is more annoying and must therefore be 
more rigidly controlled. 

For these reasons then, single sideband suppressed carrier 
transmission finds application in such long-haul systems as the J, K, and 
L, as well as submarine cable systems. 

Single sideband transmission does, of course, require relatively 
sharp cut-off filters for the formation and extraction of the channels. 
The filter complexity increases as the channel spacing is reduced. These 
filters represent an appreciable cost in the terminals. In addition, 
carriers of quite precise frequency must be reinserted at the receiving 
terminal for demodulation. This also adds to the terminal cost. There
fore, when terminal costs (rather than line costs) must be kept low, as 
in short-haul carrier systems, single sideband transmission generally 
looks unfavorable. 

The simplest and often cheapest signal form to use when terminal 
costs dominate is conventional double sideband with carrier. Channels 
can be spaced as close as 3 kc without unduly increasing the channel 
filter costs. Of course, if the filters are cheapened by permitting more 
gradual cut-offs, crosstalk within and between systems may be aggravated 
if the channels are too closely spaced. This form of signal has found 
application in the short-haul N system and the rural carrier P system. 

The 0 system illustrates a case of a short-haul system where 
double sideband AM did not prove to be the best choice. In cable 
syste;-ns, where there are many cable pairs available, the double sideband 
signal ~ay prove attractive. However, in open wire, the cost per pair is 
considerably higher and there are usually few pairs available on a 
particular route. Therefore, oviqr certain length routes it may be 
cheaper to use sincle s~deband or something approaching it in order to 
econo: iize on bandwidth and allow more channels to be stacked up instead 
of installing additional plant. Such is the case with the 0 system, which 
uses twin sideband to stack up four channels using two carriers 8 kc apart. 
Some savings are made in the number of filter designs required by frequency 
multiplexing only four voice-frequency channels to form a group, and then 
using group modulators to translate the banks of four channels to the 
proper frequency allocation. This also permits the system to be installed 

in terms of basic four-channel units when it is not desired to put a 
maximum capacity (16 channels) system into service. 
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From th:i.s discussion, it should be clear that there is no one 
best choice as to the type of AM signal to be used. In approaching a 
new system design, the engineer must weigh the relative importance of 
terminal costs to total system cost, the system requirements, and the 
nature of the message, before selecting the type of signal to be used 
in the system. 
Modulation Distortion 

Up to this point modulation has been viewed as a desirable 
process, but it often occurs when it is not wanted. Unwanted modu
lation will arise in amplifiers, for example, because no matter how 
well designed, an amplifier is never ideally linear. In fact, the re
lation between the input and output of a typical amplifier can be quite 
well described by the power series of Equation 4. In a well designed 
amplifier a1 will be large compared to the higher order coefficients, 
but these other factors will be present, nevertheless. Their effect 
will be felt more and more as the input drive on the amplifier is in
creased since the amplitude of the unwanted terms varies as the product 
of the amplitude of the fundamentals. For example, the third harmonic 
of the fundamental varies as the cube of the fundamental amplitude. 
Generally, it is possible to disregard terms above the cubic in the 
series, as was done in the modulator analysis. This is because a4 and 
higher coefficients are usually small, so that fourth order {and higher) 
terms become important only at overload. Thus, if the input signal 
consists of two sinusoids (a carrier and one component of a sideband, 
for example), the output of the amplifier will consist of the sort of 
products shown in Figure l.~:c Only the first order or linear term 
which is a function of a1 is wanted. All the other terms - second and 
third harmonics as well as cross products of the original signals -
represent distortion products. The harmonics are usually referred to 
as harmonic distortion and the cross products as intermodulation products. 
Thus, the whole problem of this form of distortion is generally given the 
name "modulation distortion", "intermodulation ti, or simply "modulation" o 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* At this point the reader may want to refer to Table 1 of Chapter 8 

which shows the power series expansion when three sinusoids are 
present. As long as terms above the cubic in the power series are 
not considered, the effect of now adding a fourth (or any additional 
sinusoids) to the input signal is to simply increase the number 
{i.e., quantity) of products shown in Table 1 without introducing 
any new forms or types of terms. New forms of cross products and 
harmonic combinations of the input signals result only by con
sidering higher order terms in the power series. 
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The important point to be gained from this discussion is that 
these distortion terms can either a), impair or interfere with the de
sired signal itself, orb), cause interference and impairment to 
signals which pass through the same device at other carrier frequencies. 
Stating b) in another way: Modulation distortion can give rise to a 
form of crosstalk between channels. In the next chapter the importance 
of modulation distortion in AM carrier systems is discussed in more 
detail, while Chapter 8 gives a method of analyzing the distortion 
terms in a carrier system design. 

It might be pointed out that the de term which, in Figure 1, 
is a function of a 2 is commonly referred to as the "de shift" in power 
amplifiers. Another term whi.ch bears a special name is the first order 
term which is a function of a3• Because a3 is usually negative, this 
term will subtract from the desired output. As a result the power out
put from an amplifier will compress or fall off as the input drive is 
increased and this unwanted term increases in magnitude. Hence the 
term is known as the "compression term". 
Summary 

An amplitude modulated signal can be obtained by passing both 
a carrier and the modulating signal through a non-linear device. A 
number of forms of AM signals - double sideband, single sideband, twin 
sideband, and vestigial sideband - have found application in various 
carrier systems. Single sideband is most favorable in long-haul multi
channel carrier systems, where costly terminals can be justified. In 
shorter systems, or systems of lower capacity, double sideband AM is 
generally the most economical choice, although some situations warrant 
the use of twin sideband. Vestigial sideband transmission is used for 
AM transmission of TV to minimize the required bandwidth without intro
ducing excessive quadrature distortion. Other variants of AM trans
mission have found application outside the Bell System; these are con
sidered to be outside the scope of this chapter 

Non-linearity, which is capitalized on to form and detect the 
AM signal, also gives rise to unwanted products at the output of system 
repeaters, terminal amplifiers and other devices which are never ideally 
linear. These products constitute noise and crosstalk which add to the 
other noise sources in the system and degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. 
In the following chapters we will see how modulation distortion is taken 
into consideration in the design and operation of an AM ca~rier system. 
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Chapter 5 

INTRODUCTION TO AM CARRIER SYSTEMS 

The problems encountered in the design and aper -
ation of AM carrier systems are surveyed. Four -wire and 
"equivalent four-wire" methods of operation are compared. 
Crosstalk problems encountered in cable and open-wire systems 
using either method of operation, and various solutions to these 
problems, are described. The functions of terminals and re
peaters, and the characteristics of transmission lines, are re
viewed. Problems which influence repeater spacing - noise, 
crosstalk, overload, modulation distortion - are introduced. 
Misalignment, equalization and regulation are also described. 
The chapter is intended to serve as an introduction to the more 
detailed material on AM systems in Chapters 6 to 15. 

Introduction 
In the early days of telephony, speech signals were transmitted 

over the wire lines only at their natural voice frequencies. It was soon 
realized, however, that this was a very inefficient use of the costly 
wire plant since a non-loaded line was capable of transmitting a much 
wider frequency range than the 0 to 3 kc or so required for a voice fre
quency signal. There were other disadvantages to voice frequency oper
ation. For example, the relatively low velocity of propagation on loaded 
cable (about 13,000 miles per second on 19H-88, for example) made it 
necessary to either operate at high via net loss or use echo suppressors 
to maintain satisfactory echo performance on long toll circuits. Either 
of these solutions to the echo problem simply exchanges one form of trans
mission impairment for another.* There was, therefore, a strong incentive 
to develop a transmission system which would utilize some of the wasted 
frequency band above 3 kc. This would provide additional telephone 
channels on the existing wire plant. In addition, these channels would be 
transmitted in a frequency range where the propagation velocity, for all 
types of non-loaded facilities, was higher than at voice frequency.** On 

* The disadvantages of echo suppressors are discussed in Chapter 2. 
**This is particularly true for cable. The propagation velocity for 19 

gauge cable, for example, is 76,000 miles per second at 3 kcl 126,000 
miles per second at 100 kc, and 140,000 miles per second at me. 

5-1 
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the basis of echo requirements, then, these systems could be operated at 
lower via net loss than an equal length voice frequency system using the 
same facility. This made it possible to improve the plant performance by 
permitting a reduction in the loss of a typical toll connection. The ad
vent of the electron tube, improved filter design techniques and components, 
and the princip~es of amplitude modulation of a carrier provided the means 

I 

for such a deve~opment. The first AM carrier system, designated the type 
A, made its appe~rance during World War I. This system, now obsolete, has 
been followed by·. a succession of carrier systems designated by letters of 

I 

the alphabet, th~ most recent being the P carrier system designed for 
rural service application. Table I attached at the end of this chapter 
tabulates the important characteristics of the carrier systems in use 
today. 

It should be pointed out that the term "carrier system" is 
generally used in a restricted sense in~the telephone industry. Broadly 
speaking, a carrier system is any form of communication system which 
makes use of a wave which can be amplitude, frequency, or phase modulated 
so as to "carry" an information-bearing signal. As such, the term carrier 
system applies not only to those systems which transmit the modulated wave 
over open-wire, cable pairs, or coaxial cable, but to radio systems as 
well. However, the term is usually restricted to refer only to those 
systems which transmit the modulated wave over a metallic facility. It 
is this meaning of the term which will be used in this and the following 
chapters on AM transmission. 

Except for the type L systems which require coaxial cable, all 
of the present carrier systems are designed to be applicable to one or 
more of the existing stan.dard types of line facilities. The application 
of a carrier system to an existing line requires the installation of the 
carrier terminals and repeaters, as illustrated in Figure 1. In most 
cases, special line treatment is also necessary, such as the use of 
suitable transposition arrangements on open-wire or the balancing of 
cable pairs. The cost of both the equipment and the line treatment repre
sents, therefore, the cost of the t.elephone channels furnished by the 
carrier system. In addition, many of the carrier systems are not designed 
to permit operation of the voice-frequency circuit on the same facility. 
This is an important consideration in some cases since the net increase in 
channels added to the line is then one less than the channel capacity of 
the carrier system, and the cost per channel is correspondingly increased• 
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If a carrier system is to prove in economically, either when 
it is added to an existing facility or installed as part of a new plant 
expansion, the cost of obtaining the additional channels by means of the 
carrier system must be less than the cost of obtaining the same number 
of channels by other means, such as a radio system, or simply additional 
voice frequency circuits.* The terminals, for example, represent 
an important part of the cost of a carrier system. For a particular 
system, this is a fixed cost, regardless of the system length. When 
expressed on a cost per channel-mile basis, however, the terminal 
cost looms as a much larger part of the total cost on a short as com
pared to a long system. It follows that for each type of carrier 
system there is some minimum length of system below which the carrier 
costs per channel-mile are so great that the system does not prove in, 
and it is more economical to obtain the needed telephone channels by other 
means. 

The prove-in range of carrier systems leads to the natural 
classification of "long-haul" and "short-haul rr systems. The long-haul 
systems, such as the J, K, and L, are designed to meet all the trans
mission requirements of a toll link for the longest system which would be 

* To be completely fair in this cost comparison, one would have to 
somehow take into account the transmission advantages - e.g., lower 
VNL - of carrier channels as against voice frequency channels. 
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encountered in the United States (4000 miles). Because of the resulting 
complexity of the terminal and repeater equipment, the minimum prove-in 
length for these long-haul systems is of the order of 75 to 100 miles. 
In recent years the need for more circuits on shorter toll trunks and in 
the exchange area plant has led to the development of short-haul or end
link type systems such as the N, O, and P. Since the transmission re
quirements of these systems can be eased in view of the shorter end-link 
type distances to be spanned, cheaper terminal and line equipment can be 
built which bring prove-in distances down to 10 or 15 miles. Conversely, 
these short-haul systems must not be extended beyond a maximum distance, 
of the order of 200 miles, if the transmission impairment introduced by 
each such system in a multi-link toll connection is not to exceed the 
transmission requirements of the nationwide toll-dialing plan .. 

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader with some 
of the important problems encountered in the design and engineering of an 
AM. carrier system. Most of the discussion is of a general, qualitative 
nature. It would be highly desirable from the reader's viewpoint if the 
features of a single existing carrier system were woven into the dis
cussion to illustrate specific solutions to the problems under consider
ationo However, no one system seems to adequately illustrate all of the 
factors that are discussed~ so that, instead, frequent reference is made to 
characteristics of a number of systems. A more complete description of 
these and other AM carrier systems is beyond the scope of this text, and 
the reader interested in more detail should refer to the references at 
the end of this chapter. 
Method of Operation 

A carrier system can be operated on a wire transmission facility 
in a number of different ways. As will be seen in this discussion, the 
problem of crosstalk between systems (except in those systems which use 
coaxial cable), combined with economic considerations, determines to a 
large extent the choice of the method of operation for a particular 
system. 

The simplest and oldest of these methods is known as two-wire 
operation and is illustrated in Figure 2o Here both directions of 
transmission make use of the same carrier-frequency band and the same 
pair of conductors between repeaters. At each repeater a pair of hybrids 
is used to split the two oppositely directed signals into separate paths 
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2-Wire Operation 

Figure 5-2 

for amplification. At first sight, two-wire operation seems to permit 
maximum utilization of the wire plant. As in the case of two-wire voice 
frequency operation,>:< however, the major problems with this method are 
those of obtaining suitable balance in the hybrids (i.eo, high loss be
tween opposite arms) when the system is first installed and then 
maintaining adequate balance as the line impedance varies with time 
(temperature, moisture conditions, etc.)o Because of these difficulties 
it is necessary to keep the repeater gains low to insure circuit stability. 
This, in turn, leads to high via net loss for these circuits. These 
problems become more severe as we consider higher and higher carrier 
frequencies. In consequence, we cannot multiplex many channels on a pair, 
so the cable or wire cost of two-wire systems turns out to be high on a 
per channel basis. As a result, all of the carrier systems used on wire 
lines or coaxial cable, with but two exceptions,*>:< have been designed to 
operate on a four-wire instead of a two-wire basis. 

There are two farms of four-wire operation: "physical" four
wire (which will be referred to simply as four-wire) and equivalent four
wire. In both methods of operation each voice frequency telephone channel 

----------------------------------
>:<See Chapter 3 for a discussion of two- and four-wire operation on voice 
frequency toll systems. 

>:<>:<The A system (4 channels, single sideband suppressed carrier, open
wire), now obsolete, and the short-haul G system (1 channel, double 
sideband with carrier, open-wire), which has found very limited use, 
operate on a two-wire basis. 
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handled by the system is divided by means of hybrid circuits (4-wire sets) 
at the system terminals into two oppositely directed one-way channels 
which, by either of two means, are kept separate and distinct from one 
end of the system to the other. 

In four-wire operation, a separate pair of conductors is used 
for each direction of transmission, as shown in Figure 3. This is, of 
course, exactly the same principle studied earlier in the text under four
wire voice frequency toll systems. In "equivalent four-wire" systems, 
different frequency bands are used to form a ''high group" and "low group" 
for the two directions of transmission, thereby permitting operation over 
a single pair of conductors between repeaters, as shown in Figure 4. The 
two directions of transmission are thus separated in frequency rather than 
by physical location as in the case of four-wire operation. At each 
repeater, high-pass low-pass filters, usually referred to as directional 
filters, are used to separate the two directions of transmission for 
amplification. 

Each method of transmission has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Equivalent four-wire, because of the frequency difference between the two 
directions of transmission, eliminates the near-end crosstalk problemo 
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It provides a system (of a limited number of channels) requiring only one 
pair of conductors. When these are important considerations, equivalent 
four-wire operation may be the optimum choice; most open-wire systems, for 
example, are of this type. 

On the other hand, equivalent four-wire has serious drawbackso 
Guard bands must be left between the pass-bands of the directional 
filters, so that some of the spectrum which would otherwise be available 
cannot be utilized for transmission. The filter impedances are not good 
terminations for the hybrids, especially outside the filter pass bands, 
leading to reflections and transmission irregularities. If the crosstalk 
problem can be ignored (e.g., in a well-shielded coaxial system) and if 
in the long run the maximum number of channels are needed, physical rather 
than equivalent four-wire will usually be found the best choice. 

Growth rate may dictate the final decision in many caseso 
Consider, for example, the problem of providing telephone service by sub
marine cable. Assume that we have, with reasonable repeater spacing, a 
1000 kc bandwidth available. With physical four-wire (two cables) we 
can transmit 250 two-way channels (4 kc spacing). Using equivalent four
wire, we might lose about 160 kc in guard bands, giving us 840 kc of 
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useful band, or 105 two-way channels per cable. Eventually, then, two 
such equivalent four-wire systems would provide only 210 channels as 
against 250 for physical four-wireo But if we do not expect traffic to 
require more than 100 channels for many years, equivalent four-wire (as
suming it to be technically feasible) might be the better economic choiceo 

Reliability is another consideration. In our submarine cable 
example, suppose that traffic studies indicate that we need 150 channels 
as soon as the system is put into operation. This will require two cables 
regardless of which method of operation is used. If we use equivalent 
four-wire, we still have 105 channels left if, for example, a trawler cuts 
one cable; if we use physical four-wire, all 250 available channels go 
when either cable goes.* 

We have used the submarine cable case for this discussion 
because it is in many ways a simple one compared to land systemso When 
we introduce additional constraints - crosstalk, for example, or the 
necessity of locating repeaters at particular points where power is 
available, or getting from open-wire into cable in order to get through 
a city - the decision between various methods of transmission may become 
even more difficult. On the other hand, we may find one factor making 
the decision for us, as in the case of crosstalk on open-wire lineso 

As the reader knows, crosstalk is a serious problem in four
wire cable systems unless special measures are taken to control it. 
Three major crosstalk paths between systems are shown in Figure 3. These 
are 1), the near-end path between the opposite directions of transmission; 
2), the interaction crosstalk paths from the output of one repeater into 
a paralleling cable pair (a voice circuit perhaps) and then into the input 
of the same or another repeater; and 3), the far-end path from the output 
of one repeater to the input of another. A method which is used in the K 
system to eliminate the first two of these paths is shown in Figure 5. Two 
cables are used alternately to provide the pairs for each direction of 
transmission. By using physical isolation, the near-end crosstalk paths 
between the opposite directions of transmission are automatically 
eliminated. The interaction crosstalk path is effectively broken up by 
alternating the two directions of transmission between the two cables in 
successive repeater sections, as shown in Figure 5. In this way, the 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* All this is predicated on the feasibility of designing satisfactory 

broadband equivalent four-wire repeaters for submarine cable systems; 
such feasibility has not been established yeto 
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interaction path is made to terminate at the high level point at a re
peater output and is, therefore, less serious by the gain of a repeater. 
These measures do not, of course, affect the far-end crosstalk between 
carrier systems in the same cables. This last path can be reduced only 
by special carrier-frequency balancing of the cable pairs. 

In open-wire systems the conductors are completely unshielded 
from electric and magnetic fields. It is not possible, therefore, to 
electrically isolate groups of pairs for crosstalk control as one can 
by using two cables on a cable route. As a result the equivalent four
wire method of operation is generally used on open-wire. As can be seen 
from Figure 4, equivalent four-wire eliminates the near-end crosstalk 
between the two directions of transmission because of the frequency sepa
ration. However, there still remain the problems of interaction and far
end crosstalk within and between systems using the same facility. 

One method which can be used to reduce both of these forms of 
crosstalk between equivalent four-wire systems is to stagger the frequency 
allocations of the systems using the same facility. This can be done, for 
example, by using slightly different (1 kc or so) carrier frequencies for 
each system, or, in a single sideband system, by using the lower sidebands 
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of one set of carriers in one system and the upper sidebands of the same 
carrier frequencies in the adjacent system. These methods have the effect 
of reducing the coupling between systems by either shifting or 
inverting the spectrum of the disturbing crosstalk with respect to the 
signal in the disturbed channel, thereby reducing or destroying the in
telligibility of the crosstalko A combination of these methods, together 
with a suitable transposition scheme, is used for crosstalk control on the 
long-haul open-wire J system. On a light-route system using P carrier, 
and where two systems are needed but the cost of line treatment is to be 
avoided, it is planned to control inter-system crosstalk by the use of a 
staggered frequency plan such that the channels of the "staggered group ff 
system are inserted in the wide (6 kc) guard-band spaces between the 
channels of the regular system. 

Another method which, in an equivalent four-wire system, con
trols interaction crosstalk from a repeater output to its own or another 
repeater input is that of frequency frogging, illustrated in Figure 60* 

*A further advantage is attained by frogging by using the lower sideband 
each ti:'"!e a group is modulated from high to low and vice versa. Since the 
lower sideband has the freauencies inverted with respect to the modulating 
signal, this cancels the slope of the line attenuation versus frequency 
which greatly si~plifies the equalization problem. 
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In each repeater a modulator frogs the frequency of the low group to the 
high group, and the high group to the low group. Thus, for either 
direction of transmission, the repeater output is always in one frequency 
band and the input in the other. As a result, the interaction crosstalk 
path from a repeater output through a paralleling circuit to its own or 
another repeater input is blocked by the out-of-band characteristic of the 
input filter. This method removes one of the major crosstalk paths be
tween systems and also eliminates a feedback path around each repeater, 
thus permitting higher gain to be used. Frequency frogging for inter
action crosstalk control, together with a relatively simple transposition 
scheme to reduce far-end crosstalk, is used in the short-haul open-wire 
0 system.* 

Another interesting application of the frequency frogging 
technique is used in the type N short-haul cable system. Four-wire oper
ation is used in this system, but this is combined with the high-group 
low-group principle of equivalent four-wire. The equivalent four-wire 
principle alone removes the problem of near-end crosstalk between the op
posite directions of transmission of different systems using the same 
cable. In addition, by frequency frogging at each repeater, as shown in 
Figure 7, the interaction crosstalk path around a repeater is also elimi
nated, and it becomes possible to use the same cable for both directions 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Compandors, which will be discussed in detail in a later chapter, are 

also vitally important in the O, as well as the N and P systems, for 
meeting crosstalk requirements. 
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of transmission. Thus, this method achieves control over the same cross
talk paths that the two cable method of Figure 5 doeso 

From this discussion it should now be obvious that the method 
of operation of a carrier system is far from an arbitrary choice. Even 
in an isolated system (and a coaxial system can be considered isolated 
even though other coaxial systems may use the same cable) the choice is 
not always obvious. Four-i:vire operation requires an immediate use of 
twice as much copper, but in the long run a four-wire system will provide 
more than twice the number of message channels as two equivalent four-wire 
systems occupying the same bandwidth. Each amplifier in a four-wire re
peater must then be designed to work over twice the bandwidth required 
for an amplifier in an equivalent four-wire system. However, this cost 
and complexity must be weighed against the corresponding costs, in the 
long run, perhaps, of two equivalent four-wire systems and, therefore, two 
sets of amplifiers and directional filters at each repeater location. 

Where crosstalk between systems on the same facility is a problem, the 
systems study must include the cost-performance relations of special line 
arrangements and treatment as compared to staggered frequency allocations 
and frequency frogging techniques and the additional terminal and repeater 
complexities involved. Since each new system is designed to meet a par
ticular need, the variety of methods of operation which have been and will 
be used reflect the results of the study of all these factors in terms of 
the service to be provided and the state of the technology at the onset 
of system design. 
Form of AM Signal 

The factors which influence the choice of form of AM signal were 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. To briefly review, the forms of AM 
signals which have found application in one or more carrier systems are 
double sideband with carrier, twin sideband, and single sideband sup
pressed carrier.* 

Double sideband with carrier requires the simplest modulating 
and demodulating equipment. It is used, therefore, in relatively low 
capacity light-route systems where terminal costs must be held to a 
minimum. 

Twin sideband permits associating two different sidebands with 
the same carrier. For the same bandwidth, then, a twin sideband system 

----------- --------------- -- ------
* A fourth form, single sideband with carrier, has found use only in the 

now obsolete B carrier system. 
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can have twice the channel capacity of double sideband with carrier 
system. Although twin sideband increases the terminal complexity, its 
use is justified where the increased terminal costs are less than the 
cost of installing additional line facilities to handle the same number of 
channels on a double sideband with carrier basis. 

Single sideband suppressed carrier is the best form of signal 
for a long-haul, multi-channel system. This method of .Al-1 transmission 
makes maximum use of the available bandwidth and minimizes the power 
handling capacity requirements of the repeaters since the carriers are not 
transmitted. It has the further advantage that intermodulation products 
produced in the system tend to be noise-like rather than intelligible in 
character. The terminal equipment required for single sideband suppressed 
carrier operation is, of course, relatively complex and costly. 

In summary, then, it follows that although single sideband 
suppressed carrier is probably the most desirable form of AM signal to 
use, it proves-in only on relatively large, long-haul type systems, such 
as coaxial or submarine cable systems, where line and repeater costs, 
rather than terminal costs, dominate. On light route, short-haul type 
systems, where terminal costs become more important, either the double 
sideband with carrier or twin sideband form of AM signal can be usedo An 
economic study of the problems involved with either type of signal will 
generally dictate the choice for a particular system. 
Terminals 

The complexity and, therefore, cost of the system terminals 
depends on the form of AM signal used and the number of channels handled 
by the system. The major components of the transmitting and receiving 
terminals of a system handling the order of a dozen single sideband sup
pressed carrier channels are illustrated, in block schematic form, in 
Figure 8. The terminal arrangement of a larger capacity system is very 
similar, the primary difference being that a greater number of channel 
modulators and group modulators are used, and generally more steps of 
group modulation are involved.* 

It is assumed, of course, that either four-wire or equivalent 
four-wire operation is usedo The transmitting terminal begins, therefore, 
with a voice-frequency hybrid or, as it is more generally knbwn, a 

* Frequency multiplexing is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
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four-wire terminating set, for each channel.* This network splits the 
voice-frequency path into the two directions of transmission. The trans
mitting side of the four-wire set is connected either to a compressor, 
if compandors are used in the system, or directly to the channel modu
lator and its associated output filter. For the case illustrated in 
Figure 8, the outputs of all the channel filters are combined in a channel 
combining network to form a frequency multiplex signal occupying the fre
quency range of the channel filters. This signal is then fed into a 
single step of group modulation which shifts the array to the line trans
mission frequency. The output of the group modulator is fed through a 
group filter, which selects the required sideband from the modulator and 
suppresses any other out-of-band products. The signal then goes into 
the transmitting amplifier. This amplifier raises the signal level for 
transmission over the first section of the line, which in many cases, 
may be the nominal line length between repeaters. In some cases a 
special transmitting amplifier may be designed for the terminal ap
plication, but frequently the same (or approximately the same) amplifier 

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - -
*This assumes two-wire switching. At a four-wire switching center, the 

system terminals begin and end with what in Figure 8 would be the four
wire sides of the terminating set. When, at a four-wire switching center 
we connect to a two-wire facility (eog., a toll connecting trunk), the 
four-wire set is associated with the two-wire facility. 
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that is used in each repeater can be used as the transmitting amplifier. 
It may, however, provide some special shaping of the signal (pre-emphasis) 
to partially equalize the system signal-to-noise performance vs frequency. 

From the output of the transmitting amplifier the group passes 
through the line connecting network to the lineo In four-wire operation a 
repeat-coil is generally used to match the amplifier impedance to the line 
(and is usually made part of the transmitting amplifier). In equivalent 
four-wire operation the connecting network must, of course, include the 
directional filter. 

The receiving terminal generally goes through the same steps as 
the transmitting terminal, but with the order of operation reversed. For 
this reason many of the components, such as the group and channel filters, 
are the same in both the transmitting and receiving terminalso There is, 
however, considerable variation in the receiving terminal layouts of the 
various systems, and Figure 8 is intended to illustrate only the basic 
operations performed. Note that if the system uses compandors, the ex
pandor follows each channel demodulator; otherwise the output of the de
modulator circuit is connected directly to the four-wire set. Also, in
stead of using a single receiving amplifier, separate amplifiers are 
generally used to optimize the signal levels ahead of the group modulators 
and channel demodulators. 

The method used for obtaining the oscillator frequencies re
quired in the system terminals depends principally on the form of AM 
signal used, the type of signal (telephony, TV, program, etc.) trans
mitted, and the number of terminals which are expected to be connected in 
tandem. Up to this point in the discussion we have considered the 
terminals as the end points in a carrier system. A long-haul system will 
generally have a number of intermediate terminals in addition to those at 
the ends of the over-all system. This permits some channels (one or more 
supergroups in the L system, for example) to be dropped and others to be 
added at offices located along the route. Those channels which are not 
dropped are, of course, not brought down to voice frequency, but are 
wired directly to a transmitting terminal and sent on, either to another 
dropping point or to the end of the system. 

It follows that as the number of terminals in tandem increases, 
the reouirements on both the absolute and relative frequency of the 
carriers supplied at the terminals also increases in order to avoid fre
quency shifts in the signals transmitted by the system. In a single side
band system involving only a pair of terminals, an error of ten to twenty 
cycles in carrier frequency still provides satisfactory telephone message 
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service. For program transmission the error should not exceed about two 
cycles. When we increase the number of terminals, however, the carrier 
frequency errors at each terminal must be held considerably below these 
values. 

One method which is used in the long-haul single sideband systems 
is to derive all the necessary carrier frequencies from a precision crystal 
controlled oscillator. In the L system the relative frequency error be
tween terminals is also reduced by designating the crystp.l oscillator at 
one end of the system as a master oscillator and using its output to 
synchronize the frequencies of all the other oscillators in the system. 

When carrier power is transmitted, the demodulation problem at 
the receiving terminal is considerably eased.* Thus, in a double sideband 
system, for example, simple crystal controlled oscillators are generally 
used to supply the necessary carrier frequencies. 

In addition to supplying carrier power to the modulators, oscil
lators are frequently used in the transmitting terminals (particularly in 
single sideband systems) to provide pilot tones which operate the regulator 
circuits in the repeaters. The details of the regulation problem will be 
discussed more fully in a later section. Suffice it to say here that the 
oscillators used for this purpose must be accurately controlled in fre
quency to permit sharp separation filters in the repeaters to separate the 
pilots from the channel groups. As a result the pilot tones are frequently 
derived from the primary oscillator from which the carrier frequencies are 
obtained. In some cases, instead of generating new frequencies, certain 
carriers can be transmitted to act as the pilot tones. Of course, when 
the system normally transmits the carriers, as in a double sideband system, 
the carriers themselves can generally be used by the regulator circuits 
and no special pilot tones are needed. 

The discussion so far has made no mention of signaling. At the 
time such systems as the J and K were designed, signaling was considered a 
function entirely separate from the rest of the system. As a result it 
was necessary at the toll offices to install racks of signaling equipment 
along with the carrier terminals in order to translate the local (de) 
signaling into a form which the carrier system could transmit. The 
signaling information was then fed into the terminals on the two-wire side 
of the terminating sets and was handled by the system just as if it were 
a voice-frequency signalo More recently there has been an increased 
emphasis on the integration of all aspects of the transmission systemo 

* In addition, since message frequencies are equal to the difference 
between carrier and sideband frequencies, errors in group carrier or 
frogging oscillator frequencies do not degrade the received message. 
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This has led to a closer coordination between the signaling needs and the 
terminal layouto Thus in the N and 0 systems, for example, a 3700 cps 
oscillator is included in each voice-frequency circuit to supply signaling 
tones. The circuit can be connected so that incoming dial pulses or 
supervisory signals in the voice-frequency channel will pulse this oscil
lator on and off. These pulses are then applied to the channel modulator 
and transmitted to the receiving terminal where they are recovered by a 
channel signaling receiver and restored to their original form. These 
systems will, of course, transmit the conventional multi-frequency key 
pulses and some of the other forms of signaling which are transmitted 
within the voice band. 

This completes our discussion of the carrier system terminalso 
The next section takes up the problem of the high frequency line over 
which the signals are transmitted. 
Lines and Repeaters 

A specific wire facility on which the carrier system is to 
operate is frequently picked during the system designo This is especially 
true for long-haul cable and coaxial systems, where the transmission re
quirements are usually best met by integrating the repeater design and 
method of operation with a particular type and size lineo In other cases, 
the system may be designed for application to a variety of lineso This 
is particularly desirable for a short-haul type system which is intended 
to provide additional message channels on existing wire plant. 

With either type of system design, the wire medium offers a 
number of problems which the repeaters must be equipped to solveo One of 
these is the nominal line attenuation versus frequency characteristic, 
which is illustrated in Figure 9 for a typical size cable, coaxial, and 
open-wire line. For all types of lines, the attenuation increases with 
frequency, with the attenuation at high frequencies increasing as the 
square root of frequency. This normal attenuation characteristic 
necessitates the use of some method of equalization to make the ~ia net 
loss of the system independent of the carrier frequency used for trans
mission of the signal. It will be recalled from Chapter 3 that, in voice 
frequency toll systems, some of the equalization in cable systems is 
provided by means of loading coils. Extension of the loading principle 
into the carrier frequency region would require the use of relatively 
close spaced, low inductance coils to move the cut-off frequency of the 
loaded line above the transmission band. The use of lower inductance, 
however, would reduce the effectiveness of the loading in minimizing the 
attenuation distortion of the line. Considerations such as these lead 
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to the conclusion that this method of line treatment generally is not 
practical at carrier frequencieso As a result, system equalization is 
normally achieved by suitable gain-frequency shaping techniques at the 
repeaters and terminals.* Various equalization methods are discussed in 
a later section. 

Another line characteristic which is frequently important is 
the delay-frequency characteristic. Delay distortion (i.eo, distortion 
of the signal which occurs when the delay is a function of frequency) is 
generally not a problem in telephone message circuits, since it produces 
negligible impairment. For other types of signals - data, monochrome and 
color television, and program, for example - delay as well as attenuation 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*One exception to this occurs in the case of toll entrance and inter

mediate cable links used in the C and J open-wire systems. Toll 
entrance cables are cable sections used to extend an open-wire line into 
a city. Additional cable links are frequently required to carry the 
open-wire circuit across river beds or around other obstacles. The 
lengths of these toll entrance and intermediate cable links vary from 
a few hundred feet to several miles, and each link must, of course, be 
worked into the over-all system equalization plan. Very light loading 
(together with special low-capacitance cable in the J system) is used 
in C and J carrier to provide some attenuation equali~ationo , 
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equalization must be provided in the system. Whereas attenuation equali
zation is provided at every repeater, delay equalization in AM carrier 
systems is generally inserted only at the system terminals, and here it 
may be applied only to the signal (or signals) being dropped at that 
location. An exception to this occurs in a system such as the L which is 
equipped with protection switching (i.e., an automatic switching arrange
ment which permits substitution of a standby section of repeatered line 
for a working section which, for example, may fail or require a mainte
nance check). In this case, delay equalization is inserted at the ends of 
each switching section so that when the signal is switched from the active 
to the standby section, the over-all delay characteristic of the system is 
left unchanged. 

So far we have discussed problems associated with the nominal 
line characteristics. An equally important problem is the change in line 
attenuation with changes in ambient conditions. Aerial cable, for example, 
has a mean temperature of 55°F in the northern United Stateso However, 
the annual variation in temperature is expected to cause the cable tempera
ture to vary ± 55° or more. These temperature changes cause the cable re
sistance to change, which, in turn, changes the attenuation by the order 
of ± 5%. (This is approximate - the actual change is a function of fre
quency.) Smaller changes, of course, occur during the period of a day. 
Buried cable is somewhat more stable, the expected annual variation in 
temperature being ± 20°F. Submarine cable systems, once on the ocean 
floor, should see temperature variations only of the order of ± 1°F, cor
responding to an attenuation change of ± 0.12%. The importance of even 
so small a change as this can be more fully appreciated when it is re
cognized that the total cable attenuation may, at high frequencies, amount 
to 10,000 db or more on a long system, so a 0.1% change is 10 dbl 

The attenuation changes of open-wire line are influenced 
primarily by moisture conditions, which cause variations in the shunt con
ductance of the pairso Although at voice frequency the change in line loss 
with weather conditions, even on long systems, is usually of no importance, 
at carrier frequencies increases of the order of 35% in the attenuation 
can be expected during rainy weather. Sleet and ice loading produce even 
larger changes, of two to four times (or more), over the normal dry at
tenuation of the line. 

This problem of attenuation change with changes in the ambient 
conditions requires that some means of automatic regulation be provided 
to maintain the via net loss of the system at (or close to) its assigned 
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value. Several methods of regulation are described briefly in a later 
section. In general, regulation in carrier system-s is provided at each 
repeater, so that by one means or another the repeater gain is made to 
change in accordance with changes in the attenuation of the preceding 
section of line. 

Changes in cable temperature (or other ambient effects) will also 
cause changes in the delay characteristic of the system. Fortunately, the 
changes in delay are very closely given by the well-known relationship 
between gain (or attenuation) and phase - the so-called minimum phase law. 
This being so, delay distortion effects due to changes in ambient con
ditions tend to be automatically eliminated by correcting the gain devi
ation. To do this job adequately in systems where delay distortion is 
particularly important (e.g., L-3 coaxial), it is necessary to design the 
gain-correcting networks to follow the gain deviation curve to a frequency 
about half an octave above the top transmitted frequency. 

From this discussion we see that the basic function of th~ 
carrier system repeaters is to make up for both the nominal loss of the 
preceding section of line as well as to compensate for changes in that 
loss. We have also seen that the two directions of transmission in a 
carrier system are separated, either physically in four-wire operation, 
or by frequency in equivalent four-wireo In either case this permits us 
to examine either direction of transmission as though it were a separate 
and distinct system. Figure 10 illustrates a typical level diagram for one 
direction of transmission in a multi-repeater system. The system begins 
with the terminal equipment at the transmitting toll switchboard. The 
0 db transmission level point is located on the 2-wire side of the voice
frequency input to the terminal. The amplifier in the transmitting 
terminal raises the level for transmission over the first section of line 0 

The amount by which levels are thus raised is a point to be discussed 
later. Then follows a succession of alternate line sections and repeaters 
until the receiving terminal is reached. Ideally, each repeater provides 
just enough gain to restore the signal to the level it had at the output 
of the transmitting terminal. The gain at the receiving terminal is then 
adjusted to deliver the signal at the receiving toll switchboard at the 
proper level as determined by the via net loss at which the system is to 
operate. 

How far apart can the repeaters be spaced? (We assume, in 
asking this question, that if we change repeater spacing we will make the 
appropriate change in amplifier gain so that repeater gain will always 
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just compensate for cable loss.) This is a vital question, for the re
peater spacing and, therefore, the number of repeaters required for a 
particular installation and their complexity, will directly affect the 
total cost of a carrier system facility. The repeater spacing question is 
clearly tied to the question of the levels to which signals are raised by 
the transmitting amplifier before launching onto the high frequency line. 
We find also that it involves the question of bandwidth - how many 
channels the system can carry. The next nine chapters of this volume 
consider these inter-related problems in detail. Obviously, then, all we 
can do in this chapter is to consider them in a very broad-brush sort of 
way. 

With this restriction in mind, let us now look at some of the 
factors which the system designer, and, in some cases, the engineers con
cerned with laying out a new system, must consider in determining the 
spacing of the repeaters in a particular system. 
Repeater Spacing and Transmitted Levels 

In an AM carrier system, as in any type of multi-repeater system, 
each section of line, each repeater, and each terminal installation con
tribute to the total impairment of the message. Frequently, the impair
ment contribution of only one or two of these components will dominate 
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in a particular system. Terminals, for example, generally add only a 
small amount of noise and other disturbance in a long, multi-channel 
carrier system. In all systems, however, allocations must be made to the 
magnitudes of various impairments which each of the system elements is 
allowed to introduce, and the system must then be designed and engineered 
to meet these allocations. To derive these allocations, it is necessary 
to translate channel objectives, such as those discussed in Chapter 2, 
into detailed requirements on each source of impairment. As we shall see, 
although the requirements allocated to the repeaters do not uniquely 
determine the repeater gain and, therefore, the spacing, they do act as 
a base for determining various combinations of spacing and gain from 
which the system designer must select what appears to be the optimum. 

There are a number of types of impairment in an AM carrier 
system. Insofar as repeater spacing and level are concerned, however, 
they may usually be classified into one of the following categories: 
noise, crosstalk, modulation distortion, and overload.* The contribution 
of each of these factors to the total transmission impairment will increase 
as the system length and, therefore, the number of sources of impairment, 
increase. Let us consider these items to see how they affect repeater 
spacing (therefore, repeater gain) and transmitted levelso 

Among the various types of sources of noise which are important 
at carrier frequencies are thermal noise, tube noise, battery noise, 
contact noise, static, and corona. Most of these have been described in 
Chapter 3. Some of them, like thermal and tube noise, are built into the 
system. Others, like static, come from external sources. Thermal and 
tube noise happen also to be amenable to calculation, for which reason 
subsequent chapters use them for illustrative purposes. The other noise 
sources mentioned cannot be computed; we rely on measurements for all 
our knowledge of them (and hope that the measurements are adequate and 
typical). 

Whatever its nature and source, noise will be introduced in the 
repeatered line, and result in some particular signal-to-noise ratio at 
the input of the receiving terminal. Leaving compandors out of the dis
cussion for the moment, the best we can do from the receiving terminal to 
the subset is to preserve this S/N ratio without further degradation. 

*In addition to these problems, consideration must also be given to the 
problem of singing, or near singing, caused by unwanted coupling between 
the output and input of each repeater. As we have seen, the method of 
operation frequently eliminates the major coupling paths, but other 
paths that remain may assume importance :.i.f repeater gains are set too 
high. 
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In general, the magnitude of the noise at receiving terminal 
input will be independent of the signal magnitude. We can, therefore, 
improve the S/N ratio by a), launching signals from the transmitting 
terminal at higher levels, and b), shortening the distance between re
peaters so that signals never sink too near to noise magnitudes. Con
versely, as we lengthen repeater spacing or decrease signal levels, we 
worsen the S/N ratio. 

All that has been said with respect to the noise within a system 
applies equally well to crosstalk f!:Q!!! other systemso These two impair
ments can be thought of as setting a lower limit, below which our signals 
in a system must not sink; they represent the floors of a tunnel through 
which our signals must pass. 

Intermodulation, crosstalk ~ other systems, and overload 
represent the ceilings. They prevent us from transmitting from the 
o:riginating terminal (and from succeeding repeaters) at very high levelo 
They thus set an upper limit on the output level of each line repeatero 
Taken together, the lowest ceiling and the highest floor govern in any 
particular case - one setting the maximum level at repeater output, the 
other setting the minimum level at repeater input. These two limitations 
determine the maximum loss, or cable length, between adjacent repeaters, 
and so govern the repeater spacing. 

In concept, all this is simple enough. It is when we want to 
be numerically precise in any particular case that we find ourselves, of 
necessity, developing the sort of definitions and equations which are to 
be found in the following chapters. 
Effect of Compandors 

How do compandors affect our conclusions? The basic idea behind 
the compandor can be stated simply enough. It is a device which, at the 
receiving terminal, reduces the transmission of a channel through the re
ceiving terminal when no signal is present on that channel. Since it is 
the noise or crosstalk between signal syllables which annoys the sub
scriber, the apparent performance of the system is greatly improved. Wben 
signal is present, the channel equipment at the tenninal provides approxi
mately normal transmission. The receiving terminal device is called an 
expandor since it increases the difference between signal and noise (or 
between strong signals and weak signals). To make over-all transmission 
of the signals themselves satisfactory, a corresponding compressor is 
added at the transmitting terminalo>!• By compressing the volume range at 

*The word "compandor" is merely a contraction of "compressor and 
expander", of course. 
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the transmitting end, we also make the signals from all talkers more 
nearly equal during their transmission over the trunk. As a result, loud
talker crosstalk into other systems is reduced, and weak talkers are trans
mitted satisfactorily. When there is no compressor at the transmitting 
terminal, weak talkers suffer more noise impairment during their trans
mission over the high frequency line than strong ones do; compressors 
decrease this relative disadvantage. 

All this is very advantageous, and permits the operation of 
systems which would otherwise be non-commercial. The essential nature of 
our problem is unchanged, however. That is, we reduce but do not eliminate 
the effects which limited us before we added compandors, and so merely 
move the limits further out. 
Misalignment 

Throughout the above discussion, and in some of the following 
chapters, it is assumed that the repeater gains just compensate for the 
loss of the preceding section of cable. This design objective can be met 
only approximately in practice. Let us consider briefly the effect of 
departure from this objective. 

Misalignment is defined as the cumulative departure from the 
ideal transmission in successive repeater sections (i.e., departure from 
the repeater gain equalling cable loss)o The effects of misalignment can 
be appreciated from the following definitions: 

a) Negative misalignment: Negative misalignment is present 
when the cable loss in each section exceeds the repeater 
gain, so that the signals become progressively smaller as 
they are transmitted from repeater to repeater. As a re
sult, the effects of random noise (thermal, tube, etco) 
become increasingly importanto On the other hand, modu
lation distortion and crosstalk into other systems is re
duced since each repeater handles a smaller signal. 

b) Positive misalignment: Positive misalignment is present 
when repeater gains exceed cable losses, so that the 
signals become progressively stronger as they are trans
mitted from repeater to repeater. Modulation distortion 
and crosstalk into other systems therefore increases, and 
the signals more nearly approach the system overload pointo 
The ratio of signal-to-random noise is, of course, improvedo 

These definitions illustrate rather clearly the concept of the 
"floor" and "ceiling" limits between which the signals must be carriedo 
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It can be shown that for either type of misalignment the net effect is 
likely to be a penalty in the signal-to-interference ratio. Generally in 
a string of repeater sections, one tries to make the misalignment random. 
If it is, the penalty to the system will be smaller than if the misalign
ment is systematic. Methods for computing the effects of misalignment are 
discussed ln Chapter 11. The amount of misalignment in a system will 
depend on the equalization and regulation perfonnance. Let us talce a look 
at these problems nowo 

Equalization 
The basic problem of equalization is to compensate for the loss 

versus frequency characteristic of the line. The requirement on "flatness" 
of transmission depends on the amount of misalignment penalty the system 
can stand. Low transmission levels increase the degradation produced by 
thermal noise and crosstalk, high levels increase modulation noise, cross
talk into lower level channels, and may overload repeaters. In addition 
to these factors which require that the transmission level be kept within 
certain limits everywhere along the line, the overall transmission from 
terminal to terminal must be kept within certain limits to meet trans
mission requirements such as via net loss, delay distortion, and flatness. 

Equalization methods vary from system to system. In general, 
loss equalization is provided at each repeater. One method, used in the 
K and J systems, for example, is to use an amplifier lllhich has flat gain 
across the band and to insert shaping networks ahead of the amplifier so 
that the over-all transmission compensates for the line loss characteristic. 
Another method, as used in the 13 system, is to provide part of the equali
zation by shaping the gain-frequency characteristic of the repeater ampli
fier. Either method will generally impose signal-to-noise penalties on 
at least some of the channels, so that part of the problem of system 
design is to chose an equalization plan that appears best suited to' the 
particular system. 

In addition to basic equalization at each repeater, most systems 
include "mop-up" equalizers located at some of the repeater points along 
the line (usually at main stations, or dropping points). Mop-up equalizers 
are versatile, manually adjusted equalizers which permit compensation for 
imperfect equalization (i.e., misalignment) that has occurred previously 
in the system. Among other things, mop-up equalization corrects £or manu
facturing deviations from the design value for the wire circuit and the 
repeaterso 
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The over-all equalization problem of any system involves such a 
large number of variables that no unified approach has been devised for 
its solution. Again, experience with previous systems frequently serves 
as a valuable starting pointo Chapter 14 discusses the problem of equali
zation in more detail, as well as our next topic, regulationo 
Regulation 

Regulation compensates for changes in the loss of the trans
mission system with time. It can be thought of as a kind of automatic 
syste~ eoualization. There are two basic types of regulators: 

a) Non-feedback regulators: In this type of regulator, some
thing is measured which serves as an indication of system gain {loss), and 
a gain regulating network is adjusted accordingly. An example of such a 
regulator is the thermistor regulator used at some of the L3 repeaters. 
The thermistor is buried in the ground adjacent to the repeater. Measure
ment of its resistance change with temperature serves as an accurate 
measure of the corresponding change in attenuation of the preceeding 
section of cable. The thermistor, as part of a simple resistance network, 
can therefore be used to adjust the gain of the repeater as the ground 
temperature varies. The non-feedback regulator has the advantage of being 
simple, reliable, and relatively cheap. Its biggest disadvantage is that 
it 'is not self-checking. Whatever residual error it leaves is passed 
along to the next repeater. If the error is systematic it will accumulate 
in direct proportion to the number of repeater sections traversed. Herein 
lies the advantage of the second type of regulator, the feedback regulator: 

b) Feedback regulators: In a feedback regulator the trans
mission is measured continuously by comparing a pilot signal With a 
reference. The difference, or error, is used to actuate a gain control in 
the repeater until the system is in a state of equilibrium as determined 
by the feedback around the control loop. An example is in the K2 system 
in which a pilot tone is used to control the current through a thermistor 
in a regulating network, which in turn adjusts the gain of the repeater. 
An example of how this type of regulator circuit prevents errors from 
accumulating in the system is given in Chapter 14. A problem associated 
with this type of regulator circuit is that of gain enhancemento Gain 
enhancement refers to the ratio of output pilot variation to input pilot 
variation, and frequently becomes a problem when, for example, the input 
pilot amplitude is varying at some frequency at which the feedback loop 
provides a small gain, rather than loss. The variation in amplitude is 
then enhanced as the pilot is transmitted through the system. This 
problem is also discussed in detail in Chapter 14. 
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The type of regulation system chosen for the system will depend 
largely on the type of signals to be transmitted and general economic 
considerations. In general, we can expect to use relatively simple 
equalization and regulation methods on a short-haul telephone message 
type system. As the system length increases, and the problem of mis
alignment becomes more serious, the complexity of the equalization and 
regulation plan will increase. Additional requirements are imposed when 
we then attempt transmitting TV, data, and other signals more sensitive 
to impairment than message. 
Conclusions 

We have ranged over a large number of subjects in this chapter. 
As we have seen, there are generally a number of ways to solve the various 
problems we encounter. We can transmit single or double sideband (etc.); 
we can reduce the crosstalk by using two cables, or by using compandors 
(etc.); we can use physical or equivalent four-wire transmission - at 
every point we have multiple options, and we can find an example of each 
option being used somewhere in the ~lant today. 

When all the choices have somehow been made, however, we find 
that our floor-ceiling limitations begin to bind as soon as we try to get 
the most we can for our money. The basic problem is obvious in one sense 
but perhaps somewhat vague in another. To make it less vague, and to be 
specific as engineers, we ought to consider quantitatively '3ome of the 
problems we have talked about so far. If we are to stay within reasonable 
bounds, we had better limit our problem, however. With this in mind, we 
consider in the next chapters an example which meets these specifications -
optimizing a long-haul single sideband system which is free from the cross
talk restraint. 
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Chapter 6 

SYSTEM LAYOUT TERMINOLOGY 

Definitions are given for terminology to be used 
in subsequent discussions of single-sideband amplitude-modu
lation telephone message systems. 

In earlier chapters, we examined the environment in which trans
mission systems must operate, and the message channel objectives which in 
large part govern their design. In the immediately preceding chapter, we 
discussed, in broad general terms, some of the AM system problems which 
arise when we try to meet these objectives. In the following eight 
chapters, we shall discuss, quantitatively and in detail, the factors af
fecting the desif!,Il and performance of long cable systems carrying single 
sideband, AM, telephone message signals. We shall confine the discussion 
to systems such as coaxial or submarine cable in which crosstalk {except 
that caused by intermodulation) can be ignored.. We do this for reasons 
of simplicity - we are trying, in this text, to illustrate a method of 
approach which is applicable to all transmission system problems, and a 
simple illustration will best serve our purposes. 

The first step in designing any transmission system is to lay 
out a mathematical framework which relates the performance of the 
components, and the ways in which imperfections accumulate in long 
systems, to the signal-to-noise objectives of the systemo It should·be 
emphasized that there is no unique system for a particular job, even 
when we have narrowed our inquiry down to ssb AM message systemso For 
example, one can trade repeater spacing for bandwidth, or one can allow 
greater or less margin against aging or performance uncertainties. 
Initially, therefore, preliminary calculations are made on a number of 
systems that seem likely to meet the requirements. Extrapolation from 
some earlier system having a basic design similar to the one under 
consideration may be helpful in selecting a good starting point. As 
the study continues, the field narrows and uncertainties are "firmed 
up". Finally, a system evolves that appears to be the best compromise 
between a large number of factors, including economics, relative 
feasibility and schedules. 

6-1 
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The purposes of the preliminary calculations are several: 

a) They provide a means for comparing the relative merits 
and costs of different system layoutso 

b) They provide a quick answer to overall feasibility 
questions. 

c) They point out areas where uncertain estimates must 
be "firmed up" by further study, and thus guide the 
allocation of development effort. 

d) They set up a framework wherein design changes or re
finements may be introduced or evaluated. 
One usually starts the study by making an estimate of the im

portant performance parameters. These are used to compute maximum al
lowable repeater spacings for bandwidths within the range of interest. 
In such preliminary computations one usually makes only very rough ap
proximations for the effects of terminals, equalizing equipment, and other 
more or less subsidiary transmission equipment,which effects are small com
pared to the effect of the long repeatered line itself. (It must not be fol'
gotten, however, that the form of the signal, i.e., single sideband AM, 
and the level at which it appears on the line is determined by the hard
ware in the terminals.) As the system design and development proceeds, the 
computations are refined, both by the inclusion of effects ignored 
during the first round, and by the use of more accurate values for 
performance parameters as they become available. In fact, the whole 
framework may have to be shifted because it is found that an important 
source of imperfection has been overlooked, and another, which was 
thought to be governing, has turned out to be negligibleo 

Layout and Terminology 
To facilitate computations, a hierarchy of terminology has 

become established. It has grown through the years and, although it 
is the result of considerable thought and experience, it is not a 
unique terminology nor necessarily the besto As a result, it changes 
as old terms are deposed or modified and new ones are developed. The 
remainder of this chapter will be devoted to definitions of this 
terminology, with particular emphasis on the single side-band AM 
cable type of telephone system, although some of the quantities de
fined will be used in later discussion of FM radio relay systems. 
The meaning of these definitions will become more clear as they are 
used in subsequent chapters. 
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Figure 6-1 illustrates some of the symbols which have been 
found useful in analyzing one direction of transmission in a carrier 
transmission system~ 
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Figure 6-1 

In Figure 6-1 the signals appear at zero level as physically
separa ted telephone messages. Each message is modulated up into the 
carrier frequency spectrum by an AM modulatoro We shall assume the use 
of single sideband suppressed carrier modulators, although some systems 
use other modulation arrangements. The signals are stacked frequency-
wise and combined to produce a high-frequency signal composed of message 
sidebands at 4 kc intervals. This signal is transmitted through the cable 
and the repeaters and appears at the output. Here each signal is separated 
by frequency-selective filters and demodulated to produce physically 
separated messages at zero level. The filters, modulators, and demodu
lators are part of the terminal equipment and have been discussed in 
previous chapters. We will confine our discussion here to the high fre
ouency line, ignoring any contribution of the terminals to the system 
noise performance. However, certain relationships between the voice 
signal (at zero level) and its carrier frequency sideband, as well as 
other signal properties, must be known. These properties and relation-
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ships will be covered in Chapter 12 where it will be seen that most of the 
statistical properties of the voice signal will apply directly to the 
carrier frequency sideband. 

The important terms and symbols used to determine the system 
performance are listed below. 

,n: As shown in Figure 6-1, "n" is the number of repeaters operating 
in one direction of the system. This is one of the important 
parameters in the sy-stem design since the number of repeaters, 
which implies the repeater spacing, has an important effect 
on the signal-to-interference performance and on cost. 

db: The original formal definition of the decibel is "10 log p1/p2", 
where p1 and p2 are in watts. It follows that the relation
ship can be used to compare voltages across, or currents 
through, equal impedances by taking "20 log" of the voltage 
or current ratio. It is also a convenient general practice 
to speak of voltage or current gains in "db", ignoring the 
fact that the voltages being compared may exist across dif
ferent impedances. In this course we shall go further 
(though not beyond the bounds of common practice) and use 
the "db" as a mere computational device, like logarithms 
themselves. However, each term measured in db will be multi
plied or divided by suitable constants in order to make it 
dimensionless. 

dbv: The term dbv is defined by the equation 

dbv = 20 log _!_(volts) 
lO e (volts) 

where e = 1 volt. The dbv, therefore, is a dimentionless 
way of specifying voltage relative to a reference voltage of 
one volt (rms, peak, or peak-to-peak are all used, in various 
contexts). 

~: Similarly, as shown below, 9!?m is a dimensionless way of 
expressing power relative to one milliwatt. 

dbm = 10 log ...J?.._(milliwatts) 
p (milliwatts) 

where p == 1 mw. 
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dba: ~These have been defined in the preceding chaptero 
Ie'Vel: (It is suggested that they be reviewed. 

GA: 

The total attenuation in decibels between the end-points of 
the system is represented by "Ls"• In preliminary calcula
tions, the top frequency loss (being the highest loss} is 
frequently taken as the value of L5• (In the final design 
the losses of filters and equalizers are included in L5 ; 
and the loss-frequency characteristics of the filters, the 
equalizers, and the medium must be taken into account.) For 
example, in the frequency range of interest, the loss in 
decibels of coaxial cable varies very nearly as the square 
root of frequency. If the loss is 2 db per mile at one mega
cycle, it will be 4 db per mile at four megacycles. The 
characteristic impedance of this type of cable is almost 
purely resistive in the band of interest. 
The insertion gain of the amplifier in db, measured between 
impedances equal to the cable characteristic impedance, is 
represented by "GA"• Ambiguity often exists in the use of the 
terms "amplifier" and "repeater". A repeater includes power 
separation filters and sometimes equalizers. The amplifier 
gain must compensate for the losses of these passive compon

ents of a repeater as well as the loss of the cable. For the 
purposes of computing GA, the filters and equalizers are 
assumed not to modify the cable impedances. The amplifier 
and repeater gains are frequently taken as equal in early 
computations because passive component losses are temporarily 
neglected. 
This is a term used to specify the random noise generated at one 
repeater. It is the noise power which one would have to apply at 
the input of a noisless amplifier of equal gain to get the noise 
observed at the output of the real amplifier when it is isolated 
from the rest of the system (but properly terminated). It is ex
pressed in terms of noise power (in dbm} in a 3 kc band centered 
around the frequency of interest, "f", and is equal to the noise 
which the repeater delivers to the following cable section (in dbm 
in a J kc band centered at f) minus the insertion gain of the 
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amplifier (in db at f)o The determination of NR is covered in 
Chapter 7. 

~: The total random noise allowed at the output of the system is de
signated "Ns"• It is expressed in dbm in a 3 kc band at zero 
transmission level. Here by random noise we mean the noise which 
would be measured at system output with no signals applied to the 
system - i.e., Ns does not include "noise" arising from inter
modulationo 

.Q: One of the important parameters in signal-to-interference analyses 
is the magnitude of signals transmittedo The magnitudes of tele
phone signals are usually ~efined (in statistical terms) at the 
transmitting toll switchboard, zero level. For reasons to be dis
cussed in detail- in a later chapter, it is often convenient to 
analyze system performance in terms of voltages at the grid of the 
output stage of the amplifier of a typical line repeater. "C" is 
a dimensionless conversion factor to tie these two points together, 
output grid to zero level. It may be defined as follows: Given a 
one volt rms sine wave from grid to cathode of the output stage of 
a line amplifier, the corresponding signal power at the zero db 
transmission level point is by definit·ion C dbm. That is, 

dbv (grid) + C = dbm (zero level)o (6-1) 

C may be a function of carrier frequency; in the initial 
stages of design, it is often assumed to be flat with frequency. It 
may be carefully shaped in the later, more refined stageso 

If dimensions bother one, one may make C dimensionless (with
out changing anything we have said) by writing it: 

e 2 
where p0 = a: is the power in mw at zero level, eg is the 

rms voltage, at the output grid, 
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~ 2 
Po= rf- = 1 mw., 

0 

and eg .. 1 v. 

Therefore, C may be written 

C = 20 log 

This form of C is useful for computing distortion effects. 
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While signal-to-interference analyses for an electron tube system 
are most readily made in terms of out.put grid voltages, trans
mission measurements in an operating system are most conveniently 
made at the output of a repeater. For such measurements to be 
meaningful, the gain or loss between repeater output and zero 
level must be known. This gain or loss is, in general, a vari
able with frequency and is a design parameter closely related to 
"C" defined above. The power gain in db from repeater output to 
zero level is "Got" as shown in Figure 6-1. If the system is to 
operate between zero level points, as in Figure 6-1, a loss of 
"Got" db must precede the high frequency line, and the trans
mission level at repeater output is -G0L db. 

Q: The factor "Q" is the conversion of voltage at the output grid 
to power at repeater output. Given one volt rms from output 
grid to cathode of a repeater, the corresponding power delivered 
to the following cable section is, by definition, "Q" dbm. 
Therefore, in db: 

C = Q + GOL (6-2) 

Ep: This is equal to the maximum rms sine wave voltage that can be im
pressed .between the output grid and cathode without causing the 
amplifier to overload, and is expressed in db with respect to one 
rms volt. What constitutes overload is discussed in Chapter 9. 

Ps: When a system is designed to transmit a given number of channels, 
the statistical properties of the signal at.zero level can be 
used to compute a peak signal voltage that will be exceeded only 
a small percentage of the time. For practical purposes this is 
the maximum voltage we must be prepared to transmit. It can be 
related to the magnitude of aniequivalent sine wave signal at 
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zero level. These relationships will be discussed in Chapter 12 
The equivalent single frequency signal power which the system 
must be designed to carry without overloading is designated by 
"Ps"• It is specified in db with respect to one milliwatt 
(dbm) at zero level. 

M2,M3 : These quantities express the non-linearity 
a single repeater, without feedback. They 
of the last tube of the repeater. 

of the circuit of 
are defined in terms 

(6-3) 

where ~ = 1 volt is used to make the expression dimensionless; and 
"er" is the rms value, in volts, of the sine wave signal, of f're
ouency £, measured from grid to cathode of the output stage of the 
repeater. The term "e2f 11 is the rms value, in volts, of the second 
harmonic grid-to-cathode signal which, applied to a distortionless 
but otherwise identical output stage, would produce the observed 
(or calculated) second harmonic distortion at repeater output. 

With corresponding definitions of terms, 

M3 = 20 log 
-2 

(e3f e ) 

e 3 
f 

(6-4) 

Below overload, M2 and M3 are not functions of the signal level 
for devices which obey the power series law. 

F: The feedback 11-µBI in db. One of the principal reasons for using 
negative feedback is that unwanted modulation products due to non
linear input-output characteristics are suppressed. The amount of 
suppression for second order modulation products is given by F. 
Third order modulation products are not suppressed quite as much 
(see KF, below). In a given design, "F" may be essentially flat; 
or it may have a frequency characteristic; however, unless other
wise stated, "F" will be assumed to be flat. 

KF: Third order modulation is produced in a feedback amplifier 
even if the tubes' input-output characteristics have a third 
order term whose coefficient is zero. This is because fedback 
second order modulation combines with the fundamentals to 
produce third order products. The effective reduction of 
third order modulation is less, therefore, than the full 
amount of the feedback by some number of db which we shall 
def'ine as KF. An evaluation of 11KF" is given in Chapter lJ. 
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M2R,M3R: From the above definitions it follows that, in terms of equiva
lent voltages at the grid of the output stage, the modulation 
coefficients of a single feedback repeater are 

M2R = M2 

MJR = MJ 

F db 

F + KF db 

(6-5) 

M28 ,M38 : These terms represent the system requirements on second 
and third order modulation. They are defined, respec
tively, as the maximum allowable ratios {in db) of second 
and the third harmonic power to fundamental power at zero 
level when the fundamental is one milliwatt at zero level.* 

H : ...z System modulation performance, defined in Chapter g in the 
same way as the corresponding requirements (e.g., M28 ). 

Ap,AN,A2M,AJM: These will be used to signify margins on load carrying 
capacity, random noise, and modulation - the number of db by 
which the system could be degraded from assumed performance and 
still meet requirements. The proper choice of margin magnitudes 
for critical performance characteristics is one of the most 
difficult decisions the system designer is faced with 
be considered in more detail later. 
It is important to distinguish N8 , P5 , M25 , M38 , and the mar

gins from the rest of the symbols. The terms N5 , P5 , M25, and M35 are 
requirements placed on the transmission, as measured at a zero level 
point at system output. The margins are safety factors added to the 
requirements to allow for variations in transmission with temperature, 
age, etc. The remainder of the terms describe the performance char
acteristics of the particular transmission system. The quality of trans
mission as computed from these terms should meet or exceed the requirements 
plus the margins. 

These definitions will be used in the following chapters in 
which the performance to requirement relationships needed in laying 
out a system will be developed. In developing these relationships, we 
shall assume that both repeater performance and system requirements are 
known. Subsequent chapters will, in turn, discuss how system requirements 
are derived, and then how estimates of repeater performance can be made. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*Third harmonic being evaluated as if it added in phase from repeater to 
repeater in the same way that dominant third order products do, ae 
discussed in Chapter ~. 





Chapter 7 

RANDOM NOISE 

In theory, every element, every piece of wire, indeed, every 
electron, is a source of random noise. Fortunately, the problem of 
computing random noise is made manageable because most noise sources 
are negligible in themselves or because they are small compared to 
others in the environment in which they are located. The well known 
importance of tube noise in the first stage of an amplifier is a good 
example. Even though the later stages are equally noisy in an absolute 
sense, they are usually negligible compared to first stage noise 
because of the amplification of first stage noise and signal before 
the noises from the other stages are addedo 

Among the different types of sources of noise are thermal 
agitation, tube noise, battery noise, contact noise, corona effects, and 
certain atmospheric and switching disturbances. Thermal and tube noise 
sources are frequently of great importance and, furthermore, can be 
evaluated fairly precisely by analytic means. Some detailed consider
ation of these is therefore warranted. 

Thermal Noise From Repeaters 
Consider the circuit of Figure 7-1 in terms of the aomponents 

of a high-frequency line as discussed in the previous chapter. Let 
the black box be a line repeater, of unspecified input impedance, and 
let RA be the resistive termination which the repeater sees as it looks 
back into the preceding cable section, assumed to be infinitely long. 
Let RB be the load presented to the repeater by the following cable 
section. Normally, for all practical purposes, RA = RB. 

BLACK BOX 

(REPEATER) 
GA 

Thermal Noise in a Resistor 

Figure 7-1 

7-1 
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Before considering noise, let us pause for a moment to 
review the definition of insertion gain. Suppose that there is a 
voltage E in series with RA, and that the black box is removed so 
that RA and RB are strapped together. Let the power delivered to 
RB under these circumstances be P1 • Now with the black box in cir
cuit, let the power delivered to RB be P2, caused by the signal 
source E. The ratio of P2 to P1 , in db, is the insertion gain (call 
it GA) of the black box. Note that we have not assumed that the in
put or output impedances seen looking into the black box have any 
particular value. They may be open or short circuits, or equal to 
the cable impedances - their value is immaterial to the definition 
of insertion gain. 

Consider now RA as a noise source. Theory tells us that 
it will produce noise as if it had in series with it an open circuit 
noise voltage 

EN = .;'4KTBRA volts, rms (7-1) 

where "K" is Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x lo-23 joules per degree 
Kelvin, "T" is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, "B" is the band
width in cycles per second and "RA" is in ohms. 

If RA were connected to an equal but noiseless resistor 
(e.g., RB) it would therefore deliver a power of 

PN = (1/2 EN) 2 /RB = KTB watts (7-2) 

Since our main concern is with the noise generated in a telephone 
message band occupying a narrow (3 kc) slot in a wide carrier fre
quency spectrum, let us solve for PN in terms of a 3 kc band; we find 

PN = 1.24 x lo-17 watts = -139 dbm, in 3000 cycles, 27°C (7-3) 

For the condition that RA = RB, (but note we still place no restric
tions on the input and output impedances of the black box) we see that 
PN is analogous to the power P1 defined in our discussion of insertion 
gain above. The noise power delivered to the following cable section 
by a single repeater must therefore be (PN + GA) dbm assuming that the 
repeater contains no noise sources. In the terminology of the preceding 
chapter, PN is the minimum possible value of NR. 
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It might be pointed out that we do not know the noise power 
delivered by RA to the unknown input impedance, Zin of the black box. 
In the special case Zin = RA, the power delivered is, of course, PN. 
In practice this may often be the case, but it is not one of our 
assumptions. 

This method of specifying noise produced by a single re
peater, in terms of an input generator and the insertion gain, is 
convenient when we want to vary the amplifier gain, as we shall when 
we vary repeater spacing. Usually, of course, the repeater itself will 
contain noise sources - for example, tube noise. We can take such 
internal sources into account by using the concept of noise figure. 

Noise Figure 
The concept of noise figure is essentially a very simple one: 

the noise figure of any black box is the difference, in db, between 
two powers - one, the noise power which the black box would deliver to the 
load impedance if the only noise source were the resistive component of the 
generator impedance; the other, the noise power actually delivered to 
the load impedance. For the general case, when the load and generator 
impedances are not equal, and other definitions of gain are substituted 
f <>r the "insertion gain" concept, careful definitions of such quantities 
as "available noise power" are needed. In the simple cases which we 
shall consider, these complications do not appear. 

Noise figure will, in general, be a function of frequency. 
Suppose, for example, that we have a wide band amplifier of £lat inser
tion gain - say JO db at all in-band frequencies - and that in a 3 kc 
slot at mid-band we find the noise delivered to the load to be -107 dbm. 
The noise figure at this frequency is then 2 db, since if the generator 
were the only source we would expect -109 dbm. At some other frequency, 
say upper band edge, we. might find -105 dbm per 3 kc, corresponding 
to a noise figure of 4 db. Such variations of noise figure with fre
quency will normally occur because of the fact that even flat amplifiers 
will, in general, contain frequency sensitive networkso The term "spot 
noise figure" is sometimes employed to emphasize that the evaluation of 
noise figure must be made in a narrow slot around the frequency of 
interest. 

The effect of internal noise sources within our black box can 
therefore be taken into account by saying that the noise delivered to the 
load will be NR +GA, where NR= -139 dbm +NF (for the usual 3 kc band), 
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the noise figure. NR is thus a fictitious input noise source, which 
would result in the actual noise output if the repeater or black 
box were noiseless. 

PHYSICAL TUBE GRID 
CATHODE CAPACITY 

NETWORK (PARASITIC) 

IDEAL 
TUBE 

Equivalent Tube Noise Resistance 

Figure 7-2 

Tube Noise 
Electron tubes, particularly those used in the first stages 

of the amplifiers, are a second important source of random noise. It 
is not possible to predict or compute tube noise with nearly the 
accuracy that is obtained in the case of thermal noise computations. 
Where accuracy is required, measurements must be used. However, when 
comparisons of one tube type with another are desired or when only 
approximate answers are required, computations are adequate. We find 
that the noise component of the plate current has the magnitude which 
we would compute for the circuit of Figure 7-2, where RTN is a fictitious 
resistor, producing a noise voltage as given by Equation 7-1. The value 
of ~N in ohms is given by the formula 

where, 

' 
(7-4) 

I = Current, in amperes (plate, screen or 
cathode according to subscript.) 

gm = Transconductance in mhos. 
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The preceding expression for tube noise is fairly accurate 
for carrier frequencies where the little-understood l/F noise, pre
dominant at very low frequencies, has become negligible. 

The importance of tube noise in the over-all random noise 
performance of an amplifier is dependent on the relative magnitudes 
of tube and thermal noise measured at a common reference point. This 
relationship is dependent on the type of tube used and the amount of 
gain between the point where thermal noise is generated (the input 
to the repeater) and the first stage. In many cases where the gain 
of the input network varies markedly over the band of interest, ther
mal noise will dominate in one part of the band and tube noise in an
other. The computation of the consequent net increase in NR is dis
cussed in Chapter 13. 

Effect of Terminations 
In order to avoid interaction effects between cable impedance 

and amplifiers, it is often desirable to design the amplifier so that 
it matches the cable impedances. (Such interaction effects would 
result in a ripply gain-frequency characteristic). The value of NR 
will be affected differently depending on the method used to get the 
desired input impedance. 

I 2 
I I 
!--INPUT COUPLING •I• 

NETWORK 
REMAINDER OF --l 

AMPLIFIER 

Effect of Repeater Termination 
on Noise Performance 

Figure 7-3 

_J_ 

Consider Figure 7-J. The Zc impedances represent the pre
ceding and following cable. The amplifier is divided into two parts 
at the input to the first stage, so that the ei network is the input 
coupling network, (usually a step-up transformer) and eAMP the re
mainder of the amplifier. The insertion gain of the amplifier, GA, 
is to be kept constant. The resistive component of the high-side 
impedance is given by Brr' and e 12 is the open circuit high side 
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voltage. If e0 is a signal voltage, then, in db: 

e 
e1. = 20 log _!,g 

eo 

eout 
GA = 20 log 1/2 e 

0 

(7-5) 

(7-6) 

Suppose that in the reference case, with no termination,* 
we have designed the transformer or input coupling network for high 
gain, thus making Rn as high as physical limitations permit, and 
that we have two important noise sources: a cable noise~ generator 
at the e0 position, and a tube noise generator which we can assume 
to be on the amplifier side of terminal 1. The cable noise can 
equally well be considered as originating in RH, since for our 
present purposes Rn and e12 constitute a valid equivalent circuit 
for the combination of input coupling network and cable. The ques
tion is how the output noise (NR + GA) will be affected by modifying 
the input network to make Zin approximately equal to Zc• (Since Zc 
is predominately resistive, it will be satisfactory to consider that 

we want to make Rin = Rclo 

Illustrative Example - Brute Force Termination 
One method is to connect a resistor Rc across the input, or 

a resistor RH on the high-side, of the input coupling network. If we 
put such a termination within the ei network, we find that: 

a) e1 is decreased by 6 db. Since the coupling network was 
already designed for maximum gain, we cannot get this gain 
back by increasing turns ratio or any other change in the 
network.** 

b) SAMP must therefore be increased by 6 db to maintain GA 
constant. 

c) RH will have half the value it had in the unterminated case, 
and hence the equivalent noise generator associated with it 
will be 3 db less than in the unterminated case. 

d) At the output, the noise originally present in the untermin
ated case will be increased as follows: noise due to the tube 
will be 6 db greater, since the equivalent generator 

*Since the input impedance of the eAMP box will usually be high, this 
means that Zin will be a high impecrance. 

**Limitations of this sort on designs of physical networks are familiar 
from network design courses; they are briefly reviewed in Chapter lJ. 
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is unchanged but eAMP is 6 db greater. "Cable noise" will 
be 3 db greater, since the generator (RH) is decreased 3 db 
and the following gain (9A) is increased 6 db. 

e) The spot noise figure has therefore been degraded somewhere 
between 3 and 6 db depending on whether cable or tube noise 
dominates at the frequency in question. 

Hybrid Termination 
Another method of termination is to connect the low-side of 

the coupling network as a hybrid; this decreases ei by 3 db, and leaves 
RH unchanged, again taking the unterminated case as a reference. eAMP 
must then be increased by only 3 db, and since neither HiI or the tube 
noise generator is changed, the spot noise figure at all frequencies 
is degraded by 3 db, regardless of which source is dominant. 

Other Termination Methods 
The above two methods of getting good input impedance do not 

exhaust the list, of course. Some of the other alternatives, such as 
using shunt feedback to obtain the terminating impedance, are usually 
of academic interest in carrier systems where feedback design is dic
tated by the necessity to suppress intermodulation. Others, such as 
bridge structures, are useful in certain cases; hybrid feedback connec
tions, in particular, appear to offer signal-to-noise advantages over 
purely passive-structure methods. A complete examination of these alter
natives would be outside our scope. 

Since providing terminations degrades the noise figure, each 
system design must include an evaluation of the need for terminations, 
weighing the degradation involved against the penalties associated with 
the interaction effects which would otherwise be present. 

Other Sources of Noise 
When noise sources other than thermal or tube noise are 

believed to be iffiportant, allowances must be made for them in one 

way or another. Power hum, battery noise, and contact noise are seldom 
important or controlling in transmission system design although occa
sionally they must be considered in connection with specific problems. 

Atmospheric noise is frequently important in the design of 
open wire systems. Methods of analyzing such phenomena and making 
appropriate allowances will not be reviewed here since such noise is 
seldom controlling in broad band coaxial systems, our primary interest 
here. 
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In the design of systems where high voltages are involved, 
as in a coaxial cable system, the possibility of corona must be 
guarded against. The noise associated with corona can be so disturbing 
that its complete prevention is necessary. 

Frequency Distribution of Random Noise 
Random noise of the type under discussion here is usually 

"white" noise, noise which is distributed evenly over the whole fre
quency spectrum at the point where it is generated. The character
istics of transmission systems modify this flat distribution to give 
distributions of noise which are other than flat when considered with 
respect to the signals transmitted. Since we are concerned with signal
to-noise ratios, points in the system where the signals are flat with 
frequency are convenient reference points for measurement or computa
tion. Hence, in telephone systems the transmitting toll switchboard 
is frequently made the reference point. We shall see later that the 
output grid of a-line repeater is also often a convenient reference 
point for signal-to-noise calculations. As the amplifier circuit is 
developed and its output circuit characteristics become known, the 
noise distribution may be computed in terms of output grid values as 

(7-7) 

where GA and Q are defined in Chapter 6. ERN is the voltage from 
grid to cathode of the output stage (expressed in db with respect 
to one rms volt) due to random noise in a 3000 cycle band at any 
frequency. 

Addition of Noise, Multi-Repeatered System 
In preliminary calculations leading to the design of a system, 

we assume the system to be ideal in the sense that the gains of all 
repeaters are identical and that these gains exactly compensate for the 
losses of the immediately preceding cable section. Hence the gain of 
each repeater section is unity or zero db. This is equally true of 
transmission from the output grid of one repeater to the output grid of 
the next. Therefore, the grid voltage due to noise generated in one 
repeater will be transmitted to the grid of the next repeater where its 
value will be the same as that at the first repeater. At the last re
peater, there will be "n" such voltages, one from each of the "n" 
repeaters. These voltages, corresponding to noise power, a random 
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phase phenomenon, will add at random. Hence, the total noise voltage 
will be ,in times larger than the volta,ze .from one repeater. The total 
random noise may be expressed as a voltage at the grid of the last 
repeater as 

ERNT = NR + GA - Q + 10 log n dbv, (7-8) 

and as a power at zero level, 

PRNT = NR + GA - Q + 10 log n + C dbm (7-9) 

where "C 11 fs defined in Chapter 6. 
We may now write the first of a series of important system 

equations. The total random noise accumulated in the system "PRNT", 
increased bv an amount "AN" db (margin for contingencies as defined 
in Chapter 6) must be equal to or less than the allowable random noise 
at zero level, 11N8 11 dbm. That is, 

(7-10) 

Methods of combining this relationship with similar relationships 
for modul::ition, power, and gain-loss equivalences will be given in 

Chapter lQ. 

Illustrative Example - System Analysis 
Problem: A repeater has been designed with the following parameters 

at the top frequency: 
Noise Figure 7 db 

Gain - Input to 3rd grid ( GA-Q) 64 db 

c 9 db 

Number of repeaters in the system 51 
Length of the system in miles 2000 

Find the system noise performance in dba at zero level. 

Solution: Since we are attempting to determine system performance, 
neither requirements nor the margin allowed in desir;ning 
the system enter into the problem. Using Equation 7-9: 

PRNT = (-139 + 7) + (GA-Q=64) -i· 10 log 51 + 9 

= -42 dbm 
adding 82 db to get dba (since -82 dbm of thermal noise is 0 dba) 

Noise, at zero level, = 40 dba 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES - Chapter 7 

Compare the relative noise outputs of a non-feedback amplifier 
:for the conditions listed below. Find the noise figure for each condition,. 
In each case the insertion gain is the same. 

Signal source impedance 
Input transformer ratio 
Grid-to-ground termination 
Input tube 

gm 
Ip 
Ic 

Case 1 

75 ohms 
75 :JOO 
300 ohms 
tetrode 
.OJ mho 
20 ma 
28 ma 

Case 2 
75 ohms 
none 
75 ohms 
tetrode 
.OJ mho 
20 ma 
28 ma 

Case 3 

75 ohms 
none 
75 ohms 
triode 
.05 mho 
J6.5 ma 
36.5 ma 

Note: The material of Chapter 13, referred to in Chapter 7-, is not re
quired for the solution of this problem. 

Case 1 Case 2, 3 

7.5: .3cO 

300 

Solution: 

_c--- _L 7Sr-:7S -[-
~..------'-----} ----

In each of the circuits shown, the signal source is a 75 
ohm generator. The remaining elements, to the right of the term
inals shown, are components of the repeater. The insertion gain 
would be measured between these terminals on the diagram and the 
load impedance at repeater output (not shown). 

We are asked to find "relative noise outputs" and the 
noise figure for each circuit. The noise figure in each case can 
be found as follows: 

Recall that the noise figure for a single black box is the 
ratio (expressed in db) of two powers: a) the actual noise output, 
b) the noise output one would obtain if the generator were the only 
source of noise. For any one of the circuits shown, this ratio is 
equal to the ratio, in db, of a} the actual noise voltage at the 
grid of the tube (including noise from the "equivalent tube noise 
resistance") and b) the noise voltage at the grid when the generator 
is the only resistance contributing noise. 

7A-l 
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Case l 
The generator and transformer, seen from the right, can 

be replaced by a 300 ohm resistance. 
The equivalent tube noise resistance, from the formula 

given in the text, is 187 ohms. The total resistance seen by the 
grid is the parallel combination of two 300 ohm resistances in series 
with 187 ohms, or 337 ohms. The rms noise voltage associated with 
a 337 ohm resistance would be 

ET = ~4 KTB R = k~337 

If the generator were the only source, we would have, in 
series with the 300 ohm resistance which is equivalent to the trans
former and 75 ohm generator, a voltage of 

The shunting effect of the 300 ohm termination causes 
only one-half this voltage to appear from grid to cathode. Com
paring the actual and ideal noise voltages, we have 

ET n2 
NF = 20 log 172 Ea = 6 db + 10 log 300 

= 6.5 db 

Case 2 
Using the same method, the actual noise voltage at grid 

is 

and 

Whence, again observing the shunting effect of the termination on 
the transfer of EG voltage to the tube grid, 

NF = 20 log ~J2 E = 6 db + 10 log 29~·5 
g 

= 10.76 db 
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Case 3 
Same as Case 2, but now equivalent grid resistance is 

50 ohms, and 

NF = 6.67 db 

Since insertion gains are given as equal in all three cases, the 
noise outputs relative to Case 1 are merely the differences in 
noise fivires, thus 

Case 
1 
2 

3 

Relative Noise Output 
0 db (reference) 

+4.26 db 
+0.17 db 

7A-3 

The three cases have some reality - they represent possible 
input circuits for a video amplifier, using 436A tetrodes, with and 
without a step-up transformer, or a 437A triode (similar grid-cathode 
spacing and cathode structure) without a transformero 





Chapter 8 

MODULATION DISTORTION 

The interference commonly known as modulation noise arises 
from the non-linear input-output characteristics of transmission de
viceso Every element is non-linear, but in practice only coils, trans
formers and the active elements - tubes and transistors - tend to be 
important in this regard. Usually, the active devices dominate com
pletely and only occasionally is it necessary to allow for the non
linear effects of coils or transformers. 

This is fortunate, because the non-linear characteristics 
of coils and transformers are difficult to express mathematically and 
are not well controlled in practice. The non-linear effects in electron 
tubes, on the other hand, are well represented by a power series.* 
Although the effects are difficult to control in manufacture, they are 
at least fairly reproducible so that results can be predicted with fair 
accuracy. 

The amount of modulation noise is directly related to the 
magnitude of the signals at the non-linear element. Since signals 
are, in general, highest in the output stage of an amplifier this is 
the source of most modulation noise. Other stages are usually neglected 
until the design is fairly well crystallized, at which time check 
computations are made to verify the earlier assumptions. If the 
earlier tube stages are significant contributors, correction factors 
can usually be applied. 

Power Series: Three Freguency Input 
Let us first consider electron tube non-linearity as 

described by the equation 

(8-1) 

This relates the instantaneous grid-cathode voltage "e 11 to the g 
instantaneous plate current "ip "• The wanted signal is 

(8-2) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Non-linear effects in transistors are not yet so well understood. It 

appears that whereas in electron tubes the transfer function is the 
only important contributor to non-linearity, in transistors the non
linearity of input and output impedances is important. Furthermore 
the transfer function in transistors is inherently a function of fr~
quency. These effects give rise to a more complex, frequency dependent 
non-linear behaviour which at present (mid-1956) has not been fully 
analyzed from the transmission system standooint. 

8-1 
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The higher order terms represent d'ist.ortion due to "the non-linear 
properties of the device. The values of the "a" coefficients will 
depend on the tube's characteristic and the operating point used., 
For a given tube at a given operating point, the coefficients are 
constants, provided the plate load impedance is constant vs fre
quency, or small compared to the tube's output impedance. The latter 
condition is usually met in systems of the type under discussion. 

The output current components obtained from a device 
represented by Equation (8-1) when 

eg = A cos a + B cos ~ + C cos y (8-Jl 

are given on Table 8-1. At·tention should be called to the behavior 
of modulation product amplitucies as signals are raised or lowered in 
magnitude - for a one db increase in all three fundamentals, there 
will be a two db increase in the magnitude of all second order products, 
and a three db increase in all third order products. Relative to the 
fundamental, the second order products increase one db, the third 
order products by two db. 

The relative magnitudes of the va:rious products should also 
be noted; these are summarized in the lower left corner of the table. 
These re1ationships permit us to determine the magnitudes of important 
second and third order modulation products in a single repeater from 
the magnitudes of the harmonics. 

Relationship of M2 , M3 to a2' a3 

For a repeater in which the output stage is the only sig
nificant modulation contributor, the modulation indices M2 and M3 
are related to the power series coefficients as follows.* 

M2 = 20 log ~ 
a1-12 

(8-4) 

(8-5) 

Since the power series coefficients are usually unknown, and can only 
be obtained from measurements which give the M's more easily than they 
give the a's, the relations are usually only of academic interest. 

*In de;i;i~g-this ;elati~n;htp: ~h; ~o;p;e;sio~ te~-t-a; AJ-c;s_a._ 
is ignored. The ./'}_ and 2 factors result from converting peak to rtns 
volts for the cosine wave signals assumed. 



EXPANSION OF POWER SERIES 
FOR THREE TONE INPUT 

APPLIED SIGNAL: es =A cos Cl + B cos fJ + c cos r 
OUTPUT: L p = a.oesO+ a., e,1+ a.2 e92+ a.3 e,3 

ES-902386 

TABLE, SHOWING FREQUENCIES TO BE FOUND IN OUTPUT, AND RELATIVE MAGNITUDES 

TERM DC 

o: a.o 

I: 

FIRST ORDER 

a., A cos "+a., B cos fJ 
+a., c cos r 

SECOND ORDER THIRD ORDER 

2: ia.2(A2+82+C2) ia.2 [A2 cos211+8 2 cos 2/J+C 2 cos2r]+ 

0.2 AB (cos< 11 + fJ I+ cos ! 11 - fJ 1) + 

3: 

NOTE: 

! Q.3 A(A2 +282 +2C 2 )cos11+ 

~ a3 B( B2 +2C2+2 Az) cos/J+ 

3 z 2 2 4 Q.3 C(C +2A +2 B ) cosy 

a.2BC (cos t/J+ y I+ cos< fJ-rl] + 

a.2 AC [cost11+r1 +cosc11-r1]+ 

OBSERVE THAT IF A=B, THEN a +/J AND a-/J PRODUCTS ARE 
6DB GREATER THAN 2 a, ALSO THAT 2 11-/J (AND SIMILAR 
TERMS l ARE 9.6 DB GREATER THAN 3 11. IF A=B=C THEN 
THE a+ fl- y TERM, AND SIMILAR TERMS (BUT DO NOT 
CONFUSE WITH 2a-/J TYPE) ARE 15.6 DB GREATER THAN 3 "· 
THE COMPRESSION, OR a COMPONENT ARISING FROM THE e.,3 
TERM, IS AT LEAST 9.6 DB GREATER THAN 3 • AND MAY BE 
MUCH GREATER, DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER OF SIGNALS 
APPLIED; FOR THE 3 FREQUENCY INPUT GIVEN ABOVE, IT IS 
23.5 DB GREATER. 

Table 8-1 

~ a.3 [A3 cos 3a+B3 cos 3/J+C3cos3~ 
AZ 8( COS (211 +/JI +COS(2 a -/JJ} 

A2C(cos t2a +rl+cost2a-rl) 
3 ~ B2 A(cos < 2/J +al +cos<UI- 111} +-a 
4 3 s2c(cos!2/J+yl +COS(2/J- yl) 

C2A(cos<2r +al +cos<2 r- 11) l 
_C28(COS( 2 y +/JI +COS(2 y- /JI) 

+ ~ 0.3ABC[ COS(Cl+ /J+rl+COS ( a+/J-y) 

+ COS(a- /J+ rl+COS(11-fJ-r1] 

i§ 
ti 

5 
H 

~ 
ti 
H 

~ 
§ 
H 
0 
::<!: 

,. 
w 
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The following presentation, however, may help to clarify the M2 and M3 
concepts, which will be used frequently in subsequent discussion. 

Let the signal be: e = A cos wt (8-6) g 

For the tube characteristic, write: {ignore de term) 

(8-7) 

Then (ignoring de term arising from second order, and fundamental 
term arising from third order): 

(8-8) 

= a1 IA cos wt + 12 a 2 A 2 cos 2wt + 1. ,:i A3 cos 3wt J ( 8-9) l. al 4 al 

The bracketed quantity can be considered an "equivalent" grid voltage -
i.e., that voltage which, applied to a distortionless, tube, would result 
in the observed output current. In Figure 1 this equivalent grid voltage 
is represented as arising from three generators at f, 2f, and 3f cps. As
sociated with each generator is a peak and rms value. 

Peak 
Equiva-
1ent 
Grid 

Voltage 

A 

l a2 2 --A 2 a1 

1. :_i A3 
4. ar ·. 

RMS Equivalent Grid Voltage, 
Expressed in Various Forms 

A 
-r-
-12 

....L :z A2 1 a2 (...L) 
2 1 a2 2 2 =-- = --e ·= m2ef 2..i2' al -12 al ./2 -12 al f 

1 :i 3 1 :i (.!..)3 1 :i 3 : m3ef3 - A = = 2 a er 4-12 al 2 a1 ..i2' 1 

Fundamental, Second, and Third Harmonic 
Grid-to-Cathode Voltages for an Equivalent 

but Otherwise Distortionless Tube 

Figure 8-1 

= er 

= e2f 

= e3f 
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We see, from the last two columns of the figure, that the defi
nition of M2 and IvI3 given in Chapter 6 come about quite logically: 

e 
20 log m2 = 20 log 2f 

e 2 
f 

e~r ?fer m = -..:..=.. , then let M3 = 20 log m3 = 20 log 
3 e 3 e ... 

f l 

(8-10) 

(8-ll} 

where the factors renuired to make M:2 and M3 dimensionless can now be 
added, as in Chapter 6. It is important to remember when the above forms 
are used that the e's~ be in RMS volts. 

At this point we pause to point out two'special cases; 
thinking about them now, while this is still fresh in our minds, will 
help us later. First, suppose the signal is one volt rms of funda
mental. (By definition, this means the signal power at zero level is 

C dbm of fundamental.) In this case the equivalent grid voltages of 
second and third harmonic are m2 and m3 volts rms. The resulting 
powers of harmonic (ignoring contributions from other repeaters in the 
system) are @+M2 J dbm and [ C+M3 J dbm. Next, suppose the signal is 
lowered C db to be one milliwatt at zero level. The second harmonic 
power at zero level will drop 2C db to become [M2-c J dbm; third will 
drop 3C to [M2-2c J dbm. 

System Modulation: Laws of Addition 
Thus far we have considered only the modulation arising in 

a single repeater. Let us now calculate how modulation products add 
from repeater to repeater in a system. In so doing, we must dis
tinguish between the various types of product that can be generated; 
the law of addition is different for different types. Consider a cir
cuit like that in Figure 2. Two repeaters are shown with a section of 
cable between them. The voltages are the "equivalent" modulation 

e 
(A+Bl2 

e 
(A+B-Clz 

Addition Of Modulation Products In 
Successive Repeaters 

Figure 8-2 
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product voltages at output stage grids arising from non-linearity in that 
particular repeater. It is assumed that the phase-frequency characteristic 
from the output of the first repeater to the output o.f the second is linear 
as shovm on Figure 3 a In general this assumption is justified except near 
the edges of the transmitted band. 

;«+~!--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

PHASE 

<J 'Y 

r/> /J 
IN r/> fX. 

DEGREES <Jct+}!r'fl---~ 

(ot+..S-"1) ex. 
FREQUENCY-. 

ca.+p) 

An Assumed Phase - Frequency Characteristic 

Figure 8-3 

To illustrate the laws of addition for modulation products, 
two types will be considered, "a+~" and "a+~-:Y"• These products will 
be generated in the first repeater where they are designated (A+B) 1 
and (A+B-C) 1 and are transmitted to the second repeater.* The second 
repeater will generate similar products, (A+B) 2 and (A+B-C) 2• The 
objective is to compare the phases of (A+B) 1 and (A+B-C)1 with the 
phases of (A+B) 2 and (A+B-C) 2 at the output of the second repeater 
where the products appear together and will add. These phases will 
determine the laws of addition. 

For this analysis we may 
may assume then that at the output 

ignore magnitudes altogether. 
of the first repeater, we have 

We 

the signals cos a 

cos ~ 

c1 = cos y 

and the modulation products 

(A+B) 1 = cos (a+~) 

(A+B-C) 1 = cos (a+~-y) 

*Writing e(A+B) would be more consistent, but it is easier to 
1 

abbreviate this to (A+B) 1 • 

(8-12) 
(8-13) 

(8-14} 

(8-15) 
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These signals and modulation products are transmitted to the 
output of the second repeater in Figure 2 where their phases have been 
shifted due to the transmission characteristic of the section of cable and 
one repeater. They appear at the output of the second repeater as: 

Al-+-2 = cos (a+<!la) 

Bl_..2 = cos (~+<ft~) 

c1_..2 = cos (y+<P)'} 

(A+B)l-+-2 = cos (a+~+<Iia.+~) 

(A+B-C} 1_..2 = cos (a+~-y+«I>a.+~-Y) 

Products (A+B) 2 and (A+B-C) 2 will be generated in the 
repeater by the above A, B, and C signals. These products wi 11 

(A+B) 2 = cos (a.+~+<.:t>a. +~~) 

(A+B-C} 2 = cos (a+~-y+ll>a. +<P~-~y) 

Now, let us examine the phases of (A+B)1_..2 and (A+B) 2 given by 
Eauations (20) and (22}o By reference to Figure 3 we may write 

«I>a+~ = m(a.+~} + b 

<.Pa. = ma + b 

qi~ = m~ + b 

(8-1'7·) 

( 8-18) 

(8-19) 

(8-20) 

(8-21) 

second 
be 

(8-22) 

(8-23} 

(8-24} 

(8-25) 

(8-26) 

where m is the slope of the phase curve and b is its zero frequency 
intercept. 

Substituting these values of <.I> in Equations (20) and (22) we 
have at the output of the second repeater: 

(A+B) 1_..2 = cos [a. + ~ + m(a.+~) + b] 

= cos [a. + ~ + m(a.+~) + 2b] 

(8-27) 

(8-28) 

We see that these two products will be in phase with each 
other only when b = 0 or a multiple of 2n. This is seldom the case 
and, hence, in-phase addition of such products is not to be expected. 
When the phase characteristic is reproducible from section to section, 
the law of addition will be systematic. The vectors representing the 
modulation product voltages generated in the various repeaters will add 
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by a systematic law so that •the total magnitude of the product will 
vary considerably between limits somewhat greater than power addition 
and much lower than power addition. This variation will be observed 
for product magnitude versus frequency for a given number of repeaters* 
~nd versus number of repeaters for a given frequency of a modulation 
product. A possible addition phenomenon for the latter case is illustrated 
in Figure 4. (A plot of product magnitude versus frequency for a given 
numl;>er of repeaters would look very much like Figure 4 also.} Because of 
the averaging effects of large numbers of contributors and deviations from 
the ideal laws described above, and especially because there is no other 
general way of estimating the accumulation of modulation products along the 
line, power addition is usually assumed for "A+B" products. 

PRODUCT 
MAGNITUDE 

IN DB 
ABOVE 
SINGLE 

REPEATER 
VALUE 

-· ----IN-PHASE ,,- .,-
ADDITION~ -" 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

NUMBER OF REPEATERS 

Second Order Modulation 
Product Variation 

Figure 8-4 

~POWER 
ADDITION 

Now, let us examine "A+B-C" products in a similar manner. 
Again, from Figure 3 we may write 

q,a+~-C = m(a+~-)'} + b (8-29) 

~ = rm + b (8-JO) a 

qi~ = mB + b (8-31) 

cj)y = my + b (8-32) 

Substituting these values of phase in equations (21} and (23) we have 

(A+B-C) 1_ 2 = cos [a + ~· - y + m(a + ~ - y) + b] 

(A+B-C) 2 = cos [a + p - y + m(a + p - y) + b] 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(8-33} 

(8-34) 

*Because the linearity of the curve of Figure 3 is only approximate, 
and slight deviations from linearity vs frequency will lead to large 
apparent changes in "b". 
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Here, the phases of the products are identical; in-phase or voltage 
addition is to be expected. It can be shown by these methods that only 
those products for which the coefficients of A, B, C, D ••• add alge
braically to +l will add in phase. Thus, if we can consider products 
higher than third order to be negligible, the only products which add in 
phase are:~< A+B-C (in which 1+1-1 = +l) and 2A-B (in which 2-1 = +l). 
System Modulation Performance 

With the above relationships in mind, we are now ready to 
discuss the modulation behavior of a system composed of "n" identical 
repeaters in tandem, each of which exactly compensates for the loss of 
the preceding cable section at the frequencies of interest. It will be 
convenient to define an index of system modulation "Hx"' where "x" 
is the product under consideration - thus "x" may be 112A", 11A+B-C 11 , 

etc., as follows: 
Hxx The power of the "x" type product, measured at the 
zero transmission level point at the output of a system, 
and formed by the intermodulation of fundamentals each of 
which is zero dbm at the zero level point, is Hx dbm. 

Suppose we apply to the system a sine wave which results in 
a one volt rms signal from output grid to cathode of each repeater.>:<>:< 
This is our fundamental. Then at the output of the first repeater we 
will have, by definition, that power of second harmonic which would 
result from a second harmonic signal of amplitude M2R (in db relative 
to one volt rms) applied from the output grid to cathode of a per
fectly linear but otherwise identical repeater. At the n-th repeater 
the corresponding second harmonic grid-cathode voltage will be higher 
by 1110 log n" db, because of power addition thru the n repeaters. At 
the zero level point, by definition of 11C11 , the power of the second 
harmonic will be 

(M2R + 10 log n + C) dbmo (8-35) 

Since the power of the fundamental signal was such as to 
produce one volt rms at the output grid, the power of the fundamental 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The in-phase addition of these important third order products will not, 
in general, hold for a 4000 mile telephone system, since usually the 
carrier signals will be frogged at intermediate toll offices - i.e., 
brought down to voice and then retransmitted in different carrier fre
quency :Plots in the broad-band spectrum. Frogging at 400-800 mile in
tervals is connnono 

*:>;•Except for the fact that we are now talking about a feedback repeater 
and therefore write MzR instead of Mz, this discussion parallels the 
special cases we discussed in considering the rationale of M2 and M3o 
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at the zero level point is, by definition, 11C 11 dbm. Assuming for con
venience that 11C11 is positive, let us now decrease the applied signal 
by "C" db, so that the fundamental is now zero dbm at the zero level 
point. We thus decrease by "C" db the magnitude of the fundamental at 
each tube in the system. For every db decrease in fundamental amplitude, 
the second harmonic amplitude or power will decrease by two db. The 
new power of second harmonic at the output of the system will therefore 
be 2C db lesa than the original power, or 

(M2R + 10 log n + C - 2C) dbm. (8-36) 

Then, since we now meet the conditions for which Hx is defined, 

H2A = M2R + 10 log n - C dbm (8-37} 

Had we considered an 11A+B" product, recalling that for fundamentals of 
equal magnitudes such a product in a single repeater will be 6 db higher 
than a 2A product, that it varies two db per db variation in both funda
mentals, and adds as power vs number of repeaters, we would have found, 
for the same system, 

HA+B = M2R + 10 log n - C + 6 dbm (8-38) 

Similarly, 
H3A = M3R + 10 log n - 2C dbm (8-39} 

HA+B-C = M3R + 20 log n - 2C + 15.6 dbm (8-40) 

Here we find 112C" instead of 11d11 because third order products vary 
three db if we change each fundamental one db; we find 1120 log n" 
for products that add in phase vs number of repeaters, as against 
1110 log n 11 for products that add as power. 

Output Grid as a "Flat-Level Point 11 

In general, for electron tubes, the coefficients of the 
power series will not be functions of frequency in the band of in
terest. If 11F11 and "KF" are flat over the transmitted band, and 
11C11 is also constant, then ''Hx" will not be a function of frequency. 
Except where otherwise specified, we shall assume in the next few 
chapters that these conditions are met, in order to avoid complicating 
the analysis. The condition that "C" be constant in-band implies that 
for a 1000 cycle zero dbm signal applied at the transmitting toll test 
board, the output grid-cathode voltage at a line repeater will be the 
same regardless of the channel selected. By stretching the definition 
of "Level", we can then speak of the output grid as a "fiat voltage
level point ". 
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Perfonnance-to-Reguirement Relationships 
Assuming that we have determined a requirement for second 

order modulation noise, and that this requirement is expressed in 
terms of permissible second harmonic of a single frequency, we can 
state that for a satisfactory system, 

< 
H2A + A2M = M2S (8-41) 

where A2M and M28 are defined as in Chapter 6. 
Strictly speaking, the corresponding condition for satis

factory third order modulation performance should be stated in terms 
of a 2A - B or A+B-C product, since by virtue of their voltage addi
tion these dominate the third order noise performance. Since this 
would lead to a cumbersome notation, we adopt the fiction that third 
harmonic adds in phase from repeater to repeater - that is, 

and write 

H)A = M3R + 20 log n - 2C dbm 

< 
HjA + A3M = M3S 

(8-42) 

(8-43) 

The conditions of (41) and (43) may be restated in terms of 
repeater and system parameters as 

< M2 - F + 10 log n - C + A2M = M28 (8-44) 
< 

M3 - F + KF + 20 log n ... 2C + AJM = MJS ( 8-45) 
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Chapter 9 

LOAD CAPACITY; GAINS AND LOSSES 

Introduction: Load Capacity 

The difficulties of defining load capacity, overload, ann 
overload reouirements are many. Overload mechanisms are at best 
only partly understood. The statistical properties of various types 
of signals are frequently.complex. Hence, relationships between sig
nal characteristics at overload and the performance characteristics 
of systems at overload have not been established in a completely 
satisfactory manner. 

Our objectives in this chapter will be (1) to present de
scriptions of overload from several points of view and to describe 
circumstances under which each of the points of view is most useful, 
( 2) to shm·.r how performance and. requirements are expressed in terms 
of single frequency signal magnitudes, and (3) to develop a system 
equation which relates required load capacity to available system 
load capacity. A more detailed treatment of telephone signal char
acteristics and their relation to overload phenomena will be given 
in Chapter 12. 

Overload in Feedback Amplifiers 
To illustrate the overload phenomenon in feedback amplifiers, 

let us consider the second harmonic generated when a single frequency 
signal is transmitted. The second harmonic for small signals may be 
computed by 

e e2 
20 log ~f = M2R + 20 log ~ (9-1) 

where ef and e 2f are as defined in Chapter 6 and e = 1 volt. This re
lationship is illustrated on Figure 9-1. The second harmonic increases 
2 db for each db change in fundamental magnitude up to some value s1 , the 
upper boundary of the "small signal region". Between s1 and s2 is a 
transition region in which the amplifier appears to lose feedback. Above 
s2 the curve again follows the 2:1 slope, the magnitude of the harmonic 
being approximately that which would be obtained for a non-feedback ampli
fier employing the same tubes. When there is a very large amount of feed
back, say 60 db, the curve is very steep in the transition region between 
s1 and s2 , i.e.: for a small increase in fundamental signal magnitude, 
there is a very large increase in second harmonics and, in fact, all 

9-1 
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modulation noise. Observation of this phenomenon has led to a "stone wall" 
concept of overload wherein the overload point is defined as a signal level 
below which the amplifier follows a power series law and performs satis
factorily, and above which the amplifier is completely inoperative. 

The transition region can be interpreted as the point where the 
amount of feedback begins to decrease rapidly toward zero. Our previous 
equations indicate that for each db decrease in F we can expect approxi
mately a db increase in modulation superimposed upon the normal 2:1 rise 
associated with increasing input. This explains the steeper slope in the 
transition region. The decrease in feedback is caused by the decrease in 
the through gain, µ, which occurrs for small signals. In terms of our 
power series model of ~odulation, the decrease in µ is caused by the fact 
that the compression term, instead of being negligible, has grown to the 
same order of magnitude as the linear one. 

When there is a more modest amount of feedback, say 40 db 
or less, the departure from power series operation is found to be 
more gradual. The "stone wall 11 concept is hardly applicable when 
this is true. As signal levels are raised, modulation noise increases 
more rapidly than would be predicted by the power series, but there 
is no point at which the amplifier 11cracks 11 and becomes suddenly inop
erative. 

This observation, that the modulation noise increases faster 
than the power series predicts but in a gradual fashion, leads to a 
definition of amplifier overload in terms of a departure of the modu
lation coefficients from constant values. The increasing noise may be 
expressed by increasing values of M2R (or M3R for third.order modulation) 
with increasing signal magnitudes. The overload point is then defined 

as the point at which M2R and MJR depart substantially from constant 
values - say by one to three db. 

SECOND 
HARMONIC 

OUTPUT 
DB 

5 1 5 2 

FUNDAMENTAL INPUT SIGNAL, DB 

Modulation Through Over load 

Figure 9-1 
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A third criterion of amplifier overload is the change in gain 
that may be observed as signal levels are increased. The gain of the 
amplifier has been defined as 11GA 11 db. This is true only below over
load. As signal magnitudes are increased through the overload region 
the gain will be measured as 11GA-L\ 11 db where 11L\ 11 increases as the 
signal magnitudes increase. Some value of signal magnitude corresponding 
to an arbitrarily small value of 11L\ 11 may be defined as the overload point. 

These three definitions or criteria of overload are all re
lated. The "stone wall 11 and 11change in modulation coefficient 11 con
cepts are both related to the apparent loss of feedback and differ only 
in the rapidity with which degradation takes place as signal magnitudes 
are increased. The "change in gain" criterion may be explained by 
increases in the compression terms of the power series representation 
of amplifier modulation. The increases in these terms are accelerated 
as signal magnitudes are raised and feedback is lost. 

Another criterion of overload is that of drawing grid current. 
This criterion is sometimes used because there is some evidence (not 
well documented) that the reliability of tubes is affected by drawing 
grid current. Where reliability is of great importance, as in sub
marine cable systems, this criterion is used, since it appears to re
sult in a somewhat more stringent requirement than results from the 
criteria described above, which are associated with loss of feedback. 

Load Capacity Reouirements 
Just as the modulation performance of a telephone system is 

most conveniently described in terms of its single frequency perform
ance, so is its overload performance described most conveniently in 
terms of single frecuency loading. The details of how the varying 
telephone speech load can be related to a single frequency tone are 
given in a monograph by B. D. Holbrook and J. T. Dixon.>:c Their anal
ysis Will be reviewed in some detail in Chapter 12. 

The way in which we apply Holbrook's and Dixon's results will 
depend on the repeater design. We may be designing a system whose 
amplifiers have very high values of feedback, thus making the "stone 
wall" concept of overload a valid one. Under these circumstances, one 
would be led to select from the load distribution curve a value which 
would be exceeded only some very small per cent of the time, say 0.01%, 
and specify that the system must be capable of transmitting a tone having 
a peak voltage equal to the 0.01% value of the telephone load voltage. 
Such a requirement would necessarily be based on the judgment that the 
system, thus operated, would be commercially satisfactory. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Monograph BllSJ - "Load Rating Theory For Multi-Channel Alnplifiers". 
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However, if the system under study had a value of feedback 
such that the "increase in modulation coefficient" concept were valid, 
less conservative engineering of the overload characteristics would 
probably represent good design practice. 

Other Overload Considerations 
Sometimes a system is designed to carry signals which are 

more easily defined with respect to overload than are speech signals. 
The load capacity requirements in a television transmission system are 
generally more easily defined than in a telephone system. In the course 
of design, care must always be exercised so that some relatively obscure 
design change does not radically change system performance. Predistor
tion of television signals, for example, may make radical changes in 
the transmitted waveform; the peak factor may easily be increased enough 
to exceed the load capacity of the system. 

It is frequently necessary to take into account, when con
sidering overload phenomena, the necessity for transmitting tones which 
may contribute markedly to system load. Pilots and carriers are 
obvious examples. 

System Performance-to-Requirement Re'lationship 
Assume we have determined that to be satisfactory for our 

purposes, the system must be able to deliver at zero level a single 
frequency tone of "Ps" dbm without overloading, and that the amplifiers 
will just carry, without overloading, a sine-wave signal* which is''E " 

db with respect to one volt rms at the output grid. Then we may relEte 
performance to requirements by writing 

> 
E + C - Ap 

p 
where the quantities have the definitions given in Chapter 6. 

Gains and Losses 

(9-2) 

For flexibility, and to achieve optimum signal-to-interference 
and overload performance, the gain of each repeater must be designed to 
equal the loss of the preceding section of cable as closely as practic
able. 

*Here again we observe that the analysis is greatly simplified because 
we assume the output grid-cathode to be a "flat voltage-level point"• 
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Since the loss-frequency characteristic of the transmission 
medium is not flat, the repeater gain-frequency characteristic must be 
shaped to match it if the loss of the section is to be zero db at all 
freouencies. This may be accomplished by shaping the gain-frequency 
characteristic of the amplifier itself, or by building out with equal
izers the loss of the cable section to be flat with frequency or by 
some combination of these techniques. Over-all signal-to-interference 
performance suffers least when such equalizer losses are held to a 
minimum. 

Perfect compensation at each repeater for the loss of the 
cable cannot be achieved, however. Deviations from the ideal must 
be allowed to accumulate through a number of repeaters, to be corrected 
for at terminals or at equalizing repeaters. The optimum spacing of 
equalizing repeaters is an important system design problem, which will 
be discussed in more detail later. 

If' we ignore these imper.f'ections, however, we can say that 
since each repeater section is to be designed as a zero db loss section, 
the total loss of the cable, which we may define here as "Le" db, must 
be equal to the total gain of "n" repeaters or 11nGR" db. The gain of 
the repeater is made up of the insertion gain of the amplifier "GA" 
minus the insertion losses of' whatever passive elements are associated 
with the repeater such as power separation filters, equalizers, etc. 
Let these losses equal "LE 11 db and to simplify the analysis, assume 
that ''LE 11 db is the same at each repeater. Then, we may write 

n(GA - LE) = Le 

or, nGA = Le + nLE. 

(9-3) 

The right side of this equation represents the total loss of the 
system, ''Ls" db. Hence, we may write 

nGA = Ls db (9-4) 

This is the last of the important system equations needed for the 
design and analysis problems considered in the next chapter. 
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For certain feedback repeater, we find the following 

a) The transmission from output grid to load is: 

freq. 
kc 
200 
300 
600 

Q 
db 
10 
12 
16 

b) Feedback is flat vs frequency 
c) For 0 dbm of a JOO kc fundamental delivered to the load we find 

the second harmonic power in the load is -60 dbm. For 0 dbm 
of 200 kc fundamental, third harmonic power is -80 dbm. 

d} The repeater overloads when delivering to the load a power of 
+15 dbm of 600 kc (which is the top transmitted frequency). 

Find M2R, MJR and Ep. 

Solution: 

a) -60 dbm second harmonic load power at 600 kc would correspond 
to an equivalent grid-cathode 600 kc signal at the output tube 
of (-60-Q600 ) = -60 -16 = -76 dbv. 
The fundamental associated with this second harmonic distortion 
is 0 dbm load power, or at the output grid, a signal of (O-Q300 } 
= 0 -12 = -12 dbv. 
A convenient way to find M2R is to increase the output grid fund
amental signal to 0 dbv and inquire what the equivalent second 
harmonic signal at the grid would then be. Increasing the 
fundamental signal 12 db increases the second harmonic in the load 
(or in terms of equivalent grid voltage) by 24 db. 

Hence: M2R = -76 + 24 = -52 db 

b) -80 dbm third harmonic load power at 600 kc corresponds to: 
(-80 - Q600 ) = -80 -16 = -96 dbv equivalent third harmonic 
output grid-cathode signal. 
The 200 kc fundamental associated with this third harmonic dis
tortion is 0 dbm load power, or at the output grid, a signal of 
(0 -Q200 ) = 0 -10 = -10 dbv. 
To find MJR' increase the output grid fundamental signal 10 db 
to 0 dbv. 

9A-l 
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Increasing the fundamental signal 10 db increases the third 
harmonic 30 db. 

Hence: M3R = -96 + 30 = -66 db 

c) At overload: 

Ep = 15 dbm - Q600 db 

= 15 - 16 = -1 dbv 



Chapter 10 

SYSTEM LAYOUT AND ANALYSIS 

The basic relationships developed in the preceding chapters 
may be used (a) in laying out a new system, and (b) in analyzing system 
performance. 

New System Layout 
It has been shown that in specifying the "transmission plan" 

of a new system, the following conditions (10..1) to (l0-5) must be satisfied. 
Respectively, the first four formulae merely say that we must not have 
excessive random (thermal) noise, or excessive second order, or third 
order, modulation, and that the system must be able to carry the maximum 
signal without overloading. The terms on the left specify the performance 
of devices and the way in which imperfections add. The terms on the 
right are not performance, but system requirements to be met. The final 
formula - that the repeater gains must make up for the system losses -
is an obviousity included for use in later manipulation of the formulae. 

NR + GA - Q + 10 log n + c + ~ ~ Ns (10-1) 

< 10 log n - C + A2M = M25 (10-2) 

< KF + 20 log n -2C + A3M - ~s (10-J) 

(10-4J 

nGA = Ls (10-5) 
The conditions expressed by (10-1) to (10-5) with the A's set 

equal to zero, must all be satisfied over the transmission band throughout 
the life of the system. Since F and Ep will.decrease as tubes age, and 
other effects (e.~., misalignment, discussed in the next chapter) will, in 
the course of time, cause system performance to be degraded, the A's must 
be non zero and positive for a new systemo 

The selection of proper values for A's is extremely difficult, 
but analysis and performance optimization on the basis of the above equation 
will not be more accurate than the precision with which the proper A's can 
be determined. The sort of considerations which lead to the choice of 
values for the margins are given in Example 2 at the end of this chapter. 

Discussion of Terms 
In multi-channel telephone systems, the intermodulation products 

formed by many fundamentals gives rise to a noi~e-like type of interference. 
In any given channel this modulation noise adds to the thermal noise on 
a power basis to give the total noise heard by the subscriber. Usually 

10-1 
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it is this effect, rather than the production of single-tone interferences, 
which determines the requirement on permissible system non-linearity -
i.e., which sets the values of M25 and M35• 
Obviously a one db increase in M2, for.example, will increase by one db 
the magnitude of every second order product, assuming that other terms 
remain unchanged.* This would increase by one db the mo.dulation noise 
caused by second order products falling in a particular channel. Similarly 
any other change in the value of one•of the terms of the left-hand side 
of (l.0..2) or "(lQ.;J) is a change in system performance that will affect the 
modulation noise, db for db. 

The conversion factor C bears an inverse relationship to the mag
nitude of the signals transmitted in the· system. When C is large, the 
voltages at the grid are small, and vice versa. Thus, when all other terms 
are known equation (JD..J.) establishes a maximum value of C which can be used 
(that is, a minimum magnitude of signal that can be transmitted) without 
exceeding random noise requirements. On the other hand, when all other 
terms are known, equations (J0-2) and (lo..3) establish a maximum signal mag
nitude (a minimum value of C) that can be used without exceeding modula
tion requirements. Equation (lO-lJ similarly sets a lower limit on the 
value of C - if C is too small, the naximum voltage that can be applied to 
the grid will not result in enough power at the zero level point to satisfy 
the P8 reouirement. 

The behavior of total system noise as a function of C is illus
trated by Figures 10-1 and 10-2 Suppose that in a given system, third 
order modulation noise is negligible. This might be the case if the system 
is a narrow-band one so that not many third-order products fall in the 
channel of interest, or if the third-order modulation coefficient of the 
active devices is extremely small. In such a case, if second-order products 
are not negligible, we would find that the total system .noise was given by 
the addition of thermal and second-order noise. FigurelQ.;1 shows these 
components and their sum as a function of C. For a given repeater design, 
Q is fixed; the only way we can change C is by changing the value of G01 
by adjustments in ~he terminals at each end of the high frequency line. 
Suppose we increase levels on the high frequency line by one db, by de
creasing the loss of a pad in the transmitting terminal. Thermal noise at 
line repeater outputs will not be changed, of course, but we have to put 
in a db of pad at the receiving terminal to get back to zero level (or 
some other reference lev~l) there - so the thermal noise at receiving 
terminal decreases one db. Similarly second order modulation products 
at line repeater output will increase 2 db, but after passing through the 

*M2 , it will be recalled, measures device non-linearity in terms of a 
single-frequency modulation product. 
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added one db of loss in the receiving terminal, appear at zero level only 
one db higher. The noise at zero level is minimum when the components are 
equal; the total is then .3 db greater than either component. 

If, on the other hand, third-order modulation noise is important 
and second-order is negligible, the optimum S/N performance is obtained 
when thermal noise is .3 db above modulation noise, giving a total 1 •. 8 db 
above thermal, as shown by Figure 10-2. 

Before levels and repeater spacings have been set, we cannot 
know the relative importance of thermal and modulation noise sources. 
The relationships discussed above, however, are helpful in making 
initial estimates of the values to be assumed, as discussed belowo:>:= 

Maximum Repeater Spacing and Optimum Levels 
To illustrate one way in which the conditions given by ( 10-1) 

to (10-5} might be used, suppose that we have tentatively selected: 
a) the components of the system - cable, repeater configuration, 

tubes, etc. 
b) the bandwidth and number of channels to be transmitted, and 

hence the total top-frequency cable loss Ls for a system of 
given length. 

*The additions of voltages and powers are among the most common oper
ations that must be carried out in the process of system design. This 
would present no particular problem if it were not for the fact that 
the voltages and powers are usually expressed in some sort of logarith
mic units - dbv, dbm, dba, etc. It is laborious to convert from db to 
volts or milliwatts, add, and reconvert to db. Adequate accuracy may 
usually be ohtained by the use of curves which are given on Figures 
ID-5 and 1~6. 
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Assume also that we have estimated or computed, by methods to be dis
cussed in subsequent chapters: 

c) the repeater performance parameters: NR, M2, M3, F, KF, EP' 
and Q; 

d) the system requirements: N5, M25, M35 and P5• 

Under these circumstances, we can use formulae {l0-1). to (10-5) to deter
mine, for whatever m~rgins we may choose, the maximum repeater spacing 
(minimum value of "n") for which we can satisfy the system requirements, 
and deduce the transmission level (value of C) which must be used. 

We begin by solving (Jo..~ for GA, and substituting this value 
for GA in (10..1) • We then solve (D-1) for C, and substitute this value 
of C in {JD-2), (D-J), and (10_4). Rearranging terms, and writing M2R 
and MJR for (M2-F) and (M3-F+KF), we obtain 

Ls 
20 log n ~ (NS - NR) + (M2S - M2R) - {A2M + ~) + Q (10-6) -+ n 

Ls 
20 log n ~ (NS - NR) + 

M M 
~ -+ ( 3S - 3R) - ( + AN) + Q (10-7) n 2 

Ls 
10 log n ~ (NS - NR) - (PS - Ep) - (AN + AP) + Q (10-8) -+ n 

We can think of these three formulae as representing three 
ceiling-floor limits - the common floor is random noise; the ceiling 
in 0.0-6) is second-order modulation, in (10-7} it is third-order modu
lation, and in (10-$), overload. Usually one of them will be of primary 
importance in determining the maximum repeater spacing that can be used, 
and the optimum signal levels. 

Since in general it will be most difficult to meet require
ments in the top transmitted channel, the repeater spacing is generally 
set by using the top-frequency value of Ls• The performance of the 
system at other frequencies will meet requirements with greater margins. 
Figure 10-3 illustrates the determination of "n", the number of repeaters, 
for a particular case. Here the abscissa is "n", and the ordinate is 
the value of the left-hand sides of (L0-6) , 0.0-7) and U.0-$). The right
hand sides of three formulae are assumed constant versus "n", and 
their values are given as the horizontal lines A, B, and C respectively. 
In each case the intersection of the horizontal line with the appropriate 
curve gives the minimum number of repeaters for which the particular con
dition [e.g., n = 117 for UD-7)] is satisfied. Using a greater number ~£ 
repeaters would then merely give greater margins. 
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In this case, then it is (10-7) which expresses the --condition 
of primary importance in setting repeater spacing. If instead of n = 117 
we used n = 113, we would indeed just meet the second-order modulation 
reauirement, have more margin than we thought necessary on overload, but 
would fail to meet third-order modulation requirements. The largest 
value of "nn found must obviously be taken as governing. The only value 
of "C" which will result in the margin chosen, for the governing ceiling, 
can then be found by substituting this value of "n" in equation {10-1), 
since 00-1} is common to equation s (1.0-6, 7, and 8). Thus the level as 
well as repeater spacing has been determined • 
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Value of N5 

Ambiguity exists as to the value of N8, the system random 
noise requirement, to be used in evaluating the right hand sides of 
formulae 0.0-6) to (10-8). If modulation noise is negligible, the first 
two formulae will turn out to be of no interest, and in evaluating (10-8) 
we would get the· right answer by assigning all the noise allowance to 
thermal noise, and using the corresponding value of N5• A little con
sideration of the process we are engaged in should persuade us that 
finding the minimum value of "n" will be expedited if in evaluating the 
various formulae we proceed as follows: 

1) In (10-6), use a value of N5 which yields 3 db less than the 
total tolerable noise, and use a value of M25 corresponding 
to second order modulation noise equal to thermal noiseo 

2) In(l.0-7), set N5 to correspond to 1.8 db below total tolerable 
noise, and M35 to correspond to a third order modulation noise 
magnitude 4.8 db below the total. 

3) In Cl0-8), allocate all the tolerable noise to thermal sources. 
Me~hods of relating M28 and M38 to the corresponding permitted values of 
modulation noise in dba are discussed in Chapter 12. 

If it tui'ns out that only one of the three formulae is of 
real interest, giving a value of "n" for which the others are satisfied 
with large margins, we will have found the correct value of "n". If, 
on the other hand, two or even all three of them are significant - i.e., 
if both second and third order modulation noise are important, for 
example - then we must use judgment in selecting, with hind sight, a 
more sophisticated allocation of the total noise requirement. 

Necessity for Successive Approximations 
The only difficulty with this approach is that we have blithely 

assumed that we knew a number of quantities that we in fact do not know. 
Usually at the start of a new system design, we know (or can get some
one's educated guesses about) the characteristics of the cables, elec
tron tubes, and other component devices whiqh are available or which 
could be developed if need can be shown. We do not usually know, how
ever, what bandwidth we are to transmit - rather it is up to us to deter
mine what bandwidth we can get for various repeater spacings (or vice 
versa) us~ng available components. Since we do not know the bandwidth, we 
do not know the top-frequency cable loss, or the system modulation or load
carrying capacity requirements, these being functions of bandwidth. 
Similarly, as long as spacing and bandwidth are undetermined we do not 
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know what feedback, transmission from output grid to cable, or noise 
figure we can obtain in the repeaters. Yet we need these quantities 
in order to determine repeater spacing. Finally, the margins we should 
use can hardly be well specified until we have analyzed a transmission 
plan and a repeater design for uncertainties and for sources of deviations 
from ideal performance. 

Under these circumstances, it is necessary to use a trial-and
error approach. Guided by some knowledge of what has been achieved in 
other systems with other components, we arbitrarily choose a cable, 
bandwidth and repeater-spacing.* A preliminary repeater design can then 
be roughed out, and estimates made of repeater performance. Using 
arbitrary values for margins, we can then use equations U.0-6, 7 and 8) 
to find the maximum repeater spacingo This may turn out to be sub

stantially greater or less than the spacing we assumed, calling for a re
vision of' repeater performance estimates. When our computations have 
converged on a solution, we can repeat the process f'or other bandwidths 
with less waste motion. On the basis of economics and other less tan
gible considerations, a choice of the optimum design can then be made. 

The whole process, however, is one of continual re-exam
ination and re-consideration. As the results become known, it may 
become obvious that development of new devices is needed; revisions 
of the original choices of margins may call for a revision of the 
previous spacing and bandwidth decisions. One can hardly over-emphas
ize the statement that system objectives and design, repeater design 
and requirements, and component device design and requirements are all 
inter-dependent. 

Analysis of System Performance 
Compared to the problem of designing unknown parts into a 

system which is to meet unspecified objectives, the analysis of the 
performance of a given system is straight-forward. For this purpose, 
equations similar to 0.0-1) to 0.0-4), but using some new terms defined 
below, can be written: 

NR + GA - Q + 10 log n + C + AN • N$ (10-9) 

M2 - F + 10 log n - C + A~+ 6 = HA+B (10-10) 

~ F + KF + 20 log n - 2C + A.JM+ 15.6 = HA+B-C (10-11) 

Ep + c - A' • p P$ (10-12) 

----------------------------------*Sometimes the cable is already determined. 
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Where: 
AN is the random noise penalty due to misalignment.* 

A2M is the second-order modulation penalty due to misalignment. 

A~is the third-order modulation penalty, due to misalignment, 
evaluated for in-phase addition.* 
AP is the effect of misalignment in bringing the total grid 
swing nearer to the overload point, evaluated for the repeater 
having the highest positive misalignment. Exact computation of 
all these penalties is difficult except in the simplest cases, since 
for a broad-band signal we must take into account the fact that mis
alignment is usually a function of frequency. 
Ps is the power, in dbm at zero level, of the maximum amplitude 
sine wave which can be transmitted without overloading the system. 

Equations similar t.o CJD-10) and QO-ll) can be written for 
A-B and 2A-B products, and would be used for a broad-band analysis of 
system performance. 

It should be noted that here we are determining systems per
formance, without asking what requirements it should meet, so that 
whereas N5 was a requirement, N~ is a performance value, and similarly 
for other terms. 

From the values obtained for Hx' the modulation noise can be 
obtained for various channels and types of products using methods dis
cussed in Chapter 12. These can be combined with random noise (trans
lated into dba} to obtain a curve of signal-to-interference for the 
transmitted channels. Figure 10-4 illustrates the results for a par
ticular system. 

Output Grid as Reference Point 
There are circumstances under which a system designer or 

analyst cannot conveniently work with results expressed in terms of 
noise at zero level. 
mit simultaneously a 
such as television. 

Suppose, for example, that we are going to trans
group of telephone channels and some other signal 
In such a case we need some common reference point. 

*Or aging, or other degradation. The evaluation of misalignment penalties 
is dj scussed in Chapter 11. It might be mentioned that in general, if 
misalignment gives a positive random noise penalty, it will give a 
negative modulation noise penalty - i.e., an advantage, if the required 
equalization is done, as usual, at the far end of the line sectiono 
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"Zero transmission level" will not serve - the magnitudes of the tele
phone and television signals are not fixed relative to each other at any 
common physical point in the plant. Indeed, usually the problem is to 
decide what their relative magnitudes in the repeaters should be, in 
order to get optimum system performance. 

In such a case a convenient reference point is the output grid 
of the last line repeater. We can "translate n telephone message require
ments and performance from zero level to output grid using C as a con
version factor. Cross-modulation effects between the two services, as a 
function of their relative levels at this point, can then be computed 
and compared with requirements. A full treatment of this process, and the 
definitions and terminology involved, is beyond our scope here. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES - CHAPTER 10 

The following conditions hold for a particular transmission 
system: 

Levels on the high-frequency line have been set to optimize the 
ratio of signal to total noise. The total noise at zero level at receiving 
terminal is found to be +32 dba. This is made up of second order modulation 
noise and thermal noise. Third order modulation noise is negligible as a 
contributor to this total. The system is designed to operate well below 
overload. Noise and modulation in theterminals is negligible. 

Now a change is made in repeater design which degrades the noise 
figure of each repeater by 4 db. Everything else in the system and re
peater performance remains unchanged. Assuming that third order noise 
remains negligible, 

Solution: 

a) What change would you make in levels on the high frequency 
line to re-optimize the. s,ignal to total noise? 

b) What does the total noise at zero level then become? 
c) What is the accompanying change in the negligible third 

order noise? 
rl) What is the minimum number of db by which second order non

linearity would have to be improved in order to permit 
achieving (by suitable re-adjustment .of levels) the original 
system signal to total noise performance. 

a) If the total noise was +32 dba after S/N had been optimized, 
then thermal and ·second order noise must ea.ch have been +29 
dba •. The 4 db degradation in noise figure would make these 
contributors, before any change in levels, 

Thermal +33 dba 
Second Order · +29 dba 

To re-optimize, we should readjust levels to make these contrib
utors equal., or 

Thermal +31 dba 
Second Order +31 dba 

which can be done by increasing levels on the line by 2 db. 

b) The total noise at zero level is then +34 dba. 
c) Third order noise at zero level incr~ases 4 db. 

lOA-1 
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d) If levels on the line are raised another 2 db, we can 
make thermal noise at zero level +29 dba as it was 
originally. With no improvement in second order non
linearity, second order noise would then be +33 dba. 
A four db ir::provernent in linearity would restore the 
original S/N performance (+29 dba for each source, +32 dba 
total). This is the minimum number of db improvement 
in linearity which will permit us to get a +32 dba 
total. 

Illustrative Example #2 
In the -cop rrequency channel. 01· a particular 2000 mile submarine 

cable system we find that the only important sources of modulation noise 
are the A+B and A+B-C products caused by the intermodulation of talker 
speech signals. We also find that the modulation noise caused by these 
products is related to Hx, the non-linearity performance of the system by 
the following equations. (For convenience, define Wx as the noise in dba 
at zero level at the receiving terminal caused by x-type intermodulation 
products). 

WA+B = HA+B + 79 dba 

WA+B-C = HA+B-C + 74.4 dba 

The total noise in dba at zero level is to meet a requirement 
of +35 dba. 

Find values of N8 , M28 and M38 to use in equations 10-6, 10-7, 
and 10-8 in the first round of the process of setting optimum signal 
levels and minimum repeater spacing. 
(Hint: From a comparison of the definitions of M28 and M2A, it can be 
seen that if a system just meets second order modulation noise require
ments with no margin, then H2A and M28 are equal by definition}. 

Solution: 
The total noise is to be +35 dba. For equation 10-6 allocate: 

+32 dba to random noise 
+32 dba to second harmonic 

.·.NS= -82 + 32 = -50 dbm 
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And for a system which just meets second order harmonic requirements: 

32 dba = HA+B+79 dba 

HA+B = -47 db 

H2A = -47 -6 = -53 db 

= M2S 

For eauation 10-7, allocate: 

+33.2 dba to random noise 
+J0.2 dba to third harmonic noise 
.·.NS= -82 + 33.2 = -48.8 dbm 

And for a system which just meets third order harmonic requirements: 

30.2 dba = HA+B-C+74.4 

HA+B-C = -44.2 db 

H3A = -44.2 - 15.6 = -59.8 db 

= M3S 

For eauation 10-8 allocate: 

Total noise to Ns 

N = -82 + 35 = -47 dbm. s 
Illustrative Example #J 

In the example above, and in the example appended to Chapter 9 
values were found for 

M2R -52 

MJR -66 

Ep - 1 

NS -50, -48.8, -47 dbm 

M2S -53 

MJS -59.8 

for use in Equations 10-e lb-7 and 10-S. Values were also given for Q and 
other parameters. 

Given also the following: if it is not to overload excessively 
on peaks of the telephone speech load, the system must carry a sine wave 
test signal of +17 dbm at zero level. The noise figure of the repeaters 
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is '.3 db. The cable loss, which is 1.5 db per' mile at 600 kc, can be 
taken as the only important loss in the_ system •. 

The above repeater perfonnance values are assumed not to be 
functions of the insertion gain of the r~peaters. They will, however, 
be affected by tube aging, new tubes are assumed above. Since we want 
the system to meet transmissi.on objectives after the tubes have aged, we 
must put in margins for aging. The following values are tentatively 
selected: 

Questions: 

J db 

12 db ·· 

12 db 

3 db 

1. For a transmission plan which to a first approximation just meets 
these objectives, what is the transmission cLevel in db at the output 
of each repeater? 

2. For this transmission plan, what is the total noise ~n dba at ze~~ 
level at system output when the system is new? (Ignore trivival con
tributors.) 

3. What ~argin against overload is obtained? By how much can each noise 
source be increased (the; others remaining fixed} without making total 
noise greater than +35 dba? · ,, · : 

4. If the transconductance of .each <tube. decreases .3 db because of aging, 
resulting in a 9 db decrease in feedback (assuming a single-loop three
stage repeater} and a 3 db decrease in transmission from output grid to 
load (no change in NF or GA). 
a) what will be the noise in dba at zero level at system output? 
b) what will be the new answers to the questions ol Part 3 above? 

5. If repeaters cost $75,000, apiece, what. is the dollarI value per two way 
system of 
a) improving noise figure by 3 db? 
b) increasing transconductance of output stage by-a/factor of 1.4? 
c) obtaining 3 db more feedback? 
d) improving thil-d.order modulation of the repeaters by 3' db? 
e) . decreasing cable loss"to 1.4 db/mile. 

(Take these improvements one at a 'time, not ~umu~~tively). 
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Solution: 

Evaluating the right-hand sides of formulae 10-6- 30-7 and lD-8, we have 

NS - NR + M2S - M2R - A2M - AN + Q (10-6) 

-50 + 136 -53 + 52 - 12 - 3 + 16 

- 86 

Ns - NR + 1/2 (M3s - M3R) - 1/2 A3M - AN + Q 

-48.8 + 136 + 1/2 (-59.8 + 66) - 6 - 3 + 16 

- 97 .3 ·•2!.o 

('10-7) 

NS - NR - p S + Ep - AN + AP + Q ( 10-8) 

-47 + 136 - 17 -1 -3 -3 + 16 

= 81 

Comparing with the left-hand sides of the formulae, we find the minimum 
number of repeaters to be 
(10-6) Thermal and 2nd Order Noise 
(10-7) Thermal and 3rd Order Noise 
(10-8) Thermal noise and overload 

59-60 rptrs 
47 rptrs 

46-47 rptrs 

Thus the repeater spacing and levels must be set to meet 
thermal and second order modulation noise limits. Using 60 as the 
number of repeaters, we find 

GA = 3ggo db = 50 db 

The value of C can be found from D-1 or 10-2 since we chose to use 
an integral number of repeaters, the results will differ - thus, 

C a NS - NR - GA + Q - 10 log n - AN 

- -50 +136·-50 +16 -17.8 -3 

= 31.2 

c - -M2s + M2R + 10 log n + A2M . 

= +53- ; ..... 52 +17.8 
= 30.s 

.+12 

(10-1) 

(10-2) 
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In solving thelie equations we use the -50 dbm value of Ns, 
since our solution of the previous formulae has told us that we have 
a system in which the total noise requirement should be equally divided 
between thermal and second order modulation noise. 

Specific Qµestions 

1. Level at Repeater Oy.tput 
Using a value of 31 db for C, we find the top-channel level 

at repeater output (recall Q is 16 db) to be -15 db relative to trans• 
mitting switchboard. 

2, Total Noise, before Tube Aging 
To find the noise in dba at zero level for un-aged system: 

Using (7-9) 

PRNT = NR + GA - Q + 10 log n + C dbm 

= -136 +50 -16 +17.8 + 31 

= -53.2 dbm 

~ 28.8 dba for th.ermal noise, 0 TLP 
Using (13-23) 
HA+B = M2R + 10 log n - C + 6 

= -52 + 17.8 - 31 + 6 

= -59.2 

and since 

WA+B = HA+B + 79 db 

WA+B = 19.8 dba of second order modulation 
noise at 0 TLP 

And similarly from (8-25) and the formula relating W and H for 
A+B-C products, 

WA+B-C = -2.4 dba of third order modulation noise 
at 0 TLP 

These number's should not be unexpected. Thermal noise is 
almost 32 dba minus the planned 3 db margin; second order noise should 
come out to +20 dba (32 dba with a 12 db margin) and is 19.8 dba. Third 
order noise is negligible - as we would guess from the fact that we are 
using 60 repeaters instead of 47. 
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The total noise at 0 db TLP is approximately +29.3 dba (sum 
of 28.8 dba and 19.8 dba). 

3. Margins 
The power that the system could cary is 

P = Ep + C 

= - l ~ 31 or 30 dbm at 0 TLP 

This is 13 db more than required, so the AP achieved is 13 dbo 
Approximately, the thermal noise could increase 6 db, or the 

second order modulation noise could increase to 34 dba, which is an 
increase of 14 db, before total noise exceeded +35 dba. Third order 
noise could increase by about 36 db before total noise exceeded +35 dbao 
4. Effects of Tube Aging 

Noise in dba at zero level a.fter aging: thermal noise will 
not change, since GA, NF and G01 are assumed to be unchanged. (Actually 
the noise figure would change, since in general the equivalent tube 
noise resistance will increase as tubes age. The magnitude of this in
crease is not accurately known.) 

By how much will modulation noise change? In answering this 
question, let us consider the effects one by one. First, the 9 db 
decrease in feedback will cause a 9 db increase in every modulation 
product, all else remaining the same. 

What, however, will be the effect of the loss in transconduc
tance in the output stage? The levels at the repeater output will remain 
the same, since insertion gain, to a first approximation, remains un
changed, and we have not specified that any changes are to be made at the 
terminals to change the levels of' the signals delivered to the high fre
cuency line. If we are to obtain the same fundamental power at repeater 
output with three db less transconductance in the output stage, the grid
cathode signal voltages must be three db greater than for new tubes. 

Before we can say what effect this increased grid drive will 
have on modulation, we need information on the actual behaviour of tube 
modulation with age. Based on limited data, it is found that in old 
tubes, the second harmonic to fundamental power ratio in the load becomes 
somewhat better, and the third order ratio becomes somewhat worse, than 
for new tubes, for the same fundamental grid-cathode voltage. The results 
are spotty, and probably depend on the exact aging mechanism involved. If 
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l ~- ; : . • • . ' ; 

one must make some quantitative simple assumption, the one recommended 
is that for the .same grid drive, the harmonic 'to fU.ndamental ratio's in 
the output do not change as tubes lose transconductance with age. 

If we express'this ·irif'ormation in terms of the'power series, 
we would say (somewhat uncertainly) that ·as a1 decreases by 30%, a 2 
and a3 will also decrease by 30%. If, when we suffer a loss of 3 db 
in transconductance' due t'o aging' we increase the drive on the grids 
to get the same .f~damental current as be.fore,* the secqnd order products 

. delivered to the ~·o:ad will i.~creas~ 3 db .. in powe~ compared to their 
original pre-agi.ng value, and the ~hi.rd order products by 6 db. In te:nns 
of the power·series: 
Unaged: Ip

0 
= a1 eg1 +''a~ . e~l 2 '+ a3 eg13 , 

Aged, same 
grid drive: I . ~1 a . . . . a· . . . 

P - eg + ~ eg. 2 + :l eg 3 
1 - ~ 1 ~2 1 ./2 1 

Ag~d, grid .. " ~ :,·~I !. ·"· • ~ 
dri-ve up 3 db!'' Ip2 = ~ 

Since the gain from repeater output to zero level is unchanged, 
.the increas~ .. in power ,o.f products at. r.epeater· output will directly affect 
the power of the products at zero level. 

Summingup the eff'ect of feedback and the change in grid cathode 
voltage, second orP:er modulation noise will increase 12 db, and third 
order 15 db, at zero level. 

The same results can be expressed in terms of .. some of the 
equations we have been using• Thus 

. . a2 . _::i_ 
M2 = 20 log a1~2 and M3 = 20 log 2a1 

1rnd we are told that these are constant, to a first approximation, as 
tubes age. Also, for the new system 

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*which is what the feedback does in keeping the insertion gain and hence 
the repeater output power unchanged. This increase in drive would 

: t:ncrease seconci. orcier noise ~y q db if :Lt .. were not for the f.'~ct :that 
·. ·"" ,'J ''1 and 8:· eharlge'·;Wit'h 'age, aS·We'll a·S al• . . , .. 

'.T '' . ~/'' . } ' 
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= 85 + M2 - F + 10 log n - C 

and for the old system 

WA+B = 85 + M2 - F + 9 + 10 log n - (C-3) 
2 

Whence 

WA+B - WA+B = 12 db 
2 1 

For the various contributors, therefore: 

New, dba Change 1 db 

Thermal 28.8 0 
2nd Order 19.8 12 
3rd Order - 2.4 15 

Total 29.3 

lOA-9 

Aged:i dba 
28.8 
31.8 
12.6 

33.6 

The overload margin will decrease 3 db to become 10 db. 
Third order noise is still negligible. The total margin against the 
noise reouirement is 1.4 db. The thermal component could increase to 
32.2 dba, or by 3,4 db without producing more than 35 dba total (assuming 
sec9nd order noise fixed at 31.8 dba). The second order noise could 
increase to 34,5 dba, or by 2.7 db, without causing more than 35 dba 
total, if thermal remains 28.8 dba, 

5. Relative Value of Improving Parameters 
a) When noise figure improves by 3 db, the right hand side of 

(10-6) goes from 86 db to 89 db. From the curve, the number of re
peaters reouired would go from 60 to 56. For a two-way system at 
$75,000 per repeater, this is worth $600,000. 
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b) The intention here was to ask the value of increasing Q by 
3 db. Thus interpreted, the answer ~.s the same as for part a) above. 

Actually one should also ask what the corresponding changes 
in feedback and in M2 and M3 would be. A three db increase in output 
stage transconductance would at best give about 1.5 db more feedback, 
for the same gain and phase margins. Probably less improvement than 
1.5 db in feedback would really result, since capacitances would also 
increase as higher transconductance was obtained. (Chapter 13 discusses 
the mechansims involved)o M2 and M3 might be expected not to change, 
but this is just a reasonable guess, on the assumption that the higher 
transconductance tube would have correspondingly higher components for 
all terms of the power series, including the d.c. term. 

c) 

d) 

Again the same saving. 
No benefit, since third order noise is negligible already. 

L 
e) Re-evaluating the quantity ns + 20 log n at n = 55 and 

Ls= 2800, we find 55 repeaters would satisfy equation U0-6). This 
saves ten repeaters (two-way) which is $750,000. As a matter of in
terest, this might be compared to the cable cost, which at the factory 
(not including laying expenses) is about $4000 per mile, or $16,000,000 
for the two-way 2000 mile system under discussion. 
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MISALIGNMENT 

In SSB-AM transmission systems such as those we have been con
sidering here, the gain of a repeater is designed to match the loss of 
the cable associated with that repeater. A cable plus repeater is te:nned 
a repeater section. It follows that the gain of such a repeater section 
is designed to be unity (zero db). This design objective can be met only 
approximately. The departures from the ideal are usually small for one 
repeater section. Since it is generally uneconomical, if not impossible, 
to correct the transmission deviations at the end of each repeater section, 
these departures from the ideal are allowed to accumulate until they are 
large enough to be accurately measured. Then, when possible, an "equalizer 
repeater" is inserted. Such a repeater contains additional equipment to 
correct the accumulated transmission deviation. 

When the output of a repeater section differs from the input, 
the section is said to be misaligned. We can represent this condition 
by writing 

(11-1) 

In an ideal system Sx would be 1. However, when misaligliment occurs, 
Sx can be either greater or less than 1. The misalignment per section 
in db is 20 log Sx• Because misalignment is usually expressed in db, a 
repeater section which has a net gain (Sx>l) is referred to as having 
positive misalignment. Correspondingly, repeater sections which have a 
net loss (Sx < 1) are denoted as having a negative misalignment. Sx is 
in general a function of frequency and the subscript, x, indicates the 
frequency at which it applies. 

In many cases the misalignment in each of a string of repeater 
sections will be almost the same and deviations will accumulate syste
matically from section to section. This will be true when the causes of 
misalignment in each section are the same, e.g., cable aging, tube aging, 
or temperature effects. In the following pages, expressions will be de
veloped for the calculation of the effect of such a systematic misalign
ment on the:nnal and modulation noise. When the misalignment in successive 
sections is random, the signal to interference penalties are difficult to 
compute; for such cases, it will often be possible to use the expressions 

11-1 
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for the penalties associated with systematic misalignments to determine 
an upper limit for the penalties to be expected. 
Misalignment Penalties in Uniformly Misaligned Systems 

Figure 1 shows repeater levels for systematically misaligned 
systems and various types of equalization. We shall begin by investi
gating the effect of misalignment on thermal noise, with equalization at 
the receiving end as in Figure la. Then, having become familiar With the 
sort of results which can be expected, the somewhat more complex case of 
modulation noise will be examined. Finally the effect of other types of 
equalization will be discussed. 

The analysis is based on Figure 2o A system of N identical 
repeaters designated 1, 2, ••• n is assumed. Each repeater section 
generates the same random noise voltage as all the others. This voltage, 
referred to the outpnt grid of the repeater, will be designated as EN. 
Primarily because it leads to a neater notation, we will treat the re
ceiving amplifier as the nth repeater and the transmitting amplifier as 
ideal - leaving its noise contribution to be incorporated in the more re
fined noise calculation which will also include the contributions of the 
terminal flat gain amplifiers mentioned in the final section of this 
chaptero 
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In Figure 2a an ideal system with no misalignments is repre
sented. "A" stands for the amplitude of a signal voltage transmitted 
through the system. It has the same magnitude at the output grid of each 
repeater and at a corresponding l~vel point in the receiving terminalo 
At each repeater, a noise voltage EN is generated, each of which also 
appears as EN at the output grids of all succeeding repeaters and at the 
reference point in the receiving terminal. When they are all added up 
on a power basis, the total noise power at the reference point in the 
receiving terminal has been found. 

Noise power in an Ideal System= 10 log n EN2 (11-2) 

In Figure 2b a misaligned system is represented. Before com
paring the noise in this system to that in the ideal system, it is 
necessary to bring the noise to the same transmission level, i.e., to a 
point where the signals in the two systems have the same magnitude. This 
can be brought about by inserting an equalizer or regulator at the re
ceiving end, which, at each frequency, just compensates for the overall 
transmission deviation produced by the cumulative effect of all the system 
misalignments. Such an equalizer is not only necessary for our theoretical 
calculations but is required in the physical system. That portion of the 
plant which is to receive the signals from the system under consideration 
has been designed to accept them at a particular level. If they do not 
arrive at this level because of misalignments, they should be adjusted 
before sending them on their way. In other words, our system should have 
the correct Via Net Loss; hence the requirement for an equalizer (which 
will include an amplifier when 6 < 1) with a shape corresponding to 5-n. 

In the misaligned system, each repeater still generates a 
thermal noise voltage EN• but each of these voltages is now subject to 
a different amount of gain (or loss) on its way to the receiving terminal, 
depending on the repeater in which it is generated. In general, the 
noise voltage generated at the x'th repeater arrives at the receiving 
amplifier, n, with magnitude EN6N(n-x) since it will have gone through 
n-x repeater sections. A~er passing through the equalizer, it arrives 
at the reference point in the receiving terminal with a magnitude 
EN8N-x = EN(~N)x • When we add up on a power basis all of the noise 
generated in the repeaters after it has arrived at the receiving terminal, 
the result is 
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Noise Power in Misaligned System 

2 n 2 2 x2-x2(n+l) 
= 10 log ~ n~l X n = 10 log EN l-X2 (11-3) 

where X • tu . Misalignment penalty is defined as the difference (in db) 
between theNnoise in the misaligned as compared to the ideal system. It 
should be emphasized that before comparing these two noise magnitudes we 
have brought the signals back to their correct levels. The misalignment 
penalty is a true measure of S/N degradation. Subtracting Equation 2 
from Equation 3 we get 

( 2 2(n+l) ) 
Misalignment Penalty = 10 log (~ X -X 2 ) 

1-X 
(11-4) 

Note that the penalty will be positive when X > 1 (corresponding to 
negative misalignment) which means that the thermal noise is greater in 
the misaligned case. When X < 1, a negative penalty results, i.eo, 
thermal noise at the output of the positively misaligned system (equalized 
at the receiving end) is less than in the corresponding ideal system. The 
significance of this will be examined later. 

Figure 3 illustrates the effect bf misalignment on modulation 
noise. We examine what happens when the three tones 

EA = A cos 2n f At 

EB = B cos 2n fat 

Ee = c cos 2n r0t 

are fed into the systerno All of the repeaters are assumed to have 
identical M2R and M3R. Figure 3a shows the ideal system without mis
aligned sections. Under these conditions, each repeater will generate 
products whose magnitudes are equal to the magnitudes of the products 
generated by all the other repeaterso For example, each repeater generates 
an A+B-C product equal in magnitude to 

The modulation product, P, generated at the output grid of each repeater 
appears at the receiving terminal as well as at the output grids of all 
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intermediary repeaters, and always at the same value as that at which it 
was generated. Adding up these products (on a voltage or r.m.so basis, 
depending on the type of product}, there results 

Ideal Voltage Addition Product Power a 20 log n P 

Ideal Power Addition Product power a 10 log n P2 

(11-4) 

(11-5) 

In the misaligned system, Figure 3b, the misalignments of each 
section at fundamental and product frequencies are designated as 8A• SB, 
80 and 8po Again an equalizer of shape 5-n is inserted at the receiving 
end to bring the signals back to their proper levels. As in the case of 
thermal noise, the modulation product generated at repeater X is subject 
to a gain (or loss) of 8pn-x before reaching the equalizer inputo Un
like the thermal noise, the modulation product generated at one repeater 
in a misaligned system differs from that generated at another since it 
is a function of the magnitude of the incoming signal. For instance in 
the case of the A+B-C product generated at the xth repeater, the product 
magnitude will be PS~ 8~ 8~ where P is the value for the product 
magnitude in the unmisaligned system. After traversing the n-x repeater 
sections between its point of f,eneration and the receiving amplifier, 
this product appears as P8~ 8~ o~ opn-xo It finally arrives a~ ~hg x 
reference point in the receiving terminal with a magnitude P ~ Ag~ ci o 

Letting X = 8A~~oc and adding up the contributions of each repeater on a 
voltage or power basis, depending on the nature of the product, we get: 

x-xn+l 
Misaligned Voltage Addition Product Power = 20 log P 1-X 

2 x2-x2(n+l) 
Misaligned Power Addition Product Power = 10 log P 2 

1-X 

(11-6) 

(11-7) 

Signal-to-interference penalties are obtained as in the case for thermal 
noise, by subtracting the corresponding ideal system interferences from 
these values. 

Misalignment PenaltyVOLTAGE 
ADDITION 

Misalignment PenaltyPOWER 
ADDITION 

= 

= 

(1 x-xn+l) 
20 log (n i-x > 

1 x2-x2(n+l) 
10 log ii 2 

1-X 

(11-8) 

(11-9) 
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Comparison of Equations 11-9 and 11-4 will show that these two expres
sions are identical in form. The only difference between the penalty 
for power addition modulation penalty and thermal noise penalty is in 
the definition of the X's. Thus, positive misalignment, which gave an 
advantage in the case of thermal noise, gives a penalty in the modulation 
case. This last statement is strictly true only for the normalized mis
alignments which are the reciprocals of the X's given for various types of 
products in Table 1. 

Product Type 

2A 

3A 

A+B 

A-B 

2A+B 

2A-B 

A-2B 

A+B-C 

A+B+C 

A-B-C 

Random Noise 

TABLE 11-1 

x 
oi/op 

oi/op 

oAoB/op. 

SABB/op 

o~oB/op 

o~oB/op 

s Aoii/op 

OAOBoc/op 

oAoBoc/op 

oAoBoc/op 

l/op 

In the derivations up to this point, the equalizer in the 
misaligned systems has been located at the receiving end. This is 
arbitrary. The only requirement that must be met is that the over-all 
transmission from terminal to terminal remain unchanged when we go from 
the ideai to the misaligned system. This condition can equally well be 
met if the equalizer is located in the transmitting terminal. More 
generally yet - we can use two equalizers, one at each terminal, whose 
combined effect corresponds to the total correction necessary to compen
sate tor the effect of misalignment. Thi£ last case can be represented 
by a transmitting equalizer of characteristic oa and a receiving equalizer 
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of characteristic s-a-n. This case reduces to the previously solved case 
when a = o. When a = -n, it corresponds to a system where all equalization 
is inserted at the transmitting end. By a line of reasoning which should 
be all too familiar by now, the misalignment penalty for the general case 
of two equalizers can be obtained. This is done in Figure 4 for modu
lation noise. As before, the expression for thermal noise is identical 
to that for power addition modulation products with X = -t: . The results 

N obtainable from Figure 4 are: 

Misalignment PenaltyVOLTAGE = 20 
xa x-xn+l 

log n 1-x (11-10) 
ADDITION 

Misalignment Penalt YpoWER 10 
x2a x2-x2(n+l) 

= log n 2 
ADDITION 1-X 

(11-11) 

Type of Misalignment Equalization to be Used 
Whether the equalizer is to be placed at the receiving or the 

transmitting end, or whether equalization at both ends is best, depends 
on the type of system and the nature of the misalignment.* In the dis
cussion of this problem Figure 1 will be useful. The diagrams in that 
figure represent the levels of the output grids of the repeaters making 
up the system. In order to simplify our thinking we will assume that 
misalignment is constant with frequency. In cases where misalignment is 
a function of frequency, our considerations will still be valid, but must 
be applied at each frequency of interest. 

From our previous work, we know that raising repeater levels on 
a system reduces the thermal noise at zero level at the receiving terminal, 
but increases modulation noise at that point. Examining Figure la it is 
evident that an increase in repeater levels occurs as a result of positive 
misalignment which is equalized at the receiving terminal. This would be 
expected to produce an increase in modulation noise and a decrease in 
thermal noise. If numbers are substituted into Equations 8 and 9, this 
is indeed found to be the case. Negative misalignment (coupled with 
receiving terminal equalization) on the other hand, will reduce levels 
with a resulting increase in thermal nois~ and decrease in modulation 
noise. Figure lb shows that the situation is reversed for the case of 
transmitting terminal equalization. In this situation negative misalign
ment produces higher level repeaters whereas positive misalignment lowers ! 

the repeater levels with the usual effects on thermal and modulation noise. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Difficulties in administration of a particular equalizing scheme must, 

of course, be weighed against advantages to be gained. 
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In Chapter 10 we found that the minimum repeater level was set 
on the basis of maximum permitted thermal noise at zero levelo Maximum 
repeater levels were determined by modulation noise requirements .Q£ 

overload rer1uirements, depending on which condition 1·ms more stringent. 
If the ceiling on repeater levels is set by the maximum signal permitted 
on the output grid, the system is said to be overload limited. 

Just how inflexible this ceiling is, depends on what phenomenon 
occurs when a repeater is overloaded. If we have a repeater with only a 
moderate amount of feedback, somewhat higher than ideal levels on a few 
of the repeaters may be permissible. On the other hand, if overload is 
defined by "crackingrr in a repeater with a large amount of feedback 
(where the "stonewall" concept applies), or by reliability considerations, 
tl:e ceiling will be relatively inflexible. In the extreme case,>:' it is 
not per,:;i tted to have anx_ repeater at a higher than ideal level. If it 
is assumed that the original ideal system was designed to have all the 
repeaters operating at such a maximum level, care must be taken that no 
repeater in the misaligned system exceeds this levelo In the light of 
this conclusion, examination of Figure la and b indicates that for an 
overload 1L;1ited system, positive misalignment must be equalized at the 
transmitting end whereas negative misalignment must be equalized at the 
receiving terminal. 

If modulation noise is controlling, the procedure of Chapter 10 
provides for setting repeater levels of an ideal system so as to minimize 
the total noise composed of thermal and modulation noise. When misalign
ment occurs in such an optimized system, it shifts repeater levels which 
will produce either an increase in thermal noise and a decrease in modu
lation noise or vice versa. Since the system was originally set for an 
optimum value, such a shift can be expected to produce an increase in the 
total noise on the system. We would expect this increase to be minimum 
if the repeater levels of the misaligned system were held as near as 
possible to the ideal level. Figure le shows that this can be done if 
half the equalization is introduced in the transmitting end and the re
maining half in the receiving terminal. This corresponds to two equalizers, 
each of 1orhich has the characteristic 5-n/2• If a = -n/2 is substituted 
into enuations 10 or 11 it is seen that considerable reductions in penalty 
is possible (see Figure 5). It must of course be ascertained that the 
highest level repeater in a system such as depicted in le is not so much 
higher than the ideal, that it is subject to overload. Subject to this 
caution, modulation limited systems should be equalized at both endso 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
,:,,Jne practical example where this extreme case applies is the present 

submLlrine cable system. 
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Approximate Expressions for Misalignment Penalties 
The discussion of the effect of misalignment on system per

formance has been completed. However, the expressions for misalignment 
penalty so far derived are somewhat unwieldy. It is possible to derive 
considerably neater expressions which are still sufficiently accurate, 
especially in light of the fact that in no real situation will the as
sumptions, on which the previous deviations are based, be exactly 
satisfied. These approximate expressions will also make it possible to 
present the results of Equations 8 through 11 in a very compact fashion. 

The simplification of the previous equations follows the same 
pattern for all the cases considered. The case for the thermal noise 
penalty for a negative misaligned system and receiving terminal equali
zation will be worked out as an example. The expression for this penalty 
is given by Equation 9 as 

Penalty = 10 log 

Let 8 =an= total system misalignment, i.e., the over-all 
change in amplitude that a signal would experience in the absence of 
equalizers. M = 10 log n2 is this total misalignment in db. Remembering 
that X = % in the case of thermal noise we can rewrite the above equation 
as 

2 
1 6- ii (l,-6-2) 

Penalty = 10 log ii 1_6 _2/n 

-2 
Expanding.6'ii in a Power series around 1 = 0 the result is 

n ' 
-~ 

6 n = ••• 

1 ( M ) 1 1 ( -M ) 2 = 1 + ii 4:34 + 2 [ii 4:34 ] + ... 

Now in almost all cases l4:~4nl << 1. Therefore, this result can be 
substituted in the expression for misalignment penalty and all but the 
first remaining terms in the numerator and denominator discarded. This 
gives 
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Rewriting the result in terms of M, the expression becomes 

-1 I M ) l-log16 \-m 
Penalty = 10 log ~~~M,.._~~- + 6.4 db 

We have made a big gain since the above expression is now inde-

11-13 

pendent of the number of repeaters and is a function of the total 
misalignment (in db) only. If we had carried out the above steps for a 
positively misaligned system with an equalizer at the transmitting end 
(as would be required for an overload limited system), the result would 
have been 

Penalty = 10 log 
1 -1 M l 

oglO IO' -
M + 6.4 

which gives the same penalty as the previous expression for negative mis
alignment when the M's are numerically equal (but opposite in sign}. This 
is not surprising since there almost is a one-to-one correspondence in the 
repeater levels found in the two cases (repeater n-1 is at the same level 
as repeater 1 in the negative misalignment case, repeater n-2 is at the 
same level as 2, and so on). We can therefore rewrite the above results 
in one equation covering both cases. For positive misalignment and trans
mitting equalizer, or for negative misalignment and receiving equalizer, 
the following equation gives the thermal noise penalty: 

Penalty = 10 log10 

This result can also be used to calculate the modulation noise penalty 
for products that add on a power basis if IMI is interpreted as the total 
normalized misalignment 

8 8 8 2n I 10 log ( A B c) 
SP • 

By calculations analogous to the one just carrier out, similar 
simplified expressions can be obtained for all the other cases of interest. 
These are summarized below and plotted on Figure 5o If misalignment is 
less than 1 db per section, the expressions will be in error by less than 
about 0.5 db. This condi~ion is just a quantitative statement of the 
condition given on the facing page which must be satisfied for the 
approximation to hold. 
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I. Positive Misalignment and Transmitting Equalizer, or Negative 
Misalignment and Receiving Equalizer 
A. Thermal noise, or power addition modulation products 

-1 IM I loglO I"O' - 1 
Penalty = 10 log10 + 6.4 (11-12) 

IMI 

B. Voltage addition modulation products 

Penalty 
_, IM I log10 20 - i 

= 20 loglO IMI 

II. Identical Equalizers at Both Ends 

+ 18.8 

A. Thermal noise, or power addition modulation products 

B. Voltage addition modulation products 

S/N Penalties due to Egualizer Loss 

(11-13) 

(11-14) 

(11-15} 

Up to this point, we have ignored the signal-to-noise penalties 
introduced by the equalizers themselves. Actually these penalties are an 
important part of the total system penalties associated with misalignment. 

In a subsequent chapter, it will be seen that to fulfill their 
basic functions, equalizers must be complex networks with a considerable 
adjustment range. Being passive, they will have rather large flat losses 
when set at the middle of their adjustment range.* The full complement 
of equalizers in a system may comprise as much as 10% of the total loss 
of the high frequency line at the top transmitted frequency, and a much 
greater percentage at lower frequencies. Flat gain amplifiers are commonly 
associated with each e~ualizer (or combination of equalizers at a 
particular office) to compensate for these losses. 

>!•Many so-called "active equalizers tt have been proposed in which the multi
shape equalizers act as interstages or beta networks in amplifierso 
Most, if not all, of these designs have had to be abandoned because of 
inherently poor signal-to-noise performanceo 
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The flat-gain amplifiers will be modulation and random noise 
contributors. In a system having a large amount of slope over the trans
mitted band, and where a large amount of equalizer range is nfrnded (hence 
a large amount of flat loss), the input of the flat-gain amplifiers at 
equalizing points may represent the lowest level point in the system at 
low freouencies. In consequence the noise contribution of the flat-gain 
amplifiers may dominate the system random noise at low frequencies. The 
permitted magnitude of this contribution will determine the maximum 
permissible loss of an individual equalizer - and hence its maximum ad
justment range. While the modulation contribution of the flat-gain 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
>:< This figure cannot be used for positive misalignment coupled with 

receiving equalization or for negative misalignment coupled with 
transmitting equalizations. For these cases similar figures can be 
obtained by an analogous method, but these cases are not often of 
interest. 
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amplifiers must also be allowed for, it is in general not a critical 
parameter - if these amplifiers are similar, modulation-wise, to the line 
amplifiers they will merely increase "n ", the number of repeaters in our 
ideal system computations, since signal levels at the output grid will 
be very nearly the same as the line amplifier signal levels are in the 
"ideal" systemo 

With proper system design, the line amplifiers of a cable system 
usually dominate its signal-to-interference performance at the higher 
transmitted frequencies. Early signal-to-noise analyses are therefore 
usually carried out without regard to the effects of equalization gear. 
However, equalizer noise penalties must be included in more refined 
final analyses. 



Chapter·12 

OVERLOAD AND MODULATION REQUIREMENTS 

In this chapter we shall discuss the nature of the telephone 
speech l.oad applied to multi-channel systems and the derivation of the 
requirements for load carrying capacity and modulation. The.material is 
presented in some detail,. not only because of its fundamental importance 
in Bell System work, but also because it illustrates the type of know
ledge, about a signal and its sensitivity to interferences, which is 
necessary if we are to design a system to efficiently carry any particu
lar service. 

Ideally, we should have at our command all the field data that 
we require, measured in the terms which will make it most usable for our 
purposes. Actually, however, gathering data on the telephone speech load 
and subscriber reactions is a long and expensive process, and we are 
forced to use what data are available. This involves extrapolation, con
version from one type of measurement-unit to another, and other sources 
of uncertainty. Again, this is likely to be true for other signals, too. 
Volume 

In any discussion of load carrying capacity, our first question 
must be: what is the magnitude of the signals applied to the system? 
More specifically, if we are considering overload, our question takes the 
form "Given a system equipped to carry N channels, what will be the 

't 

voltage-time functions at some chosen point in the system during the busy 
hour"? k convenient point to choose would be an imaginary zero level 
point where the broadband spectrum formed by the AM terminals can be ob
served. From information about voltages at this point we can convert to 
voltages at output grids of line repeaters.* 

When Holbrook and Dixon set out to answer this question, the 
best data available on the telephone speech load was in terms of indi
vidual channel volumes. This is still true. Volume, like noise, is 
measured in the Bell System using standard meters in a carefully pre
scribed fashion. Readings are given in "volume units", usually ab
breviated to "vu"• These bear a "db" relationship to each other - which 
is to say that if we obtain a reading of zero vu for a given talker at a 
zero level point' the same . talker measured at a -10. db level point'' would 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Although the question of-required load carrying capacity is discussed 

in terms of multi-channel AM systems, the results are applicable to the 
problem of peak frequency deviations in FM systems, as we shall see. 

12-1 
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give a reading on the volume indicator of -10 vu. Readings are taken by 

watching the meter during speech and roughly averaging the highest readings, 
ignoring the rare exceptionally high peaks. The time constants of the 
volume indicator are designed to integrate the instantaneous speech power 
over roughly syllabic intervals. Volume is thus not a direct measure of 
power or peak voltage. It can, however, be related to these quantities by 
the results of other tests, so that if we have a large body of data on 
telephone talkers in terms of volume, we can make use of this data to 
estimate overload probabilities by finding the necessary conversion factors. 
Because of the "db" character of the vu scale, we can readily correct our 
system requirements as new volume data become available. (It should be 
recognized that the telephone speech load is a function of geography,* 
time, and other factors - for example, as better instruments and circuits 
become more common, fewer people assume that they must shout to be heard, 
especially on a long distance call; volumes increase about 1 db for each 
1000 mile increase in air line distance between stations, etc.) 

Vo 

VOLUME IN VU. 

Talker - Volume Distribution 

Figure 12-1 

A typical distribution curve of the volumes of a large population 
of talkers, measured at a zero level point is shown in Figure 12-1 which is 
drawn with a mean, V0 , equal to -12.5 vu and a a=5. Values o:f -10 vu corre
spond to data obtained quite some time ago. More recent tests indicate 
that V has decreased to -15 vu and that a=5.3. Estimates of the volumes 

0 
which will exist in the future differ widely - some indicating a continued 
decrease .in average volume while others predict an increase. In order to be 
prepared for the most critical condition, most systems are being designed 
today on the basis of the compromise -12.5 figure. Should the average 
volume remain lower, the system can be administered in such a way as to 

-- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Recent tests show that acoustic volumes at the telephone transmitter do 

not vary from city to city. Volum~s measured at zero level do vary 
because of local differences in loops, battery supplies, and line noise. 
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trade the extra load carrying capacity for better noise performance. 
Since noise requirements are almost certain to tighten up in the future, 
being conservative about volumes will avoid a situation where it might be 
necessary to decrease noise and increase load carrying capacity - a feat 
that would be difficult without radically reducing the number of channels 
the system can carryo 

In later computations we shall have occasion to use the concept 
of the "average power talker" - that talker whose long-term average power, 
multiplied by the number of talkers present, gives us the total long-term 
average power in a multi-channel telephone load. It should be noted that 
the power of the average power talker is not the power of a talker whose 
volume is V , the average of the talker-volume distribution. This dis-c 
tribution is normal in db, or the logarithm of power, rather than power 
itself. It is necessary to convert from the average of the db distri
bution to the average of the corresponding power distribution. 
W. R. Bennett has shown that for such a uni verse the volume rrv 11 corop 
responding to the average power talker is: 

V = V0 + .115 cr 2 (12-1) op 

The power corresponding to a zero vu talker is -1.4 dbm, hence if V0 i.s 
-12.5 vu and cr is 5.0 db, the volume of an "average power talkerrr is -9.6vu 
at the zero level point, and the corresponding power is -11 dbm at zero 
levelo 
Load Carrying Capacity Requirements 

When we set up a requirement on a system, it is desirable that we 
express our results in terms of easily measured quantities. For load 
carrying capacity, it is convenient to define a sine wave test tone which 
the system must be able to carry without overloading - in previous 
chapters, the power of this test tone in dbm at zero level has been 
referred to as rrp 11 s • If we define this power correctly, then a system 
which just carries this test signal without overloading will just carry 
the complex telephone load satisfactorily. 

Notice the choice of the word "satisfactorily". We did not say 
that the complex telephone load would never overload the system. Instead 
we take a small calculated risk, as one usually should in seeking a good 
engineering solution to any problem. Good commercial service and very 
rare bursts of distortion or noise caused by overload are not incompatible. 
The ouestion is: how rare? 

The answer to this question can be sought in the following terms. 
Consider the rms voltage readings which might be obtained if we monitored 
the broad-band one-way telephone multiplex signal at some point in a 
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f'our-wire system ~ suppose we do this monitoring vdth a moderately fast 
thermocouple. We would find, during the busy hour, that this rms voltage 
would vary around some average valueo 

Two probability distributions contribute to this variation.· One 
of them arises from the fact that the number of channels which are active 
is a question of probability. A channel is rracti ve rr whenever continuous 
speech is being introduced into it,, The probability of finding a given 
one-way channel active at any moment during the busy hour is about 1/4.* 
The qther fellow is talking 50% of the time, some time is spent setting 
up the connections, and there are pauses in speech (the intersyllabic 
pauses are considered part of speech itself, but there are other much 
longer pauses). The average number, Na, of active channels. ?uring the 
busiest hours will be about 1/4 the total number "Nt1• In computing the 
largest values of rms voltage to be expected, however, it is important 
that we remember that the number of channels that are active at a given 
instant in an N-channel system may be anything from zero to N. The number 
of active channels may approach N an appreciable fraction of the time in, 
say, a 12 channel system, whereas the chance of finding all channels active 
in an 1800 channel system is very small. · 

The other distribution which causes the rms voltage to vary in 
average value from minute to minute is our luck in drawing our sample of' 
talker volumes. Any infinitely large sample would give the distribution 
shown by Figure 12-1, but any finite sample may be skewed - it may be 
weighted with more than its share of lqud talkers,. or less than its share. 
Like the changes in the number of talkers, this effect is more important . 
(produces more variation in total load) in a 12 channel system than in a 
1800 channel system. 

It would be unreasonable to design an 1800 channel system so 
that it could carry 1800 zero vu talkers all talking at once; it would 
also be unreasonable to design a 24 channel system so that it overloaded 
whenever it had more than six talkers on it - and normal ones at thato 
The engineering compromise that has been adopted is to design each system 
so that 99% of the time it will not be overloaded. In other words, we 
take the probability of channels being active and the probability of 
getting skewed volume distributions, manipulate these probability 
functions>:'*to find the load that wi.11 be exceeded only 1% of the time, and 

--- - --.0: - - --·· _,: ... ; _::·:-;....:··_-/ _.,;;, ·- ~ - - - -- -.- -, - ~ .. :_- .-- --- -- - _,-- - ~---~- - - - -

:>".< More efficient use of channels (for example by use of TASI or other 
channel sharing schemes, or more efficient switching) would change 
this value,. 

:.<>'.< How one does this manipulation is outside the scope of our discussion; 
let us merely assume it can be doneo . '.l'l1e .reader who wants to know how 
it was done is referred to Monograph Bll83. 
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design to carry that load.· In the remainder of this discussion, this will 
be called the "maximum load" value. It follows that if we precisely meet 
this objective (usually we; add a little' margin for error, for aging er
fects, etc.) then the system will be overloaded during 36 seconds of each 
busy hour. We would expect this J6 seconds of overload to be divided 
into a number of periods of a few seconds each. Subscribers will, we be.;. 
lieve, prefer this amount of degradation to an increase in telephone bills. 

We are not yet ready to specify the sine wave test signal which 
the system must carry, however. We have discussed how to define the rms 
voltage of the "maximum load" (caused by telephone talkers) that we must 
carry, but there are two more points to consider: the ratio of instan
taneous t.'o rms ~oitag~ in the: telephoniif inultiplex case, and the defini ti-on . 
of what 'constitutes overload when we have such a complex signal. 

. . .. 

In consicfering these two questions we again find ourselves in-
volved in probability manipulations, but now we are concerned with instan
taneous· iJ:o;t.tage variations rather than the relatively slow variations in .. · 
load caused by changes in the number of talkers and their volumes. To 

,I• • -

avoid confusion while we are disbussing the fast variations, let us freeze 
the relatively siow rms voltage a't>:fts' "maximum load" 'value. 

Consider .. r:i.rst the ··instantan~~u~ voltage .. distribution of the 
carrie;r frequency sign~l~ This 'sighB.i'' is:' the Sum 'or thej message sid~bands 
o~ all. channels that are carrying speech in one direction. (A single side
band ~PP;~e~se.<f-carrier system is .assumed here.)· The:. ~el'atiC>nship between 
the, inst~ntap.e9:us voltage an<;i ,the rins voltage for stich a s'igna.l t as a 
probabili.ty. distribution, is difficult to obtain analytically. However, 
for systems. of more than a few C:hann~ls·, experiment's show that the volt
age distribution of the carrier-frequency signal is essentially the same 
as the voltage distribution, of a signal which is the sum of the voice-

, .. · .... : (,,,,;... ~'{ ,!:. ,, . . :1J!.:,/ ~ l\ _ _.:-: .. 1 l,\···.; ' . .' '. '~ '. ·, .··: ·'· i . ~ .·. -, . · ... 

freauency signals. This distribution of the suin o:f 'voice-fre-quemcy ·, · ·. 
~ignals was obtained experimentally by combining the recorded' speeches of 
constant-volume talkers •. For.sma,11 numbers of talk~rs the distribution 
is highly peaked; i.e., volt,age peaks that ar'e' much la:rge'r than the RMS 
voltage occur frequently. Howeve~, for large, numbers -.of :talkers (e.g. , 
greater than 64) the insta~~~n~.ous ~olt,~ge di:it~ibutfo~ approaches a 
normal c~rve. 

For suc}l a curve, we can readily compute the percentage of the' 
time that .the in~tanta~~9~s'voltagewill,exceeci'the rm~ voitage .by a' given 
amount. Th:t~ g~t~ ~s int~···~.·diff1culty~ however(thi,seasiiy'manipulated, 
"norma:). "-curye .never .stops - :i.t tells us, falsely·, that thEire:is ~ sfnairhut 
finite chance of .having extrem~iy large instant~heous voltages. 

. . ·. Pa;tl; for this re~s~~, ~arlly beriau~e there re~ily are quite 
large but very rare voltage excursions, we are forced to think about what 
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we mean by overload. We find that we must define overload differently for 
complex signals than we do for a sine wave signal. 

Suppose we have detennined the sine wave signal voltage that will 
just "overload" an amplifier. To be specific, let us say it is that in
stantaneous signal voltage which will just cause grid current to flow. 
Any increase in drive will then, we find, produce very definite and 
noticeable distortion. (As anyone who has tried to measure overload knows, 
it is not always easy to pin-point the value of the signal voltage that 
produces overload, but let us pass over that difficultyo) At this point 
we call the reader's attention to a fact which he knows but might over
look. In an amplifier which is being overloaded by a sine wave, the 
percentage of the time that the instantaneous signal voltage is above the 
"critical 11 or "overload" value is actually very smallo We describe the 
amplifier as "overloadedn, however - not as "overloaded 5%, or 1%, of the 
time 11 o In the sine wave case, then, the definition of the overload point 
is that the sine-wave peaks just reach some critical value of voltage. 

Now consider the case of a complex signal, such as a multi
talker speech load. Such a signal has the characteristic that the in-
stantaneous voltage w""ill, very rarely, reach very high peaks: Must we 
adjust levels so that these peaks never exceed the "overload voltage" - that 
is,the critical voltage for the sine wave case? As we might expect, the 
answer is "No". Very satisfactory transmission is obtained even i.f. the 
peaks exceed the critical value, provided they don't do it too often or too 
long. I'lll fact, there is no reasonable value of voltage that will not be 
exceeded once in a great while. We are forced to frame our definition of 
overload in different terms. We no longer speak of an overload voltage 
that is never reached, or to which our peaks are tangent. We speak in
stead of what percentage of the time we exceed some critical voltage. The 
voltage we found to be the critical one in the sine wave case is a con
venient reference voltage to use. 

To be quantitative, let us define E as the integrated percentage 
of the time that the peaks exceed the critical voltage. The value of e in 
a given case is a function of the long-term average rms signal, the cor
responding instantaneous voltage distribution, and the critical voltage 
value. If the critical voltage is frequently exceeded (e large) the amp
lifier will produce intolerable bursts of distortion (sometimes referred 
to as "cracking"). If, on the other hand, the signal is small so that the 
critical voltage is seldom or almost never exceeded, the amplifier will 
produce little distortion. What value of E should we permit when we de
sign a system? Dixon and Holbrook, from tests on a number of amplifiers, 
concluded that transmission through a repeater would be satisfactory (but 
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just on the verge of being unsatisfactory) if the rapidly varying in
stantaneous voltage of the signal exceeds the critical voltage of the re
repeater 0.1% of the tirre. For larger values of £, the distortion in

creased rapidly. 
Using the preceding definitions of the critical voltage and e:, 

then, we can define the overload point in the complex signal case by saying 
that overload (ioe., unsatisfactory transmission) occurs when e: > 0.1%. If 
e: is, say, 5%, the system or repeater is overloaded - not overloadE·d 5~~ of 
the time, but overloaded, just as we speak of an amplifier being 11over
loadedn by a sine wave even though the instantaneous voltage is excessive 
over only a small percentage of each cycleo If, on the other hand, 
e: = 0.01%, we do not say that the amplifier is overloaded .01% of the 
time - we say it is not overloaded at all, since the t ransrnission is 
seemingly perfect. 

The value of the sine wave test tone "Ps" that the system should 
carry must be set taking all the foregoing factors into account. We might 
think of it as being arrived at as follows: Compute the average power of 
the load - this can be defined as the power corresponding to the average 
number of talkers (25% of the number of channels) when the talkers are 
all average power talkers (having volumes equal to V0 + 0115 ~2 )0 Add an 
allowance for the fact that the power varies during the busy hour because 
the number of talkers and the skewness of their volume distribution 
varies. This allowance will depend on the number of channels involved. 
This gets us to the 1% point on the distribution of power vs time during 
the busy hour, which we have defined as our "maximum load" value. Add 
another allowance for the peak factor of the signal, taking into account 
our e: definition of overload. The final value of Ps (a sine wave) has 
a peak voltage (3 db above rms) which is the value that the peaks of the 
telephone load voltage will equal or exceed 0.1% of the time that we 
have maximum load, if we let e: = 0.1%. In system design, a more con
servative limit of about 0.01% is assumed for e:. The peak voltage cor
responding to Psis then that voltage which, during maximum load periods, 
is equalled or exceeded 0.01% of the time by the peaks of the telephone 
load voltage. 

R. N. Hunter has put this information into the form of a graph, 
shown in Figure 12-2. The abscissa is the total number of channels in 
the system, and the ordinate is a difference factor, ~c' which is the 
amount in db by which the required load capacity, Ps, must exceed the 
average busy-hour speech load. ~c is sometimes referred to as the 

"multichannel load factor". Curves are given for three values of the 
standard deviation of the talker volume distributiono In obtaining this 
set of curves, three assumptions were made: a}, the probability that a 
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channel is carrying speech in a given direction= Oo25; b), e = Oo01%; 

and :er, th~ system must carcy thg -~orst 1% boidhi.fuition of ·'talker volumes 
. and numbe~ of ~ctive ~ha~el~ •.. tet us now see how to ~ke use of ~Figure 

-:.1 . :.; . ~· 

12-2. 

10 20 50 100 200 500 IOOO 2000. 

'N.• NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN SVS'l'EM .: 

G~aph for Determi~ation of Load Capacity 
' . '• ~ "! .: • ' " ' " 

:," ' 

. . F;irst, we ffil?.St compute the _average _bu~y-h,our spe~ch ,.loa,.,d.i th:f s 
is t,he "product of the av~rc{g"e number >ot .active channels during the! busy 

• ' . ' , .! •• : ' • • . • .. , •.' ···,· ,'..' • 

. hour, Na' an~ the rpw.~!' of tpe average power talker, i o e o , the ppw,er 
corr:esponding to the_ volume1 Vop• · -~ence, using· (12-1), and _recallin~ that 
the power corresponding to a z.ero vu talker is -1.4 dbm, the_ average busy 
hour speech load iss 

~-. ' .. 

Avg. Pwr. = (v' ·. + •115tr2 + lCf log N .... -' 1~4) dbm 
o · a . 

(12-2) 

·. P is then obtained by ~~l:uating Equation 12-2 and adding 'tcr 
this result \he value of 6. ·· rectd if.om' Figure i'2-2. · · · 

As an e)Cample, s~ppo~e WfJ ·.have' a ·36-;'cha'.Mel submarine· / cable 
syste~ ~th th~ talker volumes dl~tributed a~'cbrdf~g to Figure 12~1. 
What is P8 ? From Figure 12-11 

•• 1' v 0 = -12o:5 ,.vu 

rJ = 5 db· .. 

Also~- ro·~ a.· 36-channel ·sf stem, · · 

.·- ,, ... ,>.' 

Na A110.25N "'.' 9 

Substituting into Equation · ,12-2 givie.s 

·.:·· 
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Avg. busy-hrft) = 
speech load ) 

-12o5 + .115(5) 2 + 10 log 9 -1.4 
-lo5 dbm 

12-9 

For a 36 channel system, Figure 12-2 shows the value of ~c to be 18 dbo 
Therefore, the system must handle a -l.5+18=16o5 dbm sine wave at zero 
level without overloading. 

Before we leave the topic of overload and start discussing 
modulation requirements, two more points might be mentioned. First, it 
should be noted that we have made the tacit assumption that each talker 
contributes equally to the probability of overload, no matter where his 
speech energy falls in the carrier frequency spectrum. If t.he telephone 
multiplex spectrum is not transmitted "flat", but is instead "pre-dis
torted" to get an improvement in signal-to-noise performance, the problem 
of specifying a test signal becomes more difficult. This refinement is 
discussed in Chapter 15. 

The second point to be mentioned is the use of the rrp " value s 
in FM system design and analysiso If we want to transmit 36 channels over 
an FM system whose peak frequency deviation is to be one megacycle, the 
above example tells us that we should design so that +16o5 dbm of test 
signal at zero level will produce a one megacycle deviation of the carrier. 
This line of thought is made use·of in Chapters.20et seqo 

Modulation·Reguirements 
In earlier chapters, it has been stated that active channels 

will cross-modulate with each other to produce A+B, A-B, 2A-B, A+B-C, 
and other unwanted inter-modulation products, and t.hat· these will fall 

.. 
into various channels of the system, constituting int,erference in those 
channels. This interference may be evaluated in terms of its annoying 
effect, in dba, and added on a power-addition basis to the ~andom noise 
to determine whether or not the channel meets noise objectives •. 

The number of possible intermodulation prod.uct.s in a given 
channel will be a function of the frequency allocation. of tne system. 
The magnitude of any particular intermodulation.product will be a function 
of. the non-linearity of the system, "Hx" (defined itr Ch~pter .8). Our 
problem is to specify what values of' H2A and HA+B..:.c ·(for example) will 
result in our· meeting noise objectives for a given fre.quency allocation -
or, in terms.of' previous discussions, to specify M2s and M3s•* To do so, 
we must be able to calculate the "modulation noise".. The following pages 
describe a method developed by w. R. Bennett for making this calculation. 

:; - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*In special cases modulation requirement's may :.'be set' 'by consideratiorifi 
other than noise - e.g. intelligible crosstalk. 
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The method for calculating the noise (which is based on results 
obtained in systems transmitting relatively small numbers of channels) 
seeks answer to these questions: 

a) How annoying is one x-type talker-modulation product arising from 
talkers of known constant-volume in systems of known non-linearity? 
Here "x" is the type of product (e.g. A+B, 2A-B, etc.). Somewhat 
surprisingly, this is answered by first finding how annoying the 
product is compared to an unwanted talker applied directly to the 
channel we are listening in, and then using a noise meter to find 
how annoying the unwanted talker is. 

b) How many such products will fall in the channel of interest? 
This question faces the fact that not all of the channels are 
carrying active speech at the same time. The number sought is 
"Nx"' the probable number of x-type products that will fall into 
the channel of interest during the busy hour. 

c) How annoying are "Nx" products, compared to one? 
d} What is the effect of the fact that talker volumes are not all 

the same, but distributed as in Figure 12-1? 
e) What is the total modulation noise, then, for a system of given 

linearity? Or, what must the linearity be in order to limit the 
modulation noise to some given value, i.e., what are M28 and M35• 

The answers to a, b, c, and d will be different for each type 
of product (A+B, 2A-B, etc.) and must be found for each before the last 
ouestion can be answered. 

Single Talker-Product Noise: Hx' Lx, Sx, Ta 

Suppose that a single x-type product formed by the intermodulation 
of talkers falls into one channel of a multi-channel system. (Such products 
will in fact spread over two or three channels - the A+B product, formed 
by two talkers each occupying a band four kc wide, would be a band eight 
kc wide. We will confine our attention to the channel in which most of 
the product energy falls.) 

In order to get a measure of the system linearity, we replace 
the talkers by single frequency tones, and measure Hx as defined in Chapter 
8. For this and following measurements, we transmit from a zero level 
point at system input and receive at a zero level point at the output. 

We next load the disturbing channels with zero vu talkers, and 
listen to the x.-type product in the disturbed channel. We then silence 
these talkers, apply a zero vu talker directly to the "disturbed" channel, 
and find the number of db by which we must suppress him in order to make 
him no more annoying than the x-type talker product was. Call this number 

of db "Lx "• 
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If we made the same tests on another system of different line
arity, we would find that "H " and "L " would vary together, their sum x x 
remaining a constant whose value depends only on the type product under 

consideration. Define this sum as "sx "• Thus 

s = L + H • x x x (12-3} 

Essentially, then, sx is an empirical measure of the annoying effect of 
the x-type product formed by zero vu talkerso Bennett calls it the "Speech-
Tone Modulation Factor". 

By noise meter measurements, we can determine the "annoying 
effect 11 of a zero vu talker applied to the channel in which we are listen
ing. We find that if we attenuate him by Ta db, he is just about as 
annoying as zero dba of any other type of noise, or causes just about as 
much transmission impairment. Numerically, we find Ta is approximately 
82. In other words, as a "noise", a zero vu talker is equivalent to +82 
dba. Therefore, we can determine Wx , which is the "noise", in dba, in 
the disturbed channel, caused by a s~ngle x-type modulation product formed 
by zero vu talkers. 

(12-4) 

Multi-product Noise: 10 log Nx - Px 

In general, there will be more than one x-type product falling 
in any given channel of a multi-channel system. Let the probable number 
of x-type products falling in the channel of interest during the busy 
hour be Nx. (The evaluation of Nx will be discussed later). At first 
glance it might seem that we should add to "Wx " a term "+10 log Nx" 
to find the noise in dba for the multi-product 0 condition, since annoying 
effects expressed in dba are generally additive on a power basis. Actually 
it turns out that this is pessimistic - the annoying effect of a single 
product, measured by sx, is in part due to its peak factor, and the peak 
energies of various fundamental talkers will not coincide in time. An 
experimentally determined correction term "Px" is therefore needed. Having 
found this correction term by subjective tests, we can then write for the 
noise in dba in the disturbed channel caused by "Nx" products of x-type 
formed by many zero vu talkers applied to a system of linearity Hx: 

Wx 'N = Ta - sx + Hx + 10 log Nx - Px {12-5} 
0 
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Values of sx, Px 

Experimental values of sx and Px for the various products of 
interest are given in the following table. 

Table 12-1 

x ~ ~ 
2A 3.0 
A-B 13.3 3.0 
A+B 601 3.0 
3A 1.4 
2A-B - 2.2 3.0 

A+B-C + 0.9 3.0 

Very little experimental work has been done to determine Px' 
and the values given are subject to considerable uncertainty. Further 
discussion of this point will be found in a later section of this chapter, 
where an alternative method of computing modulation noise is discussed. 

Real Talker Product Distributions 
.,., • • I~ - ...,\ "' . .. ... .!!iqua1aon \.L;.::-:lJ gives r.ne moau.iation noise caused by 1'reference 

products". (A reference product is a product formed by zero vu talkers.) 
As we have seen, the telephone load does not consist of zero vu talkers; 
real talkers form a normal distribution (see Figure 12-1) having a median 

"V " of -12.5 vu and a standard deviation "O'" of about 5 db. The followo 
ing steps compute the modulation noise from suc·h a distribution, relative 
to the noise from zero vu talkers. 

The x-type products arising from fundamentals which are nor
mally distributed in db will also b.e normal distributions in db. (We 
could, therefore, draw a distribution curve similar to Figure 12-1,, but. 
with a different average and standard deviation, for the modulation pro
ducts of a given type that will fall into a given channel.) The average 
value of the product distribution will be related to the average value of 
the fundamentals by the usual power-series law. The standard deviation of 
the product magnitudes will be a function of the standard deviations of 
the fundamentals, th.e number of fundamentals which form each product, and 

ne ·number of times they "enter". 
The statistics of the product distribution are based on the fact 

that the product is formed by multiplying the fundamentals (adding db's). 
The 2A-B product, for example, is a third order product. If V0 is -12.5 
vu, the average value of the distribution of 2A-B products will be 3V0 , 

or -37.5 db, with respect to the reference product, i.e., a product of 
the same type formed by zero vu talkers. If we define "flx" as "the order 
of the product", then we can generalize by saying that the average of tlie 
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distribution of products from real talkers will be ~x·V0 db above the 
reference product. It will be recalled that the familiar fonnula for the 
standard deviation of a distribution formed by adding a number of normal 
distributions is: 

/ 2 2 2 
CJS = CJl + CJ2 + CJJ • •• 

We can therefore write for the standard deviation of the distribution of 
products formed by real talkers the expression: 

CJS =a~ 

where a is the standard deviation of the talker volumes and 

Ax= m12 + m22 + 000 for a product of the type m1 A~ m2 B + 000 (12-6) 

For example, Ax is 5 for 2A-B products, so that the standard deviation of 
the 2A-B product distribution will be 11.2 db if a is 5 db. 

The relations between average and standard deviation for the 
modulation products and the corresponding quantities V0 and a for the 
fundamental are shown in Tablel2-2. 

Modulation 
Product 

Table 12-2 

Average Product in db 
Ref erred to Product 

from 0-vu Talkers (~xV0 ) 

2A •••••••••.••••••••• 2v0 

A~ B •••••••••••••••• 2v0 

3A ••••••••••••.•.•••• 3vo 

!2A ! B •••••••••••••• JV0 

A+ B + C •••••••••••• JV 
- - 0 

Average Power Product 

Standard Deviation 
in db ( crv'~ ) 

We cannot multiply the average value of the distributions of 
Table 12- 2 by Nx in finding total noise, since like volume these dis
tributions are normal in db rather than power. Recalling Equation 12-2 
we find that for the distributions of Tablel2-2 the average power product 
will be given by 
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Vavg. pwr. = flx Vo+ .115 crs2 = 1lx Vo+ .115 }..x cr2 

in db relative to a product formed by zero vu talkers. Adding this 
correction term to the formula of Equation 12-5 will give us the modu
lation noise caused by real talkers. We thus obtain* 

Wx = Ta - sx + Hx + 10 log Nx - Px + ~x V0 + .115 }..x cr 2 (l2-$) 

where Wx is the noise in dba in the channel of interest, caused by Nx 
products of x-type, arising from talkers normally distributed in db around 
a median value V0 with a standard deviation of cr. (It might be repeated 
that the talkers are applied at the zero level point at the input, and 
noise measured at a zero level point at the output, of the system). 

For a given frequency allocation and talker population, Equation 
12-Sreduces to W = H + (constant). For a given transmission plan, this x x 
eouation can be used to evaluate modulation noise from computed or meas-
ured values of Hx. Alternatively, it can be used to derive system non
linearity requirements by finding the limiting value of non-linearity (e.g., 
M28 ) for which the system will just satisfy a given modulation noise re
quirement with zero margin - under which condition H2A = M2s, for example. 

Probable Number of Products: Nx 

To evaluate the noise arising from modulation products, the 
number of talker products that will probably fall in the channel of 
interest during the busiest hours must be determined. If the probability 
that a channel is carrying speech is T, and the total possible number of 
x-type products that can fall into the channel of interest is Px, then 
the probable number of products is 

Nx = PX • T'llx (12-9} 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Bennett's final equation is in slightly different form. Recalling that 
the volume "V " corresponding to the average power talker is op 

2 v = v + .115 (J op o 
he solves this for V and substitutes this value in Equation 12-8. The 

0 
last two terms then become 

fix Vo + .115 }..x a2 = fix Vop + .115 (}..x - fix) a2 

These reduce to ~x V0 p for A ! B and A ! B + C products, since for these, 

}..:x: = fix• 
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where µx is the number of fundamentals needed to form an x-type product 

(e.g., µ2A-B = 2 and µA+B-C = 3.) 

Thus if P2A-B for the k-th channel is found to be 160, and the 
value of T is 0.25, then the probability that any given possible product 
is present is (0.25) 2, and the probable number of products N2A-B is 10. 

The Product Count 
Bennett provides formulae from which we can compute the total 

number of x-type products which can possibly fall in the channel of interest. 
These formulae assume that we have the frequency allocation indicated on 
Figure 12-3. Carrier slots are located at intervals of p cycles from zero 
frequency. The system transmits N channels with carrier frequencies from 
n1p to n~ inclusive. Channels are identified by the carrier with which 
they are associated; the channel of interest is identified by the k'th 
carrier (from zero frequency) or M carriers from the lower band edge, 
such that 

k = M-l+n1 

The "-1" occurs because the first transmitted channel is identified by 
the carrier, M=l, k=n1• The terminology is generalized so that the k'th 
carrier may lie outside the transmitted band. Since we are finding· the 
total possible number of products that can fall in the channel of interest, 
it is assumed that every channel in the system (except the channel of 
interest) is transmitting energy. 

While the exact equations are straightforward to understand and 
use, they are rather long, and repetitive computations become laborious. 
Variations in bandwidth, and therefore number of channels transmitted, 
are commonplace during the preliminary design stage of a new system. 
Counting products in these circumstances can be a time consuming effort. 

A useful set of approximations to Bennett's formulas is given 
by the graphs on Figure 12-4• The accuracy of these graphs is very poor 
for narrow band systems. Errors of 50 to 100% may be expected for a 10-
channel system. The accuracy improves rapidly with bandwidth and for a 
100-channel system is somewhat better than ~5%. For a 1000-channel 
system, the error is negligible .• 

The noise quantities used for the abcissa of these graphs call 
for comment. When the abcissa is M/N, the number of products that fall 
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Frequency Allocation for Product Count 

Figure 12-3 

in any channel is independent of the position in the frequency spectrum 
occupied by an N-channel system. In the case of other products - for 
example A+B, where the abcissa is ~, particular frequency allocations 
will minimize the number of products. Suppose that for any value of N 
we make n1 equal to 1/2 n2• In this case no A+B products will fall in
band. But as long as N -is unchanged, there is no such escape from 2A-B 
or A+B-C products, where the abcissa is M/N. 

Alternative Method of Computing Wx 

For computing noise in very wide-band systems where the probable 
number of products may b.e in the hundreds or thousands, it does not seem 
reasonable to start from an uncertain determination of the single product 
value of sx, and correct it by an even more uncertain value of Px• It 
seems more straightforward to assume that by the time the probable number 
of superimposed products exceeds twenty or thirty, they become indis
tinguishable from random noise, except for a frequency weighting which 
can be computed. This would appear to be particularly valid if we expect 
to have the masking effect of an equal or greater magnitude of truly 
random noise power in the disturbed channel. 
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Figure 12-4 
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We then have two bases for computing modulation noise: 
a) the method involving experimental determination of sx and Px' 

which has been discussed in the preceding sections, 
b) the random noise basis, which involves computing power and 

frequency weighting of the products as if they were shaped 
random noise contributors. This computation is described below. 
From the preceding material, the power of the modulation products 

in the k'th channel, at the zero level point, will be (recall that the 
average power of a zero vu talker is -1.4 dbm): 

Power in dbm = ~ (V -1.4) + .115 Ax G2 
x 0 

(12-10) 

To express this in dba, we recall that 0 dbm of white noise 
corresponds to +82 dba. But the power we are dealing with is not flat 
vs frequency in the disturbed channel. Assume that its frequency weight
ing is such as to make it less annoying than white noise by Cw db. 
Then the modulation noise in dba is 

2 Wx = ~xvo + .115 Ax G -l.4~x + 10 log Nx 

+ H + 82 - C (12-11) x w 

Modulation noise computed on this basis can, when the number 
of products is large, be compared with the results of computations 
based on equation Cl2-8l. If we assume that the other experimental deter
minations are fairly firm, and that most of the uncertainties lie in the 

values of sx and Px' we can consider the "noise power" method as a ·com
putational check of the experimental determination of these two quantities. 
Comparing (12-8) and (12-ll) , we find, since Ta = 82, that in db, 

s + p = l.4n + Cw x x 'X 

In Table 12-3 values of sx + Px thus obtained are compared with 
those of Table l2-l. It might be expected that the noise power method 
would yield optimistic results, since the syllabic peaked character of 
the products is ignor~d. Instead we find the noise power method predicts 
that A-B products will be 11.J db, and A+B products 4.1 db, more annoying 
than the experimental determination of sx and Px would predict. It is 
believed that this is probably because Cw is small (about one db) when 
modern instruments and noise weightings are used, whereas with old 
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instruments and weightings more of the product energy fell into insentive 
portions of ~he spectrum. It would seem that the values computed by the 
noise power method, rather than the old experimental values should be 
used. 

Table 12-3 

sx + Px s + p x x 
....!.... Noise Power AssumEtion from Table 12-1 

A-B 5.0 16.3 
A+B 5.0 9.1 
2A-B 5.5 o.8 
A+B-C 7.0 3.9 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE - CHAPTER ~2 

1. A 2000 mile telephone system is to be equipped to carry 200 channels, 
each occupying a 4 kc band. The lowest transmitted frequency is to be 
200 kc, the highest 1 me. The system is to meet the total noise re
quirement discussed in Chapter 2. The total noise requirement is to 
be divided between terminals and high-frequency line, allocating half 
the noise to terminals and half to line. 

Find Ps, M28 and M38• For values of sx and Px' use Table 12-3 values 
based on the "noise power assumption". 

Solution: 

1. Computation of Modulation and Load Carrying Capacity Reguirements 
From Chapter 2 the total noise allocation for a 4000 mile 

system is 3$ dba at a zero level point. For this problem this is 
to be divided equally between terminals and the high frequency line·. 
(A more usual division would be about one quarter of the noise to be 
contributed by terminals, three quarters by the high frequency line). 

Total: +3$ dba 
Terminals: 35 dba 
4000 mile line: 35 dba 

If 4000 mile requirements are to be met, 2000 miles of line 
can contribute only one-half the line noise, or +32 dba. (In the gen
eral case, where a transmission facility is to be used as part of the 
Bell System plant, the noise contributed by each facility should be in 
proportion to its length as part of a 4000 mile circuit, if the plant 
is to meet over-all 4000 mile requirements. Special arguments might be 
made for relaxing requirements on systems designed for short end-link 
use. The system we are considering is obviously not an end-link but a 
long toll facility, since it is specified to carry 200 channels for 
2000 miles). 

It should be anticipated that either second or third order 
modulation will be controlling as discussed in Chapter 10. Hence the 
division of the 32 dba line requirement will be shared by random noise 
and modulation noise in proportions depending on which type of modulation 
is dominant .. 

12A-l 
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If second order modulation noise turns out to be dominant, 
thermal noise should be 32-3 or 29 dba, whence NS would be -53 dbm, and 
second order modulation noise would be set equal to thermal, whence 

WA+B = 32-3 = 29 dba 

and for third order modulation dominant 

Ns = -82+(32 - 1.8) dbm =-51.8 dbm 

WA+B-C • 32 - 4.8 • 27.2 dba 

In order to determine M28 and M3s consider the A+B-C products 
and the A+B products in the top frequency channel where the noise will 
be highest because the cable loss and hence thermal noise are greatest. 

Modulation noise may be greater in lower frequency channels because of 
changes in product type and probable number of products vs carrier 
frequency. Consider Figurel0-4, which shows noise sources vs frequency 
in a system of similar frequency allocation, and Figure 12-4 We can 
see that at worst the variation of modulation noise vs frequency will make 
some lower channel just as noisy as the top channel. Certainly levels 
on the line cannot be properly set using values of .thermal and modulation 
noise in lower frequency channels. Within our assumptions (flat "voltage 
levels" on the grid of the output stage, and flat feedback) the top 
channel is the one to use for laying out a transmission plan. Other 
channels can be checked later. In the top channel, furthermore, it can 
be quickly deduced that the important products will be A+B and A+B-C. 
Third order products that do not add in phase will be small at the end 
of a long repeatered system, compared to in phase addition types. 
2A-B will be well below A+B-C products in both number and magnitudeo (In 
narrower band systems, this may not be true). 

· The first step is to use Figure U-4 to find number of products. 
In this example, assuming upper sidebands are transmitted, n1 = 50 at 
200 kc, n2 at 996 kc = 249. The channel of interest is k = 249 , whence 

M = 200. Therefore M/N = 1 and we read P/N2 = .25 for A+B-C. 
Therefore: P • (.25) (200) 2 • 10,000 
From Equation 12-9 

... ltx = 10000 • ~ 64 = 156 

since 
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In Figure 12-4 for A+B in top channel 

M-nl _ 200 - 50 = 12gg = •75 ,-- - 200 

from curve, P/N = .37 

and since 

we find, 

p = (.37) (200) - 74 

µA+B = 2, ~Px = (.25) 2 

NA+B = ~ = 4.6 

12A-3 

Next use Equation 12-t(footnote form) to find relation between modulation 
noise and Hx. 

Wx = Hx + Ta - sx + 10 log Nx - Px + ~x V0 p 

where 

Ta 
-(s +p ) x x 

~x 

vop 
10 log Nx 

Whence 

A+B-C A+B 
82 82 

- 5.7 - 3.8 

3 2 

- 9.6 - 9.6 
21.9 6.6 

= H3A + 85 (using the fiction 
that third harmonic 
adds in-phase) 

WA+B = HA+B + 65.6 

= H2A + 71.6 

page 12-ll 
Table 12-3 

Table 12-2 

page 12-3 
above 

Since M28 is the value of H2A for which second order modulation 
noise is the maximum permitted, 

M2S = 29 - 71.6 =-42.6 

Similarly, M38 = 27.2 - 85.0 =-57.8 
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To find P8 , first find average power from equationl2-2(page 
12-5). Avg. Pwr. = V0 + .115 a 2 + 10 log Na - 1.4 dbm at zero level. 
where 

V0 = -12.5 vu 

a = 5 db 
Na = ~N = .25 (200) = 50 

Avg. Pwr. = -12.5 + (.115) (5) 2 + 10 log 50 - 1.4 
= -12.5 + 2.88 + 17 - 1.4 
= +6 dbm 

Next use Figure 12-2 (page 12-6) to find the multi-channel load factor 
~c· For ~ = 5 db, N = 200 channels, we read 6c = 13.5 db. 
Then P = Avg. Power + 13.5 s 

= +6 + 13.5 = +19.5 dbm 



Chapter 13 

FEEDBACK REPEATER DESIGN 

Introduction 
This chapter will consider the design of linear AM repeaters, 

not in the detail appropriate to a circuit design course, but as a part 
of our more general problem of multi-repeater system design. Perhaps the 
most outstanding difference between the two approaches is that in design
ing a repeater for use in a transmission system we do not know in advance 
either the objectives to be met or the components available to us. In
stead the objectives themselves are to be developed as a part of an over
all pattern of system, repeater and component objectives. In the framing 
of these objectives, preliminary repeater designs will play an important 
role. 

Furthermore, the importance of the repeater design in the 
system plan leads us to put unusual emphasis on achieving the optimum 
performance from the repeater. This in turn will often make it profit
able to develop new vacuum tubes and other components for a specific 
system application. One of the functions of the repeater designer, 
then, is to assess the benefits and penalties of various suggested com
ponent designs as they affect repeater performance. The system designer, 
in turn, will assess the merits of various repeater designs, in terms of 
their effect on band-width, repeater spacing, and signal-to-noise per
formance. Again it must be emphasized that system objectives and design, 
repeater design, and component design are inter-dependent problems. 

General Design Procedure 
The system designer will need values for the following quan

tities, usually as functions of frequency, for repeater designs which 
satisfy the fundamental requirement of compensating the cable loss for 
the frequency band and repeater spacing which have been tentatively 
selected. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

el 

Thermal or random noise contribution of each repeater. 
Second and third order modulation performance of repeater 
(in the case of feedback amplifiers, this may be broken down 
into tube performance and amount of feedback). 
Load carrying capacity. 
Estimated manufacturing deviations. 
Estimated aging and temperature effects. 

In particular cases, other information may be required, such as delay 
distortion, power frequency modulation, regulation accuracy, etc. 

13-1 
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In the beginning the repeater designer must rough out ten
tative designs, carrying them far enough so that good numerical per
formance estimates of the most important of the above quantities can 
be derived for system design use. In order to do this, he will have to 
make many assumptions, but must avoid becoming wedded to any of them. 
Such tentative assumptions must rather be subject to continuing re
examination in the light of continued system and component re-eval
uations. 

Eventually, however, the choices become sufficiently clear
cut to permit starting the second phase of the repeater design process. 
The detailed design of the chosen amplifier configuration makes use of 
the designs of tubes and other components which were settled on as a 
result of the rougher preceding amplifier designs. Estimates will 
still fluctuate, but with decreasing range, while an increasing tempo 
of laboratory work eliminates many of the initial uncertainties. Even 
in this stage, however, fundamental assumptions and decisions must be 
frequently reviewed and re-examined. 

The final stage, after the paper and laboratory designs are 
complete, is the realization of the expected performance from production 
models. Her€ it is dangerous to assume that objectives will be met 
without continuing effort. Much of the performance that took so much 
design effort to obtain can be easily lost in the course of production 
by ill-advised economies or inaccurate testing. 

During the first preliminary stages of roughing out initial 
designs, advantage can be taken of a number of principles relating 
achievable performance to circuit constants. Although these principles 
are indispensable aids, it is still true that the validity of the many 
assumptions required at the beginning, and hence the speed and efficiency 
with which usable designs are crystallized, will depend to a great extent 
on the skill, judgment and experience of the circuit designer. Perhaps 
the best way of making clear the processes involved is to examine in some 
detail a fairly typical problemo 

Illustrative Example 
Let us take as our illustrative problem the design of a re

peater for a submarine cable system, to employ electron tubes as the 
amplifying devices. The system development in this case is a long
range project, to involve development of new types of cable and com
ponents if our studies show such developments to be economically 
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justified. This is to be a telephone system and it should meet so
called 4000 mile reouireme:1ts. As usual we probably will not be 
transmitting over this single facility for 4000 miles. Our objec
tive, however, is to design the system so that a 2000 mile submarine 
system combined with a similarly good 2000 mile land system will just 
meet 4000 mile requirements. 

Aside from this broad general objective, very few of the 
design parameters of the system are really fixed during the initial 
stages of such a problem. However, it is necessary before we can start 
at all to assume what we hope are reasonable values for bandwidth to 
be transmitted, repeater spacing, the impedance and loss versus fre
cuency characteristics of the cable to be used, the voltage limitations 
on the cable, and the available designs of vacuum tubes. 

Here it should be kept in mind that going from a particular 
system layout to a similar system, say of greater bandwidth, involves 
more than just some arbitrary change in repeater spacing or in signal 
levels on the high frequency line. The use of Eqs.10-6, 10-7,10-$ with 
proper ultimate values for the various parameters, system requirements 
and margins, leads one into a very tight situation for any particular 
bandwidth choice, where repeater spacing or signal levels cannot be 
adjusted up or dovm without failing to meet requirements by the desired 
margins. In other words, "n 11 and rrc TT are uniquely determined. In the 
early stages of the layout there may be some uncertainty (at most about 
3 db) as to what value of 11N8 11 to use in the three equations referred to. 
Yet the final solution is a definite one. 

Preliminary Design Steps 
A good starting point is to select a practical cable. In this 

case we shall consider an armored coaxial having an outer conductor 
diameter of 0.620 inches. Figure 13-1 gives the loss characteristic 
versus frequency for a 20 nautical mile length of this cable. The loss 
varies from 18 db per 20 nautical miles at 50 KC, to 72 db at $00 KC, 
following the square root of frequency law.>:c In giving this data we 
have tacitly made our first assumption, since we have roughly defined 

- - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*This is always approximately true for coaxial cable; in the final 

polished design the fact that any physical coaxial will show a char
acteristic deviation from a precise square root of frequency shape 
must be taken into account. 
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the bandwidth in which we will be interested. Our roughed out design 
will tell us whether or not our assumption was reasonable. Later we 
shall probably consider other possible cables in an effort to optimize 
system bandwidth, reliability, and cost. The same re-examinist phil
osophy applies to the vacuum tubes whose assumed characteristics are 
shown in Table I. We can always ask for an improved vacuum tube 
design - improved in the sense that the tube is better suited to our 
purposes. We might for example find it very advantageous to obtain 
a higher figure of merit. On the other hand we may conclude that it 
would be better to sacrifice some figure of merit in favor of lower 
voltage operation or increased life. 

ce401--~~~~--~~~~-1-~~~~~t----~~~+-~~--~------
:::> z ... .... ... 
cC 

o~~~~~--IL~~~~~""-~~~~ ........ ~~~~~~~~..._~-----
25 50 100 200 400 600 1000 

FREQUENCY- KC 

ATTENUATION VS. FREQUENCY 
FOR 0. 620-INCH SUBMARINE CABLE 

Length equals 20 nautical miles 

FIGURE 13-1 
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TABLE 13 -1 

Assumed Characteristics of Vacuum Tubes 

Transconductance 
Input Capacity (hot) 
Output Capacity 
Equivalent Noise Resistance 
Cathode Current 
Plate-Cathode Voltage 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 
Grid-Cathode Spacing 

3400 µmhos 
12 µ.µ.f 

5 µµ.f 

2000 ohms 

3.5 ma. 
40 volts 

llo4 - 13.0 volts 
.23 - .25 amp. 
8.5 mils. 

13-5 

We must now decide, very tentatively, on an amplifier con
figuration and a repeater spacing, and the bandwidth to be transmitted. 
At this stage of the process we are interested in what is possible 
rather than in the exact solution of the circuit problems involved. It 
will therefore be some time before we define exactly the circuit elements 
which we would use in the repeater design that we shall rough out. 

Experience with similar systems leads us to assume that in 
order to meet signal-to-noise requirements it will be necessary to use 
feedback to suppress intermodulation products in the repeaters. This 
feedback will, of course, also help to stabilize the gain of the re
peaters against manufacturing deviations and tube and element aging, 
thus reducing the amount of misalignment in the system and further 
improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Since this is to be a submarine 
cable system where repair is difficult, simplicity and a minimum number 
of elements are desirable goals. We shall therefore select a fairly 
simple amplifier configuration for initial study. A three stage series 
feedback amplifier is a good first choice. It has the merit of being 
the easiest feedback circuit to design, which means that we shall start 
getting rough estimates of performance more quickly than we would from 
a more complex multi-loop configuration. Furthermore, experience shows 
that although more complex circuits may give better performance, the 
difference will not be great enough to make substantial changes in system 
layout. Figure 13 -2 shows the configuration and gives the formulae for 
feedback and insertion gain of a series feedback amplifier as derived 
from nodal analysis. 
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Feedback: 

E12 = open circuit voltage in series with Y 12 appearing in response 
to open circuit input cable voltage E0 • 

Ic =current delivered to the output cable admittance in response 
to the current I52 through Y 52. 

FIGURE 13-2 
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For th~ bandwidth, let us assume that we will start at 50 KC 
and transmit up to 600 KC. Past experience tells us that somewhere 
between 40 and 60 db of repeater gain is a reasonable amount to call 
for, so we might select a 20 nautical mile repeater spacing for the 
first round. This bandwidth and spacing calls for 62.3 db of gain at 
600 KC (Fig. 13-1), which is on the high side of what we may guess to 
be the practicable range, but a long span is a very desirable goal in 
a submarine system. 

The next step is to compute some of the important repeater 
constants; to do this ~e need to know something about the parasitic 
circuit capacities of our repeater. These are rather difficult to 
specify except from a knowledge of previous circuits of the same gen
eral physical configurations. There are two suggested methods of build
ing repeaters for submarine cable systems. One is to build the amplifier 
as a series of protected cylinders which form an integrated flexible part 
of the cable itself - a sort of bulge in the cable. This might be con
cisely referred to as the articulated design. The other method is to 
make the repeater a much bigger rigid bulge in the cable - cylindrical 
in shape - which gives considerably more freedom in the layout of vacuum 
tubes and circuit elements than the six foot long, one and a half inch 
diameter articulated design gives. We might choose either of these 
physical configurations for our first round. 

From an electrical standpoint, the rigid design offers sub
stantial advantages. The component parts of the repeater may be grouped 
closely together thereby minimizing the parasitic capacities and lead 
inductances which limit performance at high frequencies. We shall there
fore concentrate on the rigid container approach as offering possibility 
of an improved system. If, however, later studies indicate that this 
design is impractical from a cable laying standpoint, we must then re
design the amplifier to fit the alternative articulated design. In a 
land system, similar choices would usually have to be made - for example, 
between printed circuits, or a mechanical design adapted to automation, 
and conventional wiringa 

Laboratory work involving the construction of models and the 
measurement of the parasitic capacities which limit obtainable performance 
is essential at an early stage. Since we are at an even earlier stage, 
however, we shall go ahead on the basis of guesses for the moment. The 
parasitic capacities associated with the tubes (see Table I) and the 
estimated circuit element and wiring parasitic capacities are shown on 
Figure 13 -3. 
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C3 C4 C5 

5 5 5 
4 8 8 4 

60 - c,, 
C21 

c1 = 4+12=16 µµr c 4 = 5+8+12=25 µµr 

c2 = 60µµ,f c5 = 5+4=9 µµf 

c3 = 5+8+12=25 µµf c12 and c52 to be determined 

ESTIMATED PARASITIC CAPACITIES 

FIGURE 13-3 

The values for c12 and c52 , as yet undetermined, will be discussed 
later. 

Theorems Relating Circuit Capacity to Gain and Bandwidth 
At this point it is convenient to review some of the relation

ships between circuit parameters and physically realizable performance. 
No general rules can be set down as to how practical or im

practical it may be in a given case to achieve the maxima listed below. 
In general, one may say that characteristics which either peak or slope 
off at high frequencies are more easily obtained than flat characteristics. 
It might also be noted that all the theorems assume that circuits de
generate to capacities at high frequencies, whereas in fact the induc
tances of lead wires also become very important at frequencies around 
100 megacycles. In certain cases this may result in an appreciable 
reduction in realizable performance 

a} Transformer Gain 
The voltage step-up of the input coupling transf'ormer, and the 

current step-up of the output coupling transformer, are important contrib
utors to the total repeater gaino 
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For ideal transformers, these gains, in db, are equal to 
10 log10 R.ii/R0, where RH is the resistive component of the impedance 
seen looking into the high side of the coupling transformer when the 
low side is terminated in the cable impedance R0• Unfortunately it is 
not possible to increase these gains indefinitely by merely increasing 
RH, since in the presence of a given shunt capacity C across the high 
side of the coupling network, Ri1 is limited by the resistance integral 
theorem* 00 

(13-1) 

0 

b) Interstage Gain 
For a two-terminal interstage, we have the limitation on 

maximum gain given by the theorem that in the presence of a given 
shunt capacity C the interstage gain area within a band of frequencies 
from zero to f 0 cycles can equal but not exceed the area which would be 
obtained from the shunt capacity alone, the area in each case being 
obtained by plotting db gain versus W where** 

~ = sin-1 .1.. (lJ-2) 
f o 

Figure 13-4 illustrates the type of plot referred to, for the 
well known case of the flat interstage. The great usefulness of the ~ 
scale lies, of course, in the fact that it is applicable for any shape 
of gain vs. frequency curve and for any arbitrary choice of f 0 • 

c) Maximum Obtainable Flat Feedback*** 
In a single-loop circuit, the flat feedback obtainable over a 

given band from zero cycles to f 0 can be found from an equation of Bede's. 
However, it is more informative to use the well known graphical method 
of Figure 13-9, since it better illustrates the frequency band of interest 
in the cutoff region - a matter of considerable practical concern. 

- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*H. W. Bode, "Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design", pp. 

280-283. 
**op. cit. p. 415. 

*>:'*op. cit. PP• 464-468. 
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d) Maximum Obtainable Shaped Feedback* 
The ~ scale used for plotting interstage gain is also useful 

in computing the maximum obtainable shaped feedback. If the same phase 
margin is to be obtained, the area under the shaped feedback charact
eristic up to the top transmitted frequency can equal but not exceed the 
area under the flat feedback curve when both are plotted against ~. 

Insertion Gain 
With the foregoing theorems in mind, we are now ready to return 

to our consideration of the design procedure. It is an obvious require
ment that the gain of the repeater must match the loss of the cable sec
tion over the frequency band to be transmitted. The accuracy of this 
match we shall ignore for the moment, and concentrate on initial decisions 
on impedance level and such other gross questions. The formula for the 
insertion gain given on Figure 13-2(expressed here in db) is: 

(13-)) 

- - - -- - ------ -- - --- - ----- - ~ - -- - - - - --- -
*op. cit. p. 456. 
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We are faced with three problems: 1) to achieve the required 
maximum insertion gain at the top transmitted frequency; 2) to dis
tribute the recuired insertion gain shaping among the various networks 
so as to match the cable slope; 3) to obtain the maximum possible feed
back. The insertion gain formula includes three important gain par
ameters -- beta circuit impedance and two coupling network gains. 
(Zc and T/l+T can obviously be neglected in this discussion.) Since 
the over-all repeater insertion gain characteristic must match the loss 
of the cable, it follows that the required slope is divided among these 
three networks.':' 

Coupling Networks 
Let us first consider the design of the coupling networks 

which couple the vacuum tubes to the cable impedance at the input and 
output of the amplifier. In addition to their importance in achieving 
the desired insertion gain, noise figure, and modulation performance, 
the coupling networks play an important role in the design of the feed
back loop since they determine the potentiometer terms (Pi and P0 of 
Figure (13-2).** They are also, in general, the most sensitive of the 
amplifier networks, in the sense that element deviations in the coupling 
networks are not suppressed by feedback, tend to be large, and are 
therefore dominant contributors to misalignment. Optimum design of the 
coupling networks is therefore an important objective. 

If we know the high side capacity of these networks (c12 or 
c52 in Figure 13-3), we can, from the resistance integral theorem, find 
the maximum gain which could be gotten from the coupling networks over 
the transmitted band. It is not advisable, however, to attempt to 
achieve this maximum. If we attempt to do so, we find that the high
fre(luency gain of the network becomes extremely sensitive to small 

>:<Some of the slope may be allocated to a constant-R equalizer preceding 
the amplifier, but this is to be avoided if possible in order to op
timize signal-to-noise performance. 

>:<>'.cNear upper band edge, these potentiometer terms may become large losses 
in transmission around the feedback path, and tend to make the circuit 
conditionally stable - or, at best, lead to difficulty in obtaining the 
theoretically possible feedback. See also BSTJ Vol. 32, July 1953, 
p. 890. 
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variations in any of the element values. Since in transformer manu
facture such variations cannot be avoided, and since gain deviations 
are in general one of the most important problems in a malti-repeater 
transmission system, it is advisable to settle for somewhat less than 
the maximum achievable gain in order to minimize equalization difficul
ties. 

Experience indicates that a reasonable compromise is to 
allocate about one-half the total available resistance gain area to 
the transmitted band, allowing the other half for out-band cut-off --
a so-called "50% efficiency" design. Since the coupling network gain 
is equal to 10 log ~/Re, it follows that the "50% efficiency" design 
has three db less than the theoretical maximum gain over the transmitted 
band. 

Referring to our amplifier schematic (Figure 13•3) however, 
we recall that the gain determining high side capacity (c12 or c52 ) 
had not been specified. Its value is one of the first questions that 
we have to settle. The smaller the capacity, the more coupling network 
gain we can get (Eq. lJi-1), but the more difficult we make the feedback 
loop design since the available feedback is related to Pi and P0 (Fig. 
1.3~2), which in turn are functions of 012 and 052• As a compromise, we 
find it a good rule of thumb to specify that 012 Shall be at least equal 
to or, even better, two to three times as great as c1 , the capacity from 
the grid of the first tube to its cathode. For the capacity values 
illustrated on Figure lJi-3, this gives a c12 value of somewhere between 
16 and 48 mmf. Assuming for the moment that we will use 32-mmf, we can 
compute the gain area at our disposal for the input coupling network. 
In view of the 50% efficiency assumption, however, only half of this 
area is within the band. We may assume for the moment that the half 
within the band can be distributed at pleasure. A similar gain term 
may be assumed for the output coupling network, or we might as a refine
ment in our design decide that the input and output coupling networks 
will not be identical. This would permit somewhat higher gain in the 
output coupling network case, since c5 is in general smaller than Cl' 
and hence c52 could be made smaller than c12• 

At this point we should consult the transformer expert t.o get 
an estimate of the minimum achievable high side capacity which, incid
entally, will be in part determined by the lower frequency cutoff of 
the transmitted band. This is a consequence of the mutual inductance 
requirements (hence the construction) of the transformer. The mutual 
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is difficult to control accurately in manufacture, and hence is made 
large so that the effect of its variations on amplifier gain will be 
small. If the transformer high side capacity is too great, a more 
complex coupling network may be used with advantageo 

In actual practice we are very limited in our freedom to 
prescribe the function of gain versus frequency for the coupling net
works. We might want to specify, for example, that about one third 
of the required slope be contributed by each of these networks. In 
that case one third of the characteristic shown in Figure 13-1 would 
be allocated to each of the coupling networks, and the other third to 
the ~ circuit. Each coupling network would then have the gain-fre
quency shape shown by the sol:i,,d curve of Figure 13 -5. This is 
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theoretically achievable provided we are willing to invest in a fairly 
large number of elements in order to shape the insertion gain to this 
prescribed curve. However, using a large number of elements to meet a 
prescribed shape in coupling network gain is hardly in the direction of 
increasing reliability, which makes this approach particularly undesirable 
in a submarine cable system. It is even less desirable if virtually the 
same over-all repeater performance can be obtained by using a simpler 
coupling network. We also know, from experience, that coupling networks 
giving 15 db slope over the band will be (like maximum gain area networks) 
quite sensitive to element variations. 

If we restrict ourselves to using the leakage inductance of 
the transformer, the high side capacity, and perhaps two additional 
elements in shaping the coupling network gain, and ask for 10 db of 
peaking, we find that we tend to arrive at a gain versus frequency 
shape more like that shown by the dotted curve of Figure 13-5. 
Alternatively, it is possible to obtain a fairly flat gain charact
eristic with the same number of elements. In either case the beta 
network must supply whatever additional shaping is needed to match 
the cable loss. 

Another point to be considered in connection with the coupling 
network design is the problem of making the input and output impedance 
of the amplifier, or one of them, match the cable impedanceo This may 
not be a necessary requirement on the repeater. One of our problems is 
to decide whether or not it is worth the price. Matching the cable 
impedance, at one end or both, has the effect of reducing gain deviations 
caused by reflections or by departures of the cable impedance from the 
assumed value. These departures result from manufacturing deviations, 
changes in cable impedance with pressure, temperature, or age, or errors 
in correctly simulating the cable impedance during the measurement of 
repeater gain before the insertion of the repeater in the cable and its 
final laying on the ocean floor. Any one of these factors can cause 
misalignment, penalizing system equalization and hence signal-to-noise 
performance. On the other hand, one must pay a price for terminating the 
cable in its own impedance. The price is a decrease in the amount of 
coupling network gain that can be built up over a given transmission band, 
and a degrauation of noise figure. 
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As mentioned in an earlier chapter, there are several methods 
of achieving an impedance match. A terminating network on the low or 
hir,h side of the coupling network ma,y be used>:<, or a hybrid balancing 
scheme at the repeater input or output. The effect is to reduce the 
achievable gain by somewhere between 3 and 6 db per terminated coupling 
network as against the unterminated case. The system performance de
gradation which this represents is a relatively complex question, 
depending on the relative magnitudes of modulation noise, tube noise, 
and cable resistance noise. A complete consideration of the merits 
of various termination methods is beyond the scope of this discussion. 

Without attempting to settle the question finally at this time, 
however, let us assume that we will use some method of termination at 
each end of the repeater. Instead of the theoretical maximum in-band 
gain area in the presence of the assumed high side capacity, we would 
then obtain 6 db less than this gain area for each coupling network. 
The 6 db gain reduction for each coupling net,:mrk is made up of 3 db 
resulting from the 50% efficiency assumption and 3 db for the termination. 
If we now specify further that a relatively simple network be used 
and that we want a fair degree of peaking in order to obtain part of the 
slope equalization required, we might arrive at the coupling network 
design shown in Figure 13 -6 and 13 ... 7 o 

IMPEDANCE RATIO 
50:50·1850 

44 UUF 

~ R = CABLE IMPEDANCE 

ELEMENTS OF COUPLING NETWORK 

FIGURE 13-6 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
>:<The practical use of this method is restricted to coupling networks which 
are nearly flat across the transmitted band, if we want a good term
ination at all transmitted frequencies. 

\ 
' ',' 
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Cl2 OR C52 
44 UUF 

R = High side impedance of transformer 
L = Leakage inductance + buildout 

c12 or c52 =End capacity 

HIGH SIDE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

FIGURE 13-7 

Here, in an attempt to approximate the desired shape without making 
potentiometer terms too severe, we have gone from 32 to 44 mmf for 

C12• 

Beta Circuit 
Using the coupling networks of Figure 13-6 and knowing the 

cable loss to be matched, we can deduce the combined value of 
the equalizer and beta circuit components of the amplifier. Since an 
equalizer represents dead loss ~n the circuit it is preferable to in
corporat.e as much of the remaining gain shaping as possible in the beta 
circuit. Setting the equalizer loss to zero for the moment,we arrive 
at the in-band beta. circuit characteristic shown in Figure 13-8 by using 
Equation 13'-3, expr~ssing the ~oupling network gains, the cable loss and 
the cable impedance·in db~ We are asking for a slope of about 25 db over 
the band, shaped in a particular fashion. This characteristic requires 
the impedance of the beta circuit to vary from about 240 ohms at low 
frequencies to .. about 13 ohms at the top transmitted frequency. This 
appears to be an achieyable beta circu1.t impedance characteristic for 
the bandwidth in qliestion~ ·. There· are several tests that we can apply. 
One of them is to compare the impedance of the beta circuit with a 
theoretically achievable two-term:i.nal impedance as iimited b)Tthe 
parasitic capacity across.the bet.a circuit. In order to do this we use 
the ~-scale plot. 
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Another criterion is the minimum or maximum value of impedance 
called for from the standpoint of element value considerations and associ
ated parasitics. Thus, for ex.ample, if we were asking for a two-term
inal network having an impedance of 0.5 ohm at the top transmitted 
freouency we might question this design because such a low beta circuit 
impedance would be sensitive to parasitics {e.g. lead inductance or 
ground plane resistance.) Similarly even if the <I>-scale criterion were 
not violated, we might be skeptical of a beta circuit design which 
called for extremely high impedance at some portion of the band - say 
20,000 ohms at very low frequencies. The element values which would be 
involved, and the d-c considerations, would probably be intolerably 
difficult to satisfyo Later detailed circuit design may lead to the 
conclusion that the exact shape specified by Figure 1.3-8 would be too 
difficult to attain. In that case we can always decide to place a 
passive equalizer ahead of the repeater to help in shaping the gain 
characteristic. It will frequently turn out to be easier to meet the 
gain requirements with simple circuits if we do in fact employ such an 
eaualizer, but it remains desirable to keep the loss of the equalizer 
to a minimum. 
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Feedback Loop Design 
Since we began with the assumption that we were going to use 

a rather simple feedback amplifier configuration, the limitations on 
obtainable feedback are fairly well known and rather simply stated. 
In the first place the Nyquist stability criterion must be satisfied. 
A graphical method for computing how much feedback can be obtained 
over a given band without violating this criterion is illustrated in 
Figure 13 -9. In arriving at this sort of plot, however, we are again 
forced to make a number of assumptions, as usual to be re-examined later 
in the light of system considerations~ Among the more obvious are the 
stability margins which we wish to incorporate into the design. 
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Usually it is considered reasonable to choose about 7 to 10 db of gain 
margin and about 20° to 30° of phase margin. Since we are in the very 
rough initial stages of our design problems, it is wise to be somewhat 
conservative in choosing margins. Another assumption which affects the 
computation of obtainable feedback is our choice of coupling network 
high side capacity. We have made the assumption that the coupling net
work capacity will be somewhere between 2 and 3 times the adjacent vacuum 
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tube capacities. This approximately sets the so-called potentiometer 
term loss in the asymptotic cut-off region. Another problem is that 
of excess phase due to transit time. At first sight it would appear 
that for the frequency range which we are considering this might be 
ignored. For low voltage tubes with large plate-cathode spacing, how
ever, excess phase may not be negligible in the asymptotic cut-off 
of even a relatively low-frequency amplifier. In very wide band designs 
or ve:ry high-frequency band-pass designs excess phase will always be a 
limiting factor in feedback loop design. 

Using the preliminary capacity estimates of Figure 13-3 and the 
formula for T of Figure 13-2, we can determine the frequency at which 
unity gain around the loop occurs. In our case this is approximately 
12.5 megacycles. We know from the form of the equation and can see from 
the circuit configuration that this gain around the loop will decrease 
18 db per octave in the asymptotic region. We can therefore draw the 
asymptote line passing through 0 db loop gain at 12.5 megacycles (fa 
in Figure 13-9). Following the design technique outlined by Bode, the 
loop gain characteristic joins the 18 db/octave asymptote at the fre
quency where the asymptotic loop gain equals the assumed gain margin. 
Here a gain margin of 10 db has been chosen, and hence fb in Figure 
13-9 falls at 18.4 megacycles. We also selected a phase margin of 
30°. A 30° phase margin is associated with a slope in the cut-off region 
of 10 db per octave. If we ignore excess phase for the present, this 
fixes fc in Figure 13-9 since the ratio of fb to f c is equal to the 
ratio of the final asymptotic slope to the assumed slope in the cut-off 
region. Hence 

10 - 10 0 -fc = rg • fb - I8 • lo.4 - 10.2 me. 

We can draw a line having a slope of 10 db per octave through fc• At 
600 KC this line intersects with the 30.3 db gain line. If we are 
planning to use flat feedback across the transmitted band the Nyquist 
criterion tells us that we can have 10 db more flat feedback than the 
above value (see Fig. 13-9)*. 

Whether or not we can obtain this 40.3 db of flat feedback 
(assuming that we want flat feedback) is still a question. It will be 
recalled that the in-band beta circuit impedance has already been 

- - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
*If we had decided on a 15° phase margin, the cut-off slope would have been 

11 db per octave, the 10.2 megacycle frequency would have shifted up to 
be 11.2 megacycles (11/18 of 18.4 megacycles instead of 10/18) and we 
could theoretically obtain flat feedback 11 db greater than the inter
section of the 11 db/oct slope and the 600 kc ordinate. 
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specified. If in order to obtain the desired insertion gain it was 
necessary to set the beta circuit impedance at a very low value, we 
may find that we do not have sufficient µ-circuit gain area to achieve 
the theoretically possible 40.3 db of feedback - theoretically possible, 
that is, on the basis of asymptotic considerations alone. Deciding 
whether or not we are gain-limited would be easy if the potentiometer 
terms and the beta circuit impedance and interstages were flat with 
frequency. Since none of these is true, however, it is generally 
necessary to carry through a rough design of the interstages at this 
point to determine whether or not we are exhausting our fund of gain 
area. To do this we must compute the potentiometer terms and select 
interstage designs which roughly compensate for the potentiometer term 
and beta circuit shapes in band. At this stage a sufficiently gcod 
approximation can be found by selecting from some of Bede's interstage 
curves* a couple whose combination matches moderately well the combined 
effect of potentiometer terms and beta circuit to give a flat over-all 
feedback characteristic. If we find that we are close to being gain 
limited, we can expect difficulty if we attempt to achieve the theor
etically obtainable maximum feedback. 

This sort of design approach gives us a pretty good idea of 
the flat feedback that can be obtained over a given transmitted band 
and assures us that we are not violating the Nyquist criterion or the 
gain area limitations. It frequently turns out, however, from a study 
of the system modulation properties and requirements, or from a study 
of the gain deviations of the amplifier as tubes age, that flat feed
back across the transmitted band is not the optimum solution. Instead 
it may be desirable to have more feedback at low frequencies, allowing 
the feedback to fall off at the upper edge of the transmitted band. 
We can use the flat feedback value found to be practicable as a guide 
in d,etermining how much shaped feedback we can expect to achieve. For 
this purpose the ~-scale referred to above is useful. 

It should be emphasized again at this point that we are carry
ing through a very rough design to get an idea of the size of the quan
tities of interest. Before we freeze on any final repeater design for 
the system, we should consider other circuit configurations, and even 
assuming that we decide to use the series feedback amplifier circuit, 
we have left many questions unanswered. For example, the outband design 

- - - ~ -- - ---- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - --
*op. cit. Chapter XVIII. 
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of the beta circuit and the manner in which this joins the in-band 
values tentatively determined from gain objectives is a question to 
exercise the art of the network and amplifier designers. This is 
because most of the burden of shaping the out-band cutoff character
istic of the feedback loop falls on the beta circuit, since the poten
tiometer terms and interstages tend to be so restricted by in-band and 
band-edge considerations that they are practically unavailable as design 
parameters in the cutoff region. If we are not gain-limited, some cut
off shaping can be incorporated in the interstages, but usually not much 
can be obtained without sacrifice of. in-band feedback. 

A number of new techniques of network design have been devel
oped in recent years; these permit us to arrive at economical exact 
network designs for limited problems, but are usually not applicable 
to beta circuit design in the earliest stages of the problem. We have 
Tiany freedoms in our choices of exact coupling network values, and in 
our specification of passive equalizer characteristic. A network design 
may turn out to be extremely difficult under one set of assumptions and 
easy under other assumptions where the difference between the two sets 
of assumptions is almost immaterial from the system standpoint. A few 
db more or less shaping in the beta circuit or a smoother transition 
from in-band to out-band values achieved by using a slightly different 
eaualizer may make a vast difference to the beta circuit network de
signer. A certain amount of art is therefore necessarily called for. 

All this discussion has been predicated on the assumption that 
we are using the simple series feedback amplifier circuit. If we go to 
more complex amplifier configurations, other limitations on obtainable 
feedback begin to enter or, on the other hand, ways may be found to 
achieve slightly more feedback than the Nyquist criterion for single loop 
circuits would permit. A full consideration of these topics would be 
beyond the scope of this section. 

Performance Estimates 
Once the preliminary repeater design has been roughed out, it 

is relatively simple to make rough estimates of the quantities, listed 
at the beginning of this section, which the system designer needs.* 

- - - - - - - - -- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*It should be emphasized, however, that these estimates are of necessity 

only approximate, and must be checked against laboratory measurements 
as early in the system design as possible. 
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We have found already, for example, the factors determining what gain
bandwidth we can obtain, and the corresponding feedback. For reason
able variations in frequency or in repeater spacing we will be able to 
estimate the corresponding variations in repeater parameters. Thus we 
can anticipate that for a given repeater structure, the available feed
back will decrease by 10 db for each additional octave of top transmitted 
freouency (Fig. 13-9}. At the same time the coupling network high-side 
impedances will be halved, decreasing the ge,in of each coupling network 
by 3 db (see page 13-9), with corresponding changes in thermal noise, 
load carrying capacity, and modulation for a given output power from 
the repeater. 

It might be pointed out that although the feedback is a function 
of bandwidth, it is not necessarily a function of repeater spacingo 
When we are not gain-limited, the tie between available gain area and 
the sum of insertion gain and feedback is a loose one. In designing 
feedback amplifiers for other applications (e.g., a home audio system) 
one might, as a matter of course, design for all the feedback possible 
(as limited by Nyquist's criterion) and use the rest of the available 
gain area for forward gain. In such a case, if we were later asked to 
provide more forward gain, we would have to decrease the feedback. Very 
often we do not have this situation in system design work. Instead we 
may be considering an amplifier whose insertion gain, determined from 
the repeater spacing as in Chapter 10 is less than the achievable max
imum although the feedback is as great as the Nyquist criterion permits. 
In other words, we could increase the beta circuit loss, thus increasing 
the insertion gain, and still get the same feedback as before by raising 
the interstage impedances. We can often, therefore, examine the effect 
on system performance of a longer repeater spacing without at the same 
time assuming a smaller value of feedback in the equations of ChapterlO 
Eventually in such a process we would reach a spacing for which we were 
gain limited. From then on, any further increase in spacing (i.e., in 
forward gain required) would, of course, necessitate a reduction in 
feedback. 

Noise 
To find the noise in dbm delivered to the load impedance at 

amplifier output, we are usually justified in assuming that the first 
stage circuits are the only significant noise contributors. The con
tribution of the first tube is conveniently expressed in terms of an 
rms voltage generator in series vnth the grid, ETN in Figure 13-10. 
The value of this generator can be computed for a 3 kc band by formulae 
given in Chapter 7, repeated here in a form convenient for· our purposes. 
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The tube noise component of the total amplifier noise could 
equally well be produced by a generator in series with z12• To a very 
close approximation, this equivalent generator would be 

(lJ-6) 

In other words, the "tube noise voltage" may be added on a power basis 
to the noise of z12 if it is first multiplied by the reciprocal of the 
input potentiometer term. 

In addition to tube noise, we will also have important con
tributions to total output noise from the resistive component (R12) 
of the high side impedance of the input coupling network, z12• Since 
we may have transformer and termination losses, this z12 noise is not 
necessarily equal to the noise from the resistive component of the input 
cable impedance Zc stepped up by ei. 
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Defining the total effective rms noise voltage in series with 
z12 as E12N, we can find the resulting noise voltage across the output 
load impedance as 

(13-7) 

where T is the return ratio around the feedback loop, so that 1!T is 
nearly unity. Or we may, if we wish, transfer E12N to be a voltage in 
series with Zc by dividing it by ei. Usually the beta circuit resis
tance is a negligible noise contributor. When it must be taken into 
account, it can be added directly to the resistive component of z12 
with negligible error. 
Modulation Coefficients and KF 

Experience with a number of tube types justifies the use of 
the following assumptions in making first-order estimates of M2R and 
M3R. While only approximations, these assumptions seem to hold fairly 
well for pentodes, tetrodes, and for triodes working into low load 
impedances. 

1. The tube modulation will be such that for a plate current 
swing whose peak excursion is 10% of the d-c plate current, the second 
harmonic will be 40, the third harmonic 70 db below the fundamental. 

,.. m, __ ..1.. __ ,__ ~--..3 __ ., _..._,!l __ --~.,"I 1....- ---..3-----' '--- D.--..31---t- t"l----..3 __ _, __ 
"• .I.UC "l.lUI:: iUUUl.l.Lct I.I.LUU W.L.L.L Uc .i;-cUU.l,;'l:JU uy J. Cil:iU.Uctl,;A. Vll:il,;U.UU u.1.-u.c.1.-

modulation (e.g. second harmonic, A-B products, etc.) will be reduced 
by the full amount of the feedback F.* Third order modulation, however, 
will be produced in a feedback amplifier by virtue of the combining of 
fundamentals and fed-back second order modulation even if the third 
order modulation coefficient of the tubes themselves is zero. The 
effective reduction of third order modulation is less, therefore, than 
the full amount of the feedback. This effect is taken into account 
approximately by the factor KF which appears in the equation 

MJR = MJ - F + KF • 

An estimate of KF can 

KF = 20 log 

be obtained 
m 2 

(1+2 ..L) 
m3 

from the equation 

where m2 and m3 are the numerical ratios corresponding to M2 and M3• 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -
*F = 1 + T, thus, if Tis a factor of 10 (20 db), with a· phase angle 

of zero degrees, the feedback reduction in db will be 20 log (1 + 10) 
or 20.s db. 
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Load Carrying Capacity 
As discussed in Chapter 9, the load carrying capacity of an 

amplifier is difficult to define with any exactness. A very rough 
estimate of load carrying capacity, which is more valid for comparison 
of various circuit choices than for any absolute use, is to assume that 
the amplifier can deliver to the load the peak power equal to the power 
which the d-c plate current would deliver to the resistive component 
of the a-c impedance of the coupling network, minus any losses due to 
terminations, etc., in the output coupling network. Usually the system 
designer will limit the drive on the tubes so that modulation exceeding 
some given amount will not be obtained; this implies a knowledge of how 
the modulation will depart from the power series law as the drive is 
increased. Estimates of this effect are difficult to make. 

Manufacturing and Aging Deviations 
Estimates of the shape and magnitude of the gain changes 

which will be caused by manuf'acturing and aging deviations are not 
difficult to arrive at when we know definitely the values of circuit 
elements, although the computations are tedious. Such estimates are, 
of course, subject to constant refinement as the design and the manu
facturing process become better known. For preliminary figures on 
manufacturing deviations, it is generally sufficient to compute the 
changes in ei (and 90 ) caused by variations in leakage inductance, 
mutual inductance, and high side capacity of the transformer. For 
estimates of probable transformer variations, which are a function 
of the physical design, we must rely on the transformer design group. 
The dominant cause of aging deviations in the repeater will be tube 
aging; the computation of the change in feedback amplifier gain assoc
iated with a change in vacuum tube transconductance is straightforward. 
In the final stages of design and system analysis, the aging effects in 
passive elements and cables must also be considered. 

Realization and Qu.ality Control 
The final crystallization of any particular repeater design, 

and the realization of this design in the form of a manufactured product, 
is a process of increasing concentration on detail. Where the importance 
of the application justifies such a process, it is desirable to carry out 
a thorough program of cross-checking computations and laboratory measure
ments. (For multi-loop circuits or off-ground coupling networks, this 
can be quite laborious). From such a program we can gain the complete 
understanding of the circuit and its causes of variation which is almost 
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essential to the engineering of the final manufacturing process. A 
statistical approach is essential here - the use of "designed experiments", 
the analysis of variance technique, and the avoidance of dra':ring con
clusions from single models can greatly expedite the program. 

In the final stage of manufacture and use, the employment of 
nuality control procedures can result in a better and cheaper product -
may, in fact, make possible the realization of system objectives which 
would have been unrealizable without these tools. 

fil..bli o graphz 
1 - W. T. Duerdoth, Some Considerations in the Design of Negative-Feedback 

Amplifiers, Proceedings of the I.E.E. (Brit.) Part 3, vol. 97, 
pp. 138-158, May 1950. 



ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES - CHAPTER 13 

In the following, assume the transmitted band is from almost 

d. c. to 1 me. 

1. a) Assuming that the high side capacity of a coupling network is 
45 UUF, compute the maximum value of high side resistance in 
the transmitted band, (1005b efficiency) assuming gain is to be 

flat vs frequency. 
b) If the coupling network is to be only 50% efficient and be term

inated as in Figure 13-6, what would e1 be? 
c) If the coupling network of b) above is to have a gain (ei or 

e ) shaped vs frequency {relative to the 1 me gain) as shown 
0 

in the following table, what (approximately) will be the gain 

at 1 me? 

f 2 kc e, db f, kc e, db 

up to 100 -10.0 600 -5.25 

200 - 8.5 700 -3.2 

300 - 7.5 800 -1.9 

400 - 6.6 900 -0.85 

500 - 5.85 1000 0 

Solution: 

a) If the high side capacity seen looking into a coupling network is 
45 UUF, then the resistive component, flat over a band extending 
from de to 1 me is given by the resistance integral theorem as: 

which reduces to 

R • 2rr 106 = --11--.. ...... 
2 45 10'""12 

R = 5560 ohms 

b} If only 50% of the resistance-frequency area is to be in the 1 me 

band, and if hybrid termination is to be used, then the gain of the 
coupling network will be 

13A-l 
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ei = 10 log 5~60 - 6 db 
c 

= (10 log ~) db 
c 

where Re is the resistive component of the generator or cable 
impedance. 

c) Replotting the assumed curve of relative gain vs frequency, we 
obtain the plot shown below, assuming the resistive component of 
the high side impedance at l me to be unity. The area wider the 

.9 

.$ 
Ill 

ll 0 ,7 
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,11 

0 o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Frequency - me 

curve is approximately 0.41 megacycle-ohms. The top treqgency gain, 
corresponding to one ohm, is therefore 3.87 db higher than the gain 
which could be obtained from a flat coupling network having the same 
high side resistance area, since 

io log .tr = 3.87 db 

The gain which could be obtained at 1 me from the coupling network 
of part b, shaped as prescribed, would be 

e. = 10 log~ + 3.87 db. 
l. c 

= 10 log ~ db 
c 
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Illustrative Example #2 

For a submarine cable repeater which carries 250 channels (0.2 to 1.2 me) 

on a 2000 mile circuit, estimate the following top channel performance 
figures: 

Assume a 3 stage series feedback amplifier. 

The following information and assumptions are given: 

Feedback: Flat over the transmission band. Sing margins for new tubes 
shall be 

Am = 10 db cpm = 30° 

In finding F from T, assume angle of T is zero degrees. 

Tube Parameters: 

g = 12,200 micrornhos m 

Ib = 12 ma 

I = 4 ma s 

Circuit Capacities (excluding tubes) 

Interstage = 28 mmf 
At input grid = 8 mrnf 

At output plate = 8 mmf 
Transformer end capacity = 45 mmf 
Beta Circuit = 60 mmf. 

Coupling Networks 

ESG = 50 v. 

EK = 1.25 v. 

CIN = 31 mmf (hot) 

c0uT= 10 mmr 

Input and output networks are identical, with ''hybrid" terminations. 
Real part of high-side impedance (top channel) • 3350 ohms. Absolute 
value of high-side impedance (top channel) = 3450 ohms. Cable impedance = 
44 ohms. 

Top Channel Gain 
20 log ei = 20 log eo = 15.3 db 

Potentiometer Terms (top channel) 

20 log P1 = -2.2 db 

20 log P0 = -0.5 db 
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Additional Assumptions 

Solutions 

~ 

1) Beta circuit noise is negligible in the top channel. 
2) The only important source of modulation is the output 

tube. 

To find noise figure: 
Tube noise - equivalent resistor 

20 Is] 
G 2 m 

12 [ 2. 5 + 20x4 lo-!! 
... 15 12. 2 lo-.3 149 io-6] 

== 557 ohms 

The noise voltage in series with z12 which would produce the same noise 
at repeater output would have to be 2.2 db greater than the noise volt
age associated with this 557 ohm resistance. Since EN = k..tli, we can re
gard the equivalent generator in series with z12 (to simulate tube noise 
only) as a fictitious 924 ohm resistor. (Since 20 log:~~= 2.2 db). 

High side resistive component of input coupling network is given as 
.3.350 ohms. Total effective noise voltage in series with z12 is there
fore that corresponding to a resistance of 924+.3.350=4274 ohms. 

If input generator (44 ohms) were only source of noise, noise voltage 
in series with high side of coupling network would be 44 ohm noise volt
age increased 15.J db, since e1 is given as 15.J db. This would cor
respond to the noise voltage associated with a resistor of JJ.9x44 ohms 
or 1492 ohms. 

Comparing real and ideal high-side noise voltages we find the real volt
age to be greater than the ideal by 

20 log k~427ij'.' = 10 log ~ = 4.6 db 
k./.L492 1492 

This is the noise figure for the top channel. NR is therefore 
-139 + 4.6 = -134.4 dbm. 
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M2, M3 

Assume tube modulation, in terms of equivalent rms voltage at grid to 
produce observed plate current components for a ± 10% swing of quiescent 
plate current, to be 

e2f e3f - = -40 db = -70 db. 
ef ef 

The peak grid voltage Eg required to swing plate current 10% can be 
found 

G E = 0.1 Ip m g 

i2 io-3 E = 3 = .098 V peak 
g io i2.2 io-

This is .069 volts rms, or 23.2 db below one volt rms. The 40 and 70 
db ratios given above thus correspond to a fundamental grid drive of 
-23.2 dbv rms. If the drive were increased to one volt rms these ratios 
would become 

M2· = -40 + 23.2 =-16.8 db 

MJ = -70 + 46.4 = -23 .6 db 

:'..E (maximum permissible grid swing in rms volts as defined in Chapter 3) 

Max. plate swing: 

!Ib z521 = (12x10-3) (3450) 

= 41.4 volts peak. 

This is less than 50 V, therefore the repeater is current rather than 
voltage-limited. Max. grid swing: 

Ib 12 x io-3 
Ep = I! = ------_,,....= 0.98 volts peak 

'1Il 12.2 x io-3 

= 0.692 volts rms 

= -3.2 dbv rms. 

! (maximum obtainable feedback). 
To find F:-

T = 

let f = f (frequency at which T a . :: 1) • 
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Solving this equation for fa: 

Asymptotic P-terms: 

;s (31+8 +45 = 0•535 

l5 (l0+8 +45 = 0.7l4 

See Figure 13 -3 of text: 

c3 = c4 = 10 + 28 + 31 = 69 mmf 

C2' = c2 + Piel+ PoC5 

= 60 + (Oo535) (8+31) + (0.714} (8+10) 

= 93o5 mmr. 

= 18.6 me. 

Whence, rrom a plot like that or Figure 13-9, 

T = 37 db if the angle of the feedback were 180°, i.e., T = 70.7 f0°, 
then F would be 71.7 L0° or about 37.1 db. 

M2 = -16.8 gives m2 = ~ 

M3 = -23.6 gives m3 = 1~ 02 

KF = 20 log (1+2 (~:;~2) = 4.3 db 

(13-8) 
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~: 

For eg = 1 volt rms on the final grid, how many dbm are delivered 
to the line? 

(Since Q is simply a translation relating grid volts to line dbm, we 
need not be concerned with "overload" in computing it). 

H. h ·d 1 d t · · p 12.2 ma ig si e oa curren 1H = ip 0 = l.06 = 11. 5 ma rms. 

(Here top channel value of P0 , rather than asymptotic ratio of cap
acities, must be used.) 

Low side load current iL = iH 90 = (5.83) (11.5) = 67.0 ma rms. 

PL= i 12 Rc = (67.0 x 10-3) 2 (44) 

= 198 mw. 

Q = 10 log PL (eg = 1 v. rms) 

= 23.0 db. 





Introduction 

Chapter 14 

EQUALIZATION AND REGULATION 

If a system is to transmit telephone, television or special 
service signals satisfactorily, its loss-frequency characteristic must 
be flat within narrow limits. Some signals also require a linear phase
freouency characteristic. The problem of achieving and maintaining the 
required characteristics is the equalization problem. "Regulation" refers 
to that part of equalization which corrects for relatively ranid changes 
in transmission by automatic means. As in any system problem, we have 
here an interaction of requirements, devices, and performance. Just as 
we cannot consider transmission systems apart from the environment in 
which they operate - the whole Bell System plant, from telephone subsets 
to ·switching plans - so we cannot discuss "equalization systems" without 
reference to their environments: the transmission systems of which they 
form parts, and for whose imperfections they must compensate. 

Unfortunately, the equalization problem does not lend itself 
to a definitive treatment like that given the signal-to-interference 
problem in earlier chapters. In the discussion which follows, therefore, 
we can be specific only by ref erring to problems encountered in particular 
system designs, and thus illustrating the general principles involved. 
The L-3 coaxial system will be used as a source of such examples. 

We shall consider first the objectives and requirements which 
affect the design of equalization systems. Next we shall discuss the 
more important sources of transmission deviations, and their nature. 
Finally we shall describe some of the methods and devices which form the 
parts of an equalization plan - such as reducing deviations at the source, 
complex manually-adjusted equalizers, and pilot-controlled automatic 
eoualizers with their associated regulators. 

Re guirement s 
General 

Equalization can be regarded as a network problem or as a 
system problem. As a network problem, the transmission objectives for 
the system and the system deviations from these objectives are trans
lated into requirements on equalizer networks. The problem then is to 
design networks that economically meet those requirements. 

As a system problem equalization must be related to a much 
more diverse set of conditions. The distribution of equalizers along 
the tranlllission line, the relation between that distribution and other 

14-1 

/ 
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factors such as power, maintenance switching, population density, and 
signal-to-interference performance are typical of these diverse con
ditions. Equally diverse requirements are imposed on the equalization 
system by these environmental effects. 

Let us consider first the transmission requirements imposed 
on the system. These will differ, depending on the types of signals 
to be transmitted. Telephone, monochrome and color television, tele
graph, telephotograph, program, and tlata signals - each has peculiar
ities which require equalization treatment in someway different from 
the others. A full discussion of these requirements would be outside 
the scope of this text; we shall confine ourselves to a few examples to 
illustrate the dimensions involved. 

Telephone Requirements 
In setting up a broad-band system of given length, a certain 

value of nominal net loss (from transmitting to receiving toll switch
board) is assigned, the value being determined by such factors as the 
necessity of controlling echoes. The magnitude of the equalization 
problem for the telephone transmission can best be appreciated by noting 
that the operating companies specify that corrective action shall be 
taken whenever: 

a) The average net loss of a moderately large group of circuits 
(say 100) departs from the nominal value by more than 0.25 db. 

b) The statistical distribution of net losses of such a group of 
circuits exhibits a "standard deviation" (sigma) greater than 
1.0 db. 

c) The net loss of any one circuit departs from the assigned 
nominal value by more than 1.5 db.* 
or these requirements, the first is the most stringent in its 

effect on the equalization of broad-band systems. In a system like the 
L-3 coaxial, for example, carrying 1800 channels, any transmission 
deviation is likely to affect several hundred channels, so that if the 
gain over part of the band changes by one db per week, corrective action 
would be called for every other night. And this sort of gain stability 
is demanded of a system which, for transmission from New York to Chicag~, 
requires about 250 amplifiers in tandem compensating for a total mid-~· 
cable loss of the order of 7500 db. 

------------------ - - - - - - - -- - ---- ~ --
*Actually these requirements (a, b, and c) vary somewhat depending 0,11 
circuit length. 
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Television Requirements 
Television transmission requirements are discussed in more 

detail in the next chapter. For 4000 mile systems, they are or the 
order of .:!:. 0.25 db in gain, and .:!:. O.l microsecond in delay distortion. 
In the case or telephone, the stability versus time is the most severe 
factor; the transmission across the entire broad carrier frequency spec
trum is not necessarily required to be flat, provided it stays put. 
This follows from the fact that the adjustable group and super-group 
ecuipment in the terminals fragmentizes the spectrum anyway. For tele
vision, stability is still an extremely stringent requirement, but now 
in addition we must consider initial equalization to obtain a char
acteristic which is gain and delay equalized over a 4 me spectrum. 

Other Requirements 
In addition to the fundamental transmission requirements 

mentioned above, a number or other requirements are imposed on the 
equalization system - some obvious, others perhaps unexpected. Some 
of these are listed below with brief comments. 

Flexibility: An earlier chapter discussed the way in which cir
cuits (telephone or TV) are set up and taken down on a minute-to
minute or hour-to-hour basis in accordance with flexible nation
wide switching plans. It follows that equalization must be done 
on a link basis in such a fashion that satisfactory long-circuit 
transmission can be obtained by adding together various links in 
any possible pattern. To plan to equalize to perfection using one 
set of equalizers at the end of a 4000 mile circuit is to miss the 
point entirely. 
Ad.iustment: The most advanced design or equalizer is useless in 
practice if it cannot be accurately and quickly adjusted by field 
personnel of limited training. As a general principle, no more 
information should be gathered from the system than is necessary 
to provide sufficiently accurate equalizer control setting inf or
mation for the equalizer operator. Since the shapes (gain and 
delay characteristics) of the equalizers must often be complex 
functions of frequency, "ease of adjustment" may be difficult to 
achieve. 
Signal-to-noise: The effects of misalignment on signal-to-noise 
and overload performance were discussed in an earlier chapter. 
These, along with considerations of flexibility and maintenance, 
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determine the location of equalizers along the lineo Deciding how 
much misalignment penalty is tolerable versus equalizer costs and 
equalizer signal-to-noise penalties is a question calling for nice 
judgments. 
Maintenance and Protection: In order to permit replacement of de
fective equipment (e.g., tubes which, although they have not failed, 
have aged beyond limits) or to protect service in the event of a 
sudden failure, it is necessary to switch service to a spare line or 
channel. If circuits are to be switched between "working" and "stand
by" lines without causing service reactions, the transmission char
acteristics of the two lines must be very nearly alike. Since the 
only practical way to make them alike is to make them both flat, a 
rather formidable array of equalizers is needed for each line in a 
switching section. There may be a number of switching sections in a 
"link", so this requirement, although similar to, is not identical with 
the flexibility requirement mentioned earlier. 
Special Reguirements: The foregoing are rather general requirements. 
Others, of more specialized nature, may arise in particular systemso 
For example: in the L-3 coaxial system, which transmits telephone and 
television signals simultaneously, a particular third order modulation 
product tends to limit system signal-to-interference performance. The 
requirements imposed on this type of product were met by requiring 
that the telephone and television signals be split apart at the end of 
every maintenance switching section and that delay equalizers for the 
television signal be located in the television branch at every such 
point. By imposing this requirement on the equalization system, suf
ficient phase shift between fundamentals is introduced to result in 
random addition o~ the modulation products arising in successive switch
ing sections. 

Summary 
To recapitulate, then, the requirements on the equalization 

system include: 
1. Initial line-up to desired transmission accuracy. 
2. Holding the transmission within limits between reasonably in-

frequent manual readjustments. 
3o Flexibility, to meet nationwide switching plans (telephone or TV). 
4. Ease and speed of adjustment. 
5o Reducing signal-to-noise penalties due to misalignment - without 

introducing too much noise from equalizer loss itself. 
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6. Permitting switching to spare lines for maintenance and service 
protection. 

7. Reasonable equipment costs - both for equalizers and for 
adjustment test sets. 

8. Geographical accessibility for personnel. 
9. Minimizing special patching procedures and the need for liason 

over long sections of line. 
10. Special features, such as breaking up systematic addition of 

particular third order modulation products. 

Design Philosophies 
A number of general ideas about equalization system design 

can be stated as worthy of consideration in any new design effort. The 
first of these is the idea of "cause associated shapes". In most systems 
there are two phenomena which cause variable transmission deviations -
temperature and aging. These cause-associated characteristics tend to 
be relatively simple functions of frequency. They can usually be pre
dicted, to a fair degree of accuracy, from computations and laboratory 
measurements. 

When this is so, it is possible tc design variable equalizers 
of complementary shape in advance of the first field installation of the 
new system. Good accuracy can be obtained, especially when the char
acteristics are simple. Such variable equalizers can be adjusted by 
varying a single element (e.g., a thermistor) controlled either by the 
original Cause of variation (e.g., temperature) or by a pilot frequency 
placed at ~ sensitive point in the spectrum. By this approach, initial 
system operation is improved, misalignment reduced, and range of adjust
ment in the complex manually-adjusted equalizers is conserved. 

A second idea that is useful is that of providing manual mop-up 
that is extremely flexible. Unexpected effects tend to plague the 
operation of systems - flexible mop-ups with adequate range prove to be 
good insurance, especially during early prove-in years of operation while 
"bugs" are being worked out of the system and personnel is being trained 
to operate it efficiently. 

Recognition of the difficulties of providing adequate equal
ization facilities under present methods of operating transmission systems 
leads to the thought of one day designing a fully automatic system of 
equalizer adjustment. To attain such a goal will require the development 
of new measuring techniques and the application of information theory, 
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computer design, and servo control of equalizers. Some general thinking 
has been directed at these possibilities, but no development work for 
specific system use has been initiated. 
Transmission Deviations 

If we list the sources of transmission deviations in such a 
system as the L-3 coaxial, we obtain Table 14-1, which gives some of the 
important characteristics of each deviation. The descriptive terms 
used are relative, of course. A deviation is "fast" if it calls for 
corrective action as often as once a week in order to keep fairly long 
circuits within limits - but it is difficult to say just where the line 
should be drawn. The distinction must be made on the basis of economics 
and practicality. Similarly we have some shapes which are simple mono
tonic functions of frequency, and some which are complex by any standard, 
but some others are difficult to classify. 

A brief discussion of each deviation follows. 
Design Error: The failure to exactly match the average repeater gain to 
the average cable loss characteristic is a deviation that, by definition, 
is exactly the same in every repeater section. By its very nature, it 
accumulates systematically from repeater to repeater- that is, the 

Table 14-1 

Transmission Deviations And Types Of Equalizers 

Deviations Equalizer 
Source Shape Rate :Aaciition Type 

Design Error Complex Zero Systematic Fixed** 

Manufacturing Complex Slow Random* Manual 

Maintenance Complex Slow Random Manual 

Temperature: 
Cable Simple F¥t Systematic Dynamic** 
Repeaters Complex Fast Systematic Dynamic** 

Aging: 
Active devices Simple Fast Systematic Dynamic** 
Passive elem- Complex Slow Systematic Manual 
ents 

Residues Complex Moderate Random Dyn+ Man 

*Assuming quality control techniques to minimize systematic 
manufacturing deviations. 

**Cause-associated shapes can be used to advantage. 
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deviation after transmission through "n" repeaters is "n" times the 
deviation in one repeater. Being the residue which remains when a large 
number of elements are used to approximately match a truly smooth 
characteristic, it will be complex in shape. It will, however, be 
constant vs time unless the design is changed. Therefore fixed equalizers 
at the end of each switching section can be used to correct for it. 
Since the number of repeaters between equalizers will be a function of 
geography, several designs of fixed equalizer are needed - e.g., one for 
15 repeaters, one for 25 repeaters, etc. A section consisting of 17 
repeaters will then have a residue which can be taken care of by a 
"moP-UP" manual equalizer. 

Manufacturing Deviations: There are no average repeaters, of course. 
Any batch of manufactured product will show both syst~matic and random 
deviations from the design values. If we are successful in using quality 
control techniques, the systematic component can be kept small, and the 
total manufacturing deviation of, say, a 25 repeater line section may be 
largely a random effect. The deviation of n repeaters is then in general 
about ~ii times the deviation of one. The shape, however, will be complex, 
since it arises from the random deviations of many elements. 

Maintenance:The distinction between this and the effects of manufacturing 
deviations is somewhat artificial. New product tends to be installe.d 
rather systematically in some new section of line. Established systeaa 
have associated with them a population of amplifiers (some in service, 
some removed and taken to central points for tube replacement). At 
routine intervals a number or these - say 20% of those in service -
Will be interchanged. Maintenance operations thus aff'ect equalization 
somewhat differently than new manufacturing operations. 

Cable Temperature: Changes in cable loss with temperature occur rapidly 
even though almost all the cable in the plant is buried. The cable loss 
of an L-3 New York to Chicago circuit, for example, can change 25 db per 
week at 7 me. This corresponds to a ground temperature change of 2°F 
per week, and is not great on a percentage basis, since the total cable 
loss at this frequency is about 10,000 db. But compare 25 db per week 
with telephone transmission requirementsl Obviously SU.ch a variation in 
transmission calls for automatic, practically continuous equalization -
and these "dynamic" equalizers must be placed at frequent intervals 
along the line to minimize misalignment penalties. The design of the 
regulators which automatically adjust these equalizers will be discussed 
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in a subsequent section. Fortunately the shape of this deviation is 
monotonic and precisely known. 

Repeater Temperature: Since every effort is made to use elements which 
are not temperature sensitive, and any one element which is outstandingly 
sensitive is a focus of design attention until it has been brought into 
line, repeater temperature effects will tend to be complex functions 
of frequency. But they are systematic though small, and a New York
Chicago L-3 circuit would vary about 1.5 db per week if no corrective 
action were taken. (This is all of .006 db per repeater!) Again 
automatic regulation is called for, but at less frequent points along 
the line. In this case the e·qualizer shape is difficult to specify with 
certainty and the resulting network is difficult to design. 

Active Device Aging: If we assume that tubes age in transconductance 
by about 1 db per year, we compute a gain change of about 1 db per week 
for a New York-Chicago L-3 system. The shapes are fairly simple, but 
several may be required if the amplifier is a multi-loop feedback con
figuration. The variation is fast enough to require automatic correction. 

Passive Element Aging: Obviously a slow, complex shape, which can be 
corrected by manual equalizers. 
Residues: Here we lump together all our ignorances and imperfections. 
We find that after our best efforts to regulate "fast" known shapes there 
are "fast" residues left over, and additional dynamic equalizers are 
needed. These can hardly be specified except as a result of observing 
the transmission deviations of the system vs time - if there were any 
other way to determine the required shapes, they wouldn't be classed 
under residues. In addition to fast residues, there will be slow or 
fixed residues arising from imperfections of design error equalizers 
and intermediate manual equalizers if these are used. 

Control of Deviations at Source 
In theory, deviations can be corrected ~r minimized at their 

source or at equalization points. Good repeater design practice dic
tates the minimizing of deviations at the source, within economic bounds. 
Even though the economic limitations are poorly defined, certain tech
niques can be profitably employed. Some of the more important of these 
are given below with brief comments on their application. 

1) The repeater gain characteristic can be designed by the use 
of advanced mathematical tools such as Tchebycheff polynomials and the 
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potential analogue. Such a sophisticated design approach will help 
minimize the design error due to the finite number of elements in the 
repeater. 

2) The use of negative feedback reduces gain changes due to 
vacuum tube aging, power supply fluctuations and other mu-circuit var
iations. While feedback is very effective in reducing the magnitudes 
of gain changes, it usually converts flat changes into moderately complex 
shapes which are ultimately more difficult to equalize than larger flat 
deviations would be. If feedback were not needed to suppress inter
modulation products, one might prefer, from the equalization standpoint, 
to use an AGC type of regulation to compensate for tube aging, rather 
than internal feedback. 

3) The provision of input and output impedances which closely 
match the characteristic impedance of the cable minimizes transmission 
ripples due to reflections. This usually is accompanied by signal-to
noise penalties as described in Chapter 7. 

4) Quality control techniques may be imposed as a manufacturing 
requirement to insure that close tolerances on important transmission 
elements are maintained, with respect to both "average value" and 
"range"• 

5) The choice of a circuit configuration which minimizes the 
sensitivity of repeater gain variations to element variations is 
important, particularly with respect to the control o:f unwanted 
parasitic effects. 

Full use of all these design techniques is still not enough; 
deviations will exist, will accumulate, and must be corrected by 
eaualizers. Let us now inquire as to the devices and techniques avail
able .for equalizer design. 

Manually Adjustable Egualizers 
There are many ":families" of characteristics that may be 

used for manually adjustable equalizers. Among these are "bumps", 
"power series", ncosines", and "time domain" types. Each has advan
tages and each has been used or considered for use in existing systems. 
The general characteristics and some o:f the main advantages and dis
advantages of each of these families will be described briefly. It 
must be appreciated, however, that a full treatment of this subject 
is beyond this text, involving, in great measure, the theories of 
passive and active network design. 
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"Bumps" 
One way of correcting a transmission deviation such as that 

shown by Figure 11;-l is by means of a series of equalizers of the form 
shown by Figure 11,.2. 
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These equalizers consist of a number of separate units each 
of which can be varied to give adjustment over a small range of fre
quencies. Thus unit #1 can be varied between the limits shown by the 
first solid and dotted pair of lines, unit #2 supplies the next, over
lapping, bump, etc. The adjustments could be made by transmitting test 
tones at frequencies f 1 , f 2 and r3, using their amplitudes at the 
receiving end as criteria for proper adjustment - or the characteristic 
might be displayed by sweep techniques on an oscilloscope, and adjustment 
made on the basis of optimum visual flatness. Such equalizers are 
characterized by ease of design and of manufacture. They are difficult 
to adjust accurately, however, because the slopes of the bumps must 
overlap to give continuous coverage of the frequency range. Because 
of this, there tends to be large interactions between bumps - that is, 
the adjustment of one equalizer spoils the characteristic in the region 
overlapped by an adjoining bump. For wide band systems, the number of 
bumps required becomes very large - 88 were used in the 3 me L-1 system. 
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"Power Series" 
This family of equalizer characteristics is made up of related 

terms which form a power series in db versus frequency. Mathematically, 
the equalizers may be represented by 

F(f) = A1f + A2f 2 + --- Anrfl (14-1) 

Each term on the right side of equation (14-1) represents an equalizer 
characteristic. The first term, for example, is linear in db versus 
frequency and has a coefficient A1 which is adjustable between pre
determined plus and minus limits. This family of equalizers may be 
expected to be a powerful tool in the adjustment of sharp band edge 
characteristics. Although they have often been considered, such 
equalizers have never been designed for system use. Methods of adjust
ment have not been worked out. 

"Cosines" 
The use of cosine equalizers was suggested by the observation 

that manual equalizers are called upon to correct a wide range of complex 
deviation characteristics. Each of these characteristics is, in theory, 
expressible as a mathematical function in db versus frequency, which can 
be analyzed in terms of its Fourier components. If equalizers can be 
designed to correspond to each of these components and if each can be 
adjusted so that its magnitude is the same as that of the corresponding 
Fourier component in the deviation characteristic, then, in theory, 
any deviation characteristic can be corrected. Figure 14-3 shows, for 
example, rthe first three terms of a Fourier series applicable to equal
izing a transmitted band extending from 0 to 8.5 me. (It can be seen that 
the relationship between transmission frequency and the phase angle of the 
cosine is not linear. It was slightly warped for the reason mentioned 
below and because it simplified the equalizer networkJ The accuracy of 
the correction will depend on the accuracy with which each term can be 
set and on the number of terms for which equalizers are provided. 

Such equali~ers were invented many years ago but were not 
used in a system until recent years because a suitable method of adjust
ment could not be found. A solution to this problem is found in the 
application of sweep techniques. By these means, a db-frequency char
acteristic is converted to a voltage-time characteristic. To adjust 
the equalizer, one need only minimize the electrical power represented 
by this characteristic. Instead of being constant, the rate of change of 
frequency of the sweep is slower at high frequency than at low. The 
warping mentioned above was such·that, combined with this non-linear sweep, 
a non-distorted cosine time function is obtained. The net result of all 
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this is to give more emphasis to transmission deviations at the high end 
of the band. In the L-3 system this is where the TV signal is transmitted, 
and as we shall see, TV is very sensitive to such deviations. The simple 
criterion - minimum power - theoretically permits adjustment of the knobs 
in any order, since correct compensation of any cosine term in the original 
wave results in a reduction of total power at diode output. In practice, 
of course, masking effects dictate that large deviations be corrected first. 

This family of equalizers is thus characterized by ease and 
accuracy of adjustment, flexibility in the number of characteristics that 
can be corrected and flexibility in application to a system; if it is 
found that a given complement of equalizers does not achieve acceptable 
accuracy, equalizers corresponding to more terms in the Fourier series may 
be added. The number of terms required turns out to not very great - a 15 
term equalizer is very effective for the 8 me band of the L-3 system. 

"Time-Domain" Egualizers 
In Chapter 16the equivalance of echoes and transmission devi

ations is discussed - deviations can be considered as causing echoes, or 
vice versa. If we add echoes which cancel those existing in a system, we 
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will also correct transmission deviations. By providing taps on delay lines, 
and means for adjusting magnitudes of the signals picked off, and adding 
them to the original signal, any desired pattern of leading and lagging echoes 
around a signal can be provided. Used in conjunction with sweep adjustment 
techniques, such time-domain equalizers provide adjustment of gain and delay 
distortion. They are an essential tool in the equalization of long broad
band carrier systems for television transmission. 
REGULATORS 

In the course of transmission systems development, a number of 
types of devices have been called regulators. Of these, the most inter
esting are dynamic or back-acting regulators, analogous to the AVC circuit 
in an ordinary home radio receiver for AM reception. Automatic feedback 
regulation of this type is a fairly simple problem for an individual circuit. 
The rather extended treatment given here is because of the chain-action dif
ficulties that are encountered when the principle is applied to long 
systems with several hundred regulated amplifiers in tandem. Before con
sidering these problems in more detail, it will be of interest to consider 
briefly some of the various types of regulators. 

Non-Feedback Regulators 
In this type something is measured which is an indication of the 

system gain and a gain control or regulating network {capable of providing 
a cause associated shape) adjusted accordingly. For example: 

1) In the type C system (open wire) a reference signal or pilot is 
transmitted continuously. At the receiving end it is monitored by a meter. 
When the transmission loss is too low or too high, a contact is closed, 
an alarm sounds, and the attendant manually readjusts the loss of the 
receiving terminal equipment. 

2) In the Kl system (twisted pair in lead sheathed cable) a pair of 
wires in the cable is made one arm of a mechanically self balancing bridge 
located at the adjacent repeater. The bridge is continuously balanced in 
accordance with the resistance, and hence the temperature, of the pair 

and is linked to a gain control to offset the associated transmission vari

ations. 
3) In the L-3 ~oaxial), at some line repeaters, a thermistor is 

buried in the ground adjacent to the repeater hut. Its resistance, and 
hence temperature, is a quite accurate measure of the cable temperatures 
f'or the preceding .four miles of cable. This thermistor, as part of a 
simple resistance network, adjusts the gain of the amplif'ier as the 
ground temperature varies. 

The attraction of the non-feedback regulator lies in its 
simplicity, reliability and economic advantage. Its disadvantage is 
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that it is not self-checking. Whatever residual error it leaves is 
passed along to the next repea~er. If the error is systematic it will 
accumulate in direct proportion to the number of repeaters traversed. 
It is the ability to overcome this difficulty which is the chief virtue 
of the feedback regulator. 
Feedback Regulators 

In a feedback regulator the transmission is measured con
tinuously by comparing a pilot signal with a reference. The difference, 
or error, is used to actuate a transmission control in the repeater 
until the system is in an equilibrium determined by the feedback around 
the control loop. For example: 

1) In the type J system (open-wire) a pilot is measured and the 
gain mechanically adjusted until the pilot level is within prescribed 
limits. The gain control is not continuously controlled by the pilot 
but operates in steps as the signal varies. This avoids the dynamic 
stability difficulties encountered in a long chain of feedback regulators. 

2) In the K2 system (pair in cable), and L-1 and L-3 systems 
(coaxial), a pilot is measured and controls the current through a 
thermistor in a regulating network, which in turn adjusts the gain of 
the repeater. The L-3 feedback regulator is shown schematically in 
Figure 14-4. 

In the latter cases the feedback loop is always closed, and 
the individual regulators as well as long chains of them must be designed 
to be dynamically stable. In the case of the individual regulation loops 
this means meeting Nyquist's criterion for stability and is not a diffic
ult design problem. The loops rave moderate feedback and can be (in fact 
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must be) cut off at very low frequencies and at low cut off rates so 
that the loop loss is very great before the phase shift exceeds 180°. 
The stability of a long chain of regulators is the controlling factor 
in the design. 

Chain Act·ion 
It was stated above that the chief advantage of the feedback 

regulator was that it does not permit the accumulation of errors from 
repeater to repeater. To illustrate this, let us assume that the line 
loss between repeaters changes by l db and that each repeater is equip.. 
ped with a regulator with 20 db of loop feedback. The first repeater 
will reduce the deviation by .9 db leaving a .1 db residual error. 
The following repeater will have an input deviation of 1.1 db and will 
be forced to make a correction of .99 db leaving a ~esidual error of 
.11 db to be passed along. Table 14-2 illustrates the action for 
additional repeaters. In effect, the error of the first regulator 
forces the other regulators to make a more accurate correction. Or, 
considering the total system deviation, the regulating system may be 
considered to have the feedback of one regulator, multiplied by the 
number of regulators. Thus, 100 regulators in tandem each having 20 db 
feedback are equivalent to a single regulator with 60 db feedback. 

To generalize chain action effects, it is useful to draw an 
analogy between the feedback loop of the regulator and a conventional 
feedback amplifier. By comparilig the various parts of the circuit 

in such ·an analogy, it is possible to formulate most of the 'important 
design requirements. The circuit of. Figure ll,.-4 is redrawn from this 
point .of view as Figure 14-5. 

Table 14-2 
Input Output 

Regulator Pilot Inserted Pilot 
Number Change Correction Change -· 

db db db 

1 1 0.9 0.1 
2 1.1 0.99 0.11 
3 1.11 0.999 0.111 
4 1.111 0.9999 0.1111 

·-
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CABLE 

The d-c reference voltage against which the amplified and 
rectified pilot is measured is considered to be the "input". The RF 
pilot at the out put of the amplifier is the "output", linearly related 
to the amplitude of the "input". The pick-off pad, crystal filter, and 
RF pilot amplifier make up the "P circuit" by means of which a portion 
of the output is fed back. Any change in these ~ circuit elements will 
affect the "gain" from input to output proportionately. The d-c amp
lifier, regulating network and output amplifier constitute the "µ. 
circuit". The stability of these components will not be as important 
for accurate regulation, since the effect of changes will be reduced 
by the loop feedback. Note that as in other feedback devices the net 
input to the µ. circuit is an error voltage, in this case the difference 
between the reference d-c and the rectified pilot. 

In this view of the regulator, variations in the input pilot 
level are seen to be µ. circuit disturbances. They will affect the out
put pilot level in the same way as changes in the gain of the output 
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amplifier, a µ circuit component. The resultant disturbance to the output 
pilot will depend on the amplitude of the input disturbance and the loop 
feedback - which can be denoted as in any feedback circuit by the amount 
of µ gain and ~ circuit transmission. 

Having developed the feedback nature of the structure and the 
roles of the components, the conventional feedback art can be used for 
the analysis of the individual regulator. One can show that 

Change in output f1lot level = 1 
Change in input p lot level 1 - µp 
System gain change to pilot frefuency = ~-
. Change in input pilot leve I ~·~~ 

This result is not very surprising but it can be used to 
analyze the chain action of regulators. Many different cases must 

(14-2) 

(14-3) 

be considered. Sometimes the pilot levels change because of an effect 
distributed all along the system. In other cases the change oceurs 
only at the input to the line. Sometimes the pilot level changes are 
the important effect. In other cases the importance resides in the 
gain change to the signals. In all cases the results may be complicated 
by the fact that ~ is, in general, a complex number and thus phase as 
well as amplitude is important. 

Gain Enhancement 
Gain enhancement is the ratio of output pilot variation to 

input pilot variation, for either a single repeater or a system. 
Numerically in db it is equal to 20 log10 of this ratio. Thus if the 
input pilot varies 0.1 db, and the output pilot 0.2 db, we express this 
by saying we have 6 db of gain enhancement. Since the magnitude of the 
gain enhancement is determined by the magnitude and phase of the feedback 
around the regulation loop, it will in general be a function of the fre
quency of the pilot variation. 

As an illustration of gain enhancement phenomena, consider the 
results when the feedback loop of a regulator has the characteristics 
shown by Figurel4-6. Suppose the pilot at the input to a system having 
a large number of regulators in tandem varies at a rate of 60 cycles per 
second. Using the values of Figure 14-6 we find that the input pilot 
change at each dynamically regulated repeater will be amplified, rather 
than suppressed - by about .0012 db. In passing through a thousand regu
lators, the original input pilot variation will be amplified by 1.2 db. 
As a fUnction of frequency, the gain enhancement corresponding to the ~ 
characteristic of Figure 14~6 is shown on Figure 14-7 for a single regu
lator. 
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Some gain enhancement is inescapable in any conventional 
regulator design. Bode has demonstrated that in any feedback loop in 
which the µ~ declines more rapidly than 6 db per octave, that is, 
those loops which will have an ultimate phase shift of greater than 
90°, the average regeneration or degeneration over the complete 
frequency spectrum. is zero. This means that if a feedback regulator 
decreases the effect of a pilot change for some rates of change 
(disturbance frequency) it must increase the~disturbance over some 
other band such that: 

00 

I i.:-µp dt= o 
0 

~. = feedback term in db 

f = frequency in cps 
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Graphically, if the abcissa of Figure 14-7 were arithmetic rather than 
log frequency, area A would equal area B. The ordinate of the area of 
gain enhancement (area B) is ordinarily only a few thousandths of a db 
and the frequency abcissa very great, the ordinate of the area of sup
pression is ordinarily tens of db and the frequency abcissa relatively 
small. · The design objective must be to control µ.p so that its phase 
cannot exceed 90° (a necessary condition for (1-~~) to exceed unity) 
until the amplitude of ~p is so small that the increase in disturbance 
and the gain fluctuations due to it will be tolerable. This, of course, 
means a .~~ cut-off rate of 6 db per octave or less until the required 
loss is achieved. 

Other Effects of Chain Action 
Even when the design of the regulation system is such that 

there is no gain enhancement at a particular disturbance frequency, 
because the angle of the feedback around the regulation loop has not 
exceeded the 90° point, long chains of regulators may penalize certain 
system effects. As an example, consider the effect of television-induced 
compression. The presence of the television signal reduces the gain of 
the line amplifier. The effect is small but cumulative. In the absence 
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of regulator action it merely compresses the television signal slightly 
and makes a negligible change in the contrast rendering of the picture. 
However, the regulators observe a gain change to the pilots and attempt 
a correction. The very rapid changes are ignored but 60 cps, for example, 
is partially corrected. This introduces a 60 cps gain change which 
will lag the picture and therefore must meet 60 cps bar pattern 
reouirements. This problem is minimized by keeping the regulator 
response low at 60 cpso 

The degree to which pilot compression is converted into 
unwanted gain changes at signal frequencies can be evaluated from 
Figure 14-8. If 

n = number of regulated repeaters in tandem 

6P = gain change of each section in db, at pilot 
frequency, caused by compression (before 
regulation) 

~G = total system gain change in db, at pilot fre
quency, at end of n sections, after regulation 

then it can be shown that for small values of compression 

-n = K 

(14-5) 
or 

The gain change of the system at signal frequencies, espec
ially near the pilot, will be very nearly equal to 6G. Expressing 
K/n in db, we can plot it as a function of the number of regulators, 
with feedback as a parameter, obtaining Figure 14-Bo From these curves 
we can see, for example, that if·µ~ = -70 then a chain of 700 regulators 
will insert a total gain change approximately one tenth of the total 
compression. If µ~ were -50 db, the total gain change would equal the 
compression, which could seriously degrade certain pictures. Since we 
are concerned with the part of the envelope spectrum where µ~ is small 
and decreasing at 6 db per octave, the 90° phase value for µ~ is of most 
interest. Values are also given for µ~ shifted 180° from its in-band 
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value, which is the worst condition for such chain action effects as this, 
as it is for gain enhancement. However, it will be observed that for many 
values ofµ~ this effect is, unlike gain enhancement, nearly independent 
of µ~ phase. 

Design Limitations of Regulation Loop 
The need to control a~verse chain-action effects, and other 

system considerations, impose a number of limitations on the design of 
the regulation loop and its components. A few of the more general 
principles will be discussed with reference to Figure 14-4. 

Output Amplifier 
The transmission of the output amplifier is dictated by the 

insertion gain requirements of the repeater and obviously cannot be 
varied to suit the requirements of the regulation loop. 
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Pilot Level 
The pilot is transmitted at as high a power as qan be tol

erated in view of intermodulation effects in the transmission band. 
The highest tolerable level is obviously advantageous for good pilot
to-noise ratio, and because high pilot power will require the least 
gain in the pilot amplifier or permit the greatest loss in the pick
off pad and crystal filter, both desirable objectives. 

Crystal Filter, Pick-Off Pad and Nick Effect 
The transmission of the system is to be controlled by the 

pilot signal. The economical use of the system transmission band 
requires that speech and other varying level signals be very close 
in frequency to the pilot and, if they are not to affect the regulator 
in a chaotic way, we must provide discrimination against them. This 
is the function of the crystal filter vhich passes the pilot but pro
vides from 50 to 60 db loss to signals more than 1 or 2 kc removed 
from the pilot frequency. The pass-band of the filter is made some-
what wider than would be required by filter design limitations because 
the phase shift close to its cut-off would otherwise increase gain 
enhancement effects to an excessive degree. A filter designed for a 
characteristic impedance of 25,000 ohms and shunted directly across the 
75 ohm coaxial would have negligible effect on the through transmission 
if it were not for sharp resonances and anti-resonances in the crystal 
outside the pass-band. These abrupt variations in shunt impedance would 
cause small but exceedingly sharp deviations in the main transmission 
band that would be impossible to equalize. In order to hold this "nick 

effect" of the crystal filter to a tolerable value a simple L pad is used 
between the filter and the line. With a voltage loss of 17 db in this 
pad the "nick effect" is held to the order of .15 db for a 4000 mile 
system, a tolerable value. 

Pilot Amplifier 
The design of the pilot amplifier is determined by the 

following considerations: 
1) Input is set by the pilot level, the loss of the pick-off pad, 

and the loss of the terminated crystal filter. The gain of the pilot 
amplifier must raise the inpUt level to a voltage equal to the reference 
Toltage. 
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2) The pilot amplifier is part of the "~" circuit of the regula
tion loop and its gain must therefore be very stable. This is accom
plished by about 25 db of feedback around the pilot amplifier alone. The 
forward gain without feedback must therefore be equal to the sum of the 
gain above and the feedback. This gain can be quite high; in LJ it ex
ceeded 100 db. 

DC Amplifier 
One of the design objectives for the regulator is reasonably 

constant µ~ for the entire range of operation. The requirement is not 
very exacting but less feedback would obviously give poorer regulation 
and more would increase the gain enhancement. Since the sensitivity 
of the regulating network (change in transmission gain per unit change 
in thermistor current) is not constant over the regulation range and 
all other components of the regulating loops are linear, the de amP
lifier must provide a nonlinear transconductance to complement the 
regulating network sensitivityo 

Bias Drift 
The input signal to the de amplifier, which is the "error 

voltage" difference between the reference voltage and the rectified 
pilot, will also be affected by a third voltage - the contact potential 
of the tube. Drifts in contact potential will therefore have the same 
effect as changes in the reference voltage or in the pilot. One way 
of minimizing the effect of this drift is to make the reference voltage 
and rectified pilot voltages as large as possible, so that small per-· 
centage pilot changes result in large de voltage differences. Contact 
potential changes are then equivalent to very small pilot changes in 
their effects on through transmission. 

Regulating Network 
Since the regulating network is primarily an element in the 

main transmission path, its design as a component in the regulation 
loop is hedged about with restrictions. Whether the regulating network 
employs thermistors, grid bias, or other means of regulation, the volt
age, current, and impedance limits will be dictated by transmission path 
requirements as well as by regulation loop objectiveso 

Gain Enhancement vs Regulator Signal to Noise Ratio 
There is a necessary compromise between a good design for gain 

enhancement and a signal to noise problem in the regulation loop. It 
is apparent from the previous discussion that there is a large gain 
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from the pilot pick-off to the de amplifier output. This gain is such 
that in a regulator at the end of a long L-3 system the noise at pilot 
frequency in the crystal filter pass-band (2 kc) would overload the de 
amplifier. The crystal filter, although it restricts the noise power 
that may reach the diode rectifier, is not sufficiently narrow to elim
inate this difficulty, and cannot be made much narrower because of the 
large phase shift and hence gain enhancement it would produce near its 
cutoff. To control the noise, therefore, it is necessary to introduce 
an RC cutoff in the de amplifier after the diode. This reduces the 
output noise to a tolerable value without excessive gain enhancement. 

Multi-shape Regulation 
The application of feedback regulators can be extended to the 

automatic regulation of several cause associated shapes simultaneously. 
This requires the transmission of as many pilots as shapes anticipated 
and the use of a simple computer between the diode rectifiers and de 
amplifiers to determine the unique combination of shapes represented 
by the pilot levels. It is by this means that the several shapes, 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, are controlled without interaction 
in the L3 system. The details of circuitry are beyond the scope of 
this discussion. 
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Chapter l~ 

SHAPED LEVELS, FEEDBACK; COMPANDORS; TASI 

Up to this point we have made a number of restrictive assump
tions in our discussion of the design of single-sideband AM telephone 
systems employing cables and electron tube repeaters. For example, we 
have assumed that, for a given power of signal in any channel at the zero 
db transmission level point, we will obtain the same signal voltage at the 
grids of the output stages of the repeaters in the high frequency line, 
regardless of the carrier frequency slot assigned to the particular mes
sage channel. In terms of previous definitions, C, the relationship 
between dbv at the grid of the output stage and dbm at zero level, has 
been assumed to be constant vs carrier frequency. Since cable loss, and 
therefore thermal noise at repeater output, increase with frequency, 
flat transmission from output grid to zero level usually results in system 
performance which is better at low carrier frequencies than in the top 
transmitted channel. If' the top channel just meets requirements, the 
lower channels may have unnecessary margins in signal-to-noise performance. 
A similar assumption has been that feedback in the repeaters is flat vs 
carrier frequency. 

In this chapter we shall discuss the effect of removing such 
restrictions on system design, and also the effects of compandors, and of 
more efficient utilization of channels on a time-sharing basis. 

Shaped Feedback 
The effects, on signal to noise performance, of shaping feedback 

are relatively simple insofar as modulation noise is concerned. An exact 
analysis would show that to compute rigorously the degree to which a 2a-~ 
product, for example, will be suppressed by feedback, we must take into 
account the feedback at the fundamentals, at the 2a frequency, and at de, 
as well as at the product frequency 2a-~· The magnitudes involved, however, 
are such that in most practical cases, only the feedback at the product 
frequency need be considered. The values of feedback at other frequencies 
affect only small correction terms, which can be ignored with negligible 
error if the feedback at these other frequencies is greater than about 
6 :lb. Shaped feedback is therefore a tool which we can use to make modula
tion noise any desired function of carrier frequency, within the limits of 
our ability to prescribe the shape of the curve of 1-P.P vs frequency. 

15-1 
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A second, less easily estimated, result of shaping feedback is 
the change which occurs in the so-called µ.~ effect - the variation of 
insertion gain as active devices age. As a contributor to misalignment, 
the µ.~ effect affects signal to noise ratio. Shaping the feedback may 
make the µ~ effect either more or less severe, and the resulting change 
in system signal to noise ratio must be evaluated for each individual 
case. We shall find, however, that in general we are led to ask for less 
feedback at high frequencies, and we thus eliminate the sharp corner of 
the feedback curve at top transmitted frequency which is a feature of 
maximum flat in-band feedback. Associated vrl. th this sharp corner is a 
sharp µ.~ effect. The result of shaping feedback, then, is likely to be 
a µ~ effect which may be larger, but which can be more easily equalized 
because it is a simpler shape. 

"Shaped Levels" 
By the insertion of suitable networks at the transmitting and 

receiving terminals, we can make the signal voltage at the output stage 
grids of the repeaters follow any desired function of carrier frequency. 
By combining this mechanism with shaped feedback, an improvement in over
all performance can often be obtained. Consider, for example, the curves 
of Figure 15-lo This is the same system shown in Figurel0-4. There 
levels were set to optimize signal to noise ratio, with third order noise 
dominant; now more margin against overload has been asked for, and levels 
have been lowered to achieve this additional margin, thus incidentally 
decreasing modulation noise. Third order, of course, decreases more 
rapidly than second order noise.* In Figure 15-1, the total noise in 
the lowest channel is about seven db less than the noise in the top trans
mitted channel. 

These computed results are based on a repeater having flat feed
back, and assume networks at the terminals which are designed to make the 
output grid a "flat voltage level point"., The thermal or random noise 
therefore has, at zero level, almost the shape of the cable loss char
acteristic - differing only by the shaping of the noise figure and the 
shaping of the output coupling network. The thermal noise voltage from 
grid to cathode of the output stage of the line repeaters will, since C 

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The change in slope of second order modulation noise in Figure 15-1 vs 
that shown in Fig. J0-4 is a consequence of using "noise power" values 
of p +s instead or the subjective values; this also changes the relative x x 
magnitude of 2nd and 3rd order. 
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is constant, have the same shape vs frequency as the noise in dba at 
zero level. The shaping of modulation noise vs carrier frequency is 
caused by the variation in the numbers of intermodulation products vs 
the carrier frequency position of the disturbed channel, and by the 
different values of s for the various products entering into the total x 
second and third order noise. 

If random noise were the only contributor, equal signal-to
noise ratio in all channels could be obtained by "shaping" the signals so 
that "level" at output grid would follow the random noise curve of Fi~ure 
15i..l, this would mean transmitting the lowest channel at a level (at out
put grid) 26 db below top channel level, as in Figure 15-2. 

Obviously, however, modulation noise cannot be ignored, and any 
shaping of levels immediately raises the question: what does modulation 
noise then become? (A similar question as to the effect of shaping on the 
load carrying capacity requirement also arises, to be considered later). 

We have seen that to compute the modulation noise in the flat
level, flat-feedback case we must compute the probable number of products 
of each type falling in the disturbed channel, and also must have data on 
the magnitudes of the fundamentals at the point where inter-modulation 
occurs. Making fundamental signal magnitudes a function of carrier fre
ouency will obviously complicate this computation. 

There is, as yet, no rigorous general solution to this problem, 
but a seemingly adequate approximate method of computation has been worked 
out. This method involves approximating the shaped levels at output grid 
with a series of steps (1, 2, 3) as indicated in Figure 15-2. Two or 
three steps are usually adequate, but the process can be extended to a 
greater number of steps if necessary, and the steps can be made unequal 
in width. The height of the step is intended to approximate the "average 
power" channel in the band covered by the step, rather than the average 
of the db spread. 

Consider now the er.+~-)' products falling in the k channel, formed 
by fundamentals A cos wcr.t' B cos w~t, C cos wyt• In earlier chapters we 
have assumed that except for differences between the volumes of individual 
talkers, A=B=C at the grid of the output stage of a line repeater. Now 
we have the situation that some a+~-)' products will be formed by three 
fundamentals of "Step l" magnitude, some by two fundamentals in "Step l" 
and one in "Step 3 rr, and so on. In all, there will be ten different 
types of a+~-)' products, formed by fundamentals from various steps of Fig
ure JS -2 as shown in Table 15-1. 
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Table 15-1 

Fundamental Magnitudes 

Product 
SteQ 3 Magnitude Step 1 Step 2 

1 A, B, C 
2 A, B c 
3 A, B c 
4 A B, C 
5 A B c 
6 A B, C 

7 A, B, c 
8 A, B c 
9 A B, c 

10 A, B; C 

Similar tables might be constructed for other types of product, 
such as a+~. 

Basically, the same counting methods that were used to deter
mine the total number of a+~-Y falling into channel k can be used to break 
this total number of products down into component types of the sort shown 
in the table. Like the original product count, this is a tedious process, 
and a rough guide to the probable results is useful. Table 15-2 shows, 
for various products and valu~s of k, the product distribution found for 
a system of channels extending from 100 kc to 1100 kc. It would be a 
reasonable first approximation to assume, for a slightly different system, 
that the relative number of products of each magnitude would be about 
the same. In analyzing a system of 50% greater bandwidth, for example, 
one would construct a new 3-step staircase of levels, find the total 
number of x-type products, by the methods of Chapter 12, and scale the 
values given in Table 15.2 by the ratio of the total numbers of products 
for the two systems. If, however, the frequency allocation were sub
stantially different, so that the approximation would be too inaccurate, 
more fundamental methods of counting must be used. 
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Thus far we have spoken of the shaped signal in db relative 
to the top channel level. There is, however, no reason to assume that 
this top channel level would, for the shaped signal case, be the same 
as in the flat level case. The new level chosen will depend, as the old 
level did, on what limitation (modulation noise of either type, or over
load) is of dominating importance. Assume for the moment that a partic
ular level choice has been made. The dba of noise to be expected from 
each group of the sort shown in Table 15-2 may then be computed. (At 
this point one may begin to wonder how the empirically determined values 
of sx and Px given in Table12-l would be affected by such widely differing 
values of fundamentals magnitudes, however). These values of dba may then 
be added on a power basis to find the total modulation noise of each type 
in various disturbed channels. 
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Table 15-2 

Product Distribution for a System 
100 kc - 1100 kc 

I "a.-~" Products 
No. of Products 

From Bottom Chan Mid-Chan Top Chan 
Step 100 kc 600 kc 1100 kc 
Combinations (k = 25} (k = 150) (k = 275) 

1, 1 58 0 
1,2 25 16 
1, 3 0 67 
2, 2 58 0 
2, 3 25 17 
3, 3 58 0 

224 100 0 

II "a.+~ fl Products 

From No. of Products 
Step Bottom Chan Mid-Chan Top Chan 
Cor.nbinations (100 kc) 600 kc 1100 kc 

1, 1 32 
1, 2 18 24 
1, 3 No 0 59 
2, 2 Products 0 29 
2, 3 0 
3, 3 0 

0 50 112 

III "a. +.B-Y rr Products No. of Products 
Bottom Chan Mid-Chan Top Chan 

Step Com- 100 kc 600 kc 1100 kc 
binations (k = 25) (k = 150) (k = 275) 

1, 1, 1 1640 400 0 
1,1,2 1681 5083 0 
1, 1, 3 0 903 3403 
1, 2, 2 3403 1261 1681 
1, 2, 3 3403 5208 3486 
1, 3, 3 3485 861 0 
2, 2, 2 0 2480 0 
2, 2, 3 1763 1303 3403 
2, 3, 3 0 5165 1722 
3, 3, 3 0 462 1681 

15,375 23, 126 15, 376 
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In this way we arrive at the results shown in Figure 15-3 for 
the same system as that of Figure 15-1, but now with levels shaped as 
in Figure 15-2. In this particular case, top channel level has been set 
5.5 db higher than in the original flat level case, for reasons to be 
discussed later. Feedback is still flat. We see that modulation noise 
is now excessive at low frequencies, but negligible at high frequencies. 
Shaping the feedback will bring the modulation noise into better balance. 
We recall, from the discussion of the ~ scale in Chapter 13, that if we 
ask for more feedback at low frequencies we must piy for it with high 
frequency feedback, but it appears that we can afford to. Theoretically 
one might specify an optimum shape of feedback vs frequency, but in prac
tice this exactitude is not worthwhile. There will be a number of other 
considerations that will govern the final design of the feedback loop of 
the repeater, (µf3 effect, manufacturing ease, number of components, for 
example) and our computations of modulation noise are only approximate. 
A rough estimate of what slope of µ~ vs frequency is reasonably good would 
appear to be sufficiently accurate. If we let this slope be 6 db per 
octave we obtain the final results shown in Figure 15-4. The top channel 
signal-to-noise ratio has been improved by 5.5 db, as compared to Figure 
15-1. 
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Noise in the lowest channel, however, is +26 dba, which is 
only 2 db less than top channel noise was originally. It can be seen 
from Table 15 ... 2, and from consideration of the "voltage levels" of the 
three approximating steps of Figure 15~2, that modulation noise in the 
lower channels must be dominated by products formed by intermodulation 
of fundamentals being transmitted at high frequencies and high voltage 
levels. Modulation noise at output grid in the lower frequency channels 
is, therefore, almost like thermal noise in its independence of low 
freauency channel "voltage level" at output grid. In the high frequency 
channels, modulation noise is not dominant, and would be very little 
changed by a moderate increase in "voltage levels" of low frequency chan
nels at output grid. We can therefore improve the signal to noise ratio 
in the low frequency channels almost db for db by raising their "voltage 
levels" at output grid, without appreciable penalty at higher frequencies. 
This would be a second, and better, approximation to optimum shaping. 
The selection of a roughly optimum level adjustment in a case like this 
is so much a function of the parameters of the individual system that it 
does not seem worthwhile to work out general equations for the purpose. 

Shaped Signal Levels - Overload 
Another problem that arises when transmission "levels" as meas

ured at the output grid are not flat vs frequency is the computation of 
the required load carrying capacity. Here again no rigorous mathematical 
approach has yet been worked out and approximate solutions are used 
instead. 

The average rms voltage at the output grid during the busy hour 
can be found by integrating the area under the curve of signal voltage 
"level" vs frequency. A good approximation is to divide the total band 
into a number of steps as in Figure 15-2, and find the rms voltage corres
ponding to each group of channels. Thus for the 250 channel system of 
Figure 15-2, the average power at the zero level point, assuming an activity 
factor of 0.25, is (see Eq,12-2) -11 dbm + 10 log 62.5 • +7 dbm. 
If the output grid were a flat voltage level point the rms voltage there 
would be 

(+7 - C) dbv. 
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Since each step contains one-third of the channels, the rms voltage 
contribution of each third of the spectrum in the "flat voltage level" 
case would be (since 10 log 1/3 is -4.77) 

(+7 - C - 4.77) dbv 

The steps are not flat at the level of the top channel, however. They 
ar~ relative to top channel, at levels of -18.5, -10.3 and -3.1 db. 
Letting Ct now be the value of C for the top channel, then, the three 
contributors to total rms grid voltage are: 

Step 1 +7 -Ct -4.77 -18.5 = -Ct -16.27 dbv 

Step 2 +7 -Ct -4.77 -10.J = -Ct - 8.07 dbv 

Step 3 +7 -Ct -4.77 - 3.1 = -Ct 0.87 dbv 

Total -Ct - 0.01 dbv 

The evaluation of the multi-channel load factor "6c" is not so readily 
made. At present the approximation used is to take the value of ~C 
(given by Figure12-2) corresponding to the one-third or one-quarter of 
the total number of channels, on the reasonable assumption that only the 
channels transmitted at high levels will contribute appreciably to the 
difference between average rms voltage and the instantaneous voltage 
during 1% at the busy hour. (Obviously if the shaping of voltage levels 
is less steep, the value of 6c can be chosen to correspond to, say, one 
half the total number of channels). Thus for the 250 channel system of 
Figure 15-2, a reasonable value for ~C would be that corresponding to an 
BJ channel system, or about 15.7 db. The repeater must therefore carry, 
without overloading, a single frequency sine wave having an rms voltage 
at output grid of (-Ct,+ 15.69) dbv.* One could test the system by apply
ing a +15.7 dbm sine wave signal in the top channel at zero level, or 
about 40.7 dbm in the bottom channel at zero level. 

It is of interest to compare this sine wave output grid voltage 
to be carried by the repeater with the sine wave to be carried in the flat 
level case, which would be -C+7 plus the multi-channel load factor (~C 
of FigureJ2-2 for N=250) or -C+7+13.3 or -0+20.J dbv, rms. For the same 
signal to thermal noise ratio in the top channel (i.e., if Ct for the 
shaped level case were equal to C of the flat level case), the overload 
requirement for the repeater eased by 4.6 db (15.7 vs 20.J dbm). The rms 
voltage change is 7 db, but 60 has changed, unfavorably, by 2.4 db. 

- -- - ----- ~ - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
*The .01 db is carried along to show the method, of course. 
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Which brings us, finally, to the question of how one sets Ct 
(shaped level} relative to the value of C of the flat level case. In 
the example we have been discussing, the attempt was to hold overload 
margin constant, and take the 4.6 db as a top channel noise advantage. 
(there is a discrepancy here, since the noise advantage computed turned 
out to be 5.5 db, indicating that signal voltages were set a little high, 
penalizing overload margin by 0.9 db. This is due merely to the fact that 
inconsistent assumptions as to step approximations of total rms power and 
choice of multi-channel load factor were made by the various engineers 
involved.) The final choice of Ct would depend on how one chose to invest 
the profit of shaping levels - in overload margiri, in noise margin, or in 
lengthening repeater spacing, and this decision would depend on the par
ticular situation and, for example, expected future aging effects. 

TASI - The word "Tasi" is formed from the initial letters of the phrase 
"Time Assignment Speech Interpolation". It has been pointed out that on 
the average the one-way channels of a broadband carrier system will be 
carrying speech only 25% of the time. This does not represent very effic
ient use of an expensive transmission facility. With appropriate switch
ing and supervisory signalling, it is possible to increase this percentage 
appreciably - up to about 60%. A considerable amount of terminal equip
ment is required - as soon as a subscriber A (whose interest in another 
has already been established) starts to talk, a one-way connection to the 
distant subscriber B must be set up thru the high frequency line, without 
appreciable 1oss of the initial syllable. When A is silent, his high 
frequency channel must be released for the use of another talker. His 
next speech spurt will, in all probability, be transmitted in a different 
carrier frequency slot than his first. In the opposite direction, high 
frequency channels are similarly assigned to B when he "demands" them by 
speaking, and released when he is silent. 

The problems involved.in recognition of speech spurts, making 
the connections, and protecting against the condition of "no channel 
available", or lock-out, are outside our scope here. So far as the lay
out and design of the transmission system exclusive of terminals is con
cerned, the application of TASI to a system is merely an increase in the 
activity factor. This will increase the modulation noise by making the 
probable number of products more nearly equal to the total possible number; 
it will have two effects with respect to load carrying capacity required -
it increases the rms load, but decreases the multi-channel load factor ~c• 
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To find the appropriate value of ~C' one should have curves like those 
of Figure 12-2 computed for the expected value of ~. Lacking such curves, 
a good approximation would be to use, for a 100 channel system with Tasi, 
the ~C given by Figure 12-2 for a 300 or 400 channel system. 
Compandors 

The compandors we shall consider are voice-operated devices 
used to improve the signal-to-interference ratio. The word 11compandor" 
is a contraction of "compressor" and 11expandor 11 • As indicated in Figure 
15-5, a voice-frequency operated compressor is associated with each 
channel in the transmitting terminal and serves to compress the range of 
speech volumes before the signals are modulated and transmitted over the 
high frequency line. A compensating expandor, also voice-operated, is 
used with each channel at the receiving terminal to restore the compressed 
range of speech volumes to their original rangeo 

The level diagram of Figure 15-6a shows the action of the N
system compandors for sine-wave signals of different strengths. The 
input-output characteristics of the compressor and expandor which produce 
this level diagram are shown in Figure 15-6bo The time constants are such 
that we can consider that each device has, for the duration of a syllable, 
the gain (loss) corresponding to the average power of the talker. Between 
syllables, the gain (loss) corresponds to the noise power in the channelo 
The compressor acts as an amplifier of the input speech signals, but the 
amount of amplification decreases as the speech volume increases. This 
results in an output from the compressor which, over the compression 
range, varies one db for every two db change in input signalo At the 
receiving terminal the expandor performs the opposite function, inserting 
loss which increases with decreasing speech volumeso 
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Compandors have two important attributes which can be taken 
advantage of in a system design. As we have seen, the action of the 
compressor causes the range of speech volumes which must be transmitted 
by the system to be reduced. We would expect that reducing the range of 
signal magnitudes to be transmitted would be beneficial in any trans
mission problem. For example, if our system had satisfactory performance 
in every respect except for the fact that it was nearly overloaded, adding 
compandors would permit us to lower levels while still maintaining an 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio on the line for the weakest volume talkero 
We would thus increase the margin against overload. Or we might have had 
enough margin against overload, but too much noise or crosstalk to let 
low volume talkers come through satisfactorily. Adding compandors 
would let us lift low volume talkers out of the noise without letting the 
high volume ones overload the system. 

Equally important is the expandor action at the receiving 
terminal. By inserting a loss equal to the gain of the compressor, the 
expandor acts to atte~uate, by the same amount, any noise or crosstalk 
which comes into the channel from the high frequency lineo In the 
absence of speech, Figure 15-6b shows that any noise at the input to the 
expandor having a power of about -2~2 dbm or less will be attenuated by 
about 28 dbo When speech is present, noise from the high frequency line 
will be attenuated, but by an amount less than 28 db depending on the 
power of the speech signal. The overall result, as we shall see, is 
to permit a system to operate with considerably more noise at the re
ceiving terminal, in the absence of speech, than could be tolerated if 
compandors were not used. 

The effects of using compandors on the requirements and per
formance of a single sideband telephone system using AM modulation can 
best be analyzed by considering that we have a new signal with new values 
of tolerance to noise, as in the following example. 

Assume that we are to compute the effects of applying compandors 
to a particular broadband repeatered cable transmission system of the sort 
discussed in previous chapters, equipped, let us say, for 100 channels. 
Feedback, if any, and "levels" at the grids of the output stages of the 
line repeaters are assumed flat vs frequencyo We shall confine our dis-

cussion to the noise, intermodulation, and overload effects arising in the 
high frequency line, ignoring terminal problems. Particular questions we 
might answer are: How do a), the margin against overload, b), the thermal 
noise, and c), the modulation noise, change when compandors are applied to 
each channel? 
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For convenience, we shall postulate that we have, in the trans
mitting and receiving terminals, points at which we can observe and defj_ne 
the nature of compressed signal and the interferences just as we previously 
could at similarly postulated zero level points. Let us define these 
observation points (A and B in Figure 15-5) by saying that before the 
application of compandors they were zero level points, and that so far 
we have made no other change in system levels except adding compandorso 

We immediately notice, in passing, that our old definition of 
transmission level - for example, at line repeater output - has become 
useless in a compandored system. Formerly we could ask "What is the ratio, 
in db, of the power applied in a given channel at transmitting switchboard 
to the resulting signal power at repeater output?" The answer was a 
definite number of db, before compandors - now the db ratio depends on 
the applied power, since transmission has deliberately been rrade non
linear. 

How will the universe of talker signals at point A compare to 
the universe we would have observed before application of compressors? 
In terms of a distribution such as that shown in Figure12-l for volumes 
of talkers at zero level we see that the standard deviation will be re
duced from 5 db to 2.5 db by virtue of the slope of the compressor 
characteristic shown in Figure 15-6. (The 2: 1 portion of the input
output characteristic of the compressor covers the entire range of talker 

powers for all probable values of level at compressor input.) The distri
bution will still be a normal one. Its median value will shift, however. 
If the compressor input is a zero level point, and the power of a V0 

(median) talker is -13.9 dbm at zero level (corresponding to V0 = -12.5 vu}, 
then the new median talker will have at point A a power of about -4.5 dbm, 
obtained from Figure 15-6b. The difference between the average power 
talker and the median for this new broadband signal would still be 
.115 a 2 db. Thu~ if the power of the median talker is -4o5 dbm (true only 
if input to compressor is a zero level point), the average power talker 
will be .115 (2.5) 2 db higher, or .72 db above -4.5 dbm, which is 
-J.8 dbm. This is 7.2 db greater than the average power talker before 
compre~sors were applied. (It would not be valid to arrive at the 
power of the average power talker of the compressed distribution by 
asking what the compressor output would be for an input power corresponding 
to the average power talker of the uncompressed distribution.} 

This, then, is the new broadband signal which is to be transmitted 
over the high frequency line. There it will generate intermodulation 
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products, be contaminated with thermal noise, and bear some relation to the 
overload point of the repeaters. In computing these effects, let us first 
describe them in terms of the high frequency line up to point "B", ignor
ing the effects of the expandors for the present. 

Load Carrying Capacity Requirements 
We shall couch our discussion of overload in terms of the 

ouestion: what sine wave power at point B must we carry without over
loading in order to meet the usual requirements for overload expectation? 

We postulate that compressors will operate at syllabic rates, 
but will not compress instantaneous voltage excursions. The new value of 
"Pei" can still be specified, therefore, in terms of an rms power plus a 

i) 

peak factor. As we have seen, however, the value of the multi-channel 
load factor, 60 , is a function of er. Values of 6c as a function of 
number of channels equipped are given in Table 15-.3 for er = 2.5 vu. 
The table also gives the difference between 60 for er = 5 and 60 for 
er = 2.5. Since we can find the power, at A or B, of the average power 
talker of our new distribution, the computation of total average power 
presents no difficulties. As we have seen, the average power talker after 
compressors is 7.2 db higher power than before if compressor input is a 
zero level. 
giving a net 
fore usually 

The change in 60 partly counteracts this 7.2 db increase, 
increase of about 5 db for a 100 channel system. It is there
necessary to lower line levels by appropriate pads in the 

transmitting terminal. 

Table 15-3 

Number of 6c for Decrease .in 6c 
Channels CJ' = 2.5 for er = 2. 5 vs 5. 0 

10 18. 4 db 3.4 db 

20 16.9 2.9 

50 14.6 2.5 

100 13.0 2.2 

200 11.9 1. 8 

500 11.0 1. 2 

1000 10.4 1. 0 
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For the present, let us ignore the fact that we shall probably 
have to change levels on the high frequency line.* When we do so, we 
shall, as always, affect the overload, modulation and thermal noise per• 
formance of the system, but this is now a familar procedure. 
These level adjustments can be deferred until we have completed our 
analysis of the new broadband signal, the system performance, and sen
sitivity to interferences. 

Noise Contributors 
The thermal noise at point B can be computed by methods devel

oped in Chapter 7; the fact that signals have been altered has no effect, 
of course. Modulation noise is another matter. It was shown in Chapter 
:l2that modulation noise due to the important x-type products could be 
computed from the formula: 

where, 

WX = Ta - sx + Hx + 10 log Nx - Px + %Jx Vop•':'* (15-1) 

W is the intermodulation noise, from talkers, in dba at zero x 
level 
Ta is the annoyance, in dba, caused by a zero vu talker 

s~ measures the relative annoying effect of different types of 
products 

Hx is system linearity expressed as ratio of 2f or 3f power to 
fundamental (f) power when fundamental power is one milliwatt 
at zero level (3f being evaluated as if it added in phase from 
repeater to repeater). 
Nx is the probable number of products of type x in the disturbed 
channel (busy hour) 

Px is a correction allowing for the fact that the annoying peak 
values of products do not usually coincide 

%Jx is order of x-type product (for example, 

:qx = 3 if x = a.+~- :y) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*It will be recalled that we are explicitly ignorine terminal problems. 

In actual practice, we would put in pads at the transmitting terminal, 
and compensating gain in the receiving terminal at locations chosen so 
as to optimize the performance of the frequency multiplexing modulators 
and demodulators - for example, pads might be inserted at compressor 
output. Additional gain and loss blocks would then be used to optimize 
high frequency line performance. 

**Here, and in the discussion which follows~ it is assumed that 
.115 (A -~ ) ~2 = o, which is true for A+~, A-B and A+B-C products, 
but notxfot 2A-B. 
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Considering the system between points A and B, and recalling 
that these are equal level points, we see that this formula for Wx at 
point B is still valid with our new talker distribution at A and our re
evaluation consists of substituting a new value Vop• (V0 P =-2.4 vu vs 
the old value of -9.6 vu). Hx as measured between A and B (which were 
zero level points before we compandored the system) has not changed, 
altho it will when we eventually change levels on the high frequency 
line. From computations of Wx' and the values found for thermal noise, 
we can compute the total interference at point B as a function of carrier 
frequency. 

To compare this interference with the subscribers' tolerance, 
we can either translate our zero level requirements to point "B", or ---carry the total noise from B to zero level. In either case we must ask 
what relationship will exist between noise at B and at zero level with 
expanders in circuit. From Figure 15-6 we see that the noise between 
syllables will not be expanded unless it exceeds -22 dbm in power at 
expandor input. Intersyllabic noise will therefore suffer a loss of 
28 db in passing thru the expander. Not all of this loss can be taken 
as an advantage, however, since the expandor is not instantaneous, and 
because noise during syllables will not be attenuated relative to signal. 
Listening tests indicate that a 5 db allowance should be made for these 
effects, giving a net compandor advantage of 23 db. If we express our 
noise requirements in terms of point B in a 4000 mile system, then, we 
would allow +61 dba where before compandors the tolerable total was 
+38 dba. 

To conclude this discussion, let us consider an illustrative 
example. 

Illustrative Example 
At the zero level point in the receiving terminal of a 100 

channel system we find the following values of top-channel noise from 
the high frequency line: 

Thermal +34 dba 
Second order noise +JO dba 
Third order noise +15 dba 

The system levels and repeater spacing have been dictated by overload 
considerations. Repeater spacing is to remain unchanged. 

Suppose now that we apply compandors to the system, and then 
readjust levels to maximize the margin against overload, subject to the 
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restriction that total noise in dba heard by the subscriber shall not be 
increased. What pads or amplifiers should be inserted between the high 
frequency line and the A and B points in the terminals (see Figure 15-5)? 
What will be the new margin against overload? 

Solution: The total noise at zero level is 35.5 dba. After compressors 
are applied at the transmitting end, the noise at "Bn at receiving term
inal will change as follows, (before any steps are taken to readjust 

levels): 
Change in Noise at B 

Thermal No Change 

Second Order 2 x 7.2 = 14.4 db 

Third Order 3 x 7.2 = 21.6 db 

The modulation noise changes are, of course, deduced from the 7.2 db 

change in vop• 
It has been stated that the effect of the expanders will be 

to increase tolerance to noise at B by 23 db. Still leaving levels 
unchanged, then, we find after compandors: 
Original Compressor Expandor 

Noise Effect Effect 
+ 34 dba 0 -23 
+ 30 dba 
+ 15 dba 

+14.4 
+21.6 

-23 
-23 

Noise at 
Zero Level 

+11 dba 
+21.4. 
+13.6 

We have not been asked to optimize the noise, in the sense 
of setting levels for optimum S/N ratio, but rather to make levels on 
the high frequency line as low as possible without engendering more than 
+35.5 dba at zero level. In terms of point B, this is +58.5 dba. (This 
approaches the noise power which would start to operate the expandorl) 
Inspecting the last column of the table above, we see that we can drop 
levels on the line by 24.5 db before thermal noise exceeds +58.5 dba 
at B. Since we do this by changing G01 (see Figure 15-5), signal mag
nitudes at A and B will remain unchanged. Therefore thermal noise at 
B will change db for db as we change levels on the high frequency line, 
just as it formerly did at a zero level point. 

After a 24.5 db decrease in magnitudes of signals on the line, 
modulation noise will be negligible. 

How much have we improved our margin against overload? Adding 
compandors will cost us about 5 db (7.2 db increase in average power, but 
a better 100 channel peak factor by 2.2 db}. Our net profit, then, is 

24.5 - 5 or 19.5 db. 
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Telephone Instrument, 3-2 

circuit, 3-4 
crossections, 3-1 
frequency response, 3-6 

Television, Ch. 16 
amplitude modulation of, 16-38 
bandwidth required, 16-5, 16-11, 

16-37 
color, 16-8 

differential gain and phase, 
16-8, 16-36 (footnote}, 
16-37' 22-16 

compression, effect on regulation, 
14-19 

crosstalk, 16-28, 16-38 
echo 

effect of, 16-14 
rating, 16-16 

bandwidth advantage, 16-22 
frequency weighting, 16-20 
requirements, in terms of, 

16-28, 16-37 
standard shapes for, 16-24 
time weighting, 16-20 
vector diagram, 16-17 

optimization of carrier signal wave 
form, 16-44 

percent modulation, 16-44 
random noise in, 16-29, 16-37 
resolution, 16-5 
scanning, 16-1 
service, 1-9 
single frequency interference, 

16-32 
spectrum, 16-6 
synchronizing, 16-2 
transmission deviations 

effect of, 16-13 
reouirements on, 16-14, 16-28, 

16-37, 22-19 
transmission requirements, 16-37 
vestigial sideband transmission of, 

16-38 
Terminals, 4-18, 5-13, 17-2, 17-6, 

26-2 
Terminal Net Loss (TNL}, 2-30 
Terminating Links, 1-4 
Thermal Noise (See Noise, Random} 
Time Division (See PCM} 
Toll Switching Plan, 1-5 
Transmission Deviations 

FM and PM, Ch. 22 
pulse, 27-32 
TV, 16-13, 16-37, 22-16 
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Transmission Level Point, 2-3 
Transmission System, Definition, 1-1, 

1-10 
Transmitters (See Telephone Instrument) 
Trigonometric Identities, 4-4, 16-40, 

16-41, 19-12, 20-22 
Trunks, 1-4, 3-12 
TV (See Television) 
Two Wire Operation, 5-4 

Vector Diagram 
AM, 19-18 
echo, 16-17 
PM, 19-19 

Velocity of Propagation, 2-41, 3-22, 
5-1 

Vestigial Sideband, 4-ll, 16-38 
Visible Speech, 29-5 

Via Net Loss (VNL), 2-30, 2-41, 5-1, 
14-2 

factor, 2-33, 3-23 
Vocoder, 29-9 
Voice Frequency Toll Systems, 3-20 
Volume Indicatqr, 2-5 
Volume, Received, 2-18, 2-35 
Volume, Talker 

definition, 2-4 
distribution, 12-2, 15-14 
message/noise vs., in PCM, 26-43 

vu, 2-5, 12-1 

Weighting Function, 21-29 (See also 
Noise; Echo} 

Working Reference System (WRS), 2-12 

Zero Transmission Level Point (OTLP) in 
Toll Systems, 2-3 

I'' 
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A Partial List of Symbols Used in This Text 

The following list is restricted to those symbols which have 
been given a special meaning and used in a number of places in the text. 
No attempt is made to list such common places as w for frequency, wc for 
carrier frequency, etc. 

Where several references are given, the first is to the defi
nition; subsequent references list particularly important uses of the 
symbol. 

ef 

e2f 

e3f 

Ep 

r 
F 

GA 

GOL 

GR 

g(w) 

g*(w) 

H 
x 

4-3, 4-4, 8-2, 8-3, 
19-21 
4-J, 4-4, 8-2, 8-3, 
19-21 
4-3, 4-4, 8-2, 8-J, 
19-21 
6-8 

6-8 

6-8 

6-8 

6-5, 10-1, 15-9 

6-7 

6-7 

6-7 

6-6, 10-1 

20-12 

6-7, 10-1 

6-4, 10-1 

6-6, 10-1 

9-5 

21-6 

21-7 

(x=2A,A+B or 2A-B etc.) 
6-8,6-9,15-15,22-18 
19-10 

KF 

LC 

LE 

Ls 

Lx 

M 

M2 

MJ 

M2R 

MJR 

M2S 

M3S 
n 

Na 

NF 
NR 

NS 

Nx 

PR 

PS 

P(t) 
Q 

Q(t) 

6-7, 10-1, 13-25 

9-5 

9-5 

6-4, 10-1 

12-10 

11-12, 11-14 
6-7, 10-1 

6-7, 10-1 

6-8 

6-8 

6-8 

6-8 

6-J, 10-1 
12-8 

7-3 
6-5, 10-1 

6-5, 10-1 

12-10, 15-15, 22-18 

20-16 

6-6,10-1,20-16,22-19 

13-35,22-10,22-25,24-13 
6-6, 10-1 
13-35, 22-10, 22-25, 
24-13 
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sx 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 8 11-1 

T 13-6 6 11-12 
e (overload) ,. ""' L 

Ta 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 J...::-o 

21-18 Six 12-12, 15-15, 22-18 
u 

Vo 12-2 ei 13-6 

vop 12-3, 15-15 90 13-6 

w (with various subscripts ).x 12-13, 22-18 
noise) 

~ 12-15 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 
x 11-5, 19-5 Px 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 

y(w) 22-24 C'J (of talker volo distri-

y(w) 
bution) 12-2, 15-13 

22-24 12-14 "I: 

tJ 21-9, Cho 22, Ch. 27 

~1 21-9, Ch. 22, Cho 27 


